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Preface

QualitativeReasoningis still comparativelyyoung. Although work on thequaliataive
reasoningabout thepropertiesof physicalsystemsbeganaroundthe late seventiesit
hasonly been within the last 6-8 yearsthat this researchactivity has dramatically
expanded,both in terms of theoretical developmentsand in its impact on other
disciplines. That this has occuredis demonstratedby the immenseinterestin QR
currently beingshownby researchersfrom many diversedisciplines, and alsoby the
claim that theytoo aredoing qualitativereasoning’,whenin factoftentheyarenot, at
least not correspondingto the techniquesdevelopedwithin this community. This
highlights what I considerto be an urgentproblem. We mustdiscern theprinciples
and motivations behind our work so that we can determinecommon ground and
hencebeginto establisha coherentframeworkfor research.Only by developingsuch
a frameworkcan we comparethe relativemeritsof thevariousapproachesto QR and
indeed,the meritsof QR with respectto other Al, and evennon-Al basedtechniques
for representingandreasoningaboutphysicalsystems.

Within the last few years some people have become increasinglysceptical
about the successof QR. They point to the lack of real application systemsand
suggestthat the whole pursuitmaybe futile. In my experience,suchpeopletend not
to appreciatethe fundamentalmotivationsand insights behind the developmentof
QR. Ratherthey continueto usenumericalapproachesas the yardstickby which to
measuresuccess. For ourpart, we in theQR communitymust makea betterjob of
clarifying and describingour motivationsand less time extolling the virtuesof our
particularalgorithms. Only by clearlycharacterisingwhat wearetrying to do canwe
claim success; otherwise,we can always be consideredto have failed. But what
aboutthe lack of real applications?In my view suchcriticisms arepremature. If we
considerthat the developmenttime for conventionalnumericalapproacheshasbeen
in theorderof decades,andthat one definition of qualitativeis ‘non-numerical’,then
even 10 yearsof developmentof such an ambitious enterpriseis too short to expect
successfulapplicationsystems.Further,thetechnologytransferprocessfrom concept
proving in the laboratory to industrial applications is generally regardedto take
between5-10 years. This is about the sameduration as the existenceof the QR
discipline! Of course, this is not to say that we should not be pursuing practical
applicationswheneverpossible; as an Engineerthis is my ultimate goal. However,
wemustalsobe patientandnot promisewhatwecannotyetreasonablydeliver.

Steadyprogressin developingourdiscipline is apparent,however. Only by
looking backcanwemeasurethedistancetravelled. The contributionsrepresentedat
this workshop attestto the healthand vitality of the field. With someintrospection
andconsolidationQualitative Reasoningis poisedto take its rightful placeamongst
thearsenalof techniquesavailablefor representingandreasoningaboutthebehaviour
of physicalsystems.



Manypeoplehavecontributedto theorganisationandpreparationfor this
workshop. I amextremelygrateful to theProgrammeCommitteefor thebenefitof
theiradviceon majordecisionsandfor copingwith theheavyreviewingburden
placedon them,andtheir colleagues,over sucha shortperiodof time. Thanksare
dueto thefollowing peoplewho servedas reviewersfor theworkshop: Franz
Amador,Tony Barrett,Bert Bredeweg,GeorgeCoghill, Tony Cohn,Leo Joskowicz,
BenjaminKuipers,Roy Leitch,DorothyNeville, QiangShen,PeterStruss,Dan
Weld,MarkWiegand.

The workshopwould not be taking place without the support and hard work
undertakenby a local organisingcommitteeconsistingof George Coghill, Qiang
Shen and Mark Wiegand. Essentially,they havedeliveredthe arrangementsfor the
accommodation,programmeand social events, respectively. These tasks being
completedin themidstof moving location andforming a newdepartment.Thanks,I
am verygrateful.

Also, behind the sceneslies a great deal of efficient secretarial support
provided by Gillian Duffy andLinda Purves. An additional burden was placedon
them by the loss of e-mail contactduring the move to new premises. This was
cheerfullytakenin theirstride.

And so, everythingseemsset to continuethe successfulseriesof Qualitative
Reasoningworkshops, I’m looking forward to the stimulating presentationsand
discussions,but evenmoreto theboring silencewhenits all over,atleastfor awhile.

Roy Leitch
Edinburgh,Scotland

14th August, 1992
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Caricatures: Generating Models of Dominant Behavior

Olivier Raiman,Brian C. Williams*
Xerox Palo Alto ResearchCenter

3333 CoyoteHill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304 USA

Abstract

When analyzing most physical phenomenathe
complexityof the correspondingequationsrapidly
becomessuch that there are no generalmethods
to derive exact solutions. A solution prevalentin
acid-basechemistryis to constructasimplified so-
lution that preservesonly the dominant behav-
iors. Since what dominatesvaries, for example,
dependingon the strength of the acid or its ini-
tial concentration, the chemist divides behavior
into a patchwork of simpler subregimesthat re-
flect thesevariations. The successof suchan ap-
proachhingesupon thecareful identificationof the
simplifying assumptions(e.g., the acid is strong)
which induce thepartition. What is moststriking
is that theseassumptionsappearto ariseprior to
thoughtsabout how the modelsareto be used
modelling is an emergentprocess.

To identify dominant regimes we exploit the
metaphorof a caricature — an exagerationof
an equation’s prominent features— to generate
the requisitesimplifying assumptions.Generating
these assumptions,the boundaries of the parti-
tion, and thesimplified equationsfor eachregime,
draws heavily upon our earlier work on qualita-
tive algebraicand order of magnitudereasoning.
The resulting process,called caricatural modeling,
is sufficient to replicatea broad set of examples
from acid-basechemistry.

Introduction
Along with otherswe haveargued [0, 0, 0, 0] that the
model generation/selectiontask is ultimatelydriven by
the phenomenaof interest,asdictated by the problem
beingsolved. Thus, we found it striking, when exam-
ining analytical chemistry texts[0], that much time is
devotedto teachingmodelingskills at thestart — with
no mention of how thesemodels are to be used. We
believethis is aninstanceof anovelandpervasivefacet
of modeling that requiresexplanation.

~The orderingof authorsis incidental.

We claim that modeling is often an emergentphe-
nomena— thereexists adistinct notion of interesting
phenomena,which is not contingenton the task being
performed. The argumentgoesas follows: Peopleare
extremelyinventive; theyarequite good at makinguse
out of just about anything they understand,whether
it be the designof a mechanicaldevice or a chemical
synthesis.’ The difficult issuethen is to comeup with
models that, while accurate,are sufficiently simple to
be intuitively grasped. Thus, at least for invention,
the problem of constructing simple, but accurate mod-
els may precedeuse.

We observethat emergentmodels achievesimplic-
ity, by highlighting dominant behaviors, and carving
a system into a patchworkof regimeswhere different
behaviorsdominate. Finally, we claim this patchwork
emergesascaricaturesof the system,by reinforcing its
prominentfeatures.We presenta domainindependent
approachto generatingemergentmodels, called can-
catural modeling, anddemonstrateit in the context of
acid-basechemistry.

An examplefrom chemistry
Considerequilibrium behaviorof asimple reaction —

the dilution of acid molecules,All, into water. The
dilution is characterizedby the reactions1120 — H~+
011 and All H~+ A, andits equilibrium stateis
governedby:

Ca

K,, ah

where ah, a, h+, h,o, and oh denote the
concentration2at equilibrium of the speciesAll, A,
11±, 1120,and011—, respectively,K~and K,, areequi-
librium constantsfor the water and acid ionization,

‘The approachof focussingforemoston making inter-
actionstractableduringinventionwe call interaction-based
design.[0]

‘Although the concentrationof speciesS is tradition-
ally denoted [5], this conflicts with the use of [1’ within
qualitative reasoning, to denotea quantity’s sign.

(Ii) Chargebalance:
(12) Massbalance:
(13) Water equilibrium:

(14) Acid equilibrium:

= oh+a,
= ah±a,
= h+oh,

= h+a_,
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and Ca denotesthe initial concentrationof All. Com-
ing up with these equations is straightforward; the
most reasoningintensivestep is to solve for the equi-
librium concentrations.

Bypassingbrute force through a
patchworkof dominant behaviors

Toderive, for example,theconcentrationof 11+ ions we
could usea bruteforce approachto solving the system
of nonlinearequations. Eliminating ah, a, and oh
in the four equationsyields the following equilibrium
concentrationequation:

h~3+ K,,h~ (KaCa + K~)h~= KaKw.

The derivation of this equation is used in chemistry
texts to make clear the need to avoid brute force.
Even for this simple case, the concentrationequation
is a third degree polynomial in h~,making it diffi-
cult to solve(solving this equationinvolves computing
the real roots of the left hand side). For more com-
plicated cases,such as polyprotic acids — acids with
more than one replaceablehydrogenion 11+, suchas
113P04— the degreeof such equationsincreaseswith
the number of replaceableions. For example,H3P04
has threereplaceableions and results in a concentra-
tion equationof degreefive. Of course, there are no
generalsolutions to algebraicequationsof degreefive
or higher (by Galois). Likewise, derivingeachconcen-
tration equationinvolvessolving asystemof non-linear
equations,which can be quite computation intensive.
Thus, applying brute force reachesa deadend for all
but the simplest cases.

Instead, a chemist is taught to proceed as follows
(takenfrom [0], chapter5). First, having introduced
equations11—14, governingthe reaction’s equilibrium,
the chemistguessesseveral interestingsimplifying as-
sumptionsabout what the dominant speciesmay be:

The acid is weak (a <<C,,).
The acid is strong (ah << C,,).
The soln. is essentiallyneutral (a <<hf).
The soln. is stronglyacidic (oh <<hf).

Combining, for example, assumptionsA2 and A4
and applying them to the chargeand mass balance
equations(11,12) producesh~ a (Ii’) and C,, ~u
(12’). Solving for h~results in h~~uC,,, afar simpler
result than producedthrough brute force.

Applying other combinationsof assumptionsin a
similar mannerproduces:

Al:
A2:
A3:
A4:

Assump T{j~ Simplified ConcentrationEqn~
A2,A4 J~F h~ u C,, (El)
A3 R2 h~’ K,,~.
A2 R3 h~’—C,,h~ K,~

A4 R4 h~’+K,,h~ C,,K,,
Al,A4 R5 h~’ C,,K,,
Al R6 h~’ r~ C,,K,,+K,,,

none R7 h+’+K,,h+’
—(K,,C,, ±K,~)h~

= K,,K,~

The remaining step is to determinethe domain of
validity for eachset of assumptions— the constraints
that the assumptionsimpose on the givens, K,,, K,,,
and C,,. Returning to the pair of assumptionsA2 and
A4, fromA2 (ah <<C,,) we deriveC~/K,,<<C,, by sub-
stituting for ah and a using the simplified acid equi-
librium (14), acidconcentration(El) andmassbalance
(12’) equations. And from A4 (oh << h~)we derive
KW/C,, << C,, by substituting for oh and h~using
the simplified acid concentration(El) andwater equi-
librium (13) equations.Thesetwo constraintsdefine a
region, Ri, whosefringe correspondsto the two bold
lines in the upper right corner of region diagram be-
low (taken from [0], p. 75). The domainsof validity
R2—R7for theremainingsetsof assumptionspartitions
the reaction’s behaviorinto simpler regimesaccording
to the valuesof Ca and K,,. Given theseresults, the
problemof identifying asolution’sacidity for givenval-
uesof C,, and K,, involves identifying the appropriate
regionand applying the correspondingsimplified con-
centrationequation. This paperdemonstrateshow to
automatethis style of reasoning.

C.)

0

-14 a<bwhen

For Kw = 10 a/b<0.1
Elementsof the chemist’sexpertise

What arethe essentialcharacteristicsof the aboveex-
ample? The intractability of solving the initial equa-
tions is avoidedfrom the start by replacing them with
setsof equationswhich are simpler to solve, and are
still relatively accuraterenditions of the initial equa-
tions. An accurate,yet simpler rendition is achieved
through a pervasivestyle of reasoning: first the com-
plex behavior is partitionedinto asetof regimeswhere
subsetsof the behavior dominate; then the equations
areapproximatedby eliminating all but thedominant

-14 -8 -2
log(Ka)

-2

-8
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behaviorsin that regime. The resultingequationsare
easilysolved,circumventingthe needfor sophisticated
mathematics.

The essentialskill — which is deeply rooted in the
chemist’sknow-how but poorly systematized— is the
ability to identify thedominant regimesandtheir cor-
respondingsimplifying assumptions.We offer here an
approachfor identifying such regimes,which is suffi-
cient to replicate a broad set of acid-basechemistry
examples(taken from [0]), and draws heavily on our
earlier work on qualitative algebraicreasoninginvolv-
ing hybrid qualitative/quantitative [0] and order of
magnitudealgebras [0]. This approachis basedon
the metaphorof a caricature, which providesclues to
what are the interestingsimplifying assumptionsand
the correspondingregimes. Its instantiationis a pro-
cesswe call canicatunalmodeling.

What is a caricature?
From acommonsensestandpointacaricatureof an ob-
ject is a description which exageratesprominent fea-
tures, andeliminatesinsignificant features.For exam-
plecaricaturesof RichardNixon reducehis faceto little
more than a nosewith an exaggeratedslope. Apply-
ing this concept to modeling, givena systemof initial
equationswe construct a caricature of this systemby
exageratingone or more of the equation’sprominent
features. In this paper, we take “prominent” to mean
that one term a of an equation E dominatesanother
term b: at > bi; that is, a is further from zero than b.
We exageratethis featureby making a muchgreater
than b, thus making a dominant and 5 insignificant:
a > b -~-~ a >> b. We call this relation a caricatu-
ral assumption. By using this assumptionto simplify
E we producea cancatural equation,which eliminates
the insignificant features.

For example,given that all concentrationsare pos-
itive, two prominent features of equation 12 (Ca =
ah+a) are C,, > ah and C,, > a (note that all
concentrationsare positive). Exagerating C,, > ah
introducesthe caricaturalassumptionC,, >> ah, and
allows 12 to be replaced by the caricatural equation
C,, a. This correspondsto the chemist’s notion
of a strong acid (i.e., essentiallyall All dissociates).
Conversely, exagerating C,, > a introduces the
assumptionC,, >> a, and produces the caricature
C,, ah, the chemist’s notion of a weak acid (i.e.,
a negligible fraction of the acid All dissociates).

Of course an alternative approach might take a
quantity or subtermfrom any two equationsand pre-
sumeone dominatesanother. However, the number
of potential assumptionswould be prohibitively large.
Insteadthe conceptof caricatureallows us to use ex-
isting featuresof the initial equationsascluesto what
relations are worth exaggerating. What is striking is
that the restricted set generatedthrough caricatures
matchesthe simplifying assumptionsintroduced in a
variety of acid-basechemistry examples.

There are two additional issues. First, more than
onefeaturemay be exagerated.For example,portraits
of Nixon often exagerateboth his noseandjowls. Like-
wisewe might exagerateC,, relative to both ahanda.
Second,exageratinga set of features may not always
be consistent. For example,combiningboth caricatu-
ral assumptionswith equation12 allows us to conclude
that C,, >> C,,, which is inconsistentfor positive C,,.

Following the example,after identifying the caricat-
ural assumptionsandgeneratingcaricaturesof the ini-
tial equations,what remainsis to solvefor thesimpli-
fied concentrationequationsand the domain of valid-
ity for the caricaturalassumptions. As we elaborate
in the next few sections,caricaturalmodeling involves
1) generatingsetsof caricaturalassumptions,2) deriv-
ing the caricaturesof the initial equations,3) solving
for the simplified concentrationequations,4) deriving
the domainsof validity, and 5) recognizing inconsis-
tent setsof assumptions. Spaceprecludesa detailed
presentationof the algebraicmanipulations,described
elsewherein [0, 0]. Rather,our goal is to demonstrate
how, by exploiting thesealgebraic manipulationtech-
niques, caricatural modeling is able to replicate the
chemist’stacit skills.

Generatingcaricaturalassumptions

We begin by extracting the prominent features from
each initial equation. We expressboth features and
equationsusing the hybrid qualitative/quantitativeal-
gebra SRi (an algebra combining signs and reals).
Briefly, the domain of SRi extends the reals to in-
clude signs (i.e., 4- (0, inf), (— inf, 0) and

(— inf, inf)). The operators of SRi extend the
standardoperatorsof the reals (+,—,x and /) to this
largerdomain, resulting, for example,in the combina-
tion of areal andsign algebra. As usual[~-]mapsareal

to its sign. In SRi an inequality, suchas C,, > ah is
expressedby the hybrid equation[C,, — ah] = 4-.

Recall that a prominent featureof an equationis a
partialorderbetweenabsolutevaluesof anytwo terms.
Extraction is performedusing Minima’s algebraicsim-
plification proceduresfor SRi, substitution of equals
or supersets,and for more complicatedexamplesthe
SRi hybrid resolution rule, asdescribedin [0]. For ex-
ample, from the (quantitative) massbalanceequation
C,, = ah + a (12) and a being positive (the qual-
itative equation [a] = 4- (P1)), Minima derivesthe
hybrid equation[C,, — ah] = 4-, equivalentlyC,, > ah:

Si) C,, — ah = a Cancellationon 12.
S2) a c [a] Definition of [].

S3) C,, — ah C [a4 Subst a in Si using S2.
S4) C,, — ah C 4- Subst [a] in S3 using P1.
S5) [C,, — ah] = 4- SRi simplification of S4.

It follows then from S5 and [ah] = 4- that IC,, >
aht. Exageratingthis featureaccordingto

a > b a >> S
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Initial
Eqns

h~= oh +a (Ii)
h~=oh+a (Ii)

C,, =ah+a (12)

Sign
Eqns

[a] = 4-,[oh] = 4-
[oh]=4-,[a]=

[ah] = 4-,[a] = -4

prominent
—__feature
h~> oh

h~>Ia
C,,> Ia-I

caricatural
assumptions

h~>>oh (A4)

h~>>a (A3)
C,, >>a (Al)

C,, = ah+ a (12)
K,,, = h+oh_ (13)

K,,ah = h+a_ (14)

[a] = -4, [ah] = -4 C,,> ahl
none

none

C,, >> ah (A2)
none

none

Deriving the caricatureof a regime

Given a set of caricatural assumptionsdefining a
subregime, the order of magnitude algebra system
Estimates[0]is used to derive the caricatureof the ini-
tial equations,the simplified concentrationequations
and the domain of validity. First, the assumptions
are used to simplify the initial equations,resulting in
a set of caricatural equations. Caricatural assump-
tions and equationsareexpressedin Estimate’sorder
of magnitudealgebra. The types of dominancerela-
tions usedearlier, a << b and a b, are capturedas
algebraicequationsin Estimates:a >> b S C ca, and
a S a C (1 +e)b, wheree denotesaset of (positive
andnegative) infinitesimal values.3

Given a set of caricaturalassumptions,Estimates
produces a set of caricatural equations, by applying
the assumptionsto each initial equationusing order
of magnitudesimplification, substitution of superset
and qualitative resolution[0]. For example, consider
the pair of caricatural assumptions: C,, >> ah (A2)
and h~ >> oh(A4), which correspondto the exam-
ple at the beginning of the paper. Applying A2 to the
massbalanceequationC,, = ah + a (12), Estimates
derivesthe caricaturalequationC,, a (12’) through
the following sequence:
Ti) ah C cC,, Estimatesequationfor A2.
T2) a C —cC,, + C,, Subst ah in 12 with Ti.
T3) a C (1 + e)C,, Simplification of T2.
T4) a ~vC,, Relationequivalentto T3.

Likewise,applying A4 to chargebalanceh~= a +oh
(Ii) results in h~iv a (Ii’). Applying theseassump-
tions to 13 and14 providesno simplification.

Next theconcentrationequationsare derived. Given
an equilibrium concentration,such ash+, andthecar-
icatural equationsjust derived, Estimates is used to
solve for h+ in terms of the givens K,,,, K,, and C,,,
producing h~ C,, (El):

‘Intuitively eadenotesthesetof all valuesmuchsmaller
than a, and(1 + €)a denotesall valuesclose to a.

Equilbrium concentrationsfor ah,a andoh arede-
rived analogously.

Finally, eachbound of thedomain of validity corre-
spondsto one of the caricaturalassumptions,and is
derived using Estimatesthrough a processsimilar to
the above. A boundary is derived from an assump-
tion using the caricaturalequations(throughqualita-
tive resolution)to eliminatetheequilibrium concentra-
tions, resulting in aconstraintbetweengivens(K,,,KW
andC,,).

For example,from Ca >> ah (A2) Estimatesderives

K,, >> Ca, using 14 (K,,ah = h~a), 12’ (h~ C,,),
and El (C,, iva):
Si) C,, >> h~a/K,, Resolveah in A2,14.
S2) C,, >> h~C,,/K,, Resolvea in Sl,12’.
S3) C,, >> C~/K,, Resolveh~in S2,Ei.
S4) K,, >> C,, Simplify S3.

The bounds and concentration equations derived
through these processescorrespondexactly to those
in the exampleof section

As afinal note, in somecasesasetof caricaturalas-
sumptions will be mutually inconsistent,for example,
as we pointed out earlier for {Ai, A2}. This is recog-
nized when oneof thecaricaturalequationsderivedby
Estimatesis not self consistent— for example,from
{Ai, A2} EstimatesderivesC,, >> C,, — or is inconsis-
tent with the inequalitiesderivedby Minima.

Creatingthe patchwork

The relation betweencaricaturesof different regimes
has a variety of interesting properties, somehaving
important computationalconsequencesfor caricatural
modeling. Interrelationshipsbetweensetsof assump-
tions can be visualizedusingasubset/supersetlattice:

producesC,, >> ah, which is equivalentto assumption Ui) (1 + e)h+ — a D 0 Estimateseqnfor Ii’.
A2 of section . The derivation of each featureand its U2) (1 + c)C,, — a C 0 Estimateseqnfor 12’.
correspondingcaricature is summarizedin the above U3) (1 + e)h~— (1 + e) C 0 Resolvea in Ui,U2.
table. U4) h~iv C,, Reln equiv to U3.
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{Al. X)~A3.A4 I

Al. .~. A3 } {Ai. .~tA4 (Al ,~, A4 } A2. .~. A4 I

~
~

IAI} {A2} (A3} (Al

{}
First, note that at the bottom the lattice is rooted

in theoriginal model — sincethereareno assumptions
no exaggerationhasbeenperformed. And as we move
upwardsthrough the lattice the models becomesim-
pler, since eachassumptionmakesan additional term
insignificant, which then dropsout of the equations.

Second, although models higher in the lattice are
simpler, their domain of validity is more restrictive.
Sinceeach caricatural assumptionintroducesa sub-
regime boundary, the region correspondingto the do-
main of validity of onecaricatureis a subsetof those
for any caricatureappearingbelow it in the lattice.

Third, when moving up the lattice additional as-
sumptions do not alwaysresult in simplification. For
example,{A2, A3} producesthesameequationfor h+
as does {A3}.

4 This explains why Schaum’soutline
includes a region, R3, for {A2} but no region for
{A2, A3} (see the region diagram of section ). The
same argumentapplies to the absenceof {Ai, A3}.
These eliminatedsets are depicted by squaresin the
lattice. Likewise,additionalassumptionsdo not always
restrict the domain of validity, in particular when the
boundarythey introduceis outside theexisting region.

Finally, while all caricaturescould be generatedby
simply repeatingthe approachof the previoussection
on all combinationsof caricaturalassumptions,the dif-
ferent combinationssharetwo propertiesthat can be
exploited to make this processmore efficient. First,
by monotonicityeachsupersetof an inconsistentsetof
assumptionsis alsoinconsistent. Thusto avoidexplor-
ing potentially largesectionsof the lattice, we create
caricaturesstarting at the bottom of the lattice and
movemonotonicallyupwards,ignoringanythingabove
an inconsistentset. In our example,of 16 potential
setsof assumptions,9 prove consistent,2 are explic-
itly demonstratedinconsistent,and5 are supersetsof
these, and thus neednot be explored. The 7 incon-
sistent setsare markedby X’s in the lattice. Finally,
caricaturescan also be generatedincrementally by ex-
ploiting monotonicity. Given thecaricatureC for aset
of assumptionsS (in particular C containsthecaricat-
ural assumptionsandcaricaturesof initial equations),
the caricatureof its immediatesupersets,S U {A} are
computedby further exageratingC using assumption

4
But this dependson how many of the equilibrium con-

centrationswe are interested in. {A2,A3} may allow addi-
tional simplification over {A3} for other species.

RelatedWork
An important distinguishing featureof our work, here
andin [0] is theemphasison modelgeneration. In con-
strastto the perspectivehereon modeling asan emer-
gentprocessandthe focus on quantitativedescriptions
of dominant behaviors,critical abstraction [0] focuses
on extracting qualitative featuresof modelssufficient
to understandabehaviorof interest. Our ultimate goal
is a generativemodelling approachthat bridges these
extremes.

Thereis a largebody of complementarywork on the
problem of selecting betweenexisting models, which
can exploit the models that generativemodelling cre-
ates. [0, 0] use a graph of model relationshipsand
sensitivities to help select amongmodels. [0, 0, 0, 0]
selectappropriatemodels for the constituentsof a de-
vice, exploiting informationsuppliedabout simplifying
assumptions,thequantities beingobserved,and in the
last two casesthe desiredaccuracyof the approxima-
tions.

Additionally, Caricatural modeling demonstrates
the power of qualitativealgebraicskills, in particular
the useof Hybrid qualitative/quantitativealgebra to
reasonabout critical features,andorderof magnitude
algebra to reasoningabout dominance. Severalother
techniquesmay be applicable to these two subtasks
[0, 0] and [0, 0].

Third, [0] explores the idea of partitioning state
spaceand approximating behavior through a set of
piecewise linear approximations. A concern here is
that linearizationthrows awaysomefeaturesof behav-
ior that are particular important, such as the geomet-
ric coupling that results from the product of two vari-
ables. By concentratinginstead on dominant behav-
iors, caricaturalmodeling avoidsthis limitation while
still achievingsimplicity. The ideaof exagerationhas
also beenapplied to simplifying the DQ analysisprob-
lem, as exploredby [0, 0].

Finally, two piecesof researchon acid-basechemistry
arerelevant: [0] usesEstimate’sorderof magnitudeal-
gebrato simplify equilibrium equations,but doesnot
capture what we find most interesting, the generation
of the caricaturalassumptionsand the patchwork of
regimes. In contrast to our focus on equilbrium be-
havior, the kineticist’s workbench[0] extractsfeatures
of the dynamicsof chemicalreactions.
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Abstract

The ability to choosean appropriate manner in which to model a given device is

crucial in making a compositional modeling [3] approachsuccessful. In compositional
modeling, a systemis provided with a library of composible piecesof knowledgeabout

the physical world, called model fragments, each representinga conceptually distinct

phenomenonsuch asa physical processor oneaspectof a componentbehavior. Given

a specific query about a device, the system choosesamongthosemodel fragmentsto
composea model of the device that is most adequateto answerthe query. Selectionof

appropriate model fragmentscan be viewed as aspecial caseof amore generalproblem
of reasoningaboutrelevanceof knowledgeto agiven goal. In this paperwe pursuethis
view by applying a general framework for reasoningabout relevanceto the problem of

model fragment selection. We show that heuristics for model selectioncan be usciully
statedas irrelevanceclaims.

Employing such a framework allows oneto stateboth generalanddomain-specific
heuristicsabout relevancedeclaratively, asopposedto building them into the control
structureof the system. Given relevanceheuristicsstatedin the language,ourrelevance
reasoningsystem can immediately makeuseof them to control the model formulation

process,enablingus to experimenteasily with different heuristics.
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1 Introduction

The ability to choosean appropriate manner in which to model agiven deviceis crucial in
makinga compositionalmodeling [3] approachsuccessfulin a complexdomain. In composi-
tional modeling,asystemis provided with a library of composiblepiecesof knowledgeabout
the physicalworld, calledmodel fragments.Eachmodelfragmentrepresentsaconceptually
distinct phenomenonsuch as a physicalprocessor oneaspectof a componentbehavior. A
knowledgebaseof a large complexdomain can contain many model fragmentsrepresent-
ing alternativeways to model each phenomenon. Choosingthe appropriateset of model
fragmentsfor a given problemis oneof the most difficult tasks in compositionalmodeling.
An appropriatechoiceof modelfragmentscan lead to a correct answerefficiently, while an
inappropriatechoice can result in an inefficient, incorrect or no solution at all.

Selectionof appropriatemodel fragmentsis a special caseof a more generalproblemof
reasoningabout relevanceof knowledgeto a given goal. Subramanian&~Genesereth[13]
and Levy [9] haveproposedgeneralframeworksfor reasoningabout relevanceof knowledge.
This paperpresentsan applicationof Levy’s framework to the problemof model fragment
selection.Theproblemaddressedis as follows: givenadescriptionof aphysicalsystem,anda
specific questionaboutsomeaspectof its behavior,how can aprogramselectrelevantmodel
fragmentsto bestanswerthe query. The selectionmust be sufficient to producea correct
answerto the questionwith the desiredamountof detail. Choosingan appropriatemodelfor
adeviceinvolvesdecidingwhich abstractionsof the domainshould bemade.The framework
providesa set of formally definedprimitive irrelevanceclaims,and showshow they serveas
justifications for creatingcertain kinds of abstractions.We show that heuristicsfor model
selectioninvolving abstractions,including the heuristicsunderlyingcompositionalmodeling
approachesproposedby Falkenhainer[3] and Nayak [11], can be statedusing irrelevance
claims.

Thereareimportantadvantagesto employinga generalframeworkfor relevancereasoning
in model fragment selection.The frameworkallows one to stateboth generaland domain-
specificheuristicsaboutrelevancedeclaratively,In contrast,themodelformulationprograms
developedso far have such heuristicsbuilt into their control structure. Given relevance
heuristicsstatedin the language,our relevancereasoningsystemcan immediatelymakeuse
of them to control the model formulation process,enablingus to experimenteasily with
different heuristics.

In reasoningaboutphysicalsystembehavior,the worksthat havehadmost influenceson
our own are QualitativeProcessTheory (QPT) by Forbus [4] and compositionalmodeling
by Falkenhainerand Forbus [3]. Our representationof physical phenomenain the form of
model fragmentsis basedon the representationof processesand individual views in QPT.
We will try to use the sameterminologyas usedin [3] in this paper.
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1.1 Model Fragments

In our system,knowledgeabout the physicalworld is organizedinto model fragments.Each
model fragment representsa classof conceptuallydistinct physicalphenomenon,such as a
physicalprocess,an object, or a component function, in termsof the conditionsunderwhich
it takesplaceandthe constraintsandchangesit will impose on the state of the world. In
this scheme,the behaviorof adeviceis modeledby acollectionof modelfragmentinstances,
whereeachinstancerepresentsthe different aspectof its behavior.

Formally, a model fragmentis a predicatewhoseargumentsare the formal parameters
of the model fragment. If a1,.. ., a,, are bindingsfor the formal parametersof amodelfrag-
ment M, then M(ai,. . . , a,,) meansthat the tuple a1,. . . ,a,, can be consideredto be an
instanceof M. The modelfragmentwill be activatedonly if its conditionsare satisfied,and

only then its content facts, BM, are includedin the compositionalmodel used to solve the
query. Somemodelfragmentsdescribecontinuousphenomenawhile otherdescribediscontin-
uousphenomena.13

M of acontinuousphenomenonspecifiesthe functional relationsamong
quantitiesthat hold while it is taking place and the influences(increase,decrease)of the
phenomenonon quantities. That of a discontinuousphenomenonspecifiesits consequences
as assertionsabout the new stateof theworld, which we will call Action.

In order for a model fragment M to be activated,threetypes of conditions must be
satisfied: instantiationconditions,1’M, activationconditions,OM and relevanceconditions
AM. ‘M are conditions on the formal parametersof the model fragment. They identify
the set of objectsin the representationandrelationsbetweenthem that mustexist in order
for there to be an instanceof the model fragment. °M are conditionsabout the current
scenariothat mustbesatisfiedfor the modelto beapplicable,usuallyconditionson rangesof
parametersin themodelfragment. ‘M andCM only assurethat themodelfragmentcorrectly
describesthe behaviorof the mechanismmodeled. Deciding to include the modelfragment
in the compositionalmodel alsohingeson its relevanceto the query andappropriatenessin
the presentproblemsolving context. For example,wemayhaveseveralmodelsof a battery,
each describinga different aspectof its behavior, such as electrical, thermal and gassing
properties,but not all being relevantto thecurrent goal.

We useAM to stateheuristicsfor determiningwhenthe model fragmentis relevantto a
goal. They are meta-levelstatementsabout the representationof the deviceandthe specific
problemsolving task. They concernthe choiceof objects that we needto representfor the
specific problemand the distinctions that should be madein the representationin terms
of granularity. In this documentwe concentrateon relevanceconditions that state which
abstractionsare to be madeduring the searchfor the solution of the goal.

The key distinction betweenrelevanceconditions and the other conditions is that AM

aremeta-levelconditionsthat musthold in order for the model to beuseful; i.e., conditions
about the representationand about the problemsolving task. ‘M and OM are base-level
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conditions.

2 Relevance Reasoning

Often, representationscontain too much detail for a specific goal, either in the form of
irrelevantfactsin thetheory of thedomainor by containingirrelevantgranularitydistinctions
in thedomain. A powerfulmethodto control searchin suchcasesis by providingtheproblem
solver with meta-levelcontrol advice about what is irrelevant to a given goal, (e.g., Lenat
[7], Subramanian[14], Levy [9]). In simple cases,this advice might be to ignore a certain
fact or set of facts, therebypruning the solutions paths containingit. In other cases,we
might advisethe problemsolver that certaingranularity distinctions are irrelevant to the
givengoal, andthereforetherepresenationcan beabstracted(e.g.,for acertaingoal it is not
necessaryto representthe subpartsof a certaincomponent,and it will suffice to represent
the componentby asingle object).

Levy [9] describesa framework in which various notions of irrelevanceare defined and
analysed.The definitionsof irrelevancediffer alongseveralaxes,suchas thekind of element
being deemedirrelevant (e.g., singlefact, object, predicate)andstrengthof thejustification
for the irrelevanceclaim. For example,a fact f can be definedto be strongly irrelevant to a
goalg if it appearsin no proof of g, or, weakly irrelevant if thereis a proof of g that doesn’t
usef. Alternatively, we can define f to be irrelevant if it appearsin no minimal proof of
g.1 In[9] we describeseveralsuchdefinitions andanalizetheir properties.Irrelevanceclaims
can either be automaticallydeducedby the systemby examiningthe knowledgebase(as in
[10]) or theycan be given to the systemby the user,eitheras knowledgethat theuserhasor
as heuristicsthe userwishesthe systemto employ. In this paper we focus on stating model
selectionheuristicsas relevanceclaims.

An irrelevanceclaim is a statementof the form Ir(o~,g, ~), where o is the subject of
irrelevance,g is a problem solving goal and ~ is the knowledge base(which we usually
omit). c~,as we describebelow, can denoteeither a singlefact, apredicate-symbol,object-
constant,distinction betweenpredicates,etc. To emphasizethe different subjectswe use
specific predicatenames(e.g., JrObject, IrPredicaie, etc.).

In this paper, we are mostly interestedin stating what is relevant, rather than what is
not. We do so by stating Rcl(ct,g). We makethe closed-worldassumptionon the predicate
Rel, i.e., if we cannotconcludeRel(ct,g) then we assumeIr(c~,g)2.The following property
connectsthe relevanceof a formula to the relevanceof termsmentionedin it:

‘Given somedefinition of minimum derivation [10].
2The closedworld assumptionwaschosenfor simplicity of exposition. More sophisticatednon-monotonic

reasoningmethodscan be employed. However, the closed world assumptionhassufficed for our purposes
thus far.
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Wff(w) A Mentions(w,~)A Rel(w,g)~ Rel(a,g),3 (1)

i.e., if w is a relevant well formed-formula,and c~(a formula or a term) appearsin w, it is
also relevant.

Irrelevanceclaims arejustifications for the problemsolver to modify the representation
(andits searchalgorithm)suchthat it won’t containc~.Using them,we define the meaning
of the relevanceconditions,AM as follows:

Rel(M(xi,. . . ,x,,),g) (2)

Rel(M(x~),g)~ Rel(Ij~ A OM(x~)~ BM(~)A M(~),g). (3)

It follows that if all ‘M, OM andAM hold, thenM(~)will be relevantas will its behavior

constraints,13
M• The problemsolverwill thereforeincludetheinstantiatedmodelfragmentin

the compositionalmodel. In what follows, we briefly presentthe different relevancesubjects
definedin the framework.

In the first set, the subjectsof relevanceare the basicelementsof the representation.
RelFact(f,g) meansthat the fact f might be part of adeductionof the goalg, andtherefore
should not be ignored in searchof a solution. RelObject(o,g), RelParameter(f,o, g) and
RelPredicate(P,g) saythe sameaboutanobject-constanto, term f(o) andpredicate-symbol
F, respectively.Theseclaimsarebestunderstoodas negationsof their Jr counterparts,i.e.,
it is not justified to ignore f, o, f(o) or F4.

Thefollowing setof claimsdenoterelevanceof moreabstractchoicesin the representation:
The claim RelObjDetail(o, R,g) denotesthat the representationshouldcontain the set of
objects C = {x~R(o,x)}, as opposedto only containingo. For example,in the casewhere

R = SubParts,it statesthat both o and its subpartsshouldbe represented.Thefollowing
is a simpleconsequentof the statement:

RelObjDetail(o,R,g)A R(o,x) A Rel(o,g) ~ RelObject(x,g). (4)

However, RelObjDetail implies more than the relevanceof the finer level objects. Since
someof the propertiesof o are defined by propertiesof elementsof 0, these values are
constrainedby the valuesof properties of o. For example,the weight of an objectis the sum
of the weightsof its subparts.The statementITA(R, F, 0, 01, c)5 denotesthat the property
F(o) dependson someproperty of 01 C 0. The fifth argumentgives the relation between

3Here,a must be either asubexpression,predicatesymbol or term.
4RelFacL,RelObject,RelParameter, and RelPredicate are all specializationsof Rel. Therefore,

RelFact(f,g) ~ Rel(f,g),RelObject(o,g) ~ Rel(o,g), RelPararrteter(f,o,g) ~ Rel(f(o),g), and
RelPredicate(P,g) =~Rel(P,g). We will use the more specific predicateswhen we want to emphasizethe
type of the argumentof Rel or when it is not clear from the context.

5ITA standsfor Inherited ThroughAggregate
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F(o) and a property of o1. If it is omitted, we assumeF(o) = F(o1). The following is a
consequenceof theformal definition:

JTA(R,F,o,o,)A RelObjDetail(o,R,g)A Rel(F(o)) ~ Rel(F(oi)). (5)

A commoncaseof suchobjectaggregationis onewhereo denotesthe setof objectsin 0. For
example,whenreasoningaboutachemicalsubstance,only the setsof moleculesof eachtype
are relevant, not the specific moleculesinvolved. RelSetElernent.s(S,g) (JrSetElements)
denotesthat the individual elementsof the set S are (not) relevantto the goal g6.

Theclaim IrFredDistinction(F, 2, g) where2 is a setof predicatesandP is a predicate

denotesthat the representationshouldnot containthepredicatesin the set2, but ratheronly
contain a predicateF which is interpretedas the union of the interpretationsof predicates

in 2. For example, for many reasoningtasks it is not necessaryto distinguish between
propertiessuchasRechargeableBatteryandnonRechargeableBattery.Instead,apredicate
Battery will suffice. This type of claim is a justification for predicateabstraction (Plaisted
[12], Tenenberg[15]).

The claim RelOnlySetRepreseniative(S,g) denotesthat the only propertiesrelevantto
the goalarethosethat arecommonto all elementsof S, thereforeit is enoughto representthe
set S by a representativememberthat hasonly theseproperties.RelOnlyHomogenousSet
denotesthat theelementsof the set S should be represented,but only as ahomogeneousset,
i.e., propertiesthat distinguishbetweenits elementsshould be ignored. JrArgurnent(P,n, g)
denotesthat the nth argumentof the predicateP is irrelevant to g.

Note that in general,using theserelevanceclaims might require us to changethe rep-
resentation.For example,if RelOnlySetRepresentative(S,g)is asserted,we needto adda
new object that has all the propertieswhich arecommonto all elementsof S. The precise
changeof representationrequiredfor eachrelevance-predicateis describedin [8]. However,
in this document,we assumethat the model fragmentsalreadycontaintheabstractedrepre-
sentation;therefore,we are using relevanceclaims as describersof abstractionsratherthan
abstractiongenerators.

2.1 Relevance Heuristics

Using the aboveirrelevanceclaims, we can expressheuristics for model selection,some of
which are listed below. A term mentionedin the goal is relevant to it (this is the query-
expansionheuristicusedby FalkenhainerandForbus [3]):

Coal(g) A Mentions(g,o)~ Rel(o,g) (6)
6Another exampleof this aggregationis in the missionariesandcannibalsproblem (Amarel [2]), where

only the setsof missionariesand cannibalsarerelevant to the problemandnot their specificnames.
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The following two heuristicsenableus to deducerelevanceof componentsfrom therelevance
of othersby exploiting the structural hierarchies. They are similar to the object-expansion
heuristic used in [3]. According to their heuristic, if ~i and ~2 are both descendentsof
components in the hierarchy,and their least commonancestorin the hierarchyis t, then
anycomponentthat is either in betweent and~i (32) or achild of sucha componentwill be
consideredrelevant. Our heuristic is morerefined in that it only makesthis inferenceacross
one level in the hierarchy. Statingthe heuristicdeclarativelyenablesus to considerother
refinementssuchas delimiting it to specific structural links, or to a certainclassof objects.
It can also be generalizedto be equivalentto their heuristic.

StructuralHierarchySlot(P) A Rel(x,g) A RelObjDeiail(x, F, g) A P(x, y) ~ Rel(y,g) (7)

StructuralHierarchySlot(P) A P(x, y) A Rel(x,g) A Rel(y,g) ~ RelObjDetail(x,F) (8)

An actionof adiscontinuousmodelfragmentis the fact that is assertedin the subsequent

state of the simulation as the consequenceof it becomingactive. We say that the model
fragment causesthat proposition,i.e.,

Action(M, q~)=~Causes(M,q~). (9)

A queryof theform Explain(çb)might be given in acasewherethe simulationpredicts
that q~will hold, but themodel usedis not detailedenough.7We adoptthefollowing simple
axiomsto establisha connectionbetweenExplain and Rel.

Rel(q~,Explain(~)) (10)

Explain(q~)A JnKB(~ ~) ~ Explain(~) (11)

Explain(q~A ~) ~ Explain(q~)A Explain(~) (12)

Model(M) A Causes(M,q~)A Explain(q~)~ Rel(M,g) (13)

When two terms refer to the sameobject in the domain, the relevanceof one of them
implies the relevanceof theother. We usecoreferintuitively to statethat two different terms
actually refer to the samething. For example,PressureOf(g1)refers to the samething as
Pressureln(c1) when g1 is the gas containedin the sealedcontainer,c1. Such coreference
statementsare given explicitly in our knowledgebase.

Rel(oi,g) A Corefer(oi,o2) ~ Rel(o2,g). (14)

Certain unary predicatesare identified as Type predicates.

Type(x,F) ~ P(x) (15)

7Sophisticatedreasoningaboutexplanationor aboutcoreferenceis outsidethe scopeof this paper,though
there is considerablebody of work on thesetopics in Al and philosophy.
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Thefollowing heuristicsaysthat if an attributeof an object is of a certaintype, then the
fact that it is of that type is relevant:8

Type(f(x),F) A Rel(f(x),g) ~ Rel(P(f(x)),g) (16)

Thefollowing heuristicsaysthat if we are trying to explaina certainquantitythat is inher-
ited through an aggregate,the decompositionalong that aggregateis relevant:

Explain(F(o)) A ITA(R,F,o,oi,c) A Rel(o,g)~ RelObjDetail(o,R,g). (17)

3 Model Fragment Selection Example

In this section,we presentan examplein which therelevanceheuristicspresentedin Section
2.1 areusedto selectappropriatemodel fragmentsto beconsideredby a modelingprogram.
The particularmodelingprogramthat weuseis DeviceModeling Environment(DME) [6],
developedat Stanford. Given the topological descriptionof a deviceand initial conditions,
DME formulatesa mathematicalmodel and simulatesits behavior. DME hasa knowledge
baseof model fragments.DME takesan input descriptionof the initial state,including the
topologicalmodelof the device,and searchesthe knowledgebasefor model fragmentsthat
areapplicableto the given situation. Equationsto describethebehaviorof the device are
formulatedfrom the set of model fragmentsthus found. Theequationsareusedto predict
thebehaviorof thedevice. Duringprediction,if thereareanychangesin thesetof applicable
model fragments,theset of equationsis updatedaccordinglyand predictioncontinueswith
thenew equationmodel.

Theproblemdomain is a rechargeable,nickel-cadmium battery. Thebattery is a constant
voltagesourcewhenthechargelevel is in its normalrange. Otherwise,thevoltagegenerated
i~ythe battery increasesor decreasesas it is chargedor discharged.When the battery is
over-chargedbeyonda certainpoint, a pressureincreasein the battery causesthe cell to
explode.This pressureincreaseis causedby the hydrogengasgeneratedin thebattery.

In DME’s knowledgebase, therearea numberof model fragmentsdescribingdifferent
behavioralaspectsof a nickel-cadmiumbattery, such as the electrical, chemicalor thermo-
dynamic properties. Table 1 shows somemodel fragmentsin the DME knowledge base.
Dependingon the questionposedby the useraboutthe battery, the systemmust choosean
appropriateset of model fragmentsto consider in formulating a model. We show how this
is done through reasoningabout relevanceof model fragmentsto the problemin hand.

The following aredomainfactsneededfor the expositionof the problemsolving scenarios:

ElectricProperty(ChargeLevel) (18)
8Notice this is one exceptional casein which relevanceof an expressionis implied by the relevanceof a

subexpression.
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Ga.sParts(x,Gasln(x)) (19)

Type(ChassisOf(x),Container) (20)

StructuralHierarchySlot(GasFarts) (21)

GasFart.s(x, ChassisOf(x)) (22)

Type(Gasln(x),Gas) (23)

Constituents(x,HydrogenJn(x)) (24)

Constituents(x,Oxygeriln(x)) (25)

Battery(s)A —‘Sealed(ChassisOf(x)) Damaged(s) (26)

Action(SealedContainerRuptureModel(x),—‘Sealed(s)) (27)

Corefer(pressureJn(ChassisOf(x)),pres.sureOf(GasJn(x))) (28)

Constituents(x,y) A Gas(s)~

JTA(Con.stituents,MassOf,x,y, MassOf(x) =

~yEConstituents(x,y) MassOf(y)) (29)

Supposewearegiven an instanceof an EPSsystemthat includesBatOOl and a query
g = ChargeLevel(BatOOl,t),

where t is the numberof cycles (i.e.,days)for which the battery is operating. This will lead
us to concluderelevanceof BatteryNormalOperatingModeland BatteryOverchargeOperating-
Model. Therefore,they will be activateddependingon their activation conditions, i.e., the
StoredChargeof the battery. The proof treefor their relevance is shown in Figure 2.

30 ~3l ~32

Figure 1: Proof treefor Axiom 32

The numbersrefer to the axiomspresentedso far andthosefollowing:

Rel(ChargeLevel(BatOOl,L)) (30)

Rel(BatteryChargingDischargingModel(BatOOl)) (31)
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Rel(BatteryNorrrialOperatingModel(BatOOl) ) A

Rel(BatteryOverchargeOperatingModel(BatOOl)) (32)

Now, supposethe battery is overcharged and becomesdamaged. In this case,we might
ask the system to explain why the battery is damagedby posing the goal

= Explain(Damaged(BatOOl)).
This leadsus to concluderelevanceof BatteryCassingHydrogenModel,PressureAspectFlu-
idContainerModel, GasPressureldealModel,and SealedContainerRuptureModelthrough the
proof treeshown in Figure 3. The intermediateaxiomsareasfollows:

13

g, \ i

26 ~ 27

/ ~

12 ~ /~/

Explain(Battery(BatOOl)A —‘Sealed(ChassisOf(BatOOl))) (33)

Explain(—’Sealed(Chassi.sOf(BatOOl))) (34)

Rel(SealedContainerRuptureModel(ChassisOf(BatOOl))) (35)

Rel(Pressureln(ChassisOf(BatOOl))) (36)

Rel(Cha.s.sisOf(BatOOl)) (37)

Rel(Pressure0f(Gasln(BatOOl))) (38)

RelObjDetail(BatOOl,GasParts). (39)

Rel(Gasln(BatOOl)) (40)

Rel(Gas(Gasln(BatOOl))) (41)

Rel(Container(Cha.ssisOf(BatOOl))) (42)

Figure 2: Proof treefor Axioms 43 through46
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Rel(BatteryGassingHydrogenModel(BatOOl)) (43)

Rel(FressureAspectFluidContainerModel(ChassisOf(BatOOl))) (44)

Rel(GasPres.sureldealModel(GasJn(BatOOl))) (45)

Rel(SealedContairierR’uptureModel(ChassisOf(BatOOl))) (46)

4 Discussion

We havepresenteda framework in which a problemsolver can reasonabout the choiceof
relevantpartsof the knowledgebasethat areto be usedto solve agiven query. We demon-
strated the useof this generalframework for the task of model fragmentsselection. The
languagewe have presentedenablesus to expressnaturally anddeclarativelythe heuristics
aboutmodel selectionin compositionalmodeling.

There are relatedworks on model formulation [3, 11, 1] and relevancereasoning[13].
Spacelimitation allows us to discussonly oneof them. FalkenhainerandForbus’ procedure
for selectingmodelfragmentconsistsof four steps: (1) query analysis,(2) objectexpansion,
(3) candidatecompletion,and(4) candidateevaluationandselection.Step(1) identifiesfrom
the query the set of relevantobjectsandterms. Step(2) usespart-of hierarchyof objectsto
includeall the componentsof relevantobjects. Step(3) generatesall the internally consistent
and completesetsof model fragments.Step(4) choosesoneamongthe setsbasedon their
simplicity andestimatedcost.

The heuristics (7) and (8) in Section 2.1 demonstratedthat the strategybehind query
analysis and object expansioncan be formalized as relevanceheuristics. Our relevance
framework enablesone to formulateany suchheuristicsandmakeuseof them immediately
in problem solving. Falkenhainerand Forbus’ conceptof an assumptionclass, which is a
set of assumptionsabout how an object is to be modeledsuch that the assumptionsare
mutually exclusive but one of them must be made, can be formalized in our framework
simply by the exclusive-orof the relevanceof the elementsof an assumption class. Where

their systemproducesseveralconsistentmodels,our frameworkwould yield adisjunctionof
setsof relevanceclaims,eachrepresenting(or entailing) a consistentmodel.

This documenthas focussedonly on relevanceclaims that result in abstractions. Ab-
stractionshavetraditionally beendivided into two kinds, truth preserving(TD abstractions
[5]) andcompletenesspreserving(TI). The irrelevanceclaims we presentedhereonly account
for the former kind. The reasonis that an irrelevanceclaim can only justify ignoring some
of the knowledge availableand therefore, (when dealing with a monotonic representation
language),shouldnot enableus to draw new conclusionsthat wouldn’t follow in the orig-
inal theory. However,our framework alsoallows us to state other meta-levelclaims about
the problem solving scenario,such as approximation-claimsconcerningthe accuracyof the
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desiredsolution or the time period of the simulation. Thesein turn enableus to stateother
typesof assumptionsmadeby modelfragments.

The fact that we can explicitly state the representationalchoicesbeing madeallows us
to stateheuristic rulesthat connectbetweenchoices.For examplesometimes,a decisionto
considera finer level of granularity in onesubtreeof a structuralhierarchyimplies that we
should do the samein asibling subtree.This heuristiccan be formalized as follows.

R(ci,c2) A Rel(R,g)A Rel(ci,g) A Rel(c2,g)A RelObjDetail(ci,P,g) A P(c1,x1)A

ITA(P, R, c1, ~i, constraint1)A F(c2, 52) A ITA(P, R, c2, ~2, constraint2)A

DefinedBy(R,R’) ~ Rel0bjDetail(c2,F, g)

i.e., if a relation R’ on the parts of c1 explains the relation R on c1, and R is relevant
and the distinction betweenc1 and its subpartsis relevant, then the distinction between
c2 and its subpartsshould be relevant, too. In our example, this would meanthat we
shouldexplorethe constituentsof the liquid in the battery when we decideto explorethe
constituentsof the gas. The simple object expansionheuristicof Falkenhainerand Forbus
[3] does not capturethat dependency,but our languageallows us to state it. Identifying
theseprimitive relevanceclaimsalsohelpsus in guiding the searchfor additional heuristics.
Stating those heuristicsdeclaratively,as opposedto wiring them into a model formulation
procedure,allows the user to inspect them andmodify them easily (for example,by adding
qualifications as needed). Finally, sincethe framework allows the abstractionsmadein a
model fragmentto be explicitly stated,the problemsolver is able to reasonwith them and
to chooseabstractionstailoredfor the specifictaskat hand,as opposedto beingconstrained
by predefinedabstractionhierarchies.

Themostimportantsourceof relevanceheuristicshasbeenourselves.Wetry to articulate
the heuristicswe seemto be usingwhen formulating models. We considertheir utility and
generalize/specializethem to make them more useful or accurate. We have also gleaned
some heuristics from other works on model formulation in qualitative physics. Learning
heuristics automatically from problemsolving experienceis anotherpossibility we plan to
investigate. Since relevanceclaims provide crisp criteria for when abstractionsshould be
done, this problemis now betterformulated.
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ModelFragment InstantiationCondition RelevanceCondition DeSCriPtiOn*

~CDM** RechargeableBattery(b)
A -Damaged(b)

Rel(p(b)) A
ElectricProperty(p)

Charging anddischarging behaviorof abatteiy.
Stored-chargeof thebatterychangesdepending
on the currentthroughthe plusterminal.

Battery-normal-operating-
model

BCDM(b) Rel(BCDM(b)) voltageus COnStaflt whenStored-chargeis
between~
Voltageincreaseswith Stored-chargewhen
Stored-chargeis over30.0amp-hours.

~attery-overcharge-
operating-model

BCDM(b) Rel(BCDM(b))

lattery-damaged-during-
overcharge-model

BCDM(b) ReI(BCDM(b)) Thebattery isdamagedif Stored-chargereaches
34.0amp-hours.

Aging-model BCDM(b) Rel(BCDM(b)) A TPOG(g, i) A
t> TO

The batterycapacitydecreasesif the maximum
depthof dischargeis lessthan20% overa long

—~--~--
The hydrogenin the batteryincreaseswhen
Stored-chargekeepsincreasingoverathreshold.

~aLtery-gassing-hydrogen-
model

BCDM(b) Rel(BCDM(b))A
Rel(Gasln(b))

)ASFCM*** Container(c)A
Sealed(c)

Rel(Pressureln(c))A
Rel(Container(c))

The modelof thepressureaspectof
asealedfluid container. Active whenthe
amountofiluid is non-zero.

Jas-pressure-ideal-modelGas(Gasln(c))A
PASFCM(c)

Rel(Gas(Gasln(c))A
Rel(PASFCM(c))A
(Rel(Pressure-of(Gasln(c)))v
Rel(Temperature-of(Gasln(c)))v
Rel(Mass-of(Gasln(c)))v
Rel(Gas-constant-of(Gasln(c))))

Themodelof dealgas in asealedcontainer.
The ideal gaslaw holds.

;eai~d-container-nipture-
model

Container(c)A
Sealed(c)

Rel(Pressure-in(c))V
Rel(Sealed(c))

A_Container(c)

A containerrupturesandbecomesun-sealed
whenthepressurereachesathreshold.

lydrogen-production-
by-overcharge-model

Battery-overcharge-
operating-model(b)

Rel(Hydrogenln((Gasln(b)))v Whenan over-chargedbatterycontinuesto be
Rel(Hydroxillonln(b))v charged,thewaterdecreases,the hydrogen
Rel(Waterln(b)) increases,and thehydroxil ion increasesin the

battery.
* Forlack of space,theactivationconditionandthebehaviorof eachmodelis briefly described.
** Battery-charging-discharging-model
‘~‘ Pressure-aspect-fluid-container-model

Table 1: Model FragmentExamples
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Abstract
Qualitative reasonershave been hamstrungby the inability to an-

alyze large models. This includes self-explanatorysimulators, which

tightly integratequalitativeandnumerical modelsto provi(le both pre-
cision and explanatorypower. While they have important J)otelltial
applicationsin training, instruction, and conceptualdesign, a critical
step towardsrealizing this potential is the ability to build simulators
for medium-sizedsystems(i.e., on the order of ten to twenty indepen-
dentparameters).This paperdescribesa new method for developing
self-explanatorysimulatorswhich scalesup. While our methodin volves

qualitativeanalysis,it doesnot rely on envisioningor any other form of
qualitativesimulation. We describethe results of an implementedsys-
tent which uses this method,and analyzeits liniitations and potential.
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1 Introduction

While qualitativerepresentationsseemusefulfor real-worldtasks(c.f. [2, 16]),
the inability to reasonqualitatively with largemodelshaslimited their utility.
For example,usingenvisioningor otherformsof qualitativesimulationgreatly
restrictsthe sizeof model which can be analyzed[15, 7]. Yet the observeduse
of qualitative reasoningby engineers,scientists,andplain folks suggeststhat
tractablequalitativereasoningtechniquesexist. This paperdescribesonesuch
technique: a new method for building self-explanatorysimulators [12] which
has been successfullytested on models far larger than previous qualitative

reasonerscan handle.

A self-explanatorysimulation combinesthe precision of numericalsimu-
lation with the explanatorypower of qualitative representations.They have
three advantages:(1) Better explanations: By tightly integrating numerical
and qualitative models,behaviorcan be explainedas well as predicted,which

is useful for instruction and design. (2) Improvedseif_montoring: Typically
most modeling assumptionsunderlying today’s numerical simulatorsremain
in their author’s heads. By incorporating an explicit qualitative model, the
simulator itself can help ensurethat its resultsare consistent. (3) Increased
automation: Explicit domain theoriesand modeling assumptionsallow the
simulation compiler to shouldermoreof the modelingburden(e.g., [8]).

Applying theseideasto real-worldtasksrequiresasimulationcompilerthat

can operateon useful-sized-examples.In [12], our accountof self-explanatory
simulatorsrequired a total envisionmentof the modeledsystem. Sinceenvi-
sionmentstend to growexponentiallywith the sizeof the systemmodeled,our
previoustechniquewould not scale.

This paper describesa new techniquefor building self-explanatorysimu-
lations that providesa solution to the scale-upproblem. It does not rely on

envisioning, nor even qualitative simulation, Instead,we more closely mimic
what an idealized human programmerwould do. Qualitative reasoningis
still essential,both for orchestratingthe use of numerical modelsand pro-
viding explanations. Our key observation is that in the task of simulation
writing reification of global state is unnecessary. This suggestsdeveloping
moreefficient local analysis techniques.While thereis room for improvement,
SIMGEN.Mi<2 can already write self-explanatorysimulationsfor physical
systemswhich no existing envisionercan handle.

Section 2 outlines the computationalrequirementsof simulation writing,
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highlighting related research. Section 3 uses this decompositionto describe
our new method for building self-explanatorysimulations. Sections4 and 5
discussempirical results. We use Mi~1below to refer to the old method and
implementationand Mi2 to refer to the new.

2 The task of simulation writing

Wefocushereon systemsthat can bedescribedvia systemsof ordinary differ-
ential equationswithout simultaneities.Writing a simulationcan be decom-
posedinto severalsubtasks:

1. Qualitative Modeling. The first step is to identify how an artifact is

to be described in termsof conceptualentities. This involves choosingap-
propriateperspectives(e.g., DC versushigh-frequencyanalysis)anddeciding
what to ignore (e.g., geometricdetails, capacitivecoupling). Existing engi-
ileering analysistools (e.g., NASTRAN, SPICE,DADS) provide little support for
this task. Qualitativephysicsaddressesthis problemby the idea of a domain
theory (VT) whosegeneraldescriptionscan be instantiatedto form modelsof
specific artifacts (e.g., [8]).

2. Finding relevant quantitative models. The conceptualentities and
relationshipsidentified in qualitative analysisguide the searchfor more de-
tailed models. Choosingto include a flow, for instance,requiresthe further
selection of a quantitativemodel for that flow (e.g., laminar or turbulent).
Typically any qualitative modelhasseveralquantitativemodels. Currenten-
gineeringanalysistools provide assistancehereby supplying libraries of stan-
dard equationsandapproximations,although again the choiceof model rests
with the engineer.Relevant Al work includes [3, 8, 17].

3. From equationsto code. The selectedmodelsmust be translatedinto
an executableprogram. RelevantAl work includes[1, 21].

4. Self-Monitoring. Hand-built numerical simulations are typically de-
signedfor narrow rangesof problemsand behaviors,and rarely provide any
indication when their output is meaningless(e.g., negativemasses). Even
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simulation toolkits tend to have this problem, relying on the intuition and
expertiseof a humanuser to detecttrouble. Forcing anumericalmodel to be
consistentwith aqualitative model can provideautomaticandcomprehensive
detectionof many suchproblems[12].

5. Explanations. Most modernsimulation toolkits provide graphicalout-
put,but the burdenof understandingstill restson theuser. Qualitativephysics
work on complexdynamics[19, 11, 20] can extractqualitativedescriptionsfrom
numericalexperiments. But sincethey require thesimulator (or equations)as
input andso far are limited to systemswith few parametersthey are inappro-

priate for our task. The tight integration of qualitativeandnumericalmodels
in self-explanatorysimulators provides better explanationsfor most training

simulators and many designandanalysistasks.

3 Simulation~building by local reasoning

Clearlyenvisionmentscontainenoughinformationto supportsimulation-building;
Theproblem is theycontain too much. The authorof aFORTRAN simulator
neverenumeratesthe qualitatively distinct global statesof a complexartifact.
Insteadsheidentifies distinct behaviorregimesfor piecesof the artifact (e.g.,
whethera pump is on or off, or if a piping systemis aligned) andwrites code
for eachone. Our new simulation-buildingmethodworksmuch the sameway.

Here we describethe methodandanalyzeits complexity and trade-offs. We
use ideasfrom assumption-basedtruth maintenance(ATMS) [5], Qualitative
Processtheory [9], CompositionalModeling [8], and QPE [10] as needed.

3.1 Qualitative analysis

Envisioning wasthe qualitative analysismethod of MK1. The stateof a self-
explanatorysimulatorwasdefinedas apair (Ar, Q), with Al avectorof contin-
uousparameters(e.g.,mass(B)) andbooleanscorrespondingto preconditions
(e.g., Open(Valve23)),and Q rangedoverenvisionmentstates.

Envisioning tendsto be exponentialin the size of the artifact A. Many of
the constraintsapplied are designedto ensureconsistentglobal statesusing
only qualitative information. For example,all potential violationsof transitiv-
ity in ordinal relationsmust be enumerated.The computationalcost of such
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constraintscan besubstantial.Forour tasksuch effort is irrelevant; theextra
detail in the numericalmodel automaticallypreventssuch violations.

The domain theory VT consistsof a set of model fragments,eachwith a
set of antecedentconditionscontrollingtheir useandaset of partial equations
defining influences[9] on quantities. The directly influencedquantitiesare de-

fined as a summation of influences on their derivative dQ0/dt = ~Jnf(Q
0

) Qi
and the indirectly influencedquantities are defined as algebraicfunctions of
other quantities Qo = f(Q~,...,Q,~). The qualitative analysis identifies rel-

evant model fragments,sets of influences,and transitions where the set of

applicablemodel fragmentschanges.The algorithm is:

1. Establish a dependencystructureby instantiating all applicablemodel
fragmentsinto the ATMS. The complexity is proportional to VT and.4.

2. Deriveall minimal, consistentsetsof assumptions(calledlocal states)un-
der which eachfragmentholds (i.e., their ATMS labels). The labelsenumerate
the operatingconditions (ordinal relationsand other propositions) in which
eachmodel fragmentis active.

3. For eachquantity, computeits derivative’ssign in eachof its local states
when qualitatively unambiguous(QPT influenceresolution), This information
is usedin selectingnumericalmodelsand in limit analysisbelow. The com-
plexity for processingeachquantity is exponentialin the numberof influences
on it. Typically there are less than five, so this step is invariably cheapin
practice.

4. Find all limit hypothesesinvolving single inequalities (from QPT limit
analysis).Thesepossibletransitionsareusedto derivecodethat detectsstate
transitions.This stepis linear in the numberof ordinal comparisons.

This algorithm is a subsetof what anenvisionerdoes. No global statesare
createdandexponentialenumerationof all globally consistentstatesis avoided
(e.g., ambiguousinfluencesare not resolvedin step3 and no limit hypothesis
combinationsare precomputedin step 4). Only Step 2 is expensive: worst
caseexponential in the numberof assumptionsdue to ATMS label propaga-
tion. We found two ways to avoid this cost in practice. First, we partially
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rewrote the qualitative analysisroutines to minimize irrelevant justifications
(e.g., transitivity violations). This helped,but not enough.

The secondmethod(which worked) usesthe fact that for our task, thereis
astrict upperboundon the sizeof relevantATMS environments.Many large
environmentsare logically redundant[6]. We use labelsfor two purposes: (1)
to determine which model fragmentsto use and (2) to derive code to check
logical conditionsat run-time. For (1) havinga non-emptylabel suffices,and
for (2) shorter, logically equivalent labels producebetter code. By modifying
the ATMS to nevercreateenvironmentsovera fixed size ~‘mar~ we reducedthe
numberof irrelevantlabels. The appropriatevaluefor Emal. can beascertained
by analyzingthe domain theory’s dependencystructure.1 Thus,while Step 2

is still exponential,the useof Emax greatly reducesthe degreeof combinatorial
explOsiOn 2

A new definition of statefor self-explanatorysimulatorsis requiredbecause
without an envisionment, Q is undefined. Let Al be a vector of numerical
parameters,and let B beavectorof booleanparametersrepresentingthe truth
value of the non-comparativepropositionswhich determinequalitativestate.
That is, B includesparametersrepresentingpropositionsandthestatusof each
model fragment,but not comparisons.(Ordinal information can be computed
directly from Al as needed.)The stateof a self-explanatorysimulator is now

definedas tile pair (Al, B). In effect, eachelementof Q can be representedby
somecombinationof truth valuesfor B.

3.2 Finding relevant quantitative models

Tile qualitative analysishasidentified tile quantitiesof interest and provided
a full causalordering on the set of differential and algebraicequations.How-
ever, becausethe influenceson a quantity can changeover time, a relevant
quantitative model must be found for eachpossiblecombination.

This aspect of simulation-buildingis identical with MK1. Tile derivative
of a directly influencedparameteris the sum of its active influences.For indi-
rectly influencedparameters,a quantitativemodel must be selectedfor each
consistentcombinationof qualitativeproportionalitieswhich constrainit For

‘Empirically, setting emax to double the maximum sizeof the set of preconditionsand

quantity conditions for VT always providesaccuratelabels for the relevantsubset of the
ATMS. The factor of two ensuresaccuratelabelswhen computinglimit hypotheses.

2Under sometradeoffsnon-exponentialalgorithmsmay be possible: SeeSection5.
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instance,when a liquid flow is occurring its rate might dependon tile source
and destinationpressuresand tile conductanceof the path. Tile numerical

model retrievedwould be

FluidCondnctance(?path) x (Pressure(?so’urce)-Pressure(?dest))
If N qualitative proportionalities constrain a quantity there are at most

2
N distinct combinations. This worst casenever arises: typically there are

exactly two consistentcombinations: 110 influences(i.e., tile quantity doesn’t
exist) and the conjunction of all N possibilities (i.e., the model found via
qualitativeanalysis). N is always small so the only potentially costly aspect
hereis selectingbetweenalternatequantitativemodels(SeeSection5).

Tile only potential disadvantagewith usingB over Q in this computation
is tile possibility that a combination of qualitative proportionalitiesmight be
locally consistent,but neverpart of any consistentglobal state. This would
result iii tile simulatorcontaining deadcode, which doesnot seemserious.

3.3 Code Generation

Tile simulation proceduresin a self-explanatorysimulator are divided into
evolversand transition procedures.An evolverproducesthe next state,given
an input stateandtime stepdt. A transitionproceduretakesa pair of states
and determineswhether or not a qualitatively important transition (as in-
dicatedby a limit hypothesis)has occurredbetweenthem.3 In MI<1 each
equivalenceclassof qualitativestates(i.e., sameprocessesand Ds values)had
its own evolverand transition procedure. In MK2 simulatorshavejust one
evolverandone transitionprocedure.

An evolver looks like a traditional numericalsimulator. It containsthree
sections:(1) calculatethe derivativesof illdependentparametersandintegrate
them; (2) updatevaluesof dependentparameters;(3) updatevaluesof boolean
parametersmarking qualitativechanges.Let the influencegraphbe the graph
Wilose nodes are quantitiesandwhose arcsthe influences(direct or indirect)
implied by a model (note that many can’t co-occur). We assumethat the

subsetof tile influencegraph consistingof indirect influence arcsis loop-free.
This unidirectional assumptionallows us to updatedependentparametersin
a fixed global order. While we may haveto checkwhether or not to update

3Transition proceduresalso enforcecompletenessof the qualitativerecord by signalling
when the simulatorshould “roll back” to find a skippedtransition [121.
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Sample of direct influence update code

(sETF (VALUE—OF(0 (HEAT (C-s WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER) 0.0)

(WHEN (EQ (VALUE-OF (ACTIVE PlO) BEFORE) ‘:TRUE)
(5ETF (VALUE—OF(0 (HEAT (C—s WATER LIQUID F))) AFTER)

(— (VALUE—OF (D (HEAT (C—s WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)

(VALUE—OF (A (HEAT-FLOW-RATE PlO)) BEFORE))))

(WHEN (EQ (VALUE—OF (ACTIVE P11) BEFORE) ‘ TRUE)
(5ETF (VALUE—OF(D (HEAT (C-s WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)

(+ (VALUE-OF (D (HEAT (C—s WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)

(VALUE-OF (A (HEAT—FLOW—RATEP11)) BEFORE))))

(5ETF (VALUE-OF (A (HEAT (C-s WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)
(+ (VALUE—OF(A (HEAT (C—S WATERLIQUID F))) BEFORE)

(* DELTA-T
(VALUE-OF (D (HEAT (C-S WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER))))

Sampleof indirect influenceupdatecode

(COND ((EQ :GREATER—THAN
(COMPUTE—SIGN—FROM—FLOAT
(VALUE—OF (A (AMOUNT—OF—INWATERLIQUID F)) BEFORE)))

(5ETF (VALUE-OF (A (LEVEL (C-s WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)
(/ (VALUE-OF (A (AMOUNT-OF (C-S WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)

(* 31.353094 (VALUE-OF (A (DENSITY WATER)) AFTER)
(* (VALUE-OF (A (RADIUS F)) AFTER)

(VALUE—OF (A (RADIUS F)) AFTER)))))
(sETF (VALUE-OF (D (LEVEL (C-S WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)

(- (VALUE—OF (A (LEVEL (C-S WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)
(VALUE—OF (A (LEVEL (C-s WATERLIQUID F))) BEFORE))))

(T (5ETF (VALUE—OF(A (LEVEL (C—s WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)

(VALUE-OF (A (LEVEL (C-S WATERLIQUID F))) BEFORE))
(sETF (VALUE-OF (D (LEVEL (C-s WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)

0.0)))

Sampleof booleanupdatecode

(SETF (VALUE—OF(ACTIVE PlO) AFTER)

(IF (AND (EQ :GREATER-T1{AN

(COMPUTE-INEQUALITY—FROM-FLOATS
(VALUE-OF (A (PREsSURE (C-S WATERLIQUID F))) AFTER)

(VALUE—OF(A (PRESsURE (C-s WATERLIQUID G))) AFTER)))

(EQ (VALUE-OF (ALIGNED P1) AFTER) ‘:TRUE))
‘:TRUE ‘:FALSE))

Figure 1: Code fragmentsproduced by Mi<2. Left: a directly influenced

parameter;Right: an indirectly influencedparameter.
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a quantity (e.g., tile level of a liquid which doesn’t exist) or calculate whicil

poteiltial direct influences are releVailt (e.g., whicil flows illtO and out of a

containerare active),we never llave to changethe order ill which we updatea

pair of parameters(e.g., we neverhave to update level usingpressureat one
time and update pressureusing level at another within one simulator). The
codegeneration algorithm is:

1. Analyzethe influencegraph to classifyparametersas directly or indirectly
influenced,andestablisha global order of computation.

2. Generatecodefor eachdirectly influencedquantity. Updateorder is irrel-

evant becausethe codefor eachsumillation term is independent.

3. Generate code to update indirectly influenced quantities using tile quail-

titative models found earlier. Updatesare sequential, based on tile ordering

imposedby tile influencegraph.

4. Generatecode to updateB, using label anddependencyinformation.

Figure 1 showspart of an evolverproducedthis way. Step 1 is quadratic
in tile number of quantitiesand tile rest is linear, so the algorithm is efficient.
Tile codegenerationalgorithm for transition proceduresis linear ill thenumber

of comparisons:

1. Sort limit hypothesesinto equivalenceclassesbasedon what tlley corn-

pare. For instance,tile hypothesistilat two pressuresbecomeunequaland tile

hypothesis that tiley becomeequal both concern the samepair of numbers

and so are groupedtogether.

2. For eachcomparison,generatecodeto test for tile occurrenceof tile hy-
pOtileses and for transition skip (see [12] for details). To avoid numerical

problems, place testsfor equality first wheneverneeded.

3,4 Explanation generation

Explanations in Mi< 1 were cileap to computebecausetile envisionmentwas

part of tile simulator. Tile value of Q at any time provided a completecausal

structureand potential state trailsitiollS. In Mi<2 every self-explanatorysim-
ulator 110W nlaintains imlsteada concise history [18] for eachbooleanin B. Tile
temporal boundsof each interval are tile time calculatedfor tilat interval ill
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the simulation. Elementsof Al can also be selectedfor recordingas well, but
theseareonly necessaryto provide quantitativeanswers.A compactstructured

explanationsystem,which replicatesthe ontology of tile original QP model, is
included in tile simulator to provide a physical interpretation for elementsof

B in a dependencynetwork optimized for explanationgeneration.

Surprisingly, almostno explanatory power is lost in moving from enVision-

ments to concise ilistories. For instance, histories suffice to determinewhat

influencesand what mathematicalmodelshold at any time. What is lost is tile

ability to do cheapcounterfactuals:e.g., asking “what might havehappened

instead?”. Envisionnlentsnlakesuchqueriescheapbecauseall alternatestate
transitions areprecomputed.Such queriesnlight be supportedin MK2’s sim-
ulators by incorporating qualitative reasoningalgorithms that operatedover

the structuredexplanationsyStelll.

3.5 Self-Monitoring

In Mi1 clasiles between qualitative and quantitative models were detected

by a simulatorproducing all inconsistentstate: i.e., wilen Al could not satisfy

Q. This stringent self-monitoring is impossibleto achievewithout envisioning.

To scaleup we must find a good compromisebetweenstringency and perfor-

mance. Our conlpromiseis to searchtile nogood databasegeneratedby the

ATMS during the qualitative analysisphasefor useful local consistencytests.
Thesetestsare thenproceduralizedinto a nogoodcheckerwhich becomespart
of tile simulator. Empirically, few nogoodsare usefulsincethey rule out com-
binationsof beliefswhicil cannothold, given that B is computedfrom Al. Thus
so far nogoodcheckersilave tendedto besmall. How much self-monitoringdo
we lose? At worst MK2 producesno extra internalconsistencychecks,making
it no worse than many hand-written simulators, This is a small price to pay
for the ability to producecodefor largeartifacts.

4 Examples

Theseexampleswererun on an IBM RS/6000,Model 530, with 128MB of

RAM running Lucid CommonLisp. Table4 reportsthe Mi<2 runtimeson the
examplesof [12]. Here, Mi<2 is much faster than humail coders. To explore
Mi<2’s performanceOfl largeproblemswe testedit on amodel containingnine
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Table 1: MK2 OIl small examples
All times in seconds.The envisioning time is includedfor comparisonpurposes.

Example Qualitative Code Envisioning
Analysis Generation

Two containers 19.4 3.4 40.2
Boiling water 21.8 3.4 45.6
Spring-Block 4.9 1.5 6.2

coiltaillers connectedby twelvefluid patils (i.e.,a 3 x3 grid). Tile liquid in each
container(if any) ilaS two independentvariables(massand internal energy)

and three dependentvariables (level, pressure,amId temperature). 24 liquid
flow processeswere illstantiated, eacil illcluding ratesfor transferof massalld

energy.We estimatea total envisionmentfor tiliS situationwould containover
1012 states, clearly beyondexplicit generation. Tile qualitative analysistook
16,189 seconds (over four hours), which is slow but Ilot forever. Generating
tile codetook only 97.3 seconds(under two Illillutes), which seemsreasonably
fast.

5 Analysis

Tile examplesraise two interestingquestions: (1) why is code generationso
fast and (2) can the qualitative analysisbemadeevenfaster?

Code generationis fast for two reasons. First, in programmingframing
tile problem takesa substantialfraction of the time. This job is doneby the
qualitativeanalysis, Transformingthe causalstructureinto a proceduregiven
matilematical models is easy,deriving the causalstructureto begin with is
not. The secondreasonis that our current implementationdoes not reason
about which mathematicalmodel to use. So far our examplesincluded only
one Ilumerical model per combinationof qualitative proportionalities.4 This
will not be unusualin practice,sincetypically eachapproximationilas exactly
one quantitative model (e.g., laminar flow versus turbulent flow). Thus the
ciloice of pilysical model typically forcestile choiceof quantitativemodel. On
theother hand,we currentlyrequirethe retrievedmodelto be executableas is,
anddo not attemptto optimizefor speedor numericalaccuracy(e.g. [1, 17]).

41f thereare multiple quantitativemodels the current MK2 selectsoneat random
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Tile qualitative amlalysis for large examplescould be sped up in several
ways. First, our current routilles are culled fronl QPE, henceare designed
for envisioning, not this task. .Just rewriting tilem to minimize irrelevant
dependencystructurecould result in substantialspeedups.Second,using an
ATMS (lesiglled to avoid internal exponentialexplosiomlscould help [6].

A more radical possibility is to not use an ATMS. Someof the jobs per-
formed usingATMS labelsin Section3 can be donewithout theni. Consider
tile problem of finding quantitative models for indirectly influenced param-
eters, which requirescombining labels for qualitative proportionalities. For
someapplicationsit might beassumedtilat if 110 qualltitativenlodel is knowml
for a combinationof qualitativeproportionalitiestilen tilat combinationcan-

not actually occur. Computing tile labelsof influences is unnecessaryin such
cases. Sometimesignoring labels migilt lead to producing code whicil would
never be executed(e.g., boiling iron in a steamplant). At worst speed in
qualitativeanalysiscan be traded off against larger (amId perilapsbuggy) sim-
ulation code; At the bestfaster reasoningtechniquescam~be found to provide
tile ~ami~eserviceas an ATMS but Witil lessoverlleadfor this task.

6 Discussion

SIM GEN . M 1<2 demonstratesthat qualitative reasoningtechniquescan scale
up. Building self-explanatorysimulatorsrequiresqualitativeanalysis,but does
not requirecalculatingevena simigle global state.By avoidingenvisioningand
otherformsof qualitativesimulation,we can build simulatorsfor artifacts that
no envisionment-basedsystemwould dare attempt. Although our implemen-
tatioml is not yet optimized,alreadyit outspeedshumanprogrammerson small
modelsanddoesreasonablywell on modelswithin the rangeof utility for cer-
tani applicationsill instruction,training, anddesign. Our next stepis to build
aversionof Mx2 wllicil can support conceptualdesignandsupply simulators
for procedurestrainersand integrationinto ilypermediasystems.
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Abstract
Since the complexity of model-basedreasoningin-
creasesdrastically with the model size, automated
modelinghasbecomean active researcharea. How-
ever, unlike humanengineers,few modelingprograms
introduceapproximationsthat are customizedto the
questionat hand. In this paper, we focus on a sin-
gle aspectof automatedmodel management:shifting
model accuracy. We describea domain-independent
theoryof query-directedmodel simplification thatuses
bounding abstractionsto guaranteethe accuracyof the
simplifications introduced. We have tested our the-
ory by implementingthe SUPprogramwhich evaluates
inequality relationsin an approximatemodel without
sacrificingaccuracy.Thesetechniquesare basedon our
previouslyreportedwork on model sensitivity analyszs
(MSA) and fitting approximations. SUP uses MSA,
the subtaskof predictinghow a changein modelswill
affect the resulting predictedbehavior,to determineif
onemodel is aboundingabstractionof another.When-
ever two modelsare relatedby fitting approximations,
the MSA computationreducesso the simpleproblem
of computing the sign of partial derivatives in a single
model,a task which is easilyperformedby Mathemat-

Introduction
A centralproblemin automatedreasoningaboutphys-
ical systemsis that the complexity of reasoningin-
creasesdrasticallywith the size of the systemdescrip-
tion. However,while automatedmodelinghas become
an active researcharea,manyapproachesassumethat
ahierarchyof modelsis providedasinput. Also, few of
the modelingprogramsintroduceapproximationsthat
are custom generatedfor the questionat hand, even

‘This work benefitedfrom conversationswith (andcom-
ments from) Mike Williamson, Ying Sun, J. Scott Pen-
berthy, Dorothy Neville, Pandu Nayak, Leo Joskowicz,
SteveHanks, Oren Etzioni, Tony Barrett, Franz Arnador
and SanjayaAddanki. The researchwas fundedin part by
National ScienceFoundationGrantsIRI-8902010 and IRI-
8957302, Office of Naval ResearchGrant 90-J-1904, and a
grant from the Xerox corporation.

though this is a crucial aspect of a humanexpert’s
modelingchoices.

In this paper,we focus on asingle aspectof auto-
mated model management:shifting model accuracy.
We suggestthat changesof accuracycan be usefully
decomposedinto shifts that simplify and those that
refine the model. We argue that model simplifica-
tion shouldbe donein the contextof a particulargoal
andthat simplificationoperatorsshould providesome
sort of guaranteeon the accuracy of the simplified
model. Our approachis basedon our previously re-
ported work on model sens~tiv2tyanalysis (MSA) —

the problemof predictinghow a changein modelswill
affect the resulting predicted behaviorover time [16,
181. We explore the classof model relationscalledfit-
ling approxzmations’ for which the problem of model
sensitivity analysisis reducedto oneof computingthe
sign of partial derivativesin a singlemodel.

In summary,this paperdescribesan implemented,
domain-independenttheory of query-directed model
simplification that uses bounding abstractionsto pro-
vide a guaranteeon the answersto ordinal queriespro-
ducedusing an approximatemodel. Model sensitivity
analysisis used to computethe boundingabstractions
whenevermodelsare relatedby fitting approximations.

Reasoningabout Model Accuracy

The system dynamicsview of a MODEL is a finite de-
scription of reality, constructedfor the purposeof an-
sweringparticularquestions.As a first step in building
programsthat can choosethe most useful model for a
given question, it is essentialto understandthe space
of posszblemodels. In [18], we arguethat this space
hasseveral independentdimensions:scope, domain of
applicability, resolution, and accuracy. For example,
a model of a refrigerator has larger scopethan oneof

‘In [16] model-sensitivity analysiswas termed “inter-
model comparativeanalysis,” a term we haveabandoned.
Also in [16] the treatmentof fitting approximationsincor-
poratedan arbitraryvocabularyreformulation(algebraicly~
a shift of basis) under thename “approximation reformu-
lation.” We believethe terminology in this paper, which
agreeswith [18], is mucheasierto understandanduse.

ica.
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the refrigerator’scompressor.We say that one model
hasgreaterdomain of applicability thananotherif the
first is usefully predictivefor a wider set of input values
for the exogenousparameters.Resolutionrefersto the
precisionof the model’s output; for example,a quali-
tative model has lower resolution than a quantitative
description. Finally, the accuracyof a model gauges
how closely the model’s predictionsmatch the reality
beingmodeled.

This paper is just about model accuracy— it de-
scribesalgorithmsforselecting,evaluating,andswitch-
ing modelingapproximations,but saysnothingabout
how a programmightswitch scope,domain,or resolu-
tion. We believethat it is appropriateto considereach
of thesedimensionsin isolation. Any complexmodel-
ing switch can be broken up into smaller shifts along
eachof the independentdimensions. To gain insight
into the overall processof automatedmodel manage-
ment,we suggestfocusingattentionon eachdimension
in turn.

We preferthe GRAPH OF MODELS (GoM) framework
of Addanki et al. [8, 1, 2] to analyzethe dimension
of model accuracy. A GoM is a directed graph in
which nodesrepresentmodels of the systemat hand
and edgesare labeled with the set of simplifying as-
sumptions(i.e. approximations)that distinguish the
two models. Given this conceptualframework,reason-
ing aboutmodel accuracycan be analyzedas a search
throughthe graph (figure 1).

simplify

refine

Figure 1: Navigationin a Graphof Models

The primitive operationsin the searchare the intro-
duction and retraction of approximations. Theseop-
erators, which we term SIMPLIFICATION and REFINE-
MENT can be visualized as moving upwards (towards
one of the simplestmodelsin the graph) and down-
wards (towardsa maximally complexmodel) respec-
tively.

When a model is too inaccurate, it mustbe refined.
The objective, then, is to navigate downward in the
GoM — i.e. to determinewhich assumptionsto re-
tract. To solve this task, the PROMPT system [ii
introduced the methodologyof discrepancy-drivenre-
finement: using discrepanciesbetweenobservationsof
the system’sreal-world behaviorand the model’spre-
dictionsto select which approximationsto retract. Our
work on SAM [16] provided a domain-independentex-
tensionof this techniqueusing model sensitivity anal-
ysis over fitting approximations.

When a model is too complex, it must be simpli-

fled. Here, the objective is to move upward in the
GoM, and the danger is that the resulting approxi-
mate model might be useless.To avoid shifting to a
tractable but worthlessmodel, it is necessaryto con-
sider the task at handwhen performingsimplification.
Put anotherway, the simplification processshouldbe
query-directedand should providea guaranteeon the
usefulnessof the resultingmodel. This paperdescribes
an implementedway to do exactly this: we simplify
the model while providing a query-specificguarantee,
boundingabstractions,by exploiting model sensitivity
analysis.

Model Sensitivity Analysis

Whetherone is trying to evaluatethe effect of simpli-
fying amodel by including an approximationor of re-
fining a model by retractinga simplifying assumption,
it is essentialto know the effect of the modelingshift
on the behavior predicted. We refer to this key sub-
routine as MODEL SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS or MSA for
short. MSA has threeinputs: asource model,a desti-
nation model, anda variableof interest;asoutput the
subroutinereturns a descriptionof the difference be-
tween the sourceand destinationmodel’s predictions
of the variable’s time-varying behavior. In general,
performing MSA is very difficult; however, we have
identified aclassof modelingrelations,called FITTING

APPROXIMATIONS, for which the problem of MSA is
tractable. Before defining fitting approximationsfor-
mally, we clarify our terminology.

We considersystemsthat canbe modeledwith a set
of algebraic and ordinary differential equations,their
“dynamical constraints.” We distinguishbetweenin-
dependent(and assumedconstant),boundaryandde-
pendentvariablesof a model and use the functions
INDEP, BOUND, and DEPEND to specify them given a
model as argument. We use the function RANGE to
specify the rangeof possiblevaluesof a variable. We
assumethat a set of initial valuesfor the independent
and boundaryvariablescompletelyspecifiesthe values
for the dependentvariablesoverall time. We call such
a solution to the model’s dynamical constraintsthe
behaviorof the variable; the completesolution to the
model’s constraintsfor all variablesis called the be-
haviorof the model. If 7’ is a modelwith rn variables,
and v~is an initial value for variablep~(or the null
value if the ~th variableis dependent),then we denote
the behaviorofl’ with BEHAV(7~,V~,...,V~)= P<
Pi Pm> Note that we usescript letters to denote
models,lowercaselettersto describeboth variablesand
values, and capital letters to denote behaviors. Thus
P~denotesthe behaviorof variable Pj as specifiedby
model 7’ given the initial values -<v1,. . . , v~>-.

Fitting Approximations

Sincefitting approximationsmake it easyto compute
MSA, they are quite important. Intuitively, onemodel
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is afitting approximationof anotherwhen the behav-
iors they predict can be brought arbitrarily close to
zero. Thus the first step in defining fitting approxima-
tions is making clear the ideaof behaviordifference.

Definition 1 Let P =< P
1

,. ~ > and Q =<

Qi, . . . ,Qr~> be behaviorswhere ni < n. Define the
BEHAVIOR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN P AND Q OVER THE
TIME INTERVAL [t

5
,tf] as

BDIFF(P,Q,t
3

,tj) = max ( sup jP1(t) — Q~(t)j
1 �~~m

In other words, for each parameterin the smaller
model, we comparecorrespondingvalues in the com-
plex modelfor all timesand takethe supremum(least
upperbound) of the absolutedifferences.The behav-
ior difference is simply the L~ norm from functional
analysis,i.e. the maximumvalueof the suprema. We
are now ready to definefitting approximation.

Definition 2 Let 7’ and Q be models with in and
ii parameters respectively where in < n. We say
that 7~is a FITTING APPROXIMATION of Q if there
exists an independent parameter qj of Q such that
in < f < n, and there exists an endpoint I of the clo-
sure of RANGE(q/) such that forall times t, andfor all
initial values -<v1, . . ., v,,>- where BEHAV(Q, v

1
, . . . , v

0
)

is defined, BEHAV(P, v
1

, . . . , v~)is also defined, and

lim~1~.,BDIFF((BEHAV(7’, V1, . . . * Vm),

BEHAV(Q,vm, . . .,v~,),0,t)= 0
In this case, the parameterqj is called the FITTING
PARAMETER of the approximation and 1 is called its
APPROXIMATION LIMIT.

In other words, model 7’ approximates model Q
if the difference between the predicted behaviors
squeezesto zero as the initial value of the fitting pa-
rametergoesto the approximationlimit. The natural
way to think of thefitting parameteris asanexogenous
input to the complex model, Q, thatspecifiesadegree
of freedomby which the two modelscan be madeto
produce similar predictions. Figure 2 illustrates this
abstractly.

P1 is a simple function of time, decreasingfrom
P1(0) = p to P1(t1) = 0. Since all variablesin the
simple model are unaffectedby the valueof the fitting
parameter,P1 can be viewed asa fiat plane — move-
ment along the fitting parameteraxis doesnot change
its value. The value of Qt, however, is affected by
the valueof the fitting parameterso it defines amore
complex,curvedsurface(shaded).As the fitting value
approxesthe approximationlimit, 1, Q~actsmore and
more like P

1
. But whenthe valueof the fitting param-

eteris far from 1, sayvf = k, then Q1 is initially higher
Q(0, k) = q andfurthermoreQ1 takes longer (t

2
— t,)

to reachzero.
As a simple example, supposeP is a set of equa-

tions modelinga kinematiclinkage andQ containsthe

sameequationswith the addition of a frictional co-
efficient, p, and frictional forces. 7’ is a fitting ap-
proximationof Q becauseas Q’s parameter~i tends
to zero, the difference betweenthe two model’s pre-
dictions vanishes. Unfortunately, the previousexam-
ple is misleadingsince it makesthe conceptof fitting
approximation seemtrivial. In particular, it mightap-
pearthat there is no needto talk about limits since
one could simply set p to zero and convert Q to P
with algebraic simplification. However, in a number of
fitting approximations the differencesin predicted be-
havior only vanish when the fitting parameter reaches
a limit of infinity; substitution is clearly impossible in
thesecases. In fact infinite approximation limits are
actually quite common. For example, the model of a
uniform gravitational field is a fitting approximationof
the ~. law of gravity — as r goesto infinity thefield be-
comesuniform. Economicsprovidesanotherexample:
perfect competition approximates Cournot’s theory of
market as the numberof firms approachesinfinity. As
demonstratedwith table3, fitting approximationsare
ubiquitous.

Fitting Approximations for MSA

While no algorithmis known for computingMSA in
the generalcase,it is both possibleandpracticalwhen
one model is a fitting approximationof the other. In
this case,model sensitivity analysisreducesto anordi-
narysensitivity analysiswith respectto the fitting pa-
rameterin the complexmodel. For example,the effect
of switchingfrom africtionlessmodel to one with fric-
tion is qualitatively equivalentto the effect of increas-
ing p in the complex model. In general,to compute
the difference in the behaviorpredicted by eliminat-
ing a fitting approximation,one cansimply follow the
partialderivativewith respectto the fitting parameter
away from the approximationlimit. The effect of the
oppositemodelshift (i.e. adding an approximation)is
calculatedby following the partial towards the limit
We expressthis formally with:

Proposition1 (MSA ReductionTheorem)

P(t) & 0 (t, v~)
q

Time

k

Velue, v~,of Fitting Per~meter

Figure 2: As Vj —~I, Q1 convergesto P1.
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Masslessobjects Zero momentof inertia Elasticcollisions
Inelasticstring Zero—radiuspulleys Rotation w/o slippage
Frictionless motion Zero gravity Uniform gravity
Nonrelativisticmotion Constantresistivity Momentumlessflow
Ideal thermal insulation Ideal electricalinsulation Idealgases
Incompressiblefluid Inviscid flow Carnot heatpump
Reversiblegasexpansion Infinite sourcesandsinks Perfect competition

Figure 3: Examplesof Fitting Approximations

Let P and Q be modelswith in and n parameters
respectively,such that in < f < n. Suppose that P is
a fitting approximation of Q with fitting parameterqj
and approximation limit 1. Let -<v1, . . ., V,~>- denote a
set of initial conditions for Q such that -<v

1
, . . . ,V~>—

are consistentinitial conditionsforP, and let P~(t)de-
note the time varifing behaviorof the j-th variable of P
given theseinitial conditions, and let Q~(t,v1) denote

the valueof the j-th variable of Q as afunction of time
and the initial valueof the fitting parameteras defined
by Qy(t,vj) = 7r~(BEHAv(Q,vi vj,...,v~)).2 For

any time t in a bounded interval [0, tel if

ÔQ-
lim—2.(t,vj)=p� 0

v
1

—.l ôv1
then there exists an e > 0 such that forall v satisfying
0 < v — l~< e if Q3(t,v) is defined, then the rela-

tion between
Q5(t,v) and Pj(i) is specified by the following table:

T = inf(RANGE(Q,)) I 1 = sup(RANGE(Q~)) I
p>O Q3(t,v)>P,(t) Q5(t,v)<P~(i)

p <0 Q5(t,v) < P,(t) Q3(t,v) > P~(t)

Proof: See [18].
For example, if the approximationlimit is at the

bottom of the range(as it is with p in the example
above)and thepartial derivativeof thej-th parameter
is negativewith respectto the fitting parameter(as
is ~), then the detailed model will predict a smaller

valuethan the simplemodel (e.g.,consideringfriction
will decreasevelocity). But if the limit of the partial
derivativewaspositive, then the detailedmodel would
predict a greatervaluethan the simple model. If the
approximationlimit is at the top of the range(e.g. the
approximation limit of k was no), then the situation
is reversed. Unfortunately, if the limit of the partial
derivative is zero, then one cannotconcludeanything
about the two models’ relative predictions.

In other words,to computethe difference in the be-
havior predicted by eliminating a fitting approxima-

2The obsessivereaderwill note that Q3(t,vf) is afunc-
tion of both time and the initial value of the fitting pa-
rameterwhileQ~(t)is simply afunction of time. Thus the
domainof is thecrossproduct of theset of timeswith

thepredeclaredrangeof Qj.

tion, one cansimply follow the partial derivativewith
respectto the fitting parameterawayfrom theapproxi-
mationlimit. Oneimportantlimitation of this theorem
results from the unspecifiedvalue of e. Although the
theoremguaranteesthat c exists, it does not provide
a way to calculateits value;yet thereductionof inter-
modelchangesto an intra-model testis only valid when
one evaluatesthe partial derivativeno farther than c
from the approximationlimit. In manycases,e is very
large;for example,in the friction examplethere is no
boundon e andonemayevaluatethepartial derivative
anywherefor a correctresult. However, in general,this
is not guaranteedto be true; developingtechniquesto
predict the maximum value of e is a very important
topic for future research.

The beautyof this result is that it doesnot commit
one to any particular method for computingthe sign
of the partial derivative.Thus onecouldperformcom-
parativeanalysis [171 on a qualitative model, or one
could use symbolic algebratechniqueson real-valued
equationsand take the sin at the lastminute, or use
numerical techniques. In fact, we have implemented
the first two of these techniquesand are considering
the third to handledifferential equations.

Simplification with Bounding

Abstractions
In this section we describethe details of our query-
directedmodel simplification algorithm andits imple-
mentation. A major featureof our algorithmis the
fact that it is provably sound: the answersproduced
by the simple, approximatemodel are guaranteedto
match thoseof that would havebeenproducedby the
complexmodel. The basisfor this property is best de-
scribedin termsof Giunchiglia and Walsh’stheory of
abstraction [6], which we review below.

Types of Abstraction

Initially, we considerabstraction from a logicist per-
spectivesince this is its context which hasbeenmost
fully explored. Unfortunately, in the study of logic,
the word modelis defined at variancewith the fields of
physics andsystemdynamics. What we refer to as a
model is called a theoryby logicians: loosely, a set of
axioms and theorems. There are two obvious choices
when defining theory Th(E~)to be more abstract
than theoryTh(E1): either Th(E~)should be satisfied
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by strictly more interpretations than Th(Eq) (which
means it will havefewer theorems)or Th(E~)should
contain strictly more theorems than Th(Eq)(in which
case it will have fewer interpretations). Giunchiglia
and Walsh call these two definitions TD-abstraction
(for “theorem decreasing”) andTI-abstraction(“theo-
rem increasing”) respectively [6]. TI-abstractions are
useful because they guarantee that the absenceof a
theorem in the abstract theory implies the absencein
the concrete theory. For example, considering the mu-
tilated checkerboard as 30 white and 32 black squares
is a TI-abstraction — since the abstract board is unti-
lable it follows that the concrete board also cannot be
tiled.

TD-abstractions provide the opposite guarantee,
which, surprisingly, is equally useful: a TD-abstraction
of a concrete theory has fewer theoremsand therefore
more interpretations than the concrete theory. For
example, the qualitative equation y = M+(x) is a
TD-abstraction of the real-valued equation y = x3 be-
causeevery solution of the real equation satisfies the
qualitative equation,but the converseis not true [7,
20].~

In summary, a TD-abstraction lets one conclude
less (but all the predictions are correct) while a TI-
abstraction lets one conclude more (but some of the
conclusionsmay be wrong). However, if one knows
which type of abstraction one has, then all errors can
be avoided by mapping down only proof failures for TI-
abstractions and only mapping down proof successes
for TD-abstractions.

TD-Abstractions from Approximations

Although approximations are commonly used in en-
gineering analyses, especially with respect to contin-
uous systems, there is no precise characterization of
what an approximation is. Common sensesuggests
that the approximation should be simple and that the
difference between original and approximation should
be “small,” but this informal description is insufficient
for automated reasoning. Typical strategies for cre-
ating approximations are replacing a complex curve
with a straight line and dropping low order terms.
For example, the real equation for the molar ideal
gas lawP = is an approximation (in fact a fit-
ting approximation) of the Van der Waals equation
P = — v~. Each equation allows the calculation
of pressure,but for nonzerovaluesof a and 6, the equa-
tions predict different values.

In certain cases,however, it is possibleto interpret
anapproximationasaTD-abstraction. In other words,
with extra information about an approximation,it is
possible to map an approximateresult into a guar-
anteedresult in the original model. Elevation of an

‘In the terminology of physics, modelingequationstake
the place of alogical theory andsolutionsto theequations
correspond to logical interpretations.

approximationto a TD-abstractionis possible in two
cases:

If the approximationalwaysoverestimatesor always

underestimates.

If the approximation’serror is bounded.

For example,comparedto the Van der Waalsequa-
tion the ideal gas law provides an upper bound for
pressure. If the GoM link betweenthe Van der Waals
model and the ideal gas approximationis annotated
with this information (or if that information is deriv-
able), then a program can reason in terms of the region
beneath the approximate curve, rather than in terms
of the curve itself. Since the solution to the original
equation is guaranteed to be in the region beneaththe
upper bound, we have satisfied the definition of a TD-
abstraction: a strict increase in the set of solutions.
Figure 4a illustrates the abstraction generated by an
upperbound approximation.Figure 4b shows the ab-
stractionproducedby intersectingthe upperandlower
bounding regions.4 Figure 4c illustrates the abstrac-
tion generatedby an approximationwith a percent-
bound guarantee.

Query-Directed Simplification

We now return to the problem of answeringquanti-
tative, analytic queries that might occur during the
verification of a proposed design. In particular, we
consider the most basic step in verification: solving
inequalities. Inequality reasoning is extremely com-
mon when ensuring that a design meets its specifica-
tion. For example, whether an aircraft wing is strong
enoughto resist shearingin turbulencecan be deter-
mined by solving as an inequality, as can the major-
ity of verification tasks. While the algorithms behind
inequality reasoners have been carefully analyzed [13,
10], the modelingquestionshavenot. Given that there
are anumber of models in which one could verify a de-
sign, there are major advantages in choosing one that
is a TD-abstraction. This strategyallows verification
in an inexpensive,approximatemodel with the guar-
anteedsameresultsas if the most complexmodelwere
used.

The trick is to use theinequality whosetruth is being
queriedto selectthe approximatemodel. Forexample,
if the query is “Necessarilyx > y?” then one attains
theguaranteeby choosingan approximatemodel that
underestimatesx and overestimatesp. If the approx-
imate answeris “Yes” then the detailedmodel would
certainlyagree,but if the answeris “No” thenno guar-
anteed information has beengainedand backtracking
must return reasoningto a more detailed model.

4The intersection, union or composition of two TD-
abstractionsis a TD-abstraction[18, proposition 2]. Note
that theshadedregionof the graph (representingtheun-
certainty inherent in theabstraction)hasshrunk.
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Figure 4: Approximationsconsideredas TD-abstractions.

Implementation

To test the practicality of query-directedsimplifica-
tion, we have used Mathematica [221 to build the SUP
program. To implementthe simplification algorithm,
we needed to commit to aspecific backtrackingstrat-
egy and also a methodfor computingMSA.

ImplementingModel Sensitivity Analysis

SUP uses MSA to determinewhen a model shift is
soundsrelative to a query. If a GoM link has not
been analyzed relative to any query before, SUP
checks if it is tagged as a fitting approximation
and usesMathematica’s symbolic partial derivative
primitive to compute an expression for the MSA.5

The resulting expression is simplified and cachedso
that subsequentcalls to MSA on this link with re-
spectto this parameter neednot recompute the par-
tial. Finally, the expression is coerced into a qual-
itative value by determining the range of possible
values it may take on given the range restriction on
exogenousparameters and any known values.6 We
note that this useof caching subsumesthe mecha-
nism behind parameterchangerules [1], since SUP
can reason about links in a GoM that do not cor-
respond to fitting approximations if a user prestores
values in the cache.

~ SearchStrategy
SUP performsa variant of depth-first searchas it
traversesthe GoM trying to provean inequality. If
a model hasa link to an approximatemodel which
is sound relative to the query, SUP pushesthe cur-
rent model on the stack and shifts to the approx-
imate model until there is no sound simplification.
If the algebraicsolver fails to prove the inequality
true in this minimal model, then SUP popsthe next
simplestmodel off the stack and calls the algebraic
solveron that model. This processcontinues until
the inequality is proven true, or the basemodel is
reached.Clearly, this simple strategyis suboptimal;

5Note that this approachdoesnot allow SUP to reason
aboutdifferential equations,although it can handle poly-
nomial andtranscendentalfunctions.6Although the best way to do this would be with the
BOUNDER inequality reasoner[io], the impossibility of
linking Lisp with Mathematicaversion 1.2, causedus to
usea simple stochasticbounderinstead.

section discussesdecision-theoreticcontrol of mod-
eling shifts.

Example

To illustrate SUP’sbehavior, considerthe analysisof
a hypothetical chemical reactor (figure 5) which calls
for a positivedisplacementpumpto maintainextreme
pressure and temperature of the reactant gas, ammo-
nia, as it flows through the catalyticbed [4]. The de-
sign verificationstepmust determinewhether the pro-
posedlobe pump will be able to achievethe necessary
temperatureand pressureto enablethe catalyticpro-
cess.To verify that the design meetsthe specifications
involves a choice of modelsfor gas thermodynamics,
pumpperformance,andload acrossthe catalyticbed.
In particular, when modeling gasbehavior, one has a
choice [14] of the ideal gas law, the Van der Waals
equation, or the more complex Redlich / Kwongequa-
tion: P = ~-— ‘~ . Similarly, thereareseveral

—b T~V(V+b)
possiblemodelsfor the pump: an idealized PDP model
[15], a detailedsecond-orderpolynomialmodel relating
backfiow to pressureand fluid viscosity, and a simple
linear lower bound. Even if we assumea fixed equa-
tion for load, the GoM for this examplecontainssix
models.

Figure5: Simple designfor verification

SUP is given constantsfor the maximum RPM for
the pump, the volume of the reactor, the necessary
temperaturefor catalysis,the real gas constant, and
parametersof the gas: critical temperature, critical
pressure,and viscosity.7 With thesevalues, SUP has
enoughinformation to evaluatethe inequality “Can the
pump produceenough pressureto enable catalysisin
the gas?” in the most detailed model. However, SUP
insteadfirst simplifies the models.

7The CoM would be evenbigger if equationsencoding
the temperaturedependenceof viscosity were included.

(~
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First SUP notices that the ideal gaslaw is a fitting
approximationof the Redlich / Kwong equation with
two fitting parameters,a and b.8 Computation of MSA
showsthat the ideal gaslaw providesan upperbound
on the pressurerequired to reacha given temperature
sothat approximation is made. Next, SUP notesthat a
prestoredcacheentry marksthe linearpumpmodel as
a lower bound,9so that approximation is made as well.
At this pointSUP hasreachedthesimplestmodel,so it
proceedsto calculate the achievableand required pres-
sures. Sincethe results are 47.3197and 46.6624bar re-
spectively, the inequality is guaranteedtrue, not only
in this model but in the more detailedmodelsas well
and the analysisis complete. For example,if SUP had
performedthe analysiswith the most detailed equa-
tions it would have estimated achieveablepressure at
48.3099andthe catalysisthresholdas44.4865.Wecan
verify the useof aboundingabstractionby observing:
48.3099� 47.3197> 46.6624> 44.4865.

In addition to the example above, SUP has been
tested on several dozen problems using five different
GoMs. In all cases,SUP performedboth MSA and
the eventualcalculations in a matter of seconds. How-
ever, as discussed below, more work is necessary to
transform SUP into a practical tool.

The Cost of Model Shifting

One issuethat is conspicuouslyneglectedin the design
of SUP is consideration for the cost of shifting models.
Yet an intelligent modeling systemshould evaluatethe
computational tradeoff betweentime spentanalyzing a
model and time spent reasoningabout which model to
analyze. Decision theory is the natural framework for
sucha system,but severalproblems must be addressed
to make this practical, chief among them is a means
for cheaply estimating run time.

Note that since bounding abstractionsprovide a
guaranteeof correctness,there is no needto decidebe-
tweenthe relativeworth of an extrapercenterror vs an
extra unit of CPU time. Utility can be simply defined
asthe multiplicative inverseof run time. The expected
cost, C~,of trying to shift from the basemodel, Q, to
a simpler model,7’, along a link Q—~Pwhen analyz-
ing thequery Q~<Q~given initial conditions~ can be
written as:’0

8The quantitiesa andb arepositive constantsthat can
be computedfrom the critical temperatureand pressure

using a = .4274SR~T~2.5)and6 = O8664RT,~
9The polynomial viscosity model does not havea fit-

ting approximationlowerbound, but it doeshavean upper
bound which is a fitting approximation.

iOFollowing [18] we use “M5A(Q, 7’, i)” to denote the
processof computing thechangein the ith parameter(i.e.

— .P,) when shifting from model Q to P. At theexpense
of extracomplexity, thecost equationcan be extendedto
coverthecasein which Q hasmultiple approximationlinks,
andthepossibility that P might be simplified as well.

Ce(QP,Qi<Qj,i~) = Ce(MSA(Q,P,i))+

Ce(MSA(Q,P,j)) +

aC~(ANAL(P,P
1

<P~,i7))+

(1o-/3)Ce(ANAL(Q, Q~<Q~,f~))

whether P is sound relative to Q and the query. The
third term of the equation represents the cost of ana-
lyzing the inequality in the approximatemodel,and is
only performedsomeof thetime: a denotingthe prob-
ability thatP is an appropriateboundingabstraction.
Thefourth term accountsfor the costof analyzingthe
inequality in the original detailed model; this happens
when P is not the desired bounding abstraction (with
probability 1— a) or whenthe approximatemodelfails
to prove the inequality (with probability (1 — /3) of the
times the model is tried, i.e. a(1—/3))and backtracking
is necessary.It only makessenseto try andshift mod-
els when this total expectedcost is less than the cost
of simply analyzingthe inequality in the basemodel:

C~(ANAL(Q, Q1 <Q, * ii))

Thus the SUP approach makes good senseif a and /3
are high (i.e. there is a good chanceof finding a bound-
ing abstractionthat is unambiguouson the query), if
the cost of analysisin the simple model is much less
than that of the complex model and if the cost of com-
puting MSA is less than the cost of analysis. We be-
lieve that compositional modeling (section ) will ensure
this latter condition, but runtime evaluation of the cost
equation is likely to be difficult until a means is found
for estimatingthe computationalsavingsof an approx-
imation.

Compositional Modeling

Throughoutthis paperwe have talked in terms of a
graph of modelsbecauseit affords a clean conceptual
foundation. On pragmatic grounds,however, the GoM
approachis problematic(e.g.,a spacerequirementthat
is exponentialin thenumberof assumptions).The ob-
vious solution is to representa GoM implicitly and
to dynamically instantiateonly the modelsthat are
actually useful for analysis. Pioneeringwork on this
approach,termedcompositionalmodeling,suggestsits
substantialpromise [5]. Query-directedapproximation
with boundingabstractionsand MSA computationvia
fitting approximationsfit perfectly into the composi-
tional modeling framework. Since MSA can be com-
puted on model fragments as easily as on complete
GoM models,onecan reasonaboutboundingabstrac-
tions, fragment by model fragment. This is almost
certain to make the expectedcost of MSA negligible
comparedto that of model analysis. We are working
on implementing a compositionalmodelingsuccessor
to the SUP program using a variant of the QPC algo-
rithm [3].
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Related Work & Conclusions

ShirleyandFalkenhainer[12] suggestreasoningabout
the percenterror of an approximationand Nayak [9]
shows how it can be performedusing the less expen-
sive of a pair of model fragments in certain cases. In-
terestingly, Nayak concludes that MSA is necessary
even when calculating the percent error of a modeling
shift. Selmanand Kautz [ii] describealgorithms that
computethe equivalentof bounding abstractionsfor
theories in propositional logic. Williams [21] defines
the critical abstractionof a quantitative component-
connectionmodel with respect to a query to be the
maximallysimplemodelthat still is capableof answer-
ing the query. Castin Williams’ terminology,the SUP
program’s boundingabstractionscould be considered
to be “critical approximations”— maximal upperand
lower bounds. Unlike Williams’ program,SUP does
not need to do a full analysisin the detailed model
beforesimplification.

Our motivating goal is to build programsthat can
reasonefficiently aboutcomplex systemsby dynam-
ically choosingsimplifying assumptionsand perspec-
tives that areappropriateto the taskat hand. This pa-
per presenteda frameworkfor reasoningaboutmodel
accuracy in terms of simplification and refinement that
is basedon model sensitivity analysis. Our main result
is the notion of bounding abstraction, and a sound,
MSA-based algorithm for performing query-directed
model simplification when analyzinginequality rela-
tions.
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Modeling without amnesia:
Making experience—sanctionedapproximations

Brian Falkenhainer
Xerox Palo Alto ResearchCenter

3333 Coyote Hill Road, Palo Alto CA 94304USA

Abstract

Accuracy plays a central role in developing models of continuous physical
systems,both in the context of developing a new model to fit observation

or approximatingan existing model to make analysis faster. The needfor
simpleyet su.fficiently accuratemodelspervadesengineeringanalysis,design,
and diagnosis tasks. The central problem is determining when a model will
be sufficiently accurate for a given task in a way that is simple and doesn’t
overwhelmthe benefitsof having a simplified model. This work presents cred-

ibility extrapolation, an inference procedure for using experienceto sanction
the use of approximations. It usesthe accuracy measureobtained from prior
(analytic or empirical) observations to project an accuracy bounds on the
proposed model for a given setting prior to its use. This allows validation

of the model without resorting to more expensivemeasuressuch as search or
empirical confirmation. We then describe representation methods that make
the storage and retrieval processefficient. The technique is illustrated on a
moderate sized example.

1 Introduction

When usingan approximatemodel to predict the behaviorof somephysicalsystem,
how can its approximations’ appropriatenessbe determined?For someapproxima-

tions, general-purposerules of thumb may be consulted [1, 7] (e.g., Biot modulus,
Mach number,etc. [10, 14]). Alternatively, acommonanswerto this questionis that
you should empirically or analytically confirm the derivedresult [3, 1, 17, 21, 13].
Though an important part of modeling, this isn’t done for every behaviorderived
from the simplified model; therewould be little point in having madethe simpli-
fication. Some approachessuggesta searchparadigm, trying one model and then
anotheruntil a useful one is found [1, 22]. Yet, clearly an experiencedengineer
knows a lot about the available models and rarely searches. Missing from these
accountsis this experiencefactor. One of an engineer’smost oft usedskills is the
ability to retain and reasonfrom past analysesand observations. Knowledgeof a
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Figure 1: What is the temperature,within +5%, at the gate valve outlet?

model’s accuracyat some points can be used,often in quite simple ways, to bound

its accuracy as it is applied to different parts of the behaviorspace.

This paperexaminesthe issuesthat arisewhen trying to incorporateexperience
into an automatedmodelingframework. It describesmethodsfor model representa-
tion that eliminate the complexindexing and retrieval problems normally associated

with experiential systems. The core rule of inference, credibility extrapolation,uses

the error measured (analytically or empirically) in prior situations to bound the

error of the approximate model for the current problem description. In the case of

a beamloaded at one end (the valve leverin Figure 1), if its deformationwas found

to be insignificant under a load of 5 N, then clearly, “all elsebeing equal”, it will

be insignificant if the current problem specifiesa load of 3 N and the beammay be

safely treated as a rigid body. Further, this information applies to any situation in

which an object is subject to the samedistribution of forces and is not specific to

the valve lever. No searchor complexvalidation analysis is necessary.However, we

must addressthe fact that rarely will all elsebe equal.

The paper begins by establishingsome basic primitives and presenting the core

credibility extrapolation inference procedure. Section 4 looks at representational

and memory issuesaimed at reducing complexity and increasing adaptability to

new situations. The valved heat exchangerexampleis usedfor illustration.

2 Models and their accuracy

For what follows, it is important to understandthe larger context. We assumean
external automatedmodeling systemdesignedto formulate an appropriatemodel

to answer a given query (e.g., [7]). It must searcha spaceof candidatemodels
differing in perspective,resolution,and accuracy,weighing the relative costs and
benefits in the process. This paper focusessolely on the accuracydimension. The

subtask being examinedtakes as given a relevant model and a query. Its function
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is to determineif the accuracyof the model satisfiesthe conditions imposedby the

query.

A model M contains a set of (algebraic and ordinary differential) equations
E describing the behavior of some physical system in terms of variables V
{t,y

2
,. . . ,yk.-1,Pk,. . . ,p,~}, where yj representsa dependentvariable, and p~ rep-

resentsa constant, model parameter (i.e., pj is a function of elementsexternal to

the model).’ At most one varying independent variable t is allowed (which typi-
cally denotestime). Eachmodel alsohas an associatedset of logical preconditions,
as describedin [7]. We make the simplification that all analysesoccur in a single

operatingregion (i.e., the statusof the preconditionsdoesnot changeand thus can
be ignored for the purposesof this paper).

A behavior is a vector v = [vi,. .. , v,~]of assignments to V as a function of I

over the interval t E [0, tf]. A set of boundaryconditionsB specify values for I~,

the model parameters,and enough values for y~(t~)such that B and M uniquely
specify a behaviorV = BEHAVIOR(M,B).

In this paper, we treat errors as arising from only two types of approximation —

physical idealizationof the phenomenon (e.g., frictionless motion) and mathematical

approximation of a function (e.g., linear discretization, polynomial expansion, etc).2

An idealization assumes that some physical property is sufficiently close (in the

current context) to a limit value (e.g., 0, 1, or oo) to render the associatedaspect
of the model negligible and thus ignorable.3

The error function e of an approximate model M* is taken to be with respect

to some base modelMB, which may denote the physical systembeing analyzed or
an equational model we wish to approximate. A base behavior ~B will typically
be referred to in a virtual senseas being that behavior which would be observed

if measurementsof MB were taken. Drawing upon standard practice in numerical

analysis for measuring an approximation’s quality [3], we expressthe error function
e of an approximate behavior v* as an appropriate scalar norm e = v~—

The results are independent of the particular norm. In the examples we will use the
maximum (L~) norm:

ej(vj,MB) = max v~(x)— v,~(x)
tE[O,t

1
]

where e~~ e = [e
1

,. . . , ek] is the error norm for variable v~.

Intuitively, amodelM* is anapproximationof model M if V* ç V, E* is simpler

than E (e.g., of lower order), andcritically, the error norm for M*~sbehaviorswill
tend to begreaterthan for M’s behaviors.

‘This is also known as an exogenousvariablein the economicsandAl literature, Throughout,
we will try to usestandardengineeringterminologyandindicatesynonyms.

‘Of course,errors can arisefrom manyother sourcesas well, such as numeric instability and

unexpectedphenomena,We ignore thesefactors for the present.
3The idealization / approximationdistinction is standardin the engineeringliterature. Ideal-

izations with a specific property are called fitting approximationsin [21], which shows how this
property can be exploited to refine an approximatemodel found to deviatefrom observation.
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A query = (W, Q, B, r) has four elements,where

~ W is a set of variables. The model used to answerQ must satisfy W C V.

~ Q is (1) a relation between variables in W (e.g., equality, inequality) whose

status we wish to test or (2) a requestfor eachvariable in W as a function of

t, for tin [0~t~].

B is a set of boundaryconditions.

• r is a vector of error tolerancesT = [ri,. .. , rk], where r,j E ~ specifies that

e~(v~,M11) < r,~must hold for every v~C W. This condition is abbreviated

e(v*, M~)< y, wherethe tolerance for the unconstrained variables V — W
is taken to be infinity. The type and magnitudeof the tolerance(e.g., abso-
lute or relative) dependson the goals of the task. To simplify the remaining
presentation,we will write VARS(T) in placeof W.

Tolerance Ti is weaker than tolerance r if VARS(T’) C vARs(r) and r~’ > r~

for every v~EVARS(T’). This relationship enablesa more generalformulation for
comparingthe resultsof different queries.

The standarddefinition of modelcredibility with respectto a toleranceanderror
norm [3] may be expressedas follows:

Definition 1 (model credibility) A behavior v* is credible with respect to

base MB and tolerance T, written CREDIBLE(V*, MB, r), if e(v~,MB)< y,
A model M is credible for query Q = (W, Q, B, T), written CREDIBLE(M, MB,

Q), if v~= BEHAVIOR(M, B) and CREDIBLE(v*, MB, r)

3 Credibility extrapolation

Our basic goal in evaluatingthe credibility of an approximatemodel for somequery

is to determineif e<T holds. However,e canbe quite expensiveto compute.Luckily,
this is often unnecessary. Given that a model’s accuracyis known at some points,

we can often useknowledgeof the error’s qualitative behaviorto boundits accuracy
at new points. We call this process credibility extrapolation. Importantly, only
knowledgeof the behaviorof the error is required,not its specific valuation. In fact,
it isn’t necessaryin principle that the error function itself be known (e.g., when
thereis no baseequationalmodel, only empirical data). The more that is known
about its behavior, the greater the inferential power in determiningthe credibility

of a model.

3d Proof by reduction

One approachis to directly compare the current prediction problem to a single
prior behavior and show the credibility of M at v,-,~given the credibility of M at
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V
0

1d. This approachis particularly suited to low-experiencesettings, as in when e
is known at only a single point.

Proposition 1 (Reduction by measurement) Let r be a tolerancevector. Let
v’ and v be behaviors derivedfrom M such that the value of e~(v~,MB) is known
forv~C VARS(T). Let ~e = e(v,MB) — e(vi,MB).

If e(v’, MB) <T and ~e < 0, then CREDIBLE(v,MB,T).

This basesa model’s credibility directly on the availabledatapointsand is the
typical mode of inference. However, there may be situations in which only the

relative error is known, such aswhen a model’s credibility for behavior V’is asserted

directly, without an explicit error value. Useful inferences may still be drawn using
the following rule.

Proposition 2 (Reduction by transitivity) Let T’ and T be tolerances. Let v’

andv be behaviorsderivedfrom M. Let L~e= e(v,M~) < T — e(v~,MB)< T.

IfCREDIBLE(v’, MB, r’), L~e< 0, and r is weakerthanT’, then CREDIBLE(v, M~,T).

Note that by using reduction to a previous case,the credibility of M for query Q

can be determined prior to consuming resourcesto derive a behavior using M simply
by examining perturbations in e caused by changes in the boundary conditions.

This is in contrast to even the use of standard applicability constraints (e.g., Biot

modulus), which often can only be checked after spending resources to derive a
behavior.

The task is then to determine the sign of z~egiven some i~.v.This is a special-
caseof the problem of multivariate large-change sensitivity analysis [2, 19]. Note

that the problem here is much simpler; we seek only the direction of change in
e, not a specific sensitivity coefficient.4 There are a variety of methods, including

qualitative comparative analysis [20], inequality reasoning over the interval z~vand
the magnitudes of Oe/ôv~(e.g., BOUNDER [16]), or examination of the system’s

higher-order derivatives (i.e., its Jacobian and Hessian matrices). Here weillustrate

for the simple (but not uncommon) class of monotone error functions, in which e is
monotone in each variable in ~v.

Example The valve lever mechanism in Figure 1 can be modeled such that the
valve aperturea is a function of the lever position p and deformation t~y

a=p+~y

The deformation can be modeling in the following two ways. The first is a standard

elastic model:
kpL3

~3EI
4For many cases,this computation is quite trivial. However, it can becomequite complex.

Being ableto predict its efficiency is an important, but openproblem.
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The secondignores its deformation under load and makesa rigid body idealization:

~y=0

The measurederror in the estimation of valve aperture using the rigid body ideal-
ization is 5% for p = 0.15. Suppose we wish to analyze the samesituation with a

new position p = 0.12. In this simple case,a purely qualitative argumentsuffices:

e o~~+p A ~p < 0 —~ ~e < 0

BecauseM was credible in the first analysis and ~e < 0, M is credible for the

current analysisas well.

4 Model Composition and Reuse

Credibility extrapolation’s efficiency and ability to flexibly apply experiencein one

setting to different settingsis largely affectedby the models’ structure. Oneenhance-
ment is to split up the problemand convertan analysisof onelarge modelinto sep-
arate analysesof its pieces. We do this by placing it in the contextof compositional

modeling [6, 7], a framework for organizing and formulating appropriate models in

responseto analytic goals. Another way is to reducethe model’s dimensionality

(the size of V) by precomputing algebraic aggregatesV’ = f(V), V’I < ~ and
performing sensitivity comparisonsusing the more compact model F’(V’). These

topics are discussedin the following subsections.

4d Compositional models

A model and the physical systemit models is typically an interconnectionof
primitive modulesC = {c,,. . . , c,~},where a module may be a component,process,

bond-graph element,or other conceptualprimitive phenomenon. Explicit recogni-

tion of this in the modeling framework is important for flexibility, reuse,andstorage

efficiency. Though not further decomposable,physically a module may correspond

to some aggregateor arrangementof parts. We composea model M from a set
of model fragments M = {m,,.. . ,m,~},each of which contains a set of equations

(partially) describing some module. For example, one model fragment may repre-

sent the general Bernoulli equationfor flow through some plumbing, while others
may specify different functionsfor the frictional losseswithin that flow. We require
that eachmodelfragmentbe associatedwith asingle module such that there exists

an onto function F : M —+ C. In the valved heatexchangerexample, the modules
are the tank, leveredvalve,plumbing,,heatexchanger,plumbing2,andtemperature
gauge(seealso Figure 2).

Model fragmentsdefine the granularity of the modeling building blocks. This
decompositionprovidessignificant leveragein two ways. First, it decomposesexpe-
riencewith one largemodel into experiencewith its constituentmodel fragments,
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Figure 2: Error in a module’s output results from transmission of input error and gener-
ation of internal error.

eachof which may be subsequently used in contexts very different from the setting
in which the experience was acquired. For example, information gained about the

error function for the rigid-body idealization of the levered valve is independent of
the specific heat exchanger context in which the valve is currently placed (although

its effects on other parts of the system are of course dependenton context). Second,

it decomposeserror analysis; the composite error of a model M is a function of
the internal errors introduced within each module’s model and the external errors
transmitted through eachmodule’s model. For example, in Figure 2, the levered
valve module passesinput errors (e.g., the length of the lever) on to its outputs.

This error propagationis performedusing standarderror analysistechniques[3, 18].

At the same time, its idealized model F* introduces new, additional errors to its

outputs. This error is bounded using credibility extrapolation.

4~2 Case storage and retrieval

Structuring the domain theory in this mannermakes the issuessurrounding the
storageand retrieval of experiencestraightforward. Importantly, much of the req-

uisite storage, retrieval, and adaptationfunctionality comesat low computational

cost.

Storageof a validated analysis (i.e., one whose error has been explicitly eval-

uated), is simple. First, the scenario is maximally decomposedinto a set of lin-
earizable aggregatemodules. Typically, this decomposition will correspondto the

rlumbingi ~~jTemP~r~tnre G~ug
1
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scenario’soriginal decomposition.However, for somescenarios,theremay be mod-
ules’ which are not separable(e.g., they form a systemof nonlinear simultaneous
equations). Forthe valvedheatexchanger,the decompositionresults in the following

modules:

{tank} {lever valve} {plumbing1, heat exchanger,plumbing2} {temperaturegauge}

Becauseof the interdependenciesbetweenthe mass flow andheat transferratesof
the plumbing andheat exchanger,thesemodulescannot be separated.5

Second,the behavior (and associatederror) of eachaggregatemodule is stored
with the module definition andthe conjunctionof the modeling assumptionsasso-
ciated with that module’smodel fragments.

Case retrieval has two aspects. First, given a query and a candidatemodel
for answeringit, find a set of relevantcasesfrom which to extrapolatethe model’s
credibility. This too is simplebecauseprior usageis storeddirectlywith the modules.
Second,from the set of relevant cases,select onefrom which to bound the model’s
error. For this we draw upon the intuition that from the current (unknown) point
on the error surface,we want to look “uphill” (3e/8v > 0) to find casesthat might
havegreatererror. We seek the point v’ that minimizes the weighted Eucidian

distance _________________

v~— v~2

V v,EV

wherew~= 1 if 8e/9v~> 0 andw, = 0.5 if Ue/i9v, < 0.6 More experimentationis

neededto evaluatethe impact of specific weight assignments.If the error function
is known to be monotonein eachof its variables,then an evensimpler techniqueis
possible. For eachpoint (d,,... , d,~)at which the error is known, producea rule of

the form
If v1 op, d, A . . . A v~op~d,~ —~ enew < e~

where op, is < (>) if e is monotoneincreasing(decreasing)in v~.7

4~3 Changes in topology

Credibility extrapolation as presentedin Section3 assumeda fixed set of equations;
only the model parametersare allowed to change.While useful, it capturesa some-
what limited view of experience.To the degreepossible,we would like to extend
experiencewith onesituation to distinct, yet similar situations.

This is done in two ways. First, as describedabove, experienceis tied to the
modulesand their model fragments,not the completescenariomodel. Second,we

‘A standardNewton-Raphsoniterative technique is used to computethese values,while the
Jacobianof thesystem is used to propagateinput error throughthe system.6This selection of weights is arbitrary, but matchesthe intuition that more weight should be

givento dimensionsin which the error is known to decrease.A more principled weighting is being
sought.

7Currently unimplemented.
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Prior Data

t~ p ,

V~
9

fd 13 15,2074 -4.91137 -081007

13 151648 -4.9451 -0.82418

!Vigf e -0.04213 0.0284 0.01411

~=ag+af±ad ~=a9+af
~2—v ~P—v
dt dt

Gravity: ag = gsin9
Sliding Friction: af = —/.L~gcosOsgn(v)

Air Resistance: a~j= —C~p0~~L2v2sgn(v)/2M

Figure 3: A block slidesdown an inclined plane. Need we model sliding friction, air drag,
or both?

use influencesto specifyelementsof composablefunctions (e.g.,~, fl) in amodular
manner[9, 7]). Forexample,the frictional (head) lossin the plumbing dueto elbows

and other fixtures was modeled as a summation of the individual loss introduced

by each fixture. Influences provide modularity at the function level; the effects of
including or ignoring an influence can be determined in caseswhere no experience
with that specific influence exists and enables credibility extrapolation even when

the scenario topology changes. For example, experience obtained during analysis

of a system containing four elbows can be used to place a bound on the error
due to ignoring fixture lossesin the two elbow configuration shown in Figure 1.
Becausethese frictional lossesare combined via influences, and there are fewer in
this scenario, we can determine that the error due to ignoring lossesin thesefixtures

will be less (given a lower or equal flow velocity), even though the configuration of

fixtures is different.

4.4 Feature reduction

As a secondexample,considerthe caseof a block sliding down an incline (Fig-

ure 3). If drag was found to be insignificant at 20 km/h, then clearly, “all elsebeing

equal”, it will be insignificant if the current problemspecifiesa speedof 10 km/h.
This problem can be posed as the task of determining ~e given changesto the three
variables [a9, af, ad]. However, it could just as easily be posed as the task of deter-

mining Z~egiven changes to the ten variables [W, L, H, Pblock, 9, g, j.t~,CD, Pair, v].
Each time a comparisonto experienceis made, we must compare a vector Z~.vof
length N. Much dependson N. First, the complexity of sensitivityanalysisin credi-
bility extrapolationgoesup with N. Second,the likelihood of a definitive credibility

evaluation diminishes with N, due to increasedchanceof unresolvedambiguity. Fi-
nally, if approximate credibility evaluation algorithms are used(e.g., curve fit), the

likelihood of an incorrect result goes up with N. Thus, it is important to minimize
N. We do this reduction via algebraicaggregationof the variablesinto fewer terms.
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For example, the block’s acceleration(Figure 3) can be computedin severalways:

a = f,(W, L, H, Pblock, 9, g, ~ CD, Pair, v)
a = f2(A,M,9,g,/23,CD,pair,v) (A = WH,M = LWHPbl0~k)

a = f3(ag,af,ad)

Using f,, the changein error dueto an increasein block densityand a decreasein
block lengthwould haveto be resolved. Alternatively, using f2, a changein density
and length results in a single (potentially zero) change in mass M — a much easier

problem. In general,minimizing N is a significant step in addressingthe “all else

being equal” problem mentioned in the introduction and, in the samevein, is of

courseone of the main points of dimensional analysis and the theory of similitude

[11, 23].

Finding the optimal reformulation of the variables is beyond the scopeof this
paper. However, two simple reduction rules have provided significant leverage.

First, if the function is a summation of influences, we treat each influence as a

separateparameterto the function (c.f., fe). This is why example 1 was posed

as a change to the three variables [ag, aj, ad]. Second, we aggregatemodel pa-

rameterproducts for which the function is invariant (i.e., f(pl,p2) = f(p2,pl) or

f(pl,1/p2) = f(1/p2,pl)). Thus,

f(M, E, I, dv/dx) = M[1 + (dv/dx)2]312/EI

would become

f’(S, dv/dx) = S[1 + (dy/dr)2]312

where S = M/EI.

5 Related Work

This work builds directly from prior work with Shirley [17] and Forbus [7] and is

intendedto complementsomeof the existing approachesto reasoningabout approx-

imate models. In discrepancy-drivenrefinement [1, 17], an observationis usedto
find a model that fits. Credibility extrapolationcan then tell if the model can still
beusedin subsequentanalyses,thus allowing it to be usedfor prediction. Similarly,
one could use bounding abstractions[22] to identify models that overestimateand
credibility extrapolation to provide a bounds on the amount of overestimationand

thus reduceor eliminatesearch.

Our approachis much like the caching that occurs in an ATMS [4], in which
partial resultsobtainedin onecontextare transparentlyreusedin othercontextsdue
to theunderlyinggranularityof assumptionmaintenance.Thecomplexmemoryand
mappingissuesthat dominatetreatmentsof analogyandcase-basedreasoning[8, 12,
15] do not arise. We achieveindexing andadaptationvia the granularity inherentin
the domaintheory (the modelfragments),ratherthanvia partial situationmatching
andsimilarity-driven adaptationprocedures.
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6 Discussion

Analysisgroundedin experienceis fundamentalto modeling dueto the inherent un-
certaintyof equationalmodelsandthe numericalmethodswhich manipulatethem.
Given prior use of anapproximatemodel, credibility extrapolation provides a mech-
anism for bounding the error of a model prior to its use. Further, by explicitly

matching on model fragments, it eliminates the complex indexing and retrieval nor-

mally associatedwith experiential reasoning approacheslike analogy and case-based
reasoning. At the sametime, the model fragments’ granularity enablestransfer of

experienceto different settingsthat makeuseof the samemodel fragments.

Credibility extrapolation allows for the observationto be generatedanalytically

by sampling points in the more accuratemodel’s domain (presumablyat extrema

conditions). A companion technique, called credibility domain synthesis[5], takes
this to its natural extreme. It generatesapproximationsof a given model by analyz-

ing its domain and identifies explicit constraints for the most prevalent situations
basedon variance. Current work includes examining their relativemerits.

The approachis currently implementedin pieces,with the model representation

andstorageoccurringin our existingimplementationof compositionalmodelingand
most of the analysis occurring in Mathematica. I am currently working to connect
the two systems.
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Abstract

Model-baseddesign constructs physical systemsin two stages.First, a causalrela-
tion network (CRN) of quantities that entails the desired behavior is constructedfrom a
domain model. Second,a physical systemis designed by assemblingcomponentssuch
that all the causal relations specified by the CRN are imposed. The Compositional
Model-based Designmethod, CMD, simplifies the design of complex physical systems
by decomposingthe specified behavior into logical portions, building CRNs for each
portion, and incrementafly composing the CRNs until the entire desired behavior is
achieved. Importantly, the method detects potential interactions between individual
CRNs that may nullify the portions of behavior already designedfor by detecting vi-
olations of the closure assumptionsunder which each CRN was formed. 1~heCRN is
revised using operators derived from axioms that specify the conditions for a change
to hold in the presenceof such interference. While this paper illustrates the method
in the context of a boiler control system, the approach applies to regulatory physical
systemswith multiple operating regions.

1 Introduction

In model-baseddesign[11, 9], aphysicalsystemthat meetsinput behavioralspecificationsis
designedin two steps: 1) a networkof causalrelations,causalrelation network(CRN), which
entails the desired behavior, is constructed from a domainmodeldescribing componentsand
their interactions, and2) a design of the physical system, consisting of the components and
their structural relations, is obtained from the design constraints that were instantiated in

order to impose the causal relations in the constructed CRN representation. The interme-
diate CRN plays a pivotal role by explicating the causalpaths that show how the designed
physical system achieves the desired behavior, By bridging the specified behavior and the
desired physical system, the causal relation network considerably simplifies the search for
candidatedesign hypothesis.

However, the designof complexphysicalsystemsusing this model-basedapproachis im-
practical since the constructionof the CRN becomescomputationallyexpensivedueto the
large number of componentsand interactionsthat must be considered. In this paper, we
describecompositionalmodel-baseddesign(CMD), an approachfor the model-baseddesign
of complex physical systems. This method adopts a divide-and-conquerstrategy. It de-

composesthe specifiedbehaviorinto logical portions, and separatelyconstructsCRNs and
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their correspondingdesign fragmentsfor eachindividual portion. The CRN (and the corre-
spondingdesign)for theentirespecifiedbehavioris constructedby incrementallycomposing
the individual CRNs and extendingthem, when necessary,to deal with interactions. The
input to the CMD method is the desiredqualitativebehaviorspecifiedas a statediagram
consistingof a partial sequenceof states,eachof which describesthe relevantqualitative
quantity changes(increase,decrease,or steady). Themethodoutputsa designspecifying
thecomponentsof thephysicalsystemand their structuralrelations,

Figure 1 illustratesthe behavioralspecificationof asystemfor pressureand level regula-
tion in a steamplant. A design([1]) that achievesthe desiredbehavioris shownin Figure2.
In brief, the designedregulatorfunction8 asfollows:

Fluctuationsin theloadcausechangesto theamountof steamin the turbine,thereby,
causingchangesto the steamoutflow from the boiler drum. Thesechangesare sensed
andusedto control theheatflow from thefurnaceto theboiler by changingthe fuel-air
ratio. Accordingly, the steamgenerationchangesto balancethe steamoutflow from
the drum,thereby,maintainingaconstantpressureat the drum. Changesto the steam
generation,however,affect the water-levelin the drum; thesechangesare sensedby a
level sensorwhich controls a valve regulatinga compensatoryinflow of waterfrom a
feedwatertank, Consequently,the level of waterin the boilerdrum is also maintained
constant.

Compositionalmodel-baseddesignconstructssuch a complexsystemby first designing
fragmentswhich independentlymaintainthe pressureandthe water-levelin the boiler drum
steadyand, then, by composingthesetwo fragmentstogether. The compositionexplicitly
considersthepotential interactionsof the two separatelydesignedfragments(e.g. the water-
level may bedisturbedwhenattemptingto makethe pressureat the drum steady).

b = bo~Ier
d=boiler-drum

= furnace
fw = feed-watertank
LLd = water4evei in d
OFd = Steam-OUtflOWrate from drum
SPd = steam-pressurein drum
SPb = steam-pressure in boiler
Tf = set-pointsteam-outflowrate

Figure 1: A partial qualitativestatediagram.
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steam-controller current-load-sethng

pressure-transc~ucer

load
turbine

~el generator

~ DesignExarTiple.

Figure2: A boiler control systemin a steamplant.

2 Knowledge Representation

The CMD method uses a domain model to construct CRNs. The domain model consistsof
a setof model fragments [4] that describethe domain objects and the physical mechanisms
and processes. For example, in the fluids’ domain, a domain model for fluids will describe
objects such as liquids, gases,containers,valves, levers, and pumps, and physical processes
such as heat flow, boiling, and fluid flow. We adopt the vocabulary of Qualitative Process
Theory, QP Theory, [6] to represent the domain model. QP theory defines two types of
causal relations betweenquantities: a) A direct influencebetweentwo quantitiesx andy,
denoted as x oq~y, which describes how changesin x are monotonically dependent on y.
For example, the velocity of an object is directly (positively) influenced by its acceleration: if
the accelerationis positive, zero or negative, the velocity is increasing, steady or decreasing,
respectively. b) A qualitative proportionality betweenx and y, denoted as x XQ± y, which
describeshow changesin y aremonotonically dependenton changesin x. For example, the
acceleration of an object is (positively) qualitatively proportional to the net force on the
object: if the net force on the object is increasing, steady or decreasing, its accelerationis
also increasing,steadyor decreasing.Eachmodel fragmentconsistsof the individuals that
constitute the model fragment, the conditions that must hold for the model fragment to
becomeoperationalor active, andthe relations that holdwhenthemodelfragmentis active.

Examplesof two model fragments,boiling and a path including a valve, are shown in
Figure3. The model fragmentfor boiling statesthat when a liquid is heatedat its boiling
point, it boils, resulting in agenerationof steamat a rate qualitatively proportional to the

heat flow rate. The modelfragment for a valved-pathstatesthat the resistanceoffered by
thepath to a liquid flow is qualitatively proportional to the openingof the valve, which in
turn is qualitatively proportional to the position of the valvemount.

The desireddevicebehavioris specifiedby a partial qualitativestatediagram describing
therelevantdevicestatesandtransitions. A devicestateincludes: a) The qualitativevalues
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Defmodel:Boiling Defmodel:Valved-path
Individuals:?liq, ?gas,?heat-flow Individuals: ?vaive,?valve-mount.?path
Activity-Conditions: Activity-conditions:

wmperaturo(?liq)> BoHing-point(?liq) conn(?valve,?path)
Relations: Relations:

Amount-of(?Iiq) aj. Generation-Rate. opening(?valve)~ position(?valve-mount),
Amount-of(?gas)ct~Generation-Rate. path-resistance(?path)rz0. opening(?va~ve)

Figure3: Examplesof model fragmentsfor boiling anda valve.

of quantities(Qvals). The Qvalof aquantity canbe eithera landmarkvalue,avalueat which
interestingchangesoccur, or a valuebetweentwo landmarkvalues. b) Quantity changesin
qualitative terms. The qualitative valueof a quantity changecan take any of threevalues:
mc, dee,or const. c) Conditionalquantity changes.A quantity changecanbeconditionalon
anotherquantity changeor the changecan be conditional on aQval of the quantity.

An exampleof apartial qualitativestatediagram,specifyingtheregulationof thesteam-
pressure,steam-outflow, and water-level in a boiler-drum of an idealized steamplant is
shownin Figure 1. State S1 includesa conditional quantity change,namely, if the steam-
pressure,SPd, in the boiler-drum,d, is lessthanthe boiler-pressure,SPb,thesteam-pressure
increases.Once the desiredsteam-pressurein the boiler drum is attained,the systemmust
adjust the steam-outflowto attain the desiredset-point steamoutflow-rate of T1. The final
state,S3,specifiesthat all thequantitiesareto beheldconstantoncethe desiredsteady-state
valuesarereached.Thewater-levelin theboiler-drum andthe boiler-pressureareto beheld
constantin all the states.The statetransitionfrom S~to S2 occurswhenthe steam-pressure
in the boiler-drum reachesthe boiler pressure. The statetransition from S2 to 83 occurs
when the rate of the steamoutflow from the boiler-drum reachesT1.

The designeddeviceis specifiedby the components(e.g. open-container(P1)),andtheir
structural relations (e.g. port-conn(bot(container-x,contamner-y,pipe-.xy)).

3 Causal Relation Networks

A causalrelationnetwork describeshow the causalrelationsimposedby thecomponentsand
their connectivity form a causalpath through which changespropagatefrom onequantity
to another,ultimately producingadesiredchangein aquantity. The changein aquantity is
determinedfrom the changesin the quantitiesthat havecausalinfluencerelationswith the
quantity. All the influenceson a quantity are partial, and the total influenceis determined
by combining all the partial influences,specifiedby the influences in the influence closure
(EC). The influenceclosuregives a completeenumerationof the simultaneousinfluenceson
the quantity under the influence closure assumptionwhich statesthat thereare no other
influencesother than those included in the EC. The ECs are made explicit in the CRN
representationandplay animportantrole in determiningmodificationsof theCRN to handle
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Let,
holds(Q~,irtc, S)== Qualitative value of changeof quantity Q~is inc in state S
dinfl(P, Q, V, 8) == P is adirect influenceon Q pushingit in direction V (inc or dec)

in stateS
[1.1] Establishingincreasein quantity Q:

holds(Q,inc,S) A G ~ 0 ~ netinfl(P,Q,inc,S)
<<Comment: Changeof Q hasa qualitativevalueof inc if the net
influence of P on Q results in increasingQ. >>

[1.2] netinfl(P, Q, mc,5) ~‘

al) 3 13 E P A dinfl(Pj,Q,inc,S)A
a2) [3 R~1,kA R,, E P A dinfl(P3, Q, dec, 5) -.-+

3 ~ A P1 € P A
~ R1 ~ 13 A dinfl(P1,Q,inc,S) A
dominates_dinfl([Pi,..., P,,~],[R1,..., R,~],Q, mc, S)]
<< Comment: Dominates-dinfi is a predicate which defines the conditions
for one set of direct influences on Q to dominate over another set of direct
influences causing a quantity Q to increase. >>

Table 1: A subset of the axioms for establishing increase in a quantity via use of direct
influences.

interferencesthat arise due to composition.
A causal relation network representationsconsist of a set propositions that represent the

following three types of information: i) qty changesand causal relations between the qtys
that representspaths of interactions and lead to propagating a change to produce another
change ii) the influence closures that enumerate the simultaneous set of causal influence
relations relevant to a qty ii) the existenceof model-fragment activities and their physical
basis which impose the causal relations. For simplicity of illustration, the figures showonly
part 1 and 2. The design constraints are shown as part of the constructeddesign fragments.
Given such representation, we define a set of axioms that specify a set of criteria that a
CRN must necessarilymeet in order to establishdesiredquantity changesandconditional
changes.For example,the axiomsgiven in Table 1 specify someof the criteria that a CRN
mustmeet in order to establishan increasein a quantity basedon useof direct influences.

A portion of a CRN for achievingan increasein the steampressureof the boiler drum is
shownin Figure4. The CRN showsthat themassof thesteamin theboiler drumis increasing
sinceit is directly influencedby the rateof thesteaminflow and,underthe influenceclosure,
EC2 the direct influencedueto the steaminflow is theonly causalrelationaffecting it. The
direct influenceholds whenthe conditionsfor the steaminflow hold, namely, theremust be
a pressuredifferencebetweenthe boiler andthe boiler drum, andthe path connectingthe
two must permit a flow of steam. The increasein the steammass is propagatedthrough a
causalrelationcausingan increasein thesteampressure.
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SPa Inc SPd~steampresurein boiler-drumd

SMd = steammassIn d
EC1: {SPa a~SMa)} . Fr rateof steamflow from boiler, b, to boiler-drum

SMd = _________________________________________

EC2:{SMd a1~Fr}
flow rate>0

cleaLgas.path((’~’~eam.Pdiff(b,d)>0

Figure 4: A CRN for increasingthesteampressurein the boiler drum.

4 Compositional Modei=basedDesign: The Details

Compositionalmodel-baseddesign(CMD) decomposesthe desiredbehavioralspecification
into threelogical portions: 1) Individual unconditionalor conditional quantity changes(e.g.
SPd = Inc or SPd< SP~—+ SPd= mc). 2) The quantity changesconstituting a physical
systemstate(e.g. si = {SPd <SPb —4 SP~~= mc, LL~~= const,SPb= const}). 3) The tran-
sitions betweenphysicalsystemstates(e.g. ~i —i s~).Accordingly,the methodconsistsof a
cycleof threesteps: 1) ConstructingCRNsfor eachindividual quantity changein thebehav-
ioral specification.2) Composingthe CRNsfor the quantity changesconstituting a physical
systemstate.3) Extendingthe CRNsfor asystemstateto makeeachdesiredtransitionfrom
that state. This last step may require additional quantity changesand causal relations to
be achieved,in which case,the method iterates. Importantly, the influenceclosuresplay a
fundamentalrole: they form the basisfor a) detectingwhenthe composition of two CRNs
or the extensionof a CRN may result in new CRNsthat do not achievethe previouslyes-
tablishedbehaviordueto adverseinteractions,andb) decidinghow to revisesuch CRNs to
re-establishthe desiredbehavior. The body of the top-level algorithmis given in Table 2.

Step 1: Constructing a CRN for a quantity change

In this step,the CMD methodindependentlyconstructsCRNs for eachdistinct conditionalor
unconditionalquantity changein the qualitative statediagram.The method usesoperators
to proposedomainmodel fragmentsthat imposethe causalrelationsfor achievingaquantity
change.The operatorsarebasedon axiomsthat specify thenecessarytruth conditionsfor a
quantity change[2]. An exampleof suchan axiomis given in Table 1. The influenceclosures
constructedfor eachquantity change,gauranteethat thetruth conditionsaresatisfiedin the
contextof the constructedCRNs.

A CRN that achievesan increasein the steampressureof the boiler drum in the boiler
control exampleis shownin Figure5. It is constructedusingcausalrelationsfrom themodel
fragmentsfor a container,a containedgas, and a gas flow, According to this CRN, the
increasein the steampressureof the boiler drum is achievedby an increasein the steam’s
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SystemBehaviorFraament

CRNsp~

boiler-drum(d)

contained_fluid(water,steam,b)

Figure 5: The constructionof a CRN to achievean increasein the steampressurein the
drum.

masswhich, in turn, is causedby agasflow (with flow-rate greaterthanzero) from the boiler
to the boiler drum. A designfragment that imposesthis CRN is alsoshownin the figure.
Similarly, CRNsfor other quantity changesstipulatedin the qualitative statediagram(e.g.
constantwater-levelin the boiler drum, constantpressurein the boiler drum, etc.) may
be constructed.The CRNs for the constantwater-leveland constantpressurein the boiler
drumarebasedon ECsspecifyingthat thereareno causalrelationsaffectingthesequantities
(consequently,theyremainconstant).

Step 2: Constructinga CRN for eachstate

In this step,themethodcomposestheCRNsfor theindividual quantitychangesconstituting
a systemstateinto a compositeCRN that entailsthesystemstatebehavior.A CRNsfor each
stateis generatedfrom the CRNs producedin the previousstep,by composingtherelevant
CRNs for quantity changesin thestate.

The ECs of the compositeCRN are updatedasfollows: If underthe compositionof the
designconstraints,dueto sharingof an existingcomponentaquantity appearingin a CRN
necessarilycodesignateswith a quantity in anotherCRN, then the EC of the quantity is
a composite EC that consistsof the union of the causal relations affecting the quantity,
otherwisethe EC remainsunaffected. The method verifies that each of the updated ECs
continuesto satisfy the correctnessrequirementsthat must be met in order to achievethe
individual quantity changesof the systemstate. If an individual quantity changeno longer
holds (due to adverseinteractions),additional causalrelationsto re-establishthe quantity
changeare addedto the compositeCRN by applyingoperatorsthat proposethe necessary
revisionsof the ECs. The operatorsare derived directly from a set of correctnessaxioms
[2], a small subsetof which is given in Table 1. An exampleof such an operator, stated
informally is:

If the desiredquantity,Q, is to beheldsteady,andthereexistsa causalinfluence
on Q that is causingQ to increase,then introduceanothercausalinfluence
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Q ~,, on Q that pushesQ to decrease,suchthat Q~andQ~,canceleachother.

Another meansof preventingsuch interactionsis by disallowing structure sharing. If at-
temptsto repairthe compositeCRN fail, themethodbacktracksto an alternativecandidate.

For the boiler-control example,Figure 6 illustrateshow the CRNsof Figure 5 are com-
posedto obtain a consistentcompositeCRN for the systemstate,~ The steampressure
in the boiler was previously establishedto remainconstant by formulating an EC which
specified that no causalrelationsaffectedit. However, in the compositeCRN, the CRN for
achievingan increasein the steampressurein the boiler drum contributesa causalrelation
that affects the steampressurein the boiler since, in that CRN, a flow of steamfrom the
boiler to theboilerdrum wasestablishedto increasethesteampressurein theboiler drum.
Consequently,the compositeCRN will achieveadecreasein thesteampressureof the boiler,
insteadof maintainingit constant(Figure 6[A]). There are two alternativedesignchoices:
i) alter the CRN to preventthe sharingof structure(by specifyingnon-sharingof the boiler
with the sourceof the steaminflow into the boiler drum), or ii) introduceadditionalcausal
relations to cancelthe effect of thesteamflow, for example,by postulatinga generationof
steamto compensatefor the lossdueto the outflow from theboiler (Figure6[B]). The steam
generationratein the boiler must begreaterthanzeroand, consequently,the heat-flow-rate
from thefurnacemust alsobegreaterthanzero(assumingthat the temperatureof thewater
in the boiler is at the boiling point). In order to maintain the steam-generation,the water
in the boilermust be constantlyreplenishedfrom anothersource.Choosingthe boilerdrum
as the sourceleadsto a revisionof the EC of water-levelis inconsistentwith therequirement
of maintaining the water-levelin the boiler drum constant,and the CRN may be repaired
by introducing a water inflow from the feedwatertank to compensatefor the outflow to
the boiler (Figure6[C]). The revision processis repeateduntil all the ECs satisfy the truth
conditionsfor the requiredquantity changesandhencethe compositeCRN achievesall the
quantitychangesof thesystemstate.

Step 3: Augmenting CRNs to perform state transitions

The previoustwo stepsresult in CRNsthat achievethe behaviorin eachindividual state.In
this step, the desiredtransitionsfrom eachstate areachieved.State transitionsare dueto
changesin the activity of modelfragmentsin a state(e.g. a steamflow will becomeinactive
whenthe pressuresat the sourceanddestinationbecomeequal,resulting in a transition to
anew state). Accordingly,a transition from states~to state3j requiresdynamicallytrans-
forming CRN8~to CRN3, by identifying the differencesin the activity of themodelfragments
in the two CRNs. Theenablementor disablementof thesemodelfragments,as appropriate,
will then leadto the desiredtransformation. The CM D method performs a statetransition
by: i) Identifying themodelfragmentsin CRNS~that mustbedeactivated.ii) Identifying the
modelfragmentsin CRN3, that must beactivated,andiii) Introducing causalrelationsthat
achievethe quantity condition changesfor the activation anddeactivation(e.g. to activate
a gasflow, the pressureat the sourcemust be madegreaterthan that at the destination
by introducing causalrelationsaffecting oneor both of the pressures).The methodapplies
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operatorsto makethe necessarymodifications to the CRN. An exampleof an operator for
deactivatinga model fragmentis:

If theactivity conditionfor a model fragmentM is X > Y andM is activethen
M is deactivatedby holding Y constantand decreasingX.

In theboiler-controlexample,thetransitionfrom s~to ~2 requiresfinding causalrelations
that activate a steamoutflow from the boiler drumwhen the steampressureof the boiler
drum is equalto that of theboiler (Figure 7). Sincetheflow model fragmentis conditioned
on thepath-resistancebeing less thanor equalto somethresholdvalue,it maybeactivated
by decreasingthepath-resistance(e.g. slowly openinga valve). Theactivationof thesteam-
outflow can be coordinatedwith the steampressureof theboiler drum reachingthe steam
pressureoftheboilerby usingthechangingpressuredifferenceto decreasethepath-resistance
to somevalue below its threshold. Figure 7 illustrateshow the causalrelation may be
achieved.Thenew causalrelationsandother quantitychangesintroducedin this step(e.g.
decreasingthe path-resistance)are similar to those initially achievedin Step 1, and are
achievedby iterationover the entiremethod. The iterationterminateswhenall theposted
quantity changesandtransitionsareachieved.Figure8 showsthefinal CRN andthedesigned
physicalsystem.

5 Related Work

Williams’ work [11] on Interaction-basedInvention, anothermodel-baseddesignmethod,is
closely relatedto our work. His method precompilesthe domain theory into an abstract
spacedescribingthe interactionsbetweenquantities. It constructsa CRN that establishes
a desiredfunctional relationshipbetweentwo quantitiesby finding a candidatepath of po-
tential interactionsin this abstractspaceandverifying with the detaileddomainmodel that
the path establishesthe desiredrelationship. The CM D method,by checkingfor potential
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interactionsduring theconstructionof the compositeCRN, eliminatesthe needfor a sepa-
rate verificationstep. In addition, the ECs providestrongguidancefor determininghow to
incrementallyextenda CRN to achievemoreof thedesiredbehavior; in contrast,Williams’
method,in extendingpartial paths,haslimited guidance.

Ulrich [9] usesabond-graphrepresentationof componentmodelsto proposeapproximate
designsolutionswhich arerefinedusingdebuggingoperators.Unlikeourmethod,his method
doesnot constructan intermediateCRN which entailsthe desiredbehavior,and describes
the causalrelationsthat thedesignmust impose.

Our useof truth conditionsfor ensuringcorrectnessin theconstructeddesignsis similar
in spirit to the useof modal truth criteria in the planning work of Chapman[3]. Our
truth conditionsdiffer from his, in termsof havingto considerinterferencethat arisefrom
simultaneousquantitychangesand sharingof structureandfunction.

6 Summary

In summary,we describedacompositionalmodel-baseddesignmethodfor designingcomplex
physicalsystems.The methoddecomposesthe desiredbehaviorinto logical portions, con-
structsCRNs that achieveeachof theseportions independently,and incrementallyextends
the CRNsfragmentsuntil acompositeCRN that entailsthe desiredbehavioris constructed.
Finally, the method builds a physicalsystemthat imposesthe causalrelationsof the CRN
and,consequently,achievesthe specifiedbehavior. InteractionsbetweenCRNsaredetected
baseduponviolations of thenecessarytruth conditionsby the ECsthat resultfrom thecom-
position of CRNs, and are revisedto maintain previouslyestablishedbehavior, The CMD
approachhas been implementedwithin the ADB rule-basedframework [5] on a SPARC

Figure 8: Thefinal designsolutionthat achievesthespecifiedbehavior.
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workstation. The method hasgenerateddesignsfor subproblemsin the boiler-controlex-
ample. In addition, it has beendemonstratedin examplesinvolving the designof control
subsystemsfor chemicalreactorsandothermultiple-operatingregion regulatorydevices.

The currentbottleneckin our approachis theproblemof ensuringcorrectnessof CRNs
which requirescheckingfor all potentialinteractionsbetweenCRNs. We are currently inves-
tigating how the searchfor correct designsolutionscanbe controlledusing abstractionsof
domainmodels[10, 8, 7, 4]. We arealso evaluatingthe soundnessand completenessof the
method which dependson the axioms that specifyconditionsfor necessarytruthsof quan-
tity changesandquantity conditionsin a state. In addition,we are investigatinghow the
searchconductedby the CMD methodmay beperformedin a least-commitmentmannerby
working with partial designsand extendingthemby postingconstraints[3],a methodthat
mixeswell with our compositionalapproach.
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Abstract

This paperdiscussesrecentdevelopmentsin the thoughtexperimentmethodology
and their relationto multi-level reasoning.Thoughtexperimentsinvolve Simplification
of the original problem, Solving the simplified problem, Conjecturing an answer to
the original problem basedon the solution of the simplified problem, and Verifying
the results. First, we review the methodologybriefly. Next we relate simplification
methodsto hierarchicalmodeling and reasoningby analogy. We presenta catalog
of methods. We illustrate some of thesemethodswith a simple example. Next we
describeverification as we do it and relateit to work in hierarchicalmodeling.

Note:: This paperis basedon D. Hibler’s Ph.D. dissertation.
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1 Introduction

As modeling issuesandmethodologiesstabilize, qualitative reasoningis now being applied
to model largeand complexengineeringsystems. The amountof information capturedin
these models is orders of magnitudegreaterthan the simpler modelsdiscussedin earlier
papers. It is generally recognized[3,4,8,10,19]that analysisof complexmodelsrequiresthe
useof abstractionsandsimplifying assumptionsto managecomputationalcomplexity.

A commonthemein previousresearch[1,2,6,10,13]is the useof abstractionfor speedingup
reasoningtasksin computationallycomplexsituations. Korf[12] has shownby theoretical
analysisthat the useof ahierarchyof problemspacescan transforman exponentialproblem
into a linear one. In an attempt to generalizea numberof the previousresults,Weld and
Addanki[19] developaframeworkfor defininganumberof dimensionsalongwhichmodelscan
be abstracted:(i) parametervaluerepresentations,(ii) componentconstraints,(iii) temporal
abstraction,and (iv) aggregationand structural consolidation. Their goal is to generalize
on previouswork, andtake “first stepstowardeliminating the needfor prespecifiedabstract
models”[19]. This goal is also targetedby Falkenhainerand Forbus[4] in their work on
query-drivencompositional modeling. Weld and Addanki createa formal framework for
task-drivenabstractionbasedon a set of definitions: the upward-and downward-solution,
andtheupward- anddownward-failureproperties.

This paper discussesan alternativeapproachto reducing computationalcomplexity in
analyzingthe behaviorof complex systems— the thought experimentmethod. What is a
thought experiment? Imaginary, simplified situations are often analyzedby humanprob-
lem solvers in order to understandthe principles behind more realistic situations[14]. We
haveformalizedthis heuristicmethod,and developeda problemsolver calledTEPS[7,8] for
qualitative physicsproblemsolving.

2 TEPS: A Thought Experiment Problem Solver

The first stepin a thoughtexperimentinvolves simplification. The time evolutionof aphysi-
cal systemis describedin termsof the systemoccupiesdifferentqualitativestatesat different
times. Given a stateq which specifiesa physicalsystemat sometime, a simplification S(q)
producesa statep of a simplified versionof the original system. An exampleof a simplifi-
cationis Population Reduction.This consistsof reducingthe numberof identicalobjectsin
aproblem. Given a seriesof pendulumswith metallic bobs(say 25), anda chargec placed
on the first pendulum (all othershavezerocharge),PopulationReductionwould producea
simplified problemconsistingof two pendulumswith chargec on the first[7]. Simplification
functions,such asPopulationReductionaretransformationsprovidedto the problemsolver
by the systemdesigner.

Thenext stepin a thoughtexperimentinvolves “solving” thesimplified model. This means
that the thought experimentproblemsolvermust containa reasoningenginewhich takesa
qualitativestateq andreasonsabout it to producesomeresult R(q). The reasoningengine
employedfor problemsolvingand its correspondingresultsspaceis independentof the basic
thought experimentframework. TEPS, the thought experimentproblem solver which has
been implemented in Prolog usesa qualitative simulator that is based on Forbus’ QPT
modeling[5]. It producesa graph of qualitative states,all of which can be reachedfrom the
state q. Thus for TEPS, R(q) is the stategraph producedby qualitativesimulation.
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The input to TEPS is a set of statedescriptorsfor the initial state of the systemalong
with a query that describesthe solution sought. For the pendulumexample, the input to
TEPS is shownbelow:

problem(
state: [conductor(p), pendulum(p), mobile(p),

location(p(center(p)), charge(p(1),c),
number(p,N,25)],

query([final states,
descriptor(location(p(N) ,X), argd(2))],
pred,someall)

),
The state specification indicates that there are 25 pendulums,each is a conductor, is

mobile, and is located in the center (vertical) position. The chargeon pendulumone is c.
The query asksthat the final statesof the resultingstategraph be examined,andthat we
find the secondargumentof the descriptorsthat match location(p(N) ,X).

The problem is representedin the form of a problem frame and sent to the Thought
Experimentmodule. The first step that this module performs is to obtain all the active
processesfor this problem from the simulationmodule. It then performssimplification on
the initial stateby looking up a catalog of simplifications. Discussionabout the catalog
and its characteristicsis the primary focus of this paper. For control purposes,possible
simplifications arerankedby heuristicanalysis,andthenperformedin the order of ranking.
If configuredfor multiple simplificationsthe systemwill useas many as are applicable.The
simplified problem is given to the simulationmodule which returns a stategraph for the
systemwith the given initial state.

The thought experimentproblem solver is designedto answerspecific questionsabouta
physicalsystemgiven an initial statefor the system. For this reasonwe are not concerned
with R(q) directly becauseit usually doesnot constitutethe answerto a question. The de-
scriptionlanguageis specifiedby descriptionfunctions. Suchafunctionis calleda description
basis. A description basis, D, is a mapping from the set of state graphs to some adjective
spaceof labels. If we preferwe may think of adescriptionbasisas away of classifyingstate
graphswith the adjectivesbeing the labels for eachcategory. D(R(q)) is a descriptionof
the resultsof the reasoningprocessstarting with state q, and it constitutesan answerto
the specific questionasked. In the exampleabove,the initial stateconsistson anumberof
pendulumsin an initial configuration. R(q) is a stategraph representingtime evolution of
this system. The query providesthe label for a descriptionbasisD that the systemknows
about, in this case,center( ), right( ), and left( ). The resultsare classifiedusing
someall. A library of descriptionbasesand functions for constructingdescription bases
areprovidedas part of the TEPS implementation. In the above case, the final states are
examinedto determinethe location of the last pendulumin termsof the abovedescription.

A conjecture,C, is aguessaboutthe descriptionof the result of the original problembased
on the solution obtainedon a simplified versionof it, D(R(q)) = C(R(S(q))). The simplest
conjecture is that the descriptionbasis is generic enough to provide a cross description
i.e., D(R(q)) = D(R(S(q))). In the pendulumexample, the descriptionbasisspecifiesfinal
locations for the pendulums.For the two pendulumproblem, the location of the pendulum
is [all(right)]. The conjecture is that for the multiple pendulum situation the same
descriptionholds.
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q —+ R(q) —~D(R(q)) CorrectAnswer is D(R(q))
q —4 S(q) —* R(S(q)) —* D(R(S(q))) TentativeResult of T.E.
q —~ S’(q) —p R(S’(q)) —~ D(R(S’(q))) Attempt at confirmation

D(R(S’(q))) = D(R(S(q))) SuccessfulSingle Heuristic Verification

Table 1: THOUGHT EXPERIMENT METHOD

Verification can be rigorous or heuristic. It could even be empirical. Rigorous verifica-
tion consistsof establishingthat the conjectureis true. Empirical verification consistsof
comparingthe predictionswith what actually occursin the real world. This is not usually
practical. The most flexible typeof verification is heuristic. With this type of verification
other simplificationsaretried andthe conjecturescomparedwith the original conjecture.If
they agreewe accept the conjectureas a reasonablebelief. In the pendulum problemwe
might repeatthe procedurewith a threependulumsimplification insteadof two. The steps
of the Thought ExperimentProblemsolverillustrated abovearesummarizedin Table 1.

3 Simplifications and multi.-level reasoning

This section outlines how thought experimentsprovide a novel formalism for describing
multi-level reasoningin the form of approximationsandabstractions.We thendemonstrate
how this methodologyreducescomputationalcomplexity in query-drivenproblemsolving.
We first classify simplifications alongthreedimensions: (i) domain dependence,(ii) corre-
spondenceclassification,i.e., the relationshipbetweenthe original model andthe simplified
one, and (iii) simplification strategiesused. This providesa framework for comparingour
work with that of others. Next, we discussspecific examplesof simplifications of various
types,and build a catalogof simplifications.

3d Domain Dependence

The applicability of asimplification dependson variouscharacteristicsof theproblem. Some-
times the simplification can only beapplied to a specificphysical domain. We considerdo-
main independentsimplifications to be much more desirablethan domain dependentones.
A problemsolverwhich usesonly domain dependentsimplificationsmustbe givenadifferent
set for eachdomain with which it deals. Populationreductionis an exampleof a domain
independentsimplification, whereasstructural consolidation(i.e., replacinga set of compo-
nentsby a more abstractcomponentin a physicalsystemschematic)would be an example
of a simplification that is domain dependent.

3~2 CorrespondenceClassification

In terms of the correspondencebetweenthe original model and the simplified model we
may divide simplifications into three rough categories. Thesecategoriesare hierarchical
simplifications,similarity simplifications,and analogicalsirnplifications.

Hierarchical simplifications producemodelswhich are more abstractor which leave out
featuresof the situation which are irrelevant so far as the current problem is concerned.
Hierarchical modelshave been studiedby others( e.g., [2,6,10,13]). The main innovation
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the thought experimentmethod would provide is the emphasison simplification methods
as opposedto fixed models. A thought experimentproblemsolverwould construct its own
simplified models.This providesmoreflexibility in adaptingthe modelto thesituationandin
changingmodels. The needfor this flexibility hasbegunto be recognized.(Compare[3]with
[4].) The problemof verificationwith hierarchicalmodelsis often just aquestionof deciding
if the simplification is appropriate.Hierarchicalmodelsareusually domain dependent.

Similarity simplifications involve finding simpler models in the samedomain. Unlike hi-
erarchicalmodelsthesemodelsare clearly different and not merely more abstractversions
of the samemodel. In some sense,they incorporateboth approximationand abstraction.
Heuristic verification is often usedwith thesesimplifications. At least some simplifications
of this type are domain independent. PopulationReduction is an exampleof a similarity
simplification.

Analogical simplifications involve rules for specifyingan analogousproblemin a different
domain. We haveavoidedusing analogicalsimplifications in TEPS in order not to haveto
deal with difficulties arising from usingdifferent domains.

3.3 Simplification Strategies

Many different simplification strategiesmight be used. Most can probably be classified
as: constraint augmentation,increasedspecificity,and variable reduction. Constraintaug-
mentationmaps the problemto one with strongerconstraints. Increasedspecificity makes
constraint relationshipswhich alreadyexist more effective in determiningbehaviors. Vari-
able reduction reducesthe numberof variableswhich must be dealt with. The purposeof
eachof thesestrategiesis to reducethe averageoutdegreeof non terminal nodesof thestate
graph.

3.4 A Partial Catalog of Simplifications

A primary issuein the thought experimentframework is the use of appropriatesimplifica-
tions, We will, therefore,presenta brief discussionof variouspossiblesimplificationsorga-
nizedby the classificationschemedescribedabove. We do not claim this to be a complete
list of simplifications. However,we presenta nontrivial representativeset that brings out
necessarycharacteristicsthe problemsolver needsfor effective problemsolving. Thesesim-
plifications havebeenfound usefulandevennecessaryby the qualitativephysicscommunity
to addressthecomplexityproblem. This showsthatusefulandpracticalsimplificationsexist.
The simplificationswe havedevelopedfor abstraction[6,10]are basedon domain-dependent
hierarchies,however,anumberof the simplificationsthat correspondto approximationsare
domain-independent.

In orderto show that the thoughtexperimentmethodgeneralizesin ausefulway the tech-
niquesmentionedin the introduction it is desirableto includein our catalogsimplifications
of the similarity type which do not correspondto anything discussedin the introduction.
Domain independentsimplifications of thesimilarity type areparticularly important because
of their versatility.
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3.4.1 ConstraintAugmentationUsing SelectionMethods

Selectionmethodsinvolve simplifying the problemby selectingonly apart of thestategraph
generated by qualitative simulation. This can be considered constraintaugmentation.The
new constraint acts as a filter to eliminatestateswhich would otherwisebe generated.

A prime example of a domain independentsimplification which is of the selectiontype is
the Monte Carlo simplification. This simplification hasbeenimplementedin TEPS[8]. The
wide applicability of the Monte Carlo simplification makes it extremely important. Monte
Carlo techniques have been widely used in other areas of research but do not seem to have
been investigated by the qualitative physics community.

Monte Carlo is a term frequently used to refer to methods which generate probabilistic
solutions to mathematical or physicalproblemsusingstatisticalsamplingtechniques[9]What
we call Monte Carlo simplification works as follows. The children of the start state are
generated and one of the children is picked at randomwith equalprobability. Whenevera
state is picked its children are generated and one of them is picked at random with equal

probability. This process continues until one of three things happens: a state with no children
is picked, apreviouslypickedstateis picked,or a specifiedresourceboundon thesimulation
is reached.The resultantpath through the graph is called a Monte Carlo path.

Basically,a Monte Carlo simplification randomly samplesthe resultsof qualitative simu-
lation. The belief is that sucha result will tendto be a typical one. Any descriptionof the
result which doesnot explicitly involve the numberof final statesor the number of paths
through the graph is assumedto be the samefor the Monte Carlo simplification and the
wholegraph. Verification is heuristicandis obtainedby choosinga new Monte Carlo path
through the graph. In the very unlikely event that all randomchoiceswere the same,the
simplification would be repeateduntil a different path was chosen. If verification fails and
it is desiredto continuewith Monte Carlo simplification all currently known Monte Carlo
pathsarecombined,anew conjecturebasedon all knownpathsis made,andverification is
donewith yet anothernew path.

Monte Carlo simplification effectively ignoresirrelevantdistinctionssuchasirrelevanttim-
ing detailswhich causethe stategraph to have an extremelyhigh branchingfactor. The
simplification strategycanbeconsideredto beconstraintaugmentation.(Thenew constraint
randomly selectsstates.)It is domainindependentandit is almost universallyapplicable.

Another simplification which is similar to Monte Carlo is CombinedChangesimplification.
This has also beenimplemented in TEPS.Monte Carlo simplification randomly selectsa
singlechild stateto explore. This can excludesomechangesin variables. CombinedChange
simplification makessurethat all possiblevariablechangeshaveoccurredbut selectsamin-
imal set of child statesfor which this is true. The rationaleis that whenchangesmayoccur
both separatelyand in combinationtheir timing is probably irrelevant.

Unlike Monte Carlo, oneCombinedChangesimplification cannotbe verified with another
CombinedChangesimplification as the two would be identical. The bestmethod of veri-
fication for a CombinedChangesimplification is a Monte Carlo simplification. Like Monte
Carlo, CombinedChangeis a similarity simplification usingconstraintaugmentation.It is
domain independentand it is almost universallyapplicable.

Many domain dependentmethods could be developedwhich are similar to Monte Carlo
andCombinedChange.They would apply domaindependentheuristicsto selecta restricted
set of children to explorefrom any given state. Thesechildren would be selectedas typical
or becausethey were believed to be equivalentto ignored children. Verification for these
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methodsshouldprobably be doneby Monte Carlo simplification.

3.4.2 Other Methods of Constraint Augmentation

There are many other possibilitiesfor constraintaugmentation.Many of theseare domain
dependent.Onemethodwhich is fairly generalis DimensionalConstraint. This can be used
whenobjectsin the model havefreedomto changein threedimensions.Adding aconstraint
which allows changesonly along onedimensioneffectively reducesthe dimensionality of the
problemto one. DimensionalConstraintis aspecialcaseof the Variable Blockingsimplifica-
tion. This simplification addstheconstraintthat certainvariablesnot be allowedto change.
One set of variablesis blockedand the problemsolved. Verification is performedby doing
the samething but blocking different set of variables,lithe sameresult is obtainedin both
casesthen both setsof variableswere irrelevant to the problem. This acts almost like a
variable reductionmethod but may beeasierto implement in certaincases.

One techniquewhich may be useful in combination with Variable Blocking is complemen-
tary simplifications. Supposewe try VariableBlocking and verification fails. This means
that we havetwo setsof variables. One set was held constant(blocked) and the problem
solved. For verification a different set was held constantandthe problemsolved. The de-
scriptionsof the two resultsdo not agree. We may be able to constructa compositeof the
two resultsat least in terms of final states.

One method for forming conjecturesbasedon two different simplifications just combines
final statesusinga simple superpositionmethod. Physicallythis works when thereare two
non interacting systemsin the model. Any changein a variable comesfrom one of the
systemsbut not the other. We block the variablesfor onesystemandsimulate,then block
the variablesfor the other and simulate. The rule for combining final statesis: choose
the value for a variable in the combinedstate by always preferring a changedvalue over
an unchangedvalue. If the initial statehas variables(Xl,Y1,Z1) andthe two statesto be
superposedhave(X2,Y1,Z1) and (X1,Y2,Zl) the combinedstatehas (X2,Y2,Z1).

A more sophisticated version of superposition would involve heuristic methods for deter-
mining when two systemsinteract and when they do not. During any time when the systems
are believedto not be interacting they would be modeledseparatelyusingVariableBlocking.
When interactionstartsthe resultsof the separatesimulationswould besuperposedandthe
two systemswould be modeledtogether. When interaction ceasesvariable blocking would
be usedagain. Final stateswould be formed by superposition.This methodhassimilarities
to history basedreasoningtechniques[20].

Another method for makingconjecturesbasedon two different simplificationsusesinheri-
tanceand is givenin detailelsewhere[8].Basicallythemethodallowsprocessesandindividual
views to examinepreviousthought experimentsand incorporateinformationfrom them to
determine relationships. This inheritancemethodis oneway of implementingsuperposition
and is used in TEPS.

Temporal abstraction as discussed by Kuipers[11] is another type of constraint augmen-
tation. From our viewpoint temporal abstractionconsistsof rules which rank processesby
relative strength. Any changegeneratedby a higher rank (strongerprocess)will be al-
lowed to take place. Changesdue to weakerprocesseswill be suppresseduntil the stronger
processesgenerateno morechanges.
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3.4.3 IncreasedSpecificity

Increased specificity of the initial state causes constraints to be more effective in reducing
the numberof possibilities. An example is the spatial regionshierarchy given by (region,
connectedregion,convexregion,sphere),wheresphereis the simplest (most specific).

Increasedspecificity methods are domain specific, similarity simplifications. They can
easily be built into modulesdescribingindividual views or processes.This might be called
a SimpleStereotypemethod. For example,an individual view describingagenericbuilding
structuremay containdescriptorsfor a stereotypebuilding that could replacethosefor the
less specificbuilding structure.

3.4.4 Variable Reduction

Most alternatephysicalmodelsof a situation or object can be arrangedas a simplification
hierarchy. Thesemodelscomefrom the specific domain. For example,a solid object might
be modeledas a collection of molecules,an elastic solid, a rigid solid or a point particle.
These models usually achievesimplification by reducing the number of variables, Many
approximationsalso can be characterizedas variable reduction. Some of these types of
simplificationshavebeenmentionedin section1 in connectionwith currentresearch[3,4,1,19].
Thesesimplificationsarehierarchicalanddomainspecific. Verificationoften consistssimply
of checkingif the simplified modelis consistent,and if it containsthe necessaryvariablesto
answer the question.

Sometimesvariable reduction is achieved by eliminating certain classesof variables,all
of which are associatedwith a specific ontologicalperspective.For example,eliminating all
processes and variables which are tagged with the thermodynamic perspective. This can
be done if a query does not refer to anything taggedwith this perspective[4]. Structural
Consolidation[3,4,19]consistsof a systematicorganizationof modelssuch that the compo-
nentsof a mechanicalsystemat anygiven level maybeconsideredas “black-boxes”with no
internal structure.

It should be pointed out that the Simple Stereotypeapproachmentionedearlier can be
considereda variable reduction method if the original model is specific but complicated.
For example, replacinga building with many roomsby a building with only a few rooms
reducesthe numberof quantitiesassociatedwith each room. This, however,is a similarity
simplification andnot a hierarchicalsimplification as describedabove.

Sincedomainindependentmethodsareparticularly desired,the Aggregationsimplification
of Weld[16] is especiallyimportantalthoughit is only applicablein certaincases.Aggregation
is adomain independent,hierarchicalsimplification.

Another variablereductionmethodwhich is domainindependentis PopulationReduction.
This is anothermethod implementedin TEPS.Givenaset of identicalobjects(a population
of thoseobjects)we reducethenumberof objects.This methodis domainindependent,Like
aggregationit is applicableonly in certaincases.We haveapplied it in TEPSto electrostatic
problems. It is possiblethat this methodcouldbeextendedby first examiningaproblemfor
a collection of objectswhich are of the sametype eventhough they differ in details. These
objectswould be describedby the sameindividual view moduleandeachcould be replaced
by the stereotypeobtainedfrom that module. The result would be apopulation of identical
objectsto which PopulationSimplification could be applied.

Variables can often be essentiallyeliminated or at least their effects can be simplified
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NAME
SIMPLIFICATION
STRATEGY

NATURE OF
CORRESPONDENCE

DOMAIN
DEPENDENCE

Monte
Carlo

Constraint
Augmentation

Similarity Independent

Combined
Change

Constraint
Augmentation

Similarity Independent

Dimensional
Constraint

Constraint
Augmentation

Similarity Independent

Variable
Blocking

Constraint
Augmentation

Similarity Independent

Superposition Constraint
Augmentation

Similarity Independent

Simple
Stereotype

Increased
Specificity

Similarity Dependent

Simple
Stereotype

Variable
Reduction

Similarity Dependent

Ontological
Perspective

Variable
Reduction

Hierarchical Dependent

Structural
Consolidation

Variable
Reduction

Hierarchical Dependent

Aggregation Variable
Reduction

Hierarchical Independent

Population
Reduction

Variable
Reduction

Similarity Independent

Exaggeration Variable
Reduction

Similarity Independent

Table2: SOME BASIC SIMPLIFICATIONS

by assumingthey haveextremevalues such as zero, infinitesimal, and infinite. A system-
atic techniquewhich usesthis is the exaggerationmethodof Weld[18]. We summarizethe
simplifications we havediscussedin Table2.

4 The Pendulum Example

It is usefulillustrate the useof differentsimplifications by continuing the pendulumexample
describedin section2. Additional simplificationswhich are applicableinclude Monte Carlo
andCombinedChange.

First we run TEPS with just the Monte Carlo methodon this problem. This can be done
by giving Monte Carlo simplification the highestrankingof anyin the simplification library
andspecifying single simplifications in a configurationfile.

One advantageof trying a Monte Carlo methodfirst is that the outdegreeof nodesalong
a Monte Carlo path through the graph togetherwith the path’s length would enableTEPS
to estimatethe complexity of the graph. This estimatecould be used for control purposes.
This will be implementedin the nearfuture.
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Application of the Monte Carlo methodproducesa tentativeresult as follows. TEPSpicks
Monte Carlo as highestranked,calls the associatedapplicabilility test, discoversthat Monte
Carlo is applicableandusesthe Monte Carlo simplification. This simplification merely adds
the predicatemcarlo to the predicatesfor the initial state. This new predicateinforms the
simulation engineto randomly select children of new statesfor further exploration andto
stop whena leaf is reached,apreviouslyexploredstateis reached,or thegraph sizespecified
in the configuration file is exceeded.The descriptionbasis is applied to this graph anda
tentativeanswerto the query is obtained.

Monte Carlo performswell on the pendulumproblemgiven in section 2 althoughnot as
well as PopulationReduction. In this problem25 pendulumsare swinging simultaneously.
The timing turns out to be irrelevant. MonteCarlo effectively choosesaparticular orderfor
the swings andthis reducesthe complexity enormously.

When TEPS calls the verification routine associatedwith the Monte Carlo method the
samestate is sentto the simulatoragain. The simulatoralways checksto determineif the
stategraphfor an initial stateis alreadyknown beforeperforming anyenvisionment.When
it finds the old graphit takesoneof the unexaminedchildrenat randomandproceedswith
the Monte Carlo simulationon it. The verificationmethodchecksthat thenew, larger graph
has the samedescription.

The effect in our pendulumproblem is to checkwhetherthe assumption,that the order
of pendulumswings is irrelevant to the query, is true. Obviouslythis will not bea complete
check but it will show whether this assumptionis plausible. A more sophisticatedcontrol
structure(not employed)could continuecheckinguntil somereasonableresourceboundwas
reached.

Combined Change works in an almost identical mannerandfor similar reasons.It is faster
however. All three types of simplification producethe correctanswer.PopulationReduction,
Combined Change, and Monte Carlo is the order of efficiency of the three methods with
Population Reduction the most efficient.

The above results indicatea reasonablerankingfor thesesimplification methods.When all
three methods are includedin the simplification library andthemultiple simplification flag is
set we have Population Reduction chosen first because it is most highly ranked. Combined

Changeis then applied. Monte Carlo will never be used with this ranking as it is not
compatiblewith CombinedChange.The result usingmultiple simplifications is alsocorrect
andappreciablyfaster than anysingle simplification.

5 Comparisonwith Other Methods

Any form of multi-level reasoningthat involves abstractionsand approximationscan be
framed in a simplification terminology. The major differencebetweenthe similarity simpli-
fications which are implementedin TEPS and hierarchicalsimplifications which are com-
monly usedby othersis that verification seemstrivial for hierarchicalsimplifications. The
verification method can be termed verification by simplification type. Since this method is
important we needto discussit andto compareits strength’sand weaknesseswith heuristic
verification.
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5.1 Verification by Simplification Type

With somesimplifications weare “guaranteed”that if the simplermodelproducesany answer
at all it is a correct answer. Thus the only way a thought experiment based on sucha
simplification can fail is by descriptionfailure. The basic idea is that the simplification
producesa model which is less detailed than the original model, and, therefore, may not
be capableof answeringcertainquestions. However, the model is just as valid andjust as
applicableto the original situation. This meansthat either the model gives no answerto
our question(descriptionfailure) or it givesthe correct answer.

An exampleof verification by simplification type is given by Falkenhainerand Forbus[4].
They mention both empirical andheuristic verification as possibilities (without using this
terminology). The method they employ, however, is consistencyof the model. They feel
that this is the only method that is neededfor the simplifications they use. Consistencyis
detectedby envisionment. If a null envisionmentis producedthen a new model must be
constructed.If asuccessful(non empty)envisionmentcan beperformedthesimplified model
is verified. In our terminologywe would say that a null envisionmentproduceddescription
failure. FalkenhainerandForbusdo not haveto worry about descriptionfailure in anyother
casethan this sincethey construct their modelsbasedon the query itself.

Since verification by simplification type is important let us formalize it in our systemin
order to make sure our notions are precise. We adaptsome terminology from Weld and
Addanki[19] who in turn adaptedit from someideasof Tenenberg[15].

A simplification, S, will havethe UPWARD-SOLUTION PROPERTYrelative
to a set of descriptionbases,L, if for any descriptionbasis,D, in L andany
state,q, it must be true that either (a) D(R(q)) = D(R(S(q))) or (b) D fails on
R(S(q)).

The upwardsolutionproperty is just the propertyin which we areinterested.If a thought
experimentproblemsolverhassimplifications which aretaggedas having this property and
the descriptionis in theappropriateset,L, thenverificationconsistsof no morethannoticing
the tagsandthat therewasno descriptionfailure. This is verificationby simplification type.

5.2 Problemswith Verification by Simplification Type

Hierarchical modeling is popular at presentin qualitative physics. All such systemsuse
(at least implicitly) verification by simplification type. Thought experimentsinclude this
method but are more general. It is our feeling that such generality is needed so we would
like to point out some problems with this method. Despite the problems,verification by
simplification type is an important and useful method simply becausethe verification is
rigorous.

An important point is that the upwardsolution property of a simplification can only be
definedrelativeto afixed setof descriptionbases,L. If queriesarenot limited in thisway then
it is always possible to makea model dependentdescriptionor a model dependentquery.
There has to be somedifference betweenthe models andwe can always make the query
dependenton this unlessit is forbidden to ask such questions.For example,we can always
ask for the numberof variablesor the numberof parts. Theseusually vary in hierarchical
simplifications.
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Ideally, L should be as largea setas possibleandshould include all descriptionsneededto
answer intuitively natural questions.The obviouschoicefor L is to formulateall description
basesin termsof somesort of first order modeling language.Sucha languagewould prevent
meta level queriesand yet would provide reasonable tools for constructing descriptions.

One difficulty with using a first order language for L involves models which already exist
in the physicalsciences.Most simplified modelswhich are traditionally usedin the physical
sciencescannot be consideredas simplifications with the upward solution property with
respectto descriptionsin anyreasonablefirst order language.Consideraglassfull of water.
At one level it may be modeledas a collection of molecules. At anotherlevel it may be
modeledas acontinuousfluid. Do we havetheupwardsolution propertyfor everyreasonable
description? Most emphaticallynot. Certainly if we mention the position of a moleculein
the fluid model we get descriptionfailure. This is to be expected.What about the density
of the water at any location in the glass? At the fluid level it is uniform and neverzero.
At the molecularlevel it is exactly zeroat oneplaceandenormousat another.Thereis no
simple logical languagewhich determineswhetherthe result at the higher level is the same
as that at the other. The criteria as to whether the descriptionsmust be the same,even
qualitatively,are complicatedandoftennumerical. For this reason,specifyingL can present
aproblemfor verification by simplification type.

Another problemis that evenif we can specifyL easily,andevenif L turnsout to be based
on anicefirst order language,manyintuitively interestingqueriescouldnot be formulatedin
termsof L. Questionssuch as: “Is the systemin equilibrium?” and“Is the behaviorcyclic?”
implicitly quantify over all variablesand are not first order queries. Let us considerthe
question: “Is the systemin equilibrium?”. In physics terminology we would say that this
questionaskswhetherall variableshave constantvalues. Thus it implicitly quantifies over
all variables. A variableis not an object but a way of describingobjectsandso this query
is not a first order query. In order to be sure that we are being preciselet us translate
this argument into the terminology of predicatecalculus. In physics it is commonto refer
to variablesand to suppressthe role of predicatesby using them in the “definition of the
variable”. For example,if we sayTi hasvaluet our definitionof Ti maymakethis statement
about Ti equivalentto saying temperature(objecti,t)is true. If we introducethe defining
predicatesfor the variables, the questionof equilibrium can be formulated by sayingthat
the set of all predicatesneededto characterizethe stateof the systemat any instant does
not change.This set is determinedpartly by the objects in the systembut alsoby the types
of predicateswhich are neededto characterizethe system. We arequantifying overkindsof
predicatesas well as objects anddo not havea first order theory.

If we allow querieswhich quantify over types of predicateswe may get different results
from hierarchicalmodelswhich reducethe typesof predicates.For example,if the model is
simplified by not consideringtemperaturethen it might be in equilibrium whereasa more
detailedmodel may not becausetemperatureis not constant.

If structural consolidationor any similar techniquewhich reducesthe number of objects
is usedthen ordinary first order quantificationover objects might producedifferent results
in different models, A questionsuch as “What is the warmesttemperaturein this house?”
might havevariousanswersdependingon how detailedour modelof ahouseis. Do we model
at the room level? Do we model in terms of componentsof roomssuch as the water heater
in the utility room? Do we model the water heaterin terms of componentsincluding the
flame of a gasheatingelement? Do we model this flame in terms of its constituentparts?
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(Someof which are hotter thanothers.)
Another problem with verification by simplification type is that it seriously limits the

applicablesimplifications. In fact, it appearsto rule out most domain independentsimpli-
fications. i,From the thought experimentpoint of view, this verification techniqueis useful
only in special cases.

5.3 Heuristic Verification

The third methodof verification is heuristic. Heuristic verification consistsof trying other
simplifications and comparingthe descriptionsfor consistency. The details of this are tied
to the simplification originally used. This is enormouslyflexible. We can use virtually
anything for a simplification. Simplification doesnot haveto be as complicateda process.
Implicitly metalevel questionsaboutsuch things asequilibrium can be askedandanswered.
Explanation of reasoningwould be clear to humanswho deal with analogiesquite well.
Of course, we payfor the flexibility in that the conclusionis no longer certain. Heuristic
verification is analyzedin termsof aprobability model elsewhere[8].

6 Conclusions

We havepresentedsomeof the current work on the thought experimentmethodology. We
haveincluded currently implementedsimplifications as well as proposednew methods. A
unifying framework has been presentedwhich allows a comparisonof the strengthsand
weaknessesof this methodologywith othertechniquesfor multi-level reasoning.This includes
a classificationof simplifications anda comparisonandanalysisof verificationmethods.
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Abstract

This paper presents an algorithm for constructing differential equation models to answer
prediction questions. A prediction question poses a hypotheticalscenarioand asks for the
resulting behaviorsof specific real-valuedstatevariables(“quantities of interest”). A model
for such a question should include only those aspectsof the scenario relevant to the quantities
of interest. Furthermore, it should include only as much detail as is necessaryto answer the
question. Somepreviousmethodsmaybuild modelsthat fail to relate the quantities of interest
to the conditionsof the scenario,while othershavelimited ability to excludeirrelevantaspects.
Additionally, while many decisions on how much detail to include can be determined by an
appropriate choice of the time scale of analysis, previous approachesrequire the question to
provide this time scale. Our modeling algorithm overcomestheselimitations by identifying the
ways in which quantities of interest interact with conditions in the scenario. Only those aspects
of the scenario that provide these interactions are included in the model, The algorithm also
usesthis knowledge to determine an appropriate time scale of analysis, which determines how
muchdetail to include in the model.

1 Background: The Prediction Task and the Role of Modeling

Our long-termresearchobjectiveis to developknowledgebaseswith knowledgecomparableto that
of scientistsandengineersand software that exploits this knowledgeto answerquestions. Such
softwarewill support inteffigent tutoring, provide importantinformation resourcesfor scientists
andengineers,andaid in designingand maintaininglargeengineeredsystems.While we expect
the resultsof our researchto be applicable to many fields of scienceand engineering,we have
chosento initially apply andevaluateour methodsin the domain of plant physiologybecausea
largeknowledgebasein this domain alreadyexists [11].

~Support for this researchis provided by grants from the National Science Foundation (IRI-8620052 and IRI-
9120310) and NASA (NAG 9-512) and by donationsfrom Digital EquipmentCorporation and Lockheed Al Center.
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Our currentresearchfocuseson predictionquestionssuchas “How would adecreasingamount
of soil wateraffect plant size andgrowth rate?” We define the prediction taskas follows:1

Given:

• domain knowledge(e.g.,knowledgeof plant physiology)

• ascenario,consistingof the following:

— structural conditions: physical individuals and relations among them representing
physicalstructure(e.g., aplant in soil)

— behavioralconditions: initial valuesor behaviorsof statevariables(e.g.,the amount
of water in the soil is decreasing)

• a set of state variablesof interest whose behaviors the user wants to predict (e.g., size
andgrowth rateof the plant)

Produce:

• predictions: the expectedbehavior of each state variable of interest(e.g., “size increasesand

eventuallylevelsoff; growth rate slows andeventuallystops”)

• explanations: justifications for the predictions (e.g., “water uptake decreases,causinga loss
in turgor pressure,which is adriving influenceon plant growth”)

The scenario and state variables of interest collectively constitute the prediction question.
There are a variety of tools for prediction in scienceand engineering. State variables in such

domainsare typically real-valued functions of time (quantities). Analytic and simulation methods
basedon differential equations can predict the time-varying behavior of quantities. However, these
analysis methods require a model of the scenario in terms of functional and differential relations
amongscenarioquantities. The scientist or engineer must construct the model from the question,
and few tools are available to help with this modellng task. The focus of our research is on
constructing models from questionsautomatically.

Modelingis difficult becauseit requires identifying all, and only, the domain knowledgepertinent
to the predictionquestion.If the modelincludestoo muchinformation,effort will be wastedduring
analysisandthe predictionswill be unnecessarilycomplicatedandhard to explain. If it includes
too little information, its predictionsmay be unreliable. To support a broad rangeof questions,
the domain knowledge must include many perspectivesand levels of detail, but most of them will
be irrelevant to any particularquestion.

The domainknowledgeprovidesthebuildingblocksfor models,calledmodelfragments.Each
model fragmentspecifiesaset of functional or differential relationsamongquantities.It may also
specify preconditionson the validity of theserelations. For instance,the growth rate of aplant is
a functionof its turgor pressure(the hydraulicpressurein its cells),but only as long as the turgor
pressureis above a threshold. We define a model fragment as a propositional implication whose
antecedentis a conjunctionof operating conditionsand whoseconsequentis a conjunctionof
relations.2 Operatingconditionsdelimit the statesin which the relationsof the model fragment
hold; they are equality and inequality constraintson quantity values. The relationsare a set of
functionaland differential relationsamongquantities;while our modelingmethodssupportmany
types of relations,such as quantitativeand qualitativeequations,this paperwill restrict relations
to be QualitativeProcessTheory influences[4].

‘Terms appearin boldfacewherefirst used.2Falkenhainerand Forbus [3] define a model fragment as a first-order implication. When such a first-order
implication is instantiated,the result is a propositionalimplication that we call a model fragment. We view the
first-order implication as aschemafor generatingmodel fragments.
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2 FundamentalModeling Issues

For purposesof this paper, we assume that a previous step identifies all model fragmentsin the
domain knowledgethat describesomeaspectof the scenarioat somelevel of detail. Falkenhainer
and Forbus[3] show how this can be done.

Of thesemodelfragments,the modelermust selectthosethat arepertinent to the quantitiesof
interest. This posestwo fundamentalissues:

• Identify thosemodel fragmentsthat describerelevantaspectsof the scenario(the scopeof
the model).

• Identify thosemodel fragmentsthat are at an appropriatelevel of detail.

Only model fragmentsthat describerelevantaspectsof the scenario(i.e., are within the chosen

scope)at anappropriatelevel of detail should be includedin the model.

2,1 SelectingScope

The modellngalgorithmof Falkenhainerand Forbus[3], which we refer to asFF, providesoneof
the bestapproachesto scope selection.FF choosesthe scopeof the modelusing threesourcesof
knowledge:

• Eachmodel fragmentspecifies the objectsit models.

• Objects in the scenariomust be decomposed into a structural partonomic hierarchy. FF
assumesthat eachobject in this hierarchycan be analyzedindependentof other objects.
This assumptionholds to a largedegreein manyengineereddevices,where componentsare
designedto have specified functions largely independentof their context.

• The questionspecifiesthe quantitiesof interest,3

FF chooses the scope of the model by determining the relevant objects in the scenario. It
identifies a minimalset of modelfragmentsthat could provideamodelof thequantitiesof interest.
Those objects modeled by these model fragments are relevant. To ensurethat interactionsamong
these objects aremodeled,FF choosesa “minimal covering system,” the lowest object down the
partonomic hierarchy that subsumes the relevantobjects; this object and its subobjects(down
to the level of the relevantobjects)are relevant. Any model fragment that modelsoneof these
relevant objects is within the scopeof themodel.4 Importantly,no subsequent steps in the modeling
algorithm can expandthis scope,andmodelfragmentsthat only model objectsoutsidethis scope
cannot be included in the model.

There are two limitations in this approach.First, the assumptionthat scenarioobjectscan be
decomposed into a single partonomic hierarchy of objects that canbe analyzedindependentlydoes
not apply to natural systems suchas plants and animals,andoftenit mustbe relaxed in engineering
as well, Plants and animals can be organized into nearly-decomposablesystems(e.g.,the respiratory
system and the circulatory system), although these are basedon functional rather than partonomic
breakdowns, However, systemdecompositionsin natural systemsare not rigid; they dependon
operating conditions and the time scale and purposes of analysis. Even in engineering, designed

3
Falkenhainerand Forbus allow questionsto specify objects and relations of interest as well, but we focus on the

guidanceit receives from quantities of interestfor comparisonwith our modeling approach.
4

Other modeling decisionsin FF might be viewed as further restricting the scope of the model, but these are

irrelevant to our discussion.
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systemboundariesmustbe relaxedwhenconsideringfaultsor unintendedinteractions.Determining
the appropriate system decompositionof the scenario is an important issue for the modeler; it
cannot be specifieda priori [2].

The secondlimitation of this approach is that it may fail to include importantaspectsof the
scenario in the model. Consider the question “How would a decreasingamount of soil water affect
plant size and growth rate?” The quantities of interest are plant size and growth rate. Since in
generalit is possibleto reasonabout growthindependentof the soil, the minimal coveringsystem
will excludethe soil, so soil water amount cannot be included in the model. Yet clearly a model
for this question must include the interaction of soil water amount and growth processes.In this
example, the inadequacycould be overcomeif a query interpreter included soil water amount asa
quantity of interest, forcing its use in selecting the minimal covering system; however, in general,
including all quantities appearing in behavioral conditions (given quantities) as quantities of
interest is a bad idea. The user may provide a complicated scenariowith many irrelevant conditions.
Themodelershouldnot requireusersto know which aspectsof their hypothetical scenariowill affect
the quantitiesof interest,and the query interpretercannoteasily determinewhich given quantities
are relevant. If all given quantities are usedin selectingthe minimal covering system, an irrelevant
given quantity may require consideration of an object far removed from the appropriate scope,
resulting in an excessivelylarge scopeand hence an overly complex model. Thus, using all given
quantities in selection of the scopeof the model may result in unnecessarilylarge models,while
ignoring them may result in an inadequate model.

FF cannot determine which given quantities are relevant becauseit is fundamentallyinsensitive
to the ways in which behavioral conditions in the scenario interact with quantities of interest.
Intuitively, a model should include the important interaction paths betweengiven quantities and
quantities of interest, where an interaction path is a setof functional and differential relations that
connectstwo quantities,describinghow they affect eachother. While F? has contributed many
usefulideasfor automated modeling, it must be extendedto exploit knowledgeof interaction paths
relevant to the question.

Severalother researchersuseinteractionpathsto guidemodellng. Wiffiams’s “critical abstrac-
tion” method [16] constructs a model of how a deviceworks with respectto a setof queries (which
can be viewed asquantities of interest for purposesof this discussion). Wiffiams assumesthat the
independent (exogenous)quantities of the deviceare given. Williams also assumesa most-detailed
model of the device is given. Willlams’s method computes the “causal support structure” of the
quantities of interest by tracing causally forward through the functional and differential relations
of the detailed model from the independent quantities to the quantities of interest; those model
fragmentsprovidingthis supportstructurearedeemedrelevantandprovidethe scopeof the model.
Nayak et al. [9, 10] alsoprovideamethodfor constructingamodel of how adeviceworks. In place
of the queriesusedby Williams, their methodrequiresan “expectedbehavior,” apair of quantities
such that the device achievesa causal connection from the first to the second. Their objective is
to find amodel that providessuch a connection.

Neitherof thesemethods allows enoughfreedomin selectingthe scope of the model; these
methodsare unable to select a subsystemof the deviceas the scope. For example,considerthe
question “How would decreasingturgorpressureaffect the ratesof potassiumdiffusion andactive
transport in the leaves?” It is not necessaryto model the entire plant to answerthis detailed
question. Turgor pressurecan be treatedas an exogenousquantity and the potassiumtransport
mechanismsin the plant can be examinedin isolation.But Williams and Nayaket al. require the
exogenousquantitiesof the plant as input; their methodscannot determinethat turgor pressure,
normallyaquantityregulatedby the plant,canbe treatedas the exogenousquantityfor purposesof
this question. It might seempossibleto treat the given quantitiesof the questionas the exogenous
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quantitiesin the critical abstractionmethod,but that will not work becausethe methodrequires
a completeset of exogenousquantitiesfrom which all other quantitiescan be determined. The
methodsof Williams and Nayak et al. assumethat the exogenousquantitiesof the deviceare
given and the objectiveis to provideamodel of the whole device, whereasthe ability to focuson
a subsystemof a device, whoseinput quantitiescan be treatedas exogenousfor purposesof the
question,is an importantissue in selectingan appropriatescopefor predictionquestions.

2.2 Selecting Level of Detail

The modelermust determinethe appropriatelevel of detail at which to describeeachaspectof
the scenarioin the scope. This may involve many types of approximationandabstraction.In this
paper,we focuson two types.

One importantmethod of changingthe level of detail in amodel is by changing its accuracy
[15]. Accuracy is ameasureof how closely the predictionsmatchreality. Although accuracycan
be changedwith avarietyof mathematicalapproximations,wefocuson approximationby ignoring
insignificant influences.That is, aquantity or its rate of changemaybe a functionof many other
quantities;if the modelercandeterminethat someof theseinfluencesareinsignificantfor purposes
of the question,the model canbe simplified.

One useful criterion for significanceis the time scaleof analysis. For instance,diffusion of
solutesthroughcell membranesis relatively slow. To modelthe changesin solutelevels in a cell on
a time scaleof seconds,the influenceof diffusion can be ignoredbecauseit cannotchangethe level
significantly on that timescale.However, to modelthe changeson a time scaleof hours,diffusion
must be consideredbecauseit can causesignificant changein that amountof time. Thus, the
domainknowledgecan associatean influencewith the time scaleat which it becomessignificant.

Another relatedwayof changingthe level of detail in amodelis by usingtime scaleabstrac-
tion, atechniqueusedin domainsrangingfrom economicsto engineering[5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14]. Rather
than ignoring influences that are significant only at time scalesmuch slower than the time scale
of interest,time scaleabstractionallows the detaileddynamicsof aprocessmuch fasterthan the
time scaleof interestto be abstractedout. In many dynamicsystems,a set of detailedinfluences
work to maintainan equilibrium functionalrelationshipbetweenquantities.if we areinterestedin
the fast time scale and hence the transient dynamics, we must reasonwith the detailedinfluences.
However,at aslower time scalewe can simply model the behavioras an instantaneousfunctional
relationship; that is, we assume that the system is always very close to equilibrium. For instance, at
adetailedlevel, osmosiscan be modeledby a setof influencesthat dynamically reactto agradient
betweenthe water potential in a cell and its environmentandbring them into equilibrium. At a
slowertime scale,the modelcanignore thesedynamicsandsimply assertthe equilibrium functional
relationship(in this case,equality) betweenthe waterpotentials. Becauseof the ubiquity of this
typeof abstractionin scienceandengineering,it is importantto be ableto representthesedifferent
levels of detail and the knowledge needed to choose among them.

Therehasbeenlittle work in choosingthe level of detail in amodelbasedon timescaleconsid-
erations.Kuipers [8] showshow simulationcanintermix modelsat different timescales,but he does
not provide methodsfor constructingsuch modelsin responseto questions. Iwasaki [6] presents
amethod that determinessignificant processesandappropriatetime scaleabstractionsgiven the
desiredtime scaleand desired quantitativeaccuracyfor each quantity of interest. Her method
estimatesthe time scaleat which each processwill causesignificant changeandcomparesthis to
the specifiedtime scaleof interest;thoseprocessesacting at much faster time scalesare modeled
by their instantaneousfunctional relation, those processesacting at comparabletime scalesare
modeledthrough their dynamics,and thoseprocessesacting at much slowertime scalesare treated
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as insignificant.This is ausefulmethodwhenthe appropriatetime scaleof the modelis given, but
it will oftenbe unreasonableto expect the personposing the predictionquestion(e.g., a student
interacting with a tutoringsystem)to specify the time scale;rather,the modelingprogramshould
determinethe time scaleat which the behavioralconditionsaffect the quantitiesof interest.

2.2.1 Summary

Existing methodsof selectingthe scopeof the model rely on assumptionsinappropriatefor the
prediction task. Effective selection of scoperequires a sensitivity to the interactions betweenbe-
havioral conditions of the scenarioand the quantities of interest. Identification of theseinteractions
allows the modelerto determinehow muchof the scenariois relevantandwhich quantitiescan be
treatedasexogenous.

Existing approaches provide important ways of changing the level of detail of a model, but
the criteria for making these decisions are too weak for the prediction task. Influencesthat are
significant only at time scalesslower than the chosentime scaleof the model can be ignored.
Detaileddynamicsoperatingat time scalesmuchfasterthanthe chosentime scalecanbe modeled
by time scaleabstractions.However,existing methodsrequirethe userto specify the appropriate
time scaleof the model; instead,the modelershoulddeterminethetimescaleat which thebehavioral
conditions affect the quantities of interest.

Our modeling algorithm, presentedin the next section,identifies the interaction paths that relate
behavioral conditions and quantities of interest. It usesthis knowledgeto select an appropriate
scopefor the model, and it choosestime scaleabstractions and determines insignificant influences
by selectingthe time scaleat which the behavioralconditionsof the scenariointeractwith the
quantities of interest.

3 Using Interaction Paths to Guide Approximation
and Abstraction

3.1 Time Scale Conditions

Our modeling methods currently support two types of variation in level of detail that we have
found to be amongthe mostimportant. First, the accuracyof the modelcanbe variedby ignoring
insignificant influences whose significance depends on time scale. Second,our methods support
time scaleabstraction. Supportingthesemodelingdimensionsrequirestwo types of knowledge:
the domain knowledgemust includean orderedset of time scales,andmodel fragmentsmust be
qualified with time scaleconditions.

Our approachto selectinglevel of detail requiresthat the domain knowledge include a set of
the important time scalesat which domain processeswork. Eachtime scalerepresentsan orderof
magnitudeof time, suchas seconds,minutes,or days. Wefurther requirea totalorderingoverthese
time scalessuch that a time scalet

1
is lessthana time scalet

2
if i~is ordersof magnitudesmaller

(faster). For instance,hereis an orderingof severalimportant time scalesin plant physiology:

cellular-water-balance< solute-balance< plant-water-balance< growth

Cellular-water-balancerepresentstheorderof magnitudeof time at which osmosisworksto achieve
an equilibrium between the water potentials inside and outside a cell; this is roughly seconds. Solute-
balancerepresentsthe time scaleat which solutesdiffuse throughthe plant to achieveequilibriums;
solutesdiffuse much more slowly than water, with significant changesoccurring on the order of
minutes. Plant-water-balancerepresentsthe time scaleat which the plant is working to balance
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the waterlevel in its tissuesby takingwaterup from the soil, transportingit throughoutthe plant,
andregulatingtranspiration(evaporation)from the leaves;significant changesoccuron the order
of hours. Finally, significantresultsof growthof theplant occur on theorderof days.The domain
knowledgemustincludesuch an ordering over all the importanttime scalesin the domain.

Eachmodel fragment in the domain knowledgecan include in its operatingconditionsa set
of time scaleconditions. A time scalecondition delimits the time scalesof analysisfor which
the model fragmentcan be used. For instance,a model fragmentwith the time scalecondi-
tion (> :time-scakp~ant-water-ba~ance)can only be used in modelsthat addresstime scaleslarger
(slower) thanplant-water-balance.As in the time scaleordering, the inequality relationsin time
scaleconditionsareorder of magnitudecomparators.

To illustrate the use of time scaleconditions,considerthe examplequestion “How would a
decreasingamountof soil water affect plant size andgrowth rate?” Figure 1 showsall the model
fragmentsfor this scenario.Theseareshownas an influencegraph in which nodesarequantities
andarcsarethe influencesof the modelfragments.Operatingconditionsarenot shown. Influences
arelabeledwith their type (e.g., Q+ or 1+) andwith their time scaleconditions.5 A dotted line
associatesa time scaleabstractionwith its underlyingdetailedinfluences.

This figure demonstratesthe threewaysin which we usetime scaleconditions:

• Differential influences (1+, 1) causechangesin their influenced quantity. We qualify these
influences with the minimum time scale needed for them to causesignificant change. For
instance,in the example,theinfluencesof wateruptakeand transpirationon apoplastwater
amount are insignificant at time scalesmuch faster than plant water balance, the effects of

the ABA andK+ processesare insignificant at time scalesmuch fasterthan solutebalance,
the effectsof osmosisareinsignificantat time scalesmuchfaster thancellularwaterbalance,
and the effect of growth on the size of the plant is insignificant at time scalesmuch faster
than growth.

• Somefunctional influences representtime scaleabstractionsof dynamicprocesses.These
influencesare qualified with the minimum time scaleat which achangein the independent
quantity canbe viewed as instantaneouslycausinga changein the dependentquantity (i.e.,
a time scaleat leastas largeasthe time it takesthe underlyingprocessesto reachequilib-
rium); at time scalesfaster than this, the functionalrelationshipis invalid. For instance,the
functional influence assertingthe equilibrium functional relationshipbetweenthe amounts
of water in the apoplastandsymplastonly holds if the time scaleis at leastthat of solute
balance,since the dynamicscannotbe ignoredat fastertimescales.

• We qualify an equilibrium process(influenceson and from its rate quantity) with the time
scaleat which it reachesequilibrium; at thisor slowertime scales,thetransientdynamicswill
havesettledout andthe time scaleabstractionshould be used. For instance,it only makes
senseto reasonabout the dynamicsof osmosisbetweenthe apoplastandsymplastat time
scalesmuch fasterthanthat of solutebalance.

51n QualitativeProcessTheory[4], therearetwo typesof functional influences:Q+ andQ~.p Q+ x means that

p is a function of x (and perhapsother quantities)andthepartial derivativeis positive (i.e., if theother quantities
on which p dependsareheld constant,p changesin thesamedirection as x); Q is similar but specifiesa negative
partialderivative. In theinfluencegraph,the influencepoints from theindependentto thedependentquantity. There
are two typesof differential influences:1+ andI~.Theseareused to specifythat aprocessincreasesor decreasesa
quantity, respectively. For instance,the amountof waterin a bucketis I~to the rate of inflow from a faucet and
1 to the rate of outflow through a hole. In the influencegraph, the influence points from the processrate to the
influencedquantity.
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Thosefunctional influencesin the influencegraphwithout time scaleconditionsarealwaystreated
as instantaneousfunctionalrelations.

Time scaleconditionsprovide the criteria for selectingamongalternativelevels of detail in
our representation.They ensuremutual exclusionof a time scaleabstractionand its underlying
details. They alsoprovide the criteria for assessingsignificanceof influences. Once a time scale
for the model is chosen,theseconditionsdeterminethe appropriatelevel of model accuracyand
determinewhich processesshould be modeledby their dynamics andwhich shouldbe modeled
through time scaleabstractions. The next sectionshows how theseconditionsalsoprovide the
criteria for choosingthe appropriatetime scaleof the model.

3.2 Selecting Level of Detail

Our approachto time scaleselectionensuresthat the model includes the model fragmentsthat
relate the quantitiesof interest to behavioralconditions. This requires identifying the ways in
which quantitiesof interestinteractwith given quantities(quantitiesin behavioralconditions).

To representthe way in which two quantitiesinteract(i.e., through particularfunctional and
differentialinfluences),wefirst definean interactiongraphastheundirectedgraphcorresponding
to an influencegraph.Next, wedefinean interactionpath betweentwo quantitiesasapath in the
interactiongraphthat maycrossthe samenode(quantity)morethanoncebut thatmaynot cross
the sameedge(interaction) morethanonce. This definition allows loopsin aninteractionpath,
which is important for inclusionof feedbackioops. Although relationsin a modelfragmentmay
havecausaldirection, interactionsare undirected. As such,interactionpathsrepresentpotential
inferencepaths,but theyneednot correspondto causalpaths.Thisis importantbecauseinferences
neednot follow the directionof causality;for example,if x is afunctionof y andz, andthe values
of x andy are known,it maybe possibleto infer the valueof z. Two quantitiesarerelatedby an
interactionpathwheninformation about the valuesof oneconstrainsthe valuesof the other.

Given the interactiongraph for the model fragmentsof a question,our modeling algorithm
selectsa time scalewith the following steps:

1. Identify all the interaction paths linking any given quantity to any quantity of interest. For
efficiency, avoid generating paths having incompatible interactions (i.e., interactions with
mutually inconsistent time scale conditions).6

2. Associateeachof theseinteractionpathswith the set of time scalesfor which it is valid by
finding all domainknowledgetimescalesthat satisfythe conjunctionof time scaleconditions
of interactionson the path.

3. Associateeach quantity of interest with the time scalesat which it interacts with given
quantitiesby taking the union of the time scalesof its interactionpaths.

4. Form theintersectionof the setsof time scalesfor the quantitiesof interestto find the time
scalesfor which everyquantity of interestis connectedto somegiven quantities.

5. If the resultingset containsmore than onepossible time scale,chooseamongthem using
preferencecriteria. Our algorithm currently choosesthe largest (slowest)time scaleunder
the assumptionthat long-term trendsaremore important than transientbehaviorand that
slowertime scalescorrespondto time scaleabstractionsandhencesimplermodels.

6ldeally, the algorithm should also avoid generatingpaths containinginteractionswith mutually inconsistent
operatingconditions.
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nodesare quantitiesandthe arcsare the influencesof the model fragments.Operatingconditions
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For example,supposethe predictionquestionis “How would adecreasingamountof soil water
affect plant size and growth rate?” The quantitiesof interestin this questionaresize andgrowth
rateandthe given quantityis soil wateramount.The only time scaleat which thereis aconnection
betweensoil wateramount and size is that of growth,so this time scaleis selectedfor the model.

Alternatively,supposethe predictionquestionis “How would decreasingturgor pressureaffect
the ratesof K+ diffusion andK+ activetransport?” The quantitiesof interestin this questionare
K+ diffusion rateandK+ active transportrateandthe given quantity is turgorpressure.Figure1
showsthat connectingthe given quantity to eachquantity of interestrequiresa time scaleat least
as slow as solutebalancefor the ABA and K+ processes,andreasoningabout the dynamicsof
the K+ processesrequiresa time scalefasterthanplant water balance,so the time scaleof solute
balanceis selectedfor this model.

This algorithmselectsasingletimescaleat which to modelthe scenario.Thisis sufficient for a
largeclassof questions,but somequestionsrequirereasoningat different timescalesandcombining
the results.We havenot exploredthis issue;our programrecognizesthat no singletime scalewill
suffice andinforms the user. For relevantwork on this issue,seeKuipers [8] or Iwasaki [6].

In our representation,the chosentime scaledeterminesthe appropriatelevel of detail of the
model. Thosemodelfragmentswhosetime scaleconditionsare satisfiedby the chosentime scale
are all at the appropriatelevel of detail. The time scaleinteraction graph is the interaction
graph correspondingto thesemodel fragments. This interaction graph is usedto select the model
fragmentsto includein the model.

3.3 SelectingScope

While the influencesin the time scaleinteraction graph are all at an appropriatelevel of detail
for the question,many of them will be irrelevant to the question. The most important criterion
of relevanceis that the modelshould includethoseinfluencesthat lie along interactionpathsthat
relatequantitiesof interestto given quantities. However,this criterion aloneis insufficient.

In addition to including interactionpathslinking given quantitiesandquantities of interest, the
modelermust alsoreasonaboutthe effectsof given quantitieson the operatingconditionsof model
fragmentsin the model. Thus far we haveignoredoperatingconditions. However,at each stage
of simulation (or other analysisof the model), the analysismodule must determinewhetherthe
operatingconditionsof eachmodelfragmentin the modelare satisfied.To ensurethat the model
containsthe informationnecessaryto makethis assessment,the modelmustincludeanyinteraction
pathsthat connectagiven quantity to aquantity in the operatingconditionsof amodel fragment
in the model. For example,if oneof the model fragmentsrelevant to the growth questionhasin
its operatingconditionsaquantity q that is influenced by soil water amount,this influencemust
be included in the model; otherwise,as soil water amount changes,the model would erroneously
predict that q (andthe validity of the model fragment)remainsunchanged.

The final criterion for relevanceis the following: including one influencein the model may
require including others. For instance,influencesin QualitativeProcessTheory representpieces
of an equation. If the model includes any functional influenceson a quantity, it must include
all functional influenceson that quantity whosetime scaleconditionsaresatisfiedby the selected
time scale(similarly for differentialinfluences).For example,amodel cannotincludethe effect of
wateruptakeon apoplastwaterwithout including the effect of transpiration,sincetheseinfluences
togetherdeterminechangesin apoplastwater. When oneinfluenceis relevantif andonly if another
influenceis relevant,we will say that they arerelevanceequivalent.

We combineall theseconsiderationsinto adefinition of relevanceof influencesas follows:
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1. An influenceis relevantif it lies on an interactionpathfrom a given quantity to aquantity
of interestin the time scaleinteractiongraph.

2. An influence in the time scaleinteractiongraph is relevant if it is relevanceequivalentto a
relevantinfluence.

3. An influenceis relevantif it lies on an interactionpath (in the time scaleinteractiongraph)
from agiven quantity to aquantity in the operatingconditionsof amodelfragmentcontaining
arelevantinfluence.

4. No otherinfluencesarerelevant.

Every modelfragmentcontainingarelevantinfluenceis includedin the model.
Figures 2 and 3 show the relevant influences for the prediction questionsaboutgrowth and

potassiumtransport.In theseexamples,all relevantinfluencescomefrom clause1 of the relevance
definition. Figure3, in particular,showsthat the selectionof scopeeliminatesirrelevantinfluences
from the time scaleinteractiongraph. The influencesof soil water amounton water uptakerate,
symplastwateramounton turgorpressure,andstomatalopeningon transpirationrateareall valid
at the time scaleof growth,but nonearerelevantto the question.

3.4 Current Status

The modelingalgorithmpresentedin this sectionhasbeenimplementedandrun on the examples
in this sectionaswell asother smallexamples.On the examplesin this section,the programtakes
a few minuteson an Explorer I Lisp Machine. We have simulatedeach of the examplemodels
in this sectionusing the QualitativeProcessCompiler (QPC) [1]; this requiredus to provide, for
eachmodel,additionalconstraintson the rangesof quantities(e.g.,amountsmust be non-negative)
andinitial conditionsthat wewould expectaquery interpreterto select (basedon defaults).QPC
successfullysimulatedtheseexamples,producingasmall set of reasonablebehaviors.7

4 Discussion

Our modelingalgorithmextendsexistingmodelingmethodsby exploitingtheinteractionpathsthat
relatequantitiesof interestto the behavioralconditionsof the scenario.The algorithmidentifiesa
time scaleat which quantitiesof interestandgiven quantitiesinteract.This time scaledetermines
which influencesare insignificant, and it determineswhich processescan be modeledwith time
scaleabstractions. Our relevancecriteria determinea scope that includes thoseinfluences that
relate quantitiesof interest to given quantitieswhile excluding other influences, The relevance
criteria alsodeterminethe quantitiesin the scenariothat can be treatedas exogenousfor purposes
of the question. This modeling algorithm demonstratesthe benefitsprovided by identification of
interactionpaths.

Our method of selectinga time scalecan be easily generalizedto select amongother types
of modeling alternatives. Many modeling decisions,such as whether to model a processor its
subprocesses,cannotbe madebasedon the time scaleof analysis.In anotherpaper[12], we show
how the methodsdescribedin this paper can be used to selectamongany modelingalternatives
that canbe encodedin the assumptionclassrepresentationof FalkenhainerandForbus[3]. We are
currently applyingthesemethodsto automaticconstructionof modelsfrom the Botany Knowledge
Base[11], which includesover 200 processesdescribedat many different levels of detail.

7The experimentswith QPC were run with thehelp of Adam Farquhar.
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Therearetwo importantdimensionsof researchin automatedmodeling:modelingcriteria and
searchefficiency. Researchon modeling criteria attacksthe questionof what constitutesagood
model;suchresearchidentifiestheconstraintsandpreferencesamodelshouldsatisfy. Our research
has beenprimarily aimed at this issue. However,within the spaceof models defined by these
constraintsandpreferences,amodelermust searchfor the bestmodelin an efficient manner.Our
current, naive algorithmsearchesexhaustivelythroughinteractionpaths. This approachwill be
unnecessarilyexpensivein a largeknowledgebase,so we areinvestigatingways of focusing the
searchfor relevantinteractionpaths.

Finally, the modelingcriteria discussedin this papermust be integratedwith other modeling
criteria. An effective modeler must exploit many sourcesof knowledge, including knowledgeof
the user’s background,the context of the question,and feedbackfrom analysisthat can identify
modelingerrorsthat would be difficult to anticipate.The work describedin this paperhasfocused
on the importantguidancethat interactionpaths canprovidefor modelingdecisions.
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Abstract

Automatingconceptualmechanismdesignrequiresdevelopingarepresenta-
tion languageto supportcommondesigntaskssuchasanalysisandvalidation.
This paperdescribesasimpleandexpressivelanguagefor describingthestruc-
ture and behaviorof fixed axesmechanisms. The languageusesa mixture
of predicatesandalgebraicrelationsto describethe mechanism’sparts, their
positions, their motions, andthe relationshipsbetweenthem. It allows both
abstract,incomplete,and underspecifiedbehavioraldescriptions,andaccurate
and completedescriptions.With an example,we illustrate how the language
naturally describesthe kind of design specificationsfound in the conceptual
andconfigurationstagesof thedesignprocess.Weshowthat the languagecap-
tures the mechanismdescriptionsof asignificant numberof mechanismsfrom
an engineeringencyclopedia.We describea partially implementeddesignver-
ification algorithm that determinesif a mechanismstructurematchesdesired
structuralandbehavioralspecificationsstatedin the language.
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1 Introduction

Automating conceptualmechanismdesignrequiresdevelopinga behaviorandstruc-
ture descriptionlanguageto support commondesign tasks. The languageshould be
descriptiveenoughto capturenaturally the behaviorof a significant classof mecha-
nisms. It should be flexible enoughto allow both preciseand completedescriptions
and abstracted,underspecified,and incompletedesignspecifications.It shouldhave
a computationalbasis,so that specific tasks such as analysisand validation can be
automated.

Existing representationmethodsfor designfocuson relatively narrowandspecial-
ized mechanismclasses:linkages,cams,andgearboxconfigurations,to namea few.
Generalrepresentationmethods,suchasbond graphs,only capturecertainbehavioral
aspectsandabstractaway geometryaltogether. Constraintlanguagesare expressive
enoughbut require completespecificationsandare computationallyintractable.Re-
cent researchhas begunto addresstheseissues,and some progresshas beenmade
[2, 3, 7, 9, 10]. However, we found that noneof theseapproachesis entirely appropri-
ate for representinga large classof everydaymechanisms,suchdoor locks, staplers,
and brakes.

In this paper,we developasimpleandexpressivestructureandbehaviorlanguage
for fixed-axesmechanisms.We first identify the requirementsof sucha languagewith
anexample.We thenproposea conciserepresentationlanguagewhich usesamixture
of predicatesandalgebraic relations to describeparts’ positions, motions,and their
relationships. With the example,we illustrate how the language naturally describes
the kind of design specificationsfound in the conceptual and configuration stagesof
the designprocess.We showthat the languagecapturesthe mechanismdescriptions
of a significant numberof mechanismsfrom an engineeringencyclopedia.We then
describe a design verification algorithm that determines if a mechanism structure
matches desired structural and behavioral specificationsstated in the language. We
concludeby describingour current implementationefforts, a reviewof literature, and
a discussionof future work.

1.1 Example

We motivate the requirementsof a representationlanguagewith a simple example.
Figure1 showsan indexingmechanismusedto positionand locka horizontal rack. It
consistsof a rack, a table, aplunger, acam, a lever, aspring, anda frame. The rack
is mountedon the tableand is free to translatehorizontally in either direction when
the plunger is raised. When the plunger is lowered, it engagesoneof the rack’s teeth,
therebypreventing any further translation of the rack. The rack can be positioned
at ten horizontally aligned, evenly spacedlocations. The spring-loadedplunger is
engagedand disengagedvia a cam. The cam is mountedoff-center on a fixed axis
and has two stable positions, a disengagedposition (shown in the figure) and an
engagedposition. The cam is activatedby rotating the lever, which is permanently
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table

Figure 1: The indexingmechanism.

attachedto the cam. The distancebetweenrack’s translation axis 01 and the cam’s
rotation axis 02 is 10cm.

We first observethat this descriptionrefers to both thestructuralandthebehav-
ioral characteristicsof the mechanism.The distancebetweenthe axes,their relative
positions,andthe contactsbetweenparts refer to structuralpropertiesandrelations.
Therack’s translation,the campushingthe plunger,andthe rackpositioningare be-
havioral statements.Behavioralstatementsfurther distinguishbetweenpart motions
(the rack’s translation), part motion relationships(the cam pushing the plunger),
and part positions (the ten positions of the rack). Motion relationships are causal,
indicating the effect of a part’s motion on anotherpart: the plunger is engagedby
rotating the cam. The description contains both feasible and infeasible behaviors: the

campushestheplunger;oncetheplungerengagestherack, the rackcannottranslate.
We alsonote that the description is only a partial and simplified descriptionof

the mechanism.It describescertainbehaviors,but not others: the descriptionstates
what happensto the plunger whenthe cam is rotated, but not vice-versa. It only
describesthe behaviorof a subsetof parts: the cam, the plunger, andthe rack, but
not the spring. It does not specifythe exactrelationbetweenthe rotation of the cam
andthe translationof the plunger: it only statesthat the plungergoesdown as the
cam is rotated counterclockwise.It ignoresaltogetherthe transientbehaviorof the
spring andthe effects of friction.

The indexeris aprototypicalexampleof the kind of mechanismswe want to cover:
it has non-standardparts (the plunger), ‘ ~s multiple degreesof freedom (the cam
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andthe rackcanmoveindependently),hasvaryingcontacts(the plungerengagesand
disengagesthe rack’s teeth), hasmultiple operatingstates (the rack can be locked
and unlocked),andutilizes dynamicalelements,such as the spring. Many practical
mechanismshavetheseproperties.

We contend that a conceptualdesign representationlanguagefor mechanisms
shouldat leasthavethe abovecharacteristicsto adequatelycapturedesignspecifica-
tions. To summarize,the mechanismrepresentationlanguageshould:

• distinguishbetweenstructuralandbehavioralspecifications.Most designspec-
ifications describethe desiredmechanismin terms of desiredbehaviorssubject
to smallnumberof structuralconstraints.Lumping them togethercomplicates
the designprocess,precludesfunction sharing, andmay unnecessarilyovercon-
strain the resultingdesign.

• allow causal descriptionsof both feasibleand infeasible behaviors. Such de-
scriptionsare pervasiveandnaturally capturedesignintent.

• allow descriptionsof behaviorof a subsetof parts. Designspecificationsalmost
always describethe desired behavior as a relation betweeninput parts and
output parts. The goal is to find thestructureandbehaviorof the intermediate
parts that achievethe desiredrelationship.

• allow descriptionsof only a subsetof all possiblebehaviors. Designspecifications
almost never exhaustively describe all the possible behaviors of the desired
mechanism under all possible conditions. Rather, they describe the desired
behaviors under the desired conditions.

• allow behavioral abstraction and simplification. Designspecifications,especially
in the early stagesof conceptualdesign,are often underspecified or qualitative.
They tend to group together sets of behaviors that will be examined in more
detail and further differentiated later.

• allow descriptions of simple dynamical behaviors. Sophisticated dynamical
models are seldomnecessaryfor the conceptualdesignof common mechanisms.
However, a simple accountof dynamics is necessaryto capture the action of
gravity, friction, andsprings.

• cover a broad and well-defined class of common mechanismswith non-standard
parts, multiple operatingstates,multiple degreesof freedom,varying contacts
and topology,and springs.

1.2 Our solution

The rest of this paper describes our proposed language for fixed-axesmechanisms,
an important classof mechanismsmostly not coveredby existingrepresentationlan-
guagesand designtechniques. Parts in a fixed-axesmechanismcan only translate,
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rotate, or both, along fixed line axes. The indexer in Figure 1 is an exampleof a
fixed-axesmechanism.

In our language,we distinguish betweenpossible behaviorsand actual behav-
iors. Possiblebehaviorsdescribeall the behaviorsthat are physically possiblefor all
inputs. Actual behaviorsdescribethe behaviorsthat result from applying specific
input motions to parts. Possiblebehaviorsdescriptionsconstitutean envisioningof
the mechanism’sbehavior, while actual behaviorsbest describethe simulation of a
mechanismunder specific conditions. We representpossiblebehaviorswith region
diagrams [8], an annotatedpartition of a mechanism’sconfiguration spaceinto re-

gions characterizingits operatingmodes. Becauseregion diagramsare a conciseand
completerepresentationof mechanismbehavior,they are appropriatefor describing
and analyzing possible mechanism behavior [6, 7, 8].

We developa new languagefor describingactual behaviorsresulting from input
motions. The languageis amixture of predicateandalgebraicrelationsandhassepa-
rate componentsfor describingstructureandbehavior. Structuralstatementsspecify
the locationsandspatial relationsbetweenaxes,contactsbetweenparts, etc. Behav-
ioral statementsspecify motions of parts, relationsbetweenmotions, and relations
betweenmotions and positions. They identify the different operatingstatesof the
mechanismat varying degreesof abstraction. Partial descriptionsare capturedby
boundedor uninstantiatedrelationson theparts’ motion parameters.The language
is completein the sensethat it can accuratelydescribeall the behaviorsproducedby
fixed-axesmechanisms.

The proposedlanguagehasasoundcomputationalbasis. In section3, we describe
a designvalidation algorithm. It takesas input a specificationof the mechanism’s
desiredstructure andbehaviorandan actual mechanism.It thendeterminesif the
mechanismsatisfies the specifications. The algorithm validates the designspecifi-
cations by matchingthem with the mechanismregion diagramto determineif the
actual motions areindeedpossible.

2 A language for behavior and structure

Our languagerepresentsamechanismas asetof parts,asetof behavioraldescriptions,
andaset of structuralpredicates.The set of parts is apartial or completelist of the
partscomprisingthe device. The behavioraldescriptionis aset of statementsabout
the parts’ positions, motions,andtheir relationships.The structuraldescriptionis a
set of predicatesabout the parts’ structure,contacts,andaxespositions.

2.1 Parts and axes descriptions

Parts and axes are uniquely describedby their name. Parts haveassociatedwith
them motion axes, motion types, motion parameters and parameterbounds. Since
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BEHAVIOR-DESCRIPTION : := MOTIONSEQUENCE { ,MOTIONSEQUENCE} —*

MOTIONSEQUENCE{,MOTIONSEQUENCE}

MOTIONSEQUENCE ::= MOTION SEQUENTIALMOTIONS PARALLELMOTIONS

SEQUENTIALMOTIONS ::= MOTION {,M0TI0N}

PARALLELMOTIONS ::= [MOTION, MOTION {,M0TI0N}]

MOTION ::= SIMPLEMOTION COMPLEXMOTION

SIMPLEMOTION ::= <OBJECT,SM-TYPE, AXIS, IN~TIALPOSITION,EXTENT, RELATIONS>

SM-TYPE ::= Translate I Rotate Screw I Translate-and-RotateStationary Hold

EXTENT ::= AXISPARAMETER by AMOUNT

AMOUNT ::= REALVALUE I CONSTANT I VARIABLE *inflnity*

COMPLEXMOTION ::= <OBJECT,SM-TYPE, CM-TYPE, AXIS,
For IDENTIFIER VALUE to VALUE>

Begin MOTIONSEQUENCE End

CM-TYPE ::= Alternates WithDwell I AlternatesWithDwell

Figure 2: Languagefor Behavior Specifications

we consideronly fixed-axespart motions, this descriptionis complete.For example,

<RACK, TRANSLATE, O~,X, [0,10]>
<LEVER, ROTATE, 02, 0, [0,ir]>

statesthat the rack can translatealong axis 0~with parameterX ranging from 0 to

10 and the lever can rotatearound axis 02 with parameter0 ranging from 0 to ir.

2.2 Behavior descriptions

The motions of parts in a mechanismare describedby one or more MoTIoN SE-
QIJENCES, which describe the motion of some (or all) parts in an operating region.
Motions in motion sequencescan be either simultaneous(denotedby squarebrack-
ets)or sequential.In a fixed-axesmechanism,part motions can either bestationary,
rotate, translate, or do both along a fixed axis in space. The motions can alter-
nate,or havea rest period betweenalternations,Figure 2 shows the completeBNF
specificationof the language.

We distinguish betweensimple andcomplex motion types. Simple types of mo-

tion include TRANSLATE, ROTATE, SCREW, which indicateshelical motion resulting

from combined rotation and translation, ROTATE-AND-TRANSLATE which indicates
independentrotation and translation, and two specialtypes of “no motion” which
take into account forces: STATIONARY and HoLD. STATIONARY indicates that the
part doesnot move by itself either becauseit is not subject to anyforce or becauseits

motion is blocked. HOLD indicatesthat thepart is externallypreventedfrom moving
and is is usedto maintain a part’s position regardlessof the forcesacting on it.
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Initial part positions areexpressedas equationson motion parameters.They can
specify single spatial locations (0 = ir) or sets of locations (0 ~ X ~ 10)~. The
extent of the motion is specifiedby the amount that motion parameterchanges.This
amountcanbea constantnumber,aconstantsymbolic number,an unknownamount
(variable), or unbound. Relationsbetweenmotions areexpressedasa set of equations

betweenmotion parameters.Two motions are related if their correspondingmotion

parametersare functionally dependenton eachother. For example,thecam’srotation

is related to the plunger’stranslation by the equationx = f(c) (wheref is a sinusoidal

function). When disengaged,the plunger’s translation is independentof the rack’s

translation. Equations can be linear or qualitative equalities and inequalities. We
approximatenonlinearrelations(suchas thecam/plungerrelation) by piecewiselinear

functions.

Complex motions capturethe most commonrepetitivemotions: alternationand
dwell. We usemacro-likeforms allowing theexpressionof repeatedmotions in specific

patterns. ALTERNATES indicatesa constant changein the direction of motion, such

asthemotion of windshieldwipers. WITH DWELL indicatesa restperiod in a constant

direction motion suchas stop-and-gomotions. ALTERNATESWITHDWELL indicates
an alternating motion with a dwell period in-between, The motion is repeateda
numberof times, determinedby the FOR - TO BNFclause.

A behaviorconsistsof a pair of motion sequencesconnectedbyanarrow,describing
theattempted input motionsandthe resultingactual motions. This represents“what
we try to move” versus“what actually movesandby how much”. This distinction is
a key property of the languageandallows us to expressmany types of behaviorsin
a simpleandclearmanner,as shownwith indexerexample.

2.2.1 Desired behaviorsof the indexer

The minimal behaviorspecificationfor the indexeris describedby two behaviors,one
for each of lever’s the stablepositions. First, we state that the rack cannot move
when it is in anyoneof its ten locked positions:

<RACK, TRANSLATE, 0i,{x_i,i=0,1,...,9,9=1r},xBYc,{} >

<RACK, STATIONARY, 0~,{x = i, i = 0,1,... ,9, 0 = ~r}, {}>

The initial positions field shows that rack in oneof the ten locked positions andthe
lever at its leftmost position (0 = ,r), which correspondsto the locked configuration.

Trying to move the rack by any amount c results in the rack remainingstationary.
Translatingthe rackwhile the lever is in the unlocked position yields:

<RACK, TRANSLATE, 0~,{X = c1, 0 = 0}, X BY C~,{}> —~

<RACK, TRANSLATE, 01, {X = c1, 9 = 0}, X BY C2, { 0 <c1 +c2 < 10 }>

The rack movesby theextentgiven, providedthat it remainswithin its range. These

two behavioraldescriptionssuccinctlydescribethe desiredbehaviorof the indexer,
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matchingthe informal descriptionin Section1.1.

2.2.2 Simple dynamics

Theprevious indexerdescriptiondid not requiredynamics,as it omitted the plunger.
In general, more completedescriptionsdo require dynamics. We capturedynamics
by specifyingits effects in terms of motions. For example, to describethe effect of
the spring on the plunger,we first createa part descriptionfor it:

<PLUNGER, TRANSLATE, 03, Y, [1,3]>

In the device,a spring keepsthe plunger in contact with the cam. We implic-
itly model the spring’s actions through a behaviordescriptionin which initially the
plungeris not in contactwith thecamandandtheattemptedmotion is STATIONARY:

<PLUNGER, STATIONARY, 03, {Y = 1,9 = 0}, {}>
<PLUNGER, TRANSLATE, 03, {Y = 1,0 = 0}, {Y BY 2}, {}>

In this description,the plunger initially is engagedin the rack (since Y has its
minimum valueof 1), while the lever is in its unlocked position (0 = 0). The input
motion STATIONARY indicateswhat happenswhenwe leavetheplunger in this initial
position. The actual motion shows that the plungerwill translateupwardsuntil it
contactsthe cam.

2.2.3 Simultaneous motions

The examplessofar haveconsideredonemotionat a time: either the rackwill trans-
late or it won’t dependingon the position of the lever. More generally, mechanisms
exhibit simultaneousmotions given a single input motion. We account for simulta-
neousmotions with motion sequencesthat containoneor more motions sequentially
or in parallel. For the indexer example,we can state that rotating the lever causes
the plunger to moveby the following behaviordescription:

<LEVER, ROTATE, 02, {0 = ir,Y = l}, {0 BY —ir}, {}>
[<LEVER, ROTATE, 02, {0 = ir,Y = 1}, {0 BY —ir}, {}>
<PLUNGER, TRANSLATE, 03, {Y = l}, {Y ny 2}, {}>]

Note that in this example we do indicate the actual relationshipbetweenthe
positionsof the leverandplungeras theyare changing,just that theychangeby the
given extent during the sametime interval.

Simultaneousactions are also necessaryto expressthe input motions of many
devices. In the example, we do not representwhat would happenif motions were
attemptedon both the leverandthe racksimultaneously.Howeversomemechanisms
rely on simultaneousinput: opening a door with a doorknob requiresrotating the
knob aroundits axisandsimultaneouslyholding it in positionwhile openingthe door.
This action can be representedby a ROTATE knob motion followed by simultaneous
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PREDICATES RELATING AXES:
(PARALLEL AXIS 1 AXIS2)

(PERPENDICULAR AXIS 1 AXIS2)

(INTERSECT AXIS1 AXIS2 {AT PT})
(PLANE AXIS1 AXIS2)

(COPLANAR PLANE1 PLANE2)

(SKEWED AxIS1 AXIS2)
(DISTANCE AXIS1 AXIS2 NUM)

PREDICATES RELATING PARTS:

(KEYED-TO-SHAFT PART SHAFT)

(FREE-ON-SHAFT PART SHAFT)

(IN-CONTACT PART1 PART2)
(IN-CONTACT-WHEN PART1 PART2 {PosrrloN RELATIONS })

GENERIC PART PREDICATES:

(GEAR PART RADIUS NUM-TEETH AXIS)

(LEVER PART LENGTH)

(LENGTH PART)

(WIDTH PART)

Figure 3: StructureSpecifications

motions of HOLD knob and ROTATE door for both the input and actual motion
sequences.

2,3 Structure

While the behaviorallanguageis intendedto be complete,the structural languageis
intentionallyincompleteandopen-ended.Partscanhavevirtually anyshapeandhave
anyspatialrelationwith otherparts. A catalogof geometricshapes,part features,and
part spatialrelationsis clearlyoutsidethescopeof our research.Instead,we identified
the most common structural predicatesused in describingfixed-axes mechanisms:
predicatesrelating theaxes,predicatesrelatingparts,andpredicatesconstrainingthe
sizes,shapes,and other characteristicsof parts. Figure 3 lists a representativesample

of predicates. We envisage the user to add componentpart types and structural
predicates as necessary.

For example, whendesigning a transmission, the structural information neededis

the relationshipbetweenthe axesof rotation of the input andoutput shafts,whether
they are parallelor perpendicular,and, if they do not intersect,how far apart they
are. For the indexer, the minimal set of structural predicatesrelates the axes of
motion of the rack and lever, the componentsthat form the “external interface” of
thedevice. We know that theyareperpendicularand 10cmapart. This is represented
by the predicates(PERPENDICULAR 01 02) and (DISTANCE 01 02 10)
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2.4 Coverage

We empirically determinedthe appropriatenessof the languageby surveyingabout
2500 mechanismsfrom Artobolevsky’sfour-volumeMechanismsin Modern Engineer-
ing Design [1]. We chosethe encyclopediabecauseof its size, uniform format, and
comprehensiveness.It contains general-purpose,single-functionmechanisms,suchas

couplers, indexers,and dwells which constitute the functional componentsof larger,
specialized mechanisms,such as printing presses,mills, motion-picturecameras,and
cars.

Our surveydeterminedthat about35% of mechanismsarelinkages,22% arefixed-
axes,and9% are fixed-axesmechanismsconnectedby linkages. In addition, the I/O
behaviorof some linkagesand many complex mechanismsis a fixed-axesbehavior.
This clearly showsthat fixed-axesmechanismsconstitutean important category. In
addition, we found that 21% of mechanismshaveat least onespring, that 30% have
more than onedegreeof freedom,andthat 18% havevarying topology. More than
half of the fixed-axes mechanismshavemore than one operating state. Virtually
all mechanismshave at least one non-standardpart. This quantifies our claims on
coverage.For a detailson the survey,see[8, 11].

We selecteda dozen examplesfrom acrossthe four volumes and examined the
text accompanyingeach mechanism. We then reproducedthe English description
usingour language,andcomparedthe two. In all cases,we successfullymanagedto
describedthestatedbehaviorswithin our language.

3 Validation

To test the computationalvalidity of the proposedlanguage,we automatedan im-
portant componentof the design process: design validation. The designprocess
starts with a structuraland behavioral specificationof the desiredmechanismand
producesa mechanismthat exhibits the correct behaviors,abidesby the structural
constraints,anddoes not exhibit unwantedbehaviors.Typically, the designprocess
is incremental,wherebypossiblesolutionsaregeneratedandneedto bevalidated: the
proposedmechanismhas to be analyzedto determineits completeset of behaviors,
and validated to verify that thesetrue behaviorsmatchthe specifications. If they
don’t, modificationsare necessary.Validation alsodeterminesif the devicecontains

unexpectedor undesirablebehaviors,andsubmitstighter specificationsif necessary.
Validation tests the behaviors and structure of the mechanismagainst the de-

sired behaviorand structural constraints. Structural verification is done by directly

inferring the sizes, shapesandrelativepositions of objectsandaxesfrom the mecha-
nism description and comparing them with the structural predicates. Validating the
behavioral specifications requires matching the desired behaviors with the possible

behaviors. To verify that a mechanismexhibitsa specified behavior, we first analyze

the mechanism to obtain its region diagram describing its possible behaviors. We

then simulate the intendedinput motion through the region diagram,obtaining the
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true motions. Finally, we comparethe true motionswith the actualmotion sequence
specified in the desiredbehavior.

In previouswork, we describea program that computesmechanisms’region di-
agrams [8] and a program that computesactual mechanismmotions by simulation
[11]. We are currently implementinga program in CLP(R) that automatically tests
the behavioralspecificationswritten in our representationagainst theregiondiagram
of a completeddesign. We are using CLP(R) becauseit allows us to expressthe
behaviorseasily in predicateform and handleslinear constraints.Given hand-coded
or automaticallyderived regiondiagramsand intendedinput motionsstatements,it
derivesthe resulting actual motions for the mechanism.The programcurrently vali-
dates kinematic pairs with oneor two degreesof freedom,givena singleinput motion
andasingle initial position. Weareworking on incorporatingdynamicsandmultiple
pairs of objects.

4 Related work

Much recentwork hasfocusedon methodsandrepresentationsfor conceptualmecha-
nism design. A classicwork in linkagedesignis [4]. FreudensteinandMaki enumerate
the kinematicstructureof linkagesin orderto representtheir functionalpropertiesab-
stractly. Conceptualdesignis viewedasthe processof matchingfunctionalproperties
of the desiredmechanismto potentialstructures.The representationandprocedures
arespecific to linkagesobeyingspecific mobility requirements.

Finger, Hoover,and Rinderle [3, 5] usea graph grammarbasedon bond graphs
to representbehaviorparametricallylinked to geometrygraphto representstructure.
They proposea seriesof transformationsto achievethe desireddesign. Both Kota
[10] and Marshek [9] describea representationschemefor machinebehavior and a
set of behavior transformation rules for design synthesis. Our languagesharesmany

common featureswith theselanguages,but is more comprehensive:all three are
limited to single-state, fixed axis, fixed topology mechanisms.

Existing qualitative representationsare also not fully adequate. Faltings’ place
vocabulary[2] is a qualitativekinematicrepresentationwhich capturesonly oneaspect
of mechanismbehavior, as Joskowicz’ region diagrams

Sinceour primitive elementsare not transformation tasks, but motions themselves,

we can represent more behaviors; we can representdevices with more parts without

knowing what all the kinematic pairs are; we can representdynamics and motions
being blocked due to positions.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a new language for representing the behavior and structure
of fixed-axes mechanisms. The language is flexible enough to describe partially or
completelyspecifiedmechanismsand is expressiveenoughto capturesalientaspects
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of their kinematicsand dynamics.We claim that our languagecapturesdescriptions
of mechanismsat the right level of abstractionnecessaryfor design. We describe
behaviorin a way that allows us to representsubsetsof parts, subsetsof behaviors,
part positions that block other parts from moving, part motions that causeother
parts to move, and the simple dynamicsof a spring or gravity. By implementinga
validation module as part of a designsystem,we show the relationshipbetweenthe
behaviordescriptionsand the region diagram representationof the behaviorsof a
completelyspecifiedmechanism.

Our long term goal is an automateddesignsystemfor mechanismsconsistingof
fixed-axesand linkage subassemblies.Toward that end, we havedevelopeda lan-
guageto expressdesignspecificationsand are working on an implementationof the
validation componentof design. Futurework includesincorporatingthe analysisand
simulationsystemof [11] with theseresults.
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Abstract

We presentapracticalsimulationprogramfor rigid part mechanisms,such
as feeders,locks, andbrakes.The programperformsakinematicsimulationof
the behaviorproducedby part contactsand input motions along with a dy-
namicalsimulationof the behavior producedby gravity, springs,and friction.
It describesthe behaviorin acompact,symbolic format andwith a realistic,
three-dimensionalanimation. The program is more efficient and informative
than traditionalsimulators. It examinesroughly 1/6 as many degreesof free-
dom becausethe kinematicsmodule eliminates the blocked ones. It spends
little time on coffision detectionbecausethe kinematicsmodule precomputes
the configurationswhere parts collide, It covers more mechanismsthan do
previousmodel-basedsimulators,generatesfuller behavioraldescriptions,and
exploits kinematicsmore fully. It usesa simple model of dynamicsthat cap-
turesthe steady-stateeffect of forceswithout the conceptualandcomputational

cost of dynamical simulation. We demonstratethat our simulation algorithm

capturesthe workingsof mostmechanismsby surveying2500 mechanismsfrom
an engineeringencyclopedia.
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1 Introduction

This paperpresentsresearchin automating the analysis of rigid part mechanisms, such
as feeders,locks, and brakes. In previouswork, we developeda kinematic analysis
programthat takesageometricdescriptionof the partsof amechanismandgenerates
a symbolic descriptionof the spaceof behaviorsfor all possibleinput motions. We
now describeaprogramthat simulatestheactual behaviorof amechanismfor agiven
input motion. The program simulatesthe effects of part contacts, input motions,

and internal forces, such as gravity and friction. It generatesa compact, symbolic

behavioral description and a realistic, three-dimensionalanimation. The simulation

algorithm covers most mechanismsin an engineeringencyclopedia, including ones

with complexpart shapes,varying part contacts,and multiple input motions.

Traditional mechanismsimulators,such as ADAIVIS, derive the Newton-Euleror
the Lagrangeequationsof motion, a mixture of algebraicanddifferential equations,
and numerically integratethem for a given initial condition [4]. They always con-
sider six degreesof freedom per part, which yields complicatedequationsin many
variables. The usermust infer the qualitative workings of the mechanismfrom the
detailednumericaloutput. Somesimulatorsassumethat all contactsare permanent,

hencethat the equationsare fixed and independentof the shapesof the parts (as in
linkages). Others perform an expensivepart collision test at eachintegration step
and reformulatethe equationsafter eachcontactchange.

Recentmodel-basedsimulatorsaddresssomeof theselimitations by incorporating
symbolic kinematicanalysisinto dynamicalsimulatorsand by producingbehavioral
summaries[2, 3, 5]. However, they imposerestrictionson the part geometryand
mechanismstructure,havelimited interpretationcapabilities,and tendto be fragile
and inefficient.

Our researchadvancesthe stateof the art in mechanismsimulationby exploiting
knowledgeabout the structureand function of mechanisms.The ways that mech-
anismsare designedconstrainthe shapes,motions, and interactionsof their parts.
We identify constraintsthat cover mostmechanism,yet allow efficient analysis. The
programhandlesfeasible mechanisms:linkages, fixed-axesassemblies,or fixed-axes
subassembliesconnectedby linkages.Linkagesareone-dimensionalrodspermanently
connectedby standardjoints. Fixed-axesassembliesconsist of 2.5D parts that move
alongfixed spatialaxes.The programusesasimplemodel of dynamicsthat captures
the steady-stateeffect of forces without the conceptualand computationalcost of
dynamicalsimulation.

Our programcoversmoremechanismsthan do previousmodel-basedsimulators,
generatesfuller behavioral descriptions,and exploits kinematicsmore fully. It is
more efficient than traditional simulators. It examines roughly 1/6 as many degrees

of freedombecausethe kinematicsmodule eliminatesthe blocked ones. It spends
little time on collision detection becausethe kinematics module precomputesthe
configurationswherepartscollide. It generatessymbolicoutput as well as numerical
simulations. It complementsour previousprogram: it is fast andspecific, whereas
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that program is slowerand comprehensive.
The program derives the behaviorof a mechanismby kinematic simulationwith

simple dynamics. Kinematic simulation infers the effect of input motions on the
motion of the parts of the mechanism,using the physical principle that two rigid
objects cannot be in the sameplace at the sametime. Simple dynamicsmodels
forces and friction. A force acts on a part along a translationalaxis or around a
rotational axis, imparting a constantlinear or angularvelocity. The velocity drops
to zerowhen the force stops acting; there is no inertia. Collisions amongparts are
inelastic. Friction constrainsparts that touch along asticky faceto move in tandem
along axesparallelto that face.

Simpledynamicsis aqualitativetheoryof steady-statemotion thatabstractsaway
transientacceleration.Applying a constantforce to an object actually acceleratesit
to a terminal velocity at which friction balancesthat force, but simple dynamics
assumesthat it reachesterminal velocity instantaneously.Ignoring transientsmakes
simpledynamicssimpleandefficient, but sacrificesthepredictivepowerof Newtonian
mechanics. It suffices for mechanismsthat rely on forces to push parts in certain
directions. It cannothandlemechanismsin which delicatebalancesof forces,transient
behavior,or time varyingforcesplay amajor role. The tradeoffis worthwhilebecause
simple dynamicsadequatelycoversmostmechanisms.

We formalizekinematic simulationwithin the configuration space(CS) represen-
tation of mechanicalengineering. Intuitively, the CS of a mechanismis the space
of non-overlappingconfigurationsof its parts. It partitions into regions of uniform
part contactsseparatedby boundarieswhere part contactschange,called a region
diagram. Eachregion is specifiedby equalityand inequality constraintsthat express
part contacts. The regions define the operating modes of the mechanism. Mode
transitionsoccur whenthe configuration shifts betweenadjacentregions. Each path
through CS definesapossiblebehaviorof the mechanism.The regionsthat the path
goesthrough provide a symbolic description of the behavior.

The kinematicsimulation programtracesthe path that the mechanismtraverses
under agiven input motion. It startsfrom theregion that containsthe initial mecha-
nism configuration,constructsthe segmentof the path lying in that region, finds the
next region that the pathenters,andrepeatsthe process.It constructsthe segments
by propagatingthe input motion through the constraintsimposedby the part con~~
tacts within the regions. The simulationendswhen the mechanismblocks or after a
user-specifiedtime allotment.

We implementsimple dynamicsforcesas externalmotionsakin to input motions,
but actinginfinitely faster. The differencein time scalecapturesthe role of forcesin
mostmechanisms.Gravity quickly dropsunsupportedobjectsontothe objectsbelow.
A spring quickly pushesa mobile object againsta fixed object then maintainsthe
contact. We assumethat at most oneexternalmotion actson a part at any time. If
an input motion andan external motion both act on apart, the input motion occurs.
We implement friction as constraintsakin to kinematic constraints.

Figure 1 shows the relationshipbetweenthe kinematic simulation program and
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Figure 1: Mechanismanalysisflowchart.

our previouskinematicanalysisprogram[6]. The inputsto bothprogramsincludethe
structureand initial configuration of a mechanism.The programssharea modeling
module,which decomposesthe mechanisminto subassembliesandfinds their degrees
of freedom,and a subassemblyanalysismodule,which constructsthe subassembly
region diagrams. The kinematic analysisprogram constructsthe mechanismregion
diagramfrom the subassemblydiagramsandthe initial configuration. The kinematic
simulationprogramtakesan input motion, internal forces, andtime allotmentas ad-
ditional inputsandgeneratesa symbolicdescriptionandan animationof the ensuing
behavior.

2 Kinematic simulation of a feeder

We illustrate the kinematic simulation program on a mechanismthat feeds blocks
from astackontoa processingtable (Figure 2). The input motion rotatesthe driver
shaft, which movesthe link, which slides the piston left and right. Each time the
piston slides left, oneblock drops onto the table dueto gravity. Each time it slides
right, it pushesthe bottom block onto the table.

The programinputsarethe part specificationsandinitial configurations,thegrav-
itational forceson the blocks,andthemotion “driver rotatescounterclockwise”.Each
part is specifiedby its shape,coordinates,andmotion type: fixed, fixed-axes,or link-
age. Fixed-axespartsmovealong fixed spatial axes,whereaslinkage partsneednot.
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Figure 2: Configurationsfrom a simulation of the feedermechanism.
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segment1:
(driving-motion (driver cd))

(drives (driver cd) ((piston xp)))
(driver rotates(cd 0 2.1268))
(piston translates (xp 10 5))
(blocki stationary (xbl 12) (ybi 1))
(block2 stationary (xb2 12) (yb2 3))
(block3 stationary (xb3 12) (yb3 5))

segment2:
(driving-motion (block3 yb3))
(drives (block3 yb3)

((blocki ybl) (block2 yb2)))
(driver stationary(cd 2.1268))
(piston stationary (xp 5))
(blocki translates(ybi 1 -1) (xbl 12))
(block2 translates(yb2 3 1) (xb2 12))
(block3 translates(yb3 5 3) (xb3 12))

segment 3:
(driving-motion (driver cd))
(drives (driver cd) ((piston xp)))
(driver rotates(cd 2.1268 3.1416))
(piston translates(xp 5 4))

(blocki stationary(xbl 12) (ybi -1))
(block2 stationary (xb2 12) (yb2 1))
(block3 stationary (xb3 12) (yb3 3))

segment4:
(driving-motion (driver cd))
(drives (driver cd) ((piston xp)))
(driver rotates(cd -3.1416-2.1268))
(piston translates(xp 4 5))
(blocki stationary (xbl 12) (ybi -1))
(block2 stationary (xb2 12) (yb2 1))
(block3 stationary(xb3 12) (yb3 3))

segment 5:

(driving-motion (driver cd))
(drives (driver cd) ((pistonxp)))
(drives (piston xp) ((blocki xbl)))
(driver rotates(cd -2.1268-0.7227))
(piston translates(xp 5 9))
(blockl translates(xbl 12 16) (ybi -1))
(block2 stationary (xb2 12) (yb2 1))
(block3 stationary(xb3 12) (yb3 3))

segment6:
(driving-motion (driver cd))
(drives (driver cd) ((pistonxp)))
(drives (pistonxp) ((blockl xbl)))
(driver rotates(cd -0.72270))
(piston translates(xp 9 10))
(blocki translates(xbl 16 17) (ybi -1))
(block2 stationary(xb2 12) (yb2 1))
(block3 stationary (xb3 12) (yb3 3))

Figure 3: Symbolic description of the feeder simulation.
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The fixed parts form the frame, the fixed-axesparts form fixed-axessubassemblies,
and the linkage parts along with the connectedfixed-axesparts form linkages. In

the feeder,the driver mounting, magazine,and processingtable form the frame, the
driver, link, pins, andpistonform a linkage,andthe frame, driver, piston,andblocks
form a fixed-axessubassembly.

The modelingmodule finds the axesof motion of the fixed-axesparts,decomposes
the fixed-axessubassembliesinto pairsof interactingparts,andfinds their degreesof
freedom. For example,it finds that the magazineallows the blocks to move up and
down,but preventsthemfrom moving left andright or from rotating. The subassem-
bly analysismoduleconstructsthe regiondiagramsof the linkagesandthe interacting
pairs. For example, it determinesthat rotating the driver slides the piston left and
right, andthat the piston supportsthe bottom block in the initial configuration.

The simulatorderivesthe CS path that the mechanismtraverses.Figure2 shows
oneconfiguration from eachof thefirst six segmentsin the path,which representthe
first cycleof thefeeder. Segment1 lies in the initial region. The contactbetweenthe
piston and the bottom of block 1 preventsthe blocks from dropping. The program
constructsa path segmentin which the driver rotates, the link moves, the piston
retracts,andthe other partsdo not move. The segmentendswhen the piston moves
out from under block 1, causinga contactchange. In segment2, gravity causesthe
blocks to drop onto the table. In segment3, the driver movesthe piston left. In
segment4, the driver movesthe piston right until it touchesblock 1. In segment5,
the contactbetweenthe piston andthe sideof block 1 enablesthepiston to push the
block to the right. In segment6, block 1 breakscontactwith block 2 andcontinues
right. The cycle repeatsuntil the magazineempties.

Figure 3 shows the symbolic descriptionsof the six segmentsof the CS path.
Each descriptionspecifiesthe driving motion, how the driving motion propagates,
and how the parts move. The motion description of a part specifiesit name, its
motion type, andthe initial and final values of its mobilecoordinates. The motion
types are stationary, translates,and rotates. In segment 1, the Cd coordinateof the
driver drives the ~ coordinate of the piston. The driver rotates from Cd = 0 to
Cd = 2.1268,the piston translatesfrom x~= 10 to x~= 5, and so on.

3 Implementation

Figure 4 showsthe programorganization.We focus on the simulationmodule in this
paper, leaving the other modulesto our longer paper [7]. The inputs are the region

diagramsof thelinkagesandthefixed-axespairs, theinitial configuration,the internal
forces,a sequenceof input motions, and a time allotment, The output is a symbolic
description of the motion path, a region diagram, and a sequenceof closely spaced

configurations, which the animationmodule outputsto a graphicsworkstation.
A motion is specified as a coordinate,a velocity, anda samplingrate. The path

generatedby a motion (x, v, .s) within a region is constrainedby the part contacts
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Input: mechanismstructure,initial configuration, input motions,and time allotment

1. modeling

2. subassemblyanalysis

3. kinematic simulation with simpledynamics

(a) apply internal motions

(b) apply next input motion

(c) if blocked, switch to next input motion

(d) if time and input motions remain, go to step (a)

4. animation

Output: CS path, animation, and region diagram

Figure 4: Kinematic simulation with simpledynamics.

within the region, which are representedas equalitiesand inequalitiesamongthe
part coordinates. The motion explicitly specifiesx as a linear function of time x(t) =

xo + vi. The constraints determinecertain coordinatesas functions of x, henceof I.

If thesecoordinates include the input of a linkage, then the linkage determinesits

other coordinatesas a function of x. (The programhandlesone degreeof freedom,

nonredundantlinkages.) The constraints may then determineadditional coordinates
as functions of the linkage output, henceas functions of x, and so on. The motion
leavesthe other coordinatesconstant. It ends at the maximumI that satisfiesthe
constraints,at which timesomeparametercrossesthe regionboundary. The program
traces the CS path by augmentingthe region constraintswith the constraint x =

xo + vi, calculating t
max, solving the constraints for the coordinates as functions

of I then substituting the values 0, s,2s,. . . , t
max for t. The program derives the

symbolic descriptionof the path segmentfrom the input motion and the coordinate

dependencies.
In segment1 of the feederanimation (Figure 3), the input motion (Cd, 1, 1/4)

drives the mechanism.The linkage determinesthe linkagecoordinates,including the
output x~,as functions of Cd. The constraintsdetermineno further coordinatesas
functions of x~. The program sets Xb~and y~,j (i = 1,2,3) to their initial values,
indicating that the piston does not move the blocks. In segment 2, gravity drives
the mechanism,taking precedenceover the driver. The constraintsdeterminethe y
coordinatesof the blocks and leave the other parts fixed. In segment5, the driver

drives the mechanism.The regionconstraintsdeterminex51 as afunction of x~,hence

of Cd, becauseof the contactconstraintbetweenblock 1 and the piston.

The programincrementallygeneratesthe regions that the motion path enters. It
starts with an empty region diagram. It retrieves the regionsin the current diagram
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and returns those that contain the current configuration. A configuration lies in
a region if it satisfies the constraintsthat define the region. If no current region
containsthe configuration, the programconstructsthe containingregions,addsthem
to the region diagram,andreturnsthem. It maintainsthe regionsin ahashtablefor
essentiallylinear time access.

Given an input configuration outside the current region diagram,the program
constructsthe containingregionsby composingthe constraintsimposedby the fixed-
axessubassemblyand by the linkages. It retrievesthecontainingregionsin the region
diagramof eachpair of fixed-axesparts. This processnormally yields oneregion per
diagram,but yields two regionsin diagramswherethe configuration lies on a region
boundary. Eachchoiceof onecontainingregion per pairwisediagramdefinesapoten-
tial region in the fixed-axessubassemblydiagram. Intersectingthe componentsof a
potential regionyields the collectivekinematicconstraintsimposedby the fixed-axes
parts. The potential region definesan actual region if the intersectionis nonempty.

After findingor constructingthefixed-axesregionfor aconfiguration, theprogram
composesit with the linkage region diagrams. Eachlinkage propagatesconstraints
betweenits input andoutput coordinates.Supposethat a linkage hasinput x, output
y, and input/output function y = f(s) andthat the fixed-axesconstraintsrestrict
x and y to intervals [xe, 5,,] and [yi, Yu]. The linkage further restricts y to the set
f([xi,x,1]) and x to the set f’([yi,y~]). The program calculatesthe linkage con-
straintsfrom the linkageregiondiagram,which encodesthe input/output function in
a table.

The programusesasubsetof the BOUNDERinequality prover [8] to reasonabout
the linear inequality constraintsthat define the contact regions of the fixed-axes
subassembly.It usesthe constraintmanagerfor threetasks: (1) to test if apotential
region definesan actual region, that is if the constraintsin the potentialregion have
a solution; (2) to derive the bounds on a variable implied by a constraint set; and (3)
to test if the contactswithin a region determinea coordinatey as a function of x,
that is if the upper and lower boundsof y in termsof x coincide.

4 Evaluation

The feederexampleshowsthat kinematicsimulation with simple dynamicsvividly
andefficiently capturestheworkingsof a realisticmechanism.The programgenerates
a CS path containing 90 configurationsand aregion diagramcontaining 16 regions.
It runs in 10 minuteson aDEC workstationandanimatestheresulting 90 snapshots
in real time on an IRIS workstation. The programconstructs9 region diagramsfor
pairs of fixed-axesparts: 3 block/blockdiagramswith 6 regionsapiece,3 piston/block
diagramswith 6 regionsapiece,and3 block/framediagramswith 2 regionsapiece. It

constructsa single linkage region diagramcontaining301 configurations. Thesepair-
wise regionsyield 373,248potential regionsfor the overall mechanism.The program
examines48 of thesepotential regions (0.01%) in tracing the CS path, whereasour
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previousprogramexamines2115potential regions(0.5%) in constructingthe full 217
region diagram. Thus,simulating the feederis 50 timesless work thanconstructing
its full region diagram.

Wehavetestedour program on a dozenrealistic examples,including the feeder,
a transmission,a rim lock, and a shoe brake. Each exampleillustrates different
aspectsof kinematicsimulationwith simpledynamics.The feederhasmanymoving
parts, containsa linkage, andusesgravity. The transmissionhascomplexpart shapes
and interactions. The rim lock hasmany regionsin its region diagramandcontains
a spring that opposesthe input motion. The shoe brake has simultaneousinput
motions, springs, and friction. They all have varying contacts,multiple operating
regions, high-dimensionalCSs,andmultiple degreesof freedom. All simulationsrun
in under 10 minutesandexplorea very small fraction of the CS.

We surveyedover 2500mechanismsin Artobolevsky’sfour-volumeMechanismsin
ModernEngineeringDesign [1] to determinethe percentageof practicalmechanisms
coveredby kinematic simulation with simple dynamics amid to identify significant
exceptions. We found that 59% of the mechanismsare feasible mechanisms,that
79% arecoveredby simple dynamics,andthat 48% are both feasibleandcoveredby
simpledynamics.The details appearin our longer paper [7].

We examinedthe accompanyingtext descriptionsto determineif simpledynamics
capturesthe workings of the mechanism.The descriptionsfocus on the aspectsof
the mechanismsrelevantto their function andabstractawayother aspects.We deem
that simple dynamicscoversa mechanismif it matchesthe text descriptionof the
forces and frictions. For example,the text describesthe workings of the feederas
follows. (We havechangedthe part namesto ours for clarity.)

Workpiecesdrop from the magazineonto the processingtable. A mecha-
nism which is not shown periodically rotatesthe driver throughonecom-
pleterevolution,beginning from its extremeleft-handposition. Rotating
about a fixed axis, the driver, by meansof the connectinglink, recip-
rocates the piston which ejects the bottom workpieceinto a chute not
shown. When the driver returns to its extremeleft-hand position, the
next workpiecedropsonto the processingtable (Vol 2. p. 592).

This descriptioncapturesthe function of the feederwithout specifyingthe rate at
which the blocks drop, the effect of friction, or the transientaccelerations.It shows
that the simulationin Figure2 and its symbolicdescriptionin Figure3 appropriately
capturethe workings of thefeeder.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a practical simulationprogramfor rigid part mechanisms.The
simulation captures the kinematic constraints imposed by part contacts and input
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motions along with the dynamicalconstraintsimposedby gravity, springs,andfric-
tion. The program representsthe kinematicsas a partition of the mechanismCS
into regionsof uniform motion. It generatesthe simulation by tracing the CS path
that the mechanismtraversesunder the input motions anddynamicalconstraints.It

producesasymbolicdescriptionanda three-dimensionalanimationof thesimulation.
Our simulation algorithm is limited by the types of mechanismsit can analyze

andby the dynamicalphenomenait can model. In apreviouspaper [6], we describe
methodsfor extendingthe kinematiccoveragefrom 59% to about90% while maintain-
ing reasonableprogram complexity and computationalefficiency. Theseextensions
would raisethe overallcoveragefrom 48% to about72%, sincesimpledynamicscovers
80% of the mechanisms.Extensionsto simpledynamicsincludeimproving modeling,
steady-statedynamics,and full dynamicalsimulation. Improving modeling invests
increasedmodelingeffort for easeof analysis. An exampleis replacing2D springs
by 1D springswherepossible. Steady-stateanalysisabstractsaway transientaccel-
eration and vibration, but derives the precisesteady-stateeffect of forces, masses,
momentsof inertia, andfriction. It sufficesfor friction mechanisms,mechanismswith
competingforces or inertia such as governorsandtripping mechanisms,and brakes.
Full dynamicalanalysisis necessaryfor correctly simulatingmechanismsnot covered
by simple dynamicsand for accuratelysimulating coveredmechanisms.An exam-
ple of such mechanismis a clock escapement,since the precisetransient behavior
determinesthe exact interval betweenclock ticks.

Kinematicsimulationswith simpledynamicssetsthe stagefor full dynamicaianal-
ysis. Modeling identifies the relevant CS coordinatesand possiblepart interactions.
We can formulatethe full dynamicalequationsin CS coordinatesinstead of in part
coordinates,reducingby a factor of six thenumberof equationsandmaking themless
stiff. Subassemblyanalysisandsimulationcomputepart interactionsandcoordinate
dependencies.We neednot test for part collisions at eachintegration stepbecause
the regiondiagramspecifiesthe configurationswherepartscollide. The simulatorcan
find the initial region, integratethe equationswithin the region bounds,thenshift
to the next region. This procedureshouldcombinethe robustnessandefficiency of
kinematicsimulation with the accuracyof traditional simulation.

We believeour researchservesthe larger goalof automatingmany aspectsof me-
chanical engineering,including design, validation, and cataloging. Engineerswork
with concisedescriptionsof mechanismsthat specifyonly the informationrelevantto
theintendedbehavior. A typical descriptionconsistsof ablueprintof the mechanism
geometryandof an English explanationof the relevantdynamics. Engineeringpro-
gramsshould generateand understandthesedescriptionsin order to communicate
with usersand with engineeringdatabases.We demonstratethat the symbolicout-
put of our programmatchesthesedescriptionsfor a large classof mechanisms.We
hypothesize that the descriptions set the stage for more detailed analysis and provide
acomputationalbasisfor otherengineeringtasks,suchas designingmechanismsthat
achievespecifiedfunctions.
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Appendix: more examples

Shoebrake: brakingsequenceof ashoebrake. The brakeconsistsof a hollow drum
rotating aroundits center,two spring-loadedshoesmountedat their edgesto a fixed
pin, andan activatinglever. In the initial (left) configuration, the drum rotatesfreely
andthe cam is rotatedclockwise. As the lever is turned, it pushesopen the shoes.
When the shoes touch the internal surface of the drum, friction makes the drum stop

rotating.
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Rim lock: unlocking sequenceof a rim lock. The lock consistsof a frame, a key, a
rim, a latch, and a spring (not shown) that pushesthe latch against the rim. The
top left snapshotshowsaback view of the initial locked configuration. The following
snapshotsshow a front view of an unlocking sequence.In the initial configuration,

the latch blocks the horizontal motion of the rim, thus barring unauthorizedentry.
As the key rotatescounterclockwise,it raises the latch (counteringthe effect of the
spring), disengagesthe rim, andpushesthe rim back. When the key breakscontact
with the latch, the spring pushesthe latch againstthe rim, causingthe latch to follow

the contourof the rim. Rotating the key clockwise(not shown) pushesthe rim out,
which locks the door.
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feeder transmission rim lock shoebrake

movingparts
part faces
linkages
CS dimension

8
77

1
17

8
446
0
9

3
80
0
4

4
60
0
4

dynamics
input motions

gravity
1

none
1

spring
1

friction andsprings
2

mechanismDOF
potential regions
exploredregions
nonemptyregions
traversedregions

4
373,248

2115
217
48

2
31,360,000

49
13
2

4
2352
337
79
22

2

64
16
16
1

quadrangles
snapshots
runtime (secs.)

1168
88
487

3626
32
2

217
87
49

8350

6
12

Summaryof the analysesof four mechanisms‘~. The first four rows characterize
the structure of each mechanism: the number of moving parts; the number of part
faces, which measuresgeometriccomplexity; the numberof linkages; and the CS
dimension, which equals the number of potential degreesof freedom, The next two
rows describethe forces and the input motions. The next five rows describethe region
diagram of the mechanism: the maximal region dimension, which equals the actual
degreesof freedom; the number of potential regions,which equals the product of the
numberof reachableregions in the pairwiseregion diagrams;the numberof regions
explored; the number of nonempty regions, which represent realizable configurations;
and the number of regions traversed during kinematic simulation. The last three
rows are the numberof quadranglesin the linearization,which measuresgraphical
complexity; the number of snapshotsin the animation; and the time required to
producethe kinematicsimulation andthe animation.

* a color videotapeof theseanimationsis available in VHSformat
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Abstract

Building a large-scaleknowledgebaseof engineeringcommonsenseis in-

dispensablefor the developmentof intelligent CAD systems.At The Uni-

versity of Tokyo, we have starteda project to build a knowledgebaseof

physicalfeaturesin the domainof mechanicaldesign. A physicalfeatureis a

qualitativerepresentationof aphysicalphenomenonandrelatedattributes.

Thephysicalfeaturedatabaseis intendedto be usedfor model building, au-

tomaticmodel generation,consistencymanagement,andqualitativebehav-

ioral reasoning.This paperpresentsthe knowledgerepresentationscheme

for the physical feature database,the current stateof development,and

future researchdirections.
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1 Introduction

Developing intelligent CAD systemsis crucial within a future computerintegrated

manufacturingenvironment.There are alreadya considerablenumberof results,and

most of them put an emphasison the use of Al techniquesto incorporatedomain

knowledge and intelligence that are missing from conventionalCAD. Despite these

efforts, thereseemsto exist no suchtruly intelligent CAD. Oneof the most persuasive

explanationsis that designknowledgeis too huge and complexto be organizedand

dealt with by existingknowledgerepresentationtechniques.

To construct intelligent systems,the approachof large-scaleknowledgebasesis

consideredhelpful. The Cyc Project [10] conductedat MCC and How Things Work

Project [4] at Stanford University are its examples. Theseprojectsaim at building

powerful Al systemsby collecting a largenumberof knowledgechunksfrom common

senseknowledgeto domain specificknowledge,and by providing mechanismsfor reusing

and sharing the collectedknowledge [13]. Intelligent CAD systemsrequire such a large

knowledge base containing design knowledge. At The University of Tokyo, we have

startedaproject to build a large-scaledatabaseof physicalfeatures.A physicalfeature

is a qualitative representation of physical phenomena and related attributes. The

physicalfeaturedatabaseis intendedto be usedfor model building, modelgeneration,

model integration, andmodel-basedreasoningin intelligent CAD.

In therestof this paper,we presentthefundamentalideafor dealingwith designob-

ject modelsandthe knowledgerepresentationschemefor the physicalfeaturedatabase.

It also discussesthe current state of developmentand future directions of research.

Chapter2 illustrates the use of the physical feature databasefor integrateddesign

object modeling in intelligent CAD. Chapter3 presentsthe representationschemefor

the physicalfeaturedatabase.Chapter4 discussesthe currentstateof implementation

andfuture researchdirections, andChapter5 concludesthis paper.

2 Integrated Design Object Representation

2 1 The metamodel mechanism

A design object can be modeled in respect of various aspectssuch as geometry,

kinematics,dynamics,materials,andassembly.Within one aspectthereare abstrac-

tion levels of representationvarying from purely qualitative to completelyquantitative

dependingon the purposeof modeling. And representationsof aspectmodelsbase



central model

aspectmodels
(qualitative)

aspectmodel
(quantitative)

on various ontologies. The designerchoosesa suitable representationin accordance

with a needthat arisein adesignprocess.In a conventionalmechanicalCAD system,

however,modelsfor analysisare centralizedin ageometricmodel in an ad hoc manner.

They are generatedfrom a geometricmodel by putting additional information about

conditionsfor analyses.It preventsasystemfrom representingpropertiesthat do not

matchthe datastructureof a geometricmodel.

Intelligent CAD is expected to integrate design object models varying over as-

pects, abstractionlevels, and ontologies. We proposedthe metamodelmechanismas a

framework of designobject representationin intelligent CAD [9]. The key ideaof the

metamodelmechanismis the useof aqualitative centralmodel called ametamodelto

representrelationshipsamongaspectmodels. Data in aspectmodelsare symbolically

representedtheir meaningsby uniformly definedconcepts,anda metamodelrepresents

dependenciesamongthe concepts~. Figure 1 depictsa metamodelandaspectmodels

in the metamodelmechanism.If an aspectmodel is modified, the changeis reported

to the metamodelmechanism,which is then usedto qualitatively reasonout the new

behaviorof the designobject andupdaterelatedaspectmodels. If avalueof aquanti-

tative aspectmodelis changed,the changeis propagatedto the relevantaspectmodels

‘Metarnodel is used twofold: the metarnodelmechanismdenotesthe framework of design object

modeling. whereasa metarnodelis aqualitative model of dependencyamongaspectmodels.

Figure 1: Integrationof aspectmodelsby ametamodel
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through the dependencynetworkof the metamodel.

A metamodelcanbe regardedasa mentalmodel [7] of the designobject. Although

the designerevaluatesthe designobject concerningone of the aspectsat a time, he

must alwaystake their dependencyinto consideration.This can be achievedby using

knowledgeaboutdependencyamongattributesandphysicalphenomenaobjects,which

arenot necessarilymathematicallystrict equationsbut naiveknowledge.A metamodel

qualitatively modelsconceptualrelationshipsamongpropertiesrepresentedby aspect

models. In this sense,it representsa designer’smentalmodel of the designobject.

2.2 Physicalfeatures

In order to achievemodel integrationby the metamodelmechanism,intelligent CAD

musthaveaknowledgebasewith which behaviorsof the designobject is reasonedout.

In qualitativephysics,variousreasoningtechniquesthat canbeusedfor themetamodel

mechanismhave been developed. On the other hand, it is not well understoodhow to

build a knowledgebasecontaining a large amount of conceptsabout physical phenom-

ena that appear in engineering design. Thus, the aim of the research is to explore a

methodology for building a large-scaleknowledge basefor design. We call a piece of

knowledgeof the databasea physicalfeature [15]. A physical feature is a representation

of a physicalphenomenonand relatedattributes. For instance, a wedgephysical feature

representsmagnification of a force with a wedge-shapedobject. Figure 2 illustrates

examplesof physical features.

The physicalfeaturedatabaseplaystwo rolesin intelligent CAD. Firstly, it provides

the designerwith a library of physicalphenomenato build a qualitative behavioral

model in conceptualdesign. The designermodelsthe desiredbehaviorof the design

object using physical features as building blocks. We call the qualitative model a

primary model. Secondly,it providesthe metamodelmechanismwith knowledgefor

handlingaspectmodels. From aprimary model built by the designer,the metamodel

mechanismgeneratesa metamodel.In generatingametamodel,prerequisitesfor each

physicalfeaturearecheckedagainsttheprimarymodelto deriveall instancesof physical

featuresthat may arisein the designobject. Thusametamodelincludesall potentially

possiblephysicalphenomena.The metamodelis usedto generatequalitative aspect

modelsby selectingphysical phenomenarelevant to the aspectsof modeling. In an

aspectmodel, statetransitionsare derivedby envisioningtechniques.
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Figure 2: Physicalfeatures

3 The Physical Feature Database

3.1 The framework

As the basis of modelingthe physicalworld, we employ the framework of Qualitative

ProcessTheory (QPT) [3]. In QPT, therearethreecategories,i.e., individuals, views,

andprocesses.Insteadof individuals of QPT, we useobjects that have structures,

attributes,and internalstates.We useviews in the samesensein QPT. A view is an

abstractionof an object or acollection of objects from a specificviewpoint. It defines

quantitiesfor describingqualitative statesof the objects. Through a set of views, the

designobject is modeledas an aspectmodel. In QPT, a preconditionof a view is a

condition determinedby the externalscopeof the aspectthe view belongsto, andthe

meaningof the preconditionis not definedwithin the aspect. Insteadof preconditions,

we use relations to representrelationshipsamongobjects,so the meaningsof them

are hierarchically defined in the physical feature database. A physical feature is

representedby an extendedschemefor processes.Processesof QPT influenceonly on

quantities,whereasphysical featurescan influenceon internalstatesandexistencesof

objects.

The physicalfeaturedatabaseis implementedin Smalltalk. As the physicalfeature

magnetic force pulley heat exchange

gear pair
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databaseincorporatesnew kinds of knowledge,its ontology for knowledgerepresenta-

tion needsto be extended.For instance,if we adoptan ontology such that an existing

object never disappears (which is an appropriateassumptionin dynamics),we may

confront a difficulty in representingphenomenalike evaporation. It meanswe must

adoptanextendibledatabasescheme.Sincetheadvantageof incrementalprogramming

of object-orientedlanguagesservesfor this purpose,we useSmalltalk to implementthe

physical feature database.

3.2 Objects

Objectsare organizedin an abstract-concretehierarchy. The hierarchyhas multiple

abstract-concrete relationships, so that objects can be categorizedin more than one

ways. Objecthastwo types, i.e., entity andstuff. An entity hasmassand a boundary,

such as a gear, a spring, a bolt, a bearing, and a shaft. Stuff is material of which

an entity is made, such as water, oil, metal, and plastics. An entity has parts and

structure as attributes. Parts are elementsof which the entity consists,and structure

representshow the partsare combined. Entities can haveinternal states,such as on

or off for a switch.

In addition to inheritance,delegation [11] givesan object properties of other objects.

In designingwith physical features, delegation is used to combineexisting objectsinto

a new objects. The new object is treated as subclassesof the delegating objects. For

instance,onecan makeabox to be delegatedby anelectric-conductor,sothat the box

can becomean electric path. The properties of adelegatedobject is aunion of those

of theoriginal objects,andan abstractproperty is eliminatedby a concrete property.

Thus, by making componentsdelegatetheir subclasses,the designercan refine the

structural model of the designobject.

3.3 Views

A view represents how an object can be modeled at an abstractlevel. A view creates

quantitiesrelevant to the viewpoint of abstraction. For instance, an electric coil is

modeledwith a conductorview, which createsa conductivity for the conductor. A

view hasconditions for quantitiesto be satisfiedwhen it is used. For instance,water

can be modeled by a solid view when its temperature is below freezing point. When

its temperatureis abovefreezing point, it is modeledby a liquid view or a gasview.

The generalschemeof views hasthe slots below;



• nameof the view,

• abstract views,

• prerequisites for objects and other views,

• prerequisites for relations among objects,

• prerequisites for quantities,

• quantitiescreatedby the view, and

• functional relationsbetweenquantities.

Context-dependentBehaviors(CDBs) proposedby Nayak andJoskowicz[12] also

providerepresentationsof deviceson specific aspects.CDBsare automaticallyselected

to generatean appropriatemodel for explainingthe given question. In themetamodel

mechanism,on theotherhand,anaspectis definedby acollectionof viewsandphysical

features,andan aspectmodelis generatedby selectingthe viewsandphysicalfeatures

relevantto the aspect.

3.4 Physical features

A physicalfeatureis describedby the slots below;

• nameof the physical feature,

• abstractphysicalfeatures,

• prerequisitesfor views andother physicalfeatures,

• prerequisitesfor relationsamongobjects,

• prerequisitesfor relationsamongphysical features,

• prerequisitesfor quantities,

• quantitiescreatedby the physicalfeature,

• functional relationsbetweenquantities,and

• influenceson quantities.

A prerequisiteconditionfor relationsamongphysicalfeaturesis usedto avoidcorre-

lating irrelevant physicalfeatures.For instance,as illustrated in Figure 3, the physical

featureamplification must not be instantiatedby assumingan interactionbetweenthe

emitter current of the left transistorand the basecurrent of the right. This can be

avoidedby usinga prerequisitecondition for the emitter current andthe basecurrent

of a physical featureto be of the sametransistor.

Additional slots can beused to extend the generalschemefor physical featuresso

that influenceson statesof objectscan be described.They include;
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Figure 3: An amplification physical feature

• influenceson objects to changetheir states,

• influencesto generatenew objects,and

• influences to make objects disappear.

3.5 Relations

A relation representsrelationships among objects such as on, above, below, support,

and connection. A relation has assertions which are added to the world when it is

instantiated. For instance, a connection betweenentities A and B asserts

connection(A,B), connection(B,A).

Relationsare hierarchically defined, andan abstractrelation is implied by a specific

relation. For example, if electric-connectionis a subclassof connection,an electric-

connectionbetweenA andB also implies a connectionbetweenthem.

Figure 4 summarizes the conceptual hierarchy in the physical feature database.

4 Building the Physical FeatureDatabase

4.1 Preliminary research

Wehavestartedaproject to build a large-scalephysicalfeaturedatabaseof engineering

knowledge. Hayesroughly estimatedthe numberof tokensof humanknowledgeabout

the physical world as approximately i0~to iO~[5]. The Cyc project sets its goal at

collecting entries of the order of 106 [10]. We believe at least about ten thousand

base
current
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Figure 4: Hierarchy in the physical feature database

objects, views, relations, and physical features are necessary to evaluate the usefulness

of the database.

In the preliminary research, we chose the domains of kinematics, robotics, and

classical physics as the knowledge sources, (i) because knowledge in these domains was

essential for mechanical engineering, (ii) because domain theories were well established,

and therefore (iii) because we could obtain systematic description of domain knowledge

from textbooks (e.g. [6, 14]). Examples of physical features in kinematics include guide,

slide, fix, and release. Physical features in robotics are, for instance, open, close, put,

and hold. Physical features in classical physics represent more fundamental physical

laws such as Newston’s laws, Kirchhoff’s law, and Faraday’s law.

From these domains, we collected about two thousand objects and some hundred

physical features. The objects were mostly kinematic components, since in kinematics

a large number of mechanisms were compiled as design handbooks and therefore it was

relatively easy to codify knowledge about objects. On the other hand, collecting phys~

ical features required more effort than doing objects. Unlike mechanical components,

physical phenomena used for mechanical design were not specialized and separated

from that commonly seen in everyday situations. The difficulty led us to addition~

ally collect naive knowledge about common physical phenomena. Textbooks of physics

and engineering were not helpful to do it, since they described theories on the basis

of shared common sense. We surveyed school textbooks of sciences to list common

physical phenomena and collected about two hundred physical features from them,

As we collected various physical features, it became necessary to extend the rep~
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resentation scheme for physical features. For instance, in order to model a chemical

reaction, we had to add a new type of influence to describe generation and destruction

of objects. It also became necessary to use additional attributes of objects to describe

prerequisites for physical features. To do so, we took the advantage of incremental

class definitions of Smalitalk to allow the database to be added new subclasses under

the general class of physical phenomena. It avoided changing representation scheme

for collected physical features and therefore made it easier to maintain compatibility

among physical features in different versions of the database.

4~2 Use of the Physical Feature Database

In order to evaluate the physical feature database, we implemented a prototype

system of the metamodel mechanism. As illustrated in Figure 5, the system allows the

designer to build a primary model using the physical feature database. It then gen-

erates a metamodel and aspect models by referring to the physical feature database.

Figure 6 depicts a primary model of an electromagnetic motor. The primary model

is composed of electric-currents, voltages, magnetic-fields, attractions, repulsions, ro-

tations, and other physical features. The metamodel of the electromagnetic motor is

shown in Figure 7 as a dependency network. From the metamodel, the system gen-

erates qualitative aspect models of dynamics, heat, electricity, and layout. Figure 8

depicts a dynamic aspect model showing state transitions of the electromagnetic motor.

model generation

Figure 5: Design with physical features
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Figure 6: Primary model of a motor

4~3 Limitation of a single ontology

In collecting physical features, it became clear that the ontology of QPT was too weak

to cover various physical phenomena. The process-like scheme for physical features was

suitable for representing physical phenomena that could be characterized by quanti-

ties. But there was no appropriate quantity for representing physical phenomena like

support, fit, and slide. Furthermore, physical phenomena such as slide was character-

ized by a precondition for the moving object contacting to the guiding surface. The

meaning of contact, however, could not be defined in the physical feature database

since there was no characteristic quantity for contact. Nevertheless, we used such vo-

cabulary for describing preconditions, and it resulted in a problem of incompatibility

among physical features collected from different domains. This problem derived from

the limitation of relying on a single ontology of QPT.

It is not a problem of QPT but comes from the limitation of employing single

ontology. In order to represent the physical world, we need to choose a suitable ontology

in accordance with the purpose of modeling. Therefore, for representing knowledge

about space, time, and causality in the physical feature database, we need to employ

multiple ontologies including that of QPT.

I I —‘— I — I
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Figure 7: Metamodel of a motor

4A Extension to multiple ontologies

In the current implementation of the primary model, it represents only a qualitative

state of the design object. But the designer has an image of the desired behavior in

the mind. It must be expressed in the primary model to be compared with the result

of envisioning. Furthermore, most machines operate under influences by programmed

controls or environmental factors. For instance, a linear motor in Figure 9 is driven

by changing the path and direction of the electric current through coils. The primary

model of the linear motor must be able to represent the four states as the desired

behavior. And in order to reason out the behavior of the linear motor from its structure,

the sequence of control must be given. If a long term behavior is focused on, the four

steps of moving must be aggregated to a continuous linear motion.

In order to represent temporal state changes and influences from outside of the

mechanisms, we are trying to integrate temporal logic [1] into the metamodel system.

It is used to compare the desired behavior against the result of analyses and to correlate

behaviors in different time-scales.

The current implementation of the metamodel is restricted to represent causal de-

pendency. It lacks information of shape and layout. Such information can be repre-

sented using geometric modelers. In order to integrate geometric models into symbolic

representation of the metamodel, the concepts used for geometric modeling must be

available in the metamodel mechanism. We are trying to connect the metamodel
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Figure 8: Dynamic aspect model of a motor

Figure 9: Linear motor

mechanism with a three dimensional solid modeler. To do so, it is important to make

correspondences between preconditions for physical features and geometric models.

For instance, there are three qualitatively different layouts, viz., right, front, and

left, for a pair of teeth of the stator and slider. We study classification of spatial

configuration [2, 8]. To identify critical configurations, we must choose an aspect and

physical features related to it, detect preconditions for them, and map the preconditions

to spatial representations.

The physical features are suitable for representing causality among physical phe-

nomena. But they are not for describing relationships among vocabulary such as

synonyms and antonyms. In collecting physical features, such relationship are hard to

be defined by physical features and has been left. In order to cope with differences

among ontologies, the metamodel mechanism needs to transfer vocabulary into suit-

able representation by referring to their definitions. The mechanism is considered to be

based on a general knowledge representation like first-order predicate logic. Figure 10

illustrates combination of multiple ontology in the metamodel mechanism.

state 1 state2 state3 state4
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Figure 10: Multiple ontology for the metamodel mechanism

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a project to build the physical feature database. A physical

feature is a qualitative description of a physical phenomenon and related attributes. In

the modeling environment of the metamodel mechanism, the physical feature database

is used for building primary models and reasoning behaviors for dealing with aspect

models. We use the framework of QPT as the fundamental scheme of the physical

feature database. In collecting physical features, it turned out that a single ontology

does not suffice to represent various knowledge about physical phenomena.

Although the necessity of large-scale knowledge bases became widely recognized,

there is little methodology. One of the lessons we learned from the project so far is

that if the domain knowledge is well systematized, it is only a matter of collection and

codification, If not, however, it is extremely difficult even to collect knowledge. In other

words, building a knowledge base is enabled by systematization of knowledge. Choosing

a right domain as the knowledge source is important in this sense. In addition, it is

necessary to articulate and codify common sense knowledge behind domain theories.

behavioral aspectmodels

1 ~7
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Abstract

In this paper we present first a multifunctional representation of naive
physiology at various levels of abstraction and detail and second a method to
reason with it. The reasoning approach we take is focused on how process be-
haviours can be combined to obtain the behaviour of more complex processes
and on how to propagate the effect of introducing a modification throughout
the model.

1 Introduction

Qualitative models have been widely used to reason about physical systems. These
are generally described, at a very detailed level, by a set of parameters and a set
of differential equations. Although this level of description seems appropiate for
man-made physical systems, it creates problems when representing natural sys-
tems in general and complex living organisms (eg. the human body) in particular.
For example, Kuipers’ model of the water balance mechanism in the human body
[Kuipers, 1987] consists of a set of parameters and a set of constraints between
them, without representing structure (eg. the kidney is composed of nephrons) or
the physiological processes involved (eg. urination). We think that the solution
to this problem is not to use ever more detailed representations at that level of
description, but to represent knowledge at higher (less detailed) levels.

We are therefore building a system able to reason about ‘naive physiology’, in other
words, a system which displays commonsensetm abilities to reason about medicine,

‘or at least what might be consideredcommonsensewithin the medicalprofession.
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following the ideas explored in [Hayes, 1985a]. We are interested in the dynamics of
medicine, in the processes involved in keeping a body alive, and in the effects these
processes have. We want to be able to reason at various levels of abstraction and
detail as doctors do in real life and are developing first a representation to describe
‘naive physiology’ and second a method to reason with it.

The notion of processes used in this work is inspired by Forbus [Forbus, 1984],
although we do not use ‘histories’ and we represent time explicitly in the process
descriptions. Our reasoning approach is based on Bylander’s theory of consolidation
[Bylander & Chandrasekaran, 1985] where the behaviour of a component is derived
from the behaviour of its subcomponents, but our focus is on processes, not on
components. We use the concept abstractprocess(eg. transport of a material from
a source to a destination) to describe the general features and behaviour of a class of
processes and actual process(eg. transport of food from the mouth to the stomach)
to describe instances of abstract processes.This idea is based on the work on ‘prime
models’ [Hewett & Hayes-Roth, 1990].

The work being undertaken is similar to that described in [Porter et al., 1988] in
representing complex biological systems (the human body and plants respectively)
at both the anatomical and physiological levels; temporal descriptions are more
complex in our representation.

Some of the ideas discussed in this paper were considered several years ago by Smith
[Smith, 1978] although little work was done due to the inadequacy (as he saw it) of
the representational techniques available at that time.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: section 2 is devoted to corn-

monsense physiology; the system we are developing is described in section 3; section
4 summarises our proposals.

2 The Domain Commonsense Physiology

We are interested in the way in which things change in the human body. Medical
experts seem frequently to think about medicine in terms of processes. For this
reason, our objective is to model the human body as a set of interrelated processes
and the set of interrelated body parts they act upon.

Doctors tend to think at different levels of abstraction and detail, depending on the
problem they face. For this reason, we want to be able to represent these levels.

We cannot cover all of medicine, but we want to have a broad view of it - we want
our system to be general enough to demonstrate the applicability of our ideas. For
this reason, we have chosen to model five of the main systems in the human body:
a) the cardiovascular system; b) the urinary system; c) the respiratory system;
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d) the digestive system; e) the metabolic system. We expect these systems to
be sufficiently representative and that the addition of an extra system (eg. the
reproductive system) will involve only minor changes to our representation.

3 The Proposed System

As we have stated above, our research falls into two parts: knowledge representation
and reasoning. Knowledge representation refers to the information we have about
the medical domain. Reasoning refers to the ways in which we use and transform
that information to draw conclusions.

3.1 The Knowledge Module

Our aim is to build a rich multi-functional knowledge base - a general purpose
knowledge base not tailored to any specific use. As we want to cover a large, complex
domain, the knowledge base should be large, with many interrelationships. We want
to reflect the dynamics involved in medicine, so physiology has to be represented. We
also want to be able to represent this knowledge at different levels of abstraction and
detail. When we talk about abstraction we refer to generalised concepts obtained
by extracting the common features of some specific concepts. When we talk about
detail, we refer to the extent to which a concept is described.

3.1,1 Knowledge Representation

To represent the medical knowledge we have applied the following rule: do not
represent anything which can be easily derived from the knowledge contained in the
knowledge base; instead give the necessary rules to derive it. For example, the body
parts which are involved in a compound process can be expressed as the union of
the bodyparts used in the subprocesses. It is therefore not necessary to ennumerate

explicitly the body parts of a complex process but just to express this general rule.
This philosophy of representation gives generality and eases changes in the system,
as changes will be propagated. Both upwards and downwards inheritance will be
employed.

We need to represent the human body from two different points of view:

• Static objects -. body parts: We represent the body as a set of interrelated,
inactive objects (body parts); that is, we want to represent the body from an
anatomical point of view.
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Figure 1: Decomposition of a structural component at two levels of abstraction.

We are building a highly structured description of human anatomy at var-
ious levels of abstraction and detail. At each level of abstraction, we have
decomposed objects into their component parts and then decomposed these
component parts into subcomponents, etc. until we have reached a detailed
enough representation. Figure 1 shows an example of the representation at
two levels of abstraction and at two levels of detail.

An object belongs to a class of objects from which it inherits properties. For
example, the left side of the heart belongs to the class side of heart. It is
therefore composed of an atrium (left atrium), a ventricle (left ventricle), an
atrio-ventricular valve (bicuspid valve) and a semilunar valve (aortic valve);
there is a connectedvia valve relationship involving the atrium, the ventricle
and the atrio-ventricular valve.

Conceptually a static object descriptor consists of:

NAME: Eg. heart

* COMPONENTS: relationships to the parts which form the object. Eg.
the heart is composed of the left side of the heart and the right side of
the heart,

* SUPERCOMPONENTS: relationship to the items the object is part of.

Eg. the heart is part of the cardiovascular system.

detail

r
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Object: left_side_of_heart Object: left_atrium

Components: left_ventricle Part_cl: left_side_of_heart

bicuspid_valve Connected_to: pulmonary_vein

left_atrium Valve_connected: left_ventricle via bicuspid_valve

atrioventricular_valve Type_of_object: atrium

Part_ct: heart

Connected_to: aorta

pulmonary vein Object: bicuspid_valve

Type_of_object: side_of_heart Part_ct: left_side_of_heart

Connects_as_valve: left_atrium left_ventricle

Type_of_object: atrio_ventricular_valve
Object: left_ventricle

Part_ct: left_side_of_heart

Valve_connected: aorta via acetic_valve Object: acetic_valve

left_atrium via bicuspid_valve Part_ct: left_side_of_heart

Type_of_object: ventricle Conneds_as_valve: left_ventricle aorta

Type_ct_object: semilunar_valve

Figure 2: An example of representation of static objects.

— STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS: describe the structural relationships
an object has with other objects. Eg. the heart is connected to the
vascular system.

TYPE OF OBJECT: specifies how the object can be seen at an abstract
level. Eg. a ventricle can be seen as a container.

Other information can also be represented if necessary.

At this level, the “no function in structure” principle [DeKleer & Brown, 1984]
is applied, as the use a component is going to have is not specified. Figure 2
shows an example of the representation of static objects.

Objects may contain materials, which are the elements that processes act on to
produce an effect. Examples of materials are water, air, food, urine, blood, etc.
We will differentiate between a material abstraction and a piece of material.

— A material abstraction is a general description of that material. It
includes general information about the properties and behaviour of the
material.

— A piece of material is a particular instanceof that material, which is
contained in a body part or location. It is this relationship of contain-
ment in a location which defines the piece of material. In other words, a
piece of material is uniquely identified by its location. A piece of mate-
rial can have properties in addition to those inherited from the material
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abstraction, for example, its quantity. This way of describing materials
contained in locations is similar to the way in which liquids are conceived
in [Hayes, 1985b}.

For example, consider the material blood. This is an abstract concept which
has properties such as being liquid, being red if oxygenated and blue otherwise,
being able to contain substances in it, etc. A pieceof blood is, for example, the
blood in the ventricle. This piece of blood is defined through the relationship
being contained in the ventricle. The relationship of containment can have
properties like the quantity being contained, whether is oxygenated (which
will vary depending, for example, on the particular ventricle), etc.

• Dynamic objects processes: We describe the processes which take place
in the human body, together with their relationships and interactions. That
is, our interest is focused on the physiology.

We are building a description of the human body at the level of the processes
which take place in it at various levels of abstraction and detail, We have
decomposed processes into their component subprocesses and the (temporal)
relationships which hold between them.

Processes are very richly inter-related. Our aim is to allow several relation-
ships between processes (eg. ‘influences’ to indicate that one process influences
another one). One of the most important relationships between them is tem-
poral. As the function of a process is dependent on its temporal relationship
to other processes, we need a very rich set of such relationships. We are also
incorporating the notion of cyclic processes (eg. pulmonary-ventilation is a
continuous process which consists of the subprocesses inspiration and expira-
tion which follow one another in sequence).

Conceptually, processes are described as follows:

* NAME: the name of the process. Eg breakdown of food.

* PRECONDITIONS: the conditions necessary to activate the process. Eg.
some food in the gastrointestinal tract.

* HOLDING CONDITIONS: the conditions which are necessary to keep a
process in its active state. Eg. some food in the gastrointestinal tract.

* SUBPROCESSES: processes which make up the process. Eg. mechanical
breakdown of food and chemical breakdown of food.

— SUPERPROCESSES: processes of which the process is a subprocess. Eg.
digestion.

EFFECT: what happens when the process is active. Eg. food is decom-

posed into nutrients and waste.

— DURATION: the time for which the process is normally active. Eg. some
hours.
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Process: breakdown_of_food

Preconditions: food in gastrointestinal_tract

Holding_conditions: food in gastrointestinal_tract

food contains nutrients

Subproceases: chemical_breakdown_of_food

mechanical_breakdown_of_food

Subproceas_of: digestion

Effect: nutrients in gastrointestinal_tract

food in gastrointestinal_tract

nut(food contains nutrients)

Duration: hours

Parallel_to: transport_of_food

absorption

Afteri ingestion

Before: exorelion

Organs gastrointe~insl_tract

Materials: food

nutrients

Type_of_process: breakdown

Figure 3: An example of representation of dynamic objects.

- TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIPS TO OTHER SUBPROCESSES: Eg.
breakdown of food is parallel to (occurs at the same time as) transport
of food.

— ORGANS: organs the process uses. Eg. gastrointestinal tract and blood
stream.

— MATERIALS: materials the process uses. Eg food, saliva, bile.

— TYPE OF PROCESS: how the process is seen at an abstract level. Eg.
breakdown of food is a ‘breakdown of material’ process.

Other information can also be represented if necessary (for example, other
kinds of relationships between processes). Figure 3 is an example of process
representation.

The representation of ‘order of magnitude’ is important and will be considered from
the following points of view:

• Relative quantities: how to represent quantities of materials, and how to com-
pare them. For example, the process of urination will occur between the time
when there is a large enough quantity of urine in the bladder and the time in
which the bladder is completely full.
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• Relative durations: For example, the process of digestion is of the order of
hours and the process of respiration is of the order of seconds.

• Percentage of functioning: how well a process is functioning. For example, if
part of a kidney is ‘broken’, we would say that the process of urine formation
is active, but its functioning is poorer than normal.

3.1.2 Functionality of the Knowledge Base

This section refers to what sort of questions the knowledge base is able to answer,
without using the reasoning module. The following questions may be asked directly:

• Is the statement S true? Eg. Is the statement ‘the stomach part of the
gastrointestinal tract’ true? Answer ‘Yes’.

• What is X? Eg. ‘What is digestion?’ will receive the answer ‘Digestion is a
process’.

• What are the properties of X? Eg. ‘What properties does blood have?’ will
receive the answer ‘Blood is a liquid. It’s colour is red if oxygenated. It’s
colour is blue if not oxygenated. It is composed of water, red blood cells,
...etc’.

• What is the value of property P of X? Eg. ‘What are the preconditions of
breakdown of food?’ will receive the answer ‘The preconditions of breakdown
of food is/are: food in gastrointestinal tract’.

• Which are the X which satisfy Y? Eg. ‘Which are subprocesses of digestion?’
will receive the answer ‘The subprocesses of digestion are: ingestion, transport
of food, breakdown of food, absorption of food and excretion’.

• What is the relationship (if any) between X and Y? Eg.’What is the rela-
tionship between the left ventricle and the left atrium?’ The answer to this
question is ‘The left ventricle has a relationship connected-via-valvewith the
left atrium’.

• What are the structural/temporal relationships of X? Eg. ‘What are the struc-
tural relationships of breakdown of food?’ The answer to this question is
‘Breakdown of food is a subprocess of digestion. It is composed of two sub-
processes: chemical breakdown and mechanical breakdown.’

We have chosen to have a separated module, the reasoning module, to deal with
questions which require more complex inferences. Thus, complex questions like
‘What is the behaviour of process X’ or ‘What would happen if Y were modified’
have to be put to the reasoning module. There is no clear boundary between the
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reasoning and the knowledge representation modules. It could be argued that the
whole reasoning module could be integrated into the knowledge base module thus
providing it with more functionality.

3.2 The ReasoningModule

There are several ways in which we could reason about our body model. Eg:

1. Top-Down reasoning: given a particular malfunctioning process, reason about
the underlying structure/subprocess/relationship which gives rise to such a
misbehaviour.

2. Bottom-Up reasoning: given a low level description of behaviours (misbe-
haviours), reason about the behaviour (misbehaviour) which takes place at a
higher (more abstract) level. This sort of reasoning is related to the theory of
consolidation [Bylander & Chandrasekaran, 1985].

3. Reasoning at a specific level of detail: given the description of the system at
one level, reason about how that system will evolve over time. This type of
reasoning is related to qualitative simulation [Kuipers, 1986], [Forbus, 1984]
and {DeKleer & Brown, 1984].

We want to focus our research on the second type of reasoning: bottom-up reasoning.
We want to specify rules of composition of behaviour so that we can derive the
behaviour of a process from the behaviour of its subprocesses and the relationships
between them. We would then be able to predict ‘what would happen if’ a fault
were introduced, in other words, the effect of such a fault could be propagated
throughout the model. Our research therefore falls into two parts: reasoning about
the behaviour of a process and reasoning about the effects of introducing a fault in
the model.

It is important to notice that the reasoning mechanism used should be valid in the
context of the information available, but its conclusions may be wrong if not enough
information is known or if the modification introduced is not physically possible.

3.2.1 Reasoning about the Behaviour of a Process

We use two ways to obtain the behaviour of a process depending on whether the
process under consideration is a leaf process (with no subprocesses) or it is a complex
process (composed of subprocesses).

The behaviour of a leaf process is obtained by accessing the abstract process from
which the leaf process is an instance, getting the behaviour of that abstract process
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urine formation

secretion

Figure 4: Decomposition of urine formation into subprocesses.

and instantiating this behaviour with the parameters of the real process. For ex-
ample, the leaf process glomerular filtration is an instance of the abstract process
filtration. The behaviour of a filtration process is to pass a substance in a loca-
tion through a filter obtaining a filtrate at the other side of the filter and leaving
the rest of the substance in the initial location. Instantiating parameters, the be-
haviour of glomerular filtration is to pass the blood in the renal capillaries through
the glomerular membrane obtaining a filtrate in the glomerular capsule.

The behaviour of a complex process can be derived from the behaviour of its sub-
processes and the relationships between them. We need therefore a set of rules
of composition of behaviour to compose the behaviours of the subprocesses of a
complex process to obtain the behaviour of the latter.

For example, the process urineformation is composed of the subprocesses glomerular
filtration, tubular reabsorptionand tubular secretionas shown in figure 4. Glomerular
filtration is a filtration process;tubular reabsorptionis an absorptionprocess;tubular
secretionis a secretionprocess.Using the rules of composition shown in figure 5 we
can derive that:

• the process composed of glomerular filtration and tubular reabsorptionhas a

filtration behaviour similar to that of glomerular filtration but filtering less
(not filtering the part which is absorbed).

• from the above point and the behaviour of tubular secretionit could be derived
that the behaviour of urine formation is filtration one.

Sometimes, two given behaviours will not be immediately available for composition
because of incompatibility in the values of their attributes. For example, to be
able to apply the first rule in figure 5 to compose the behaviours of glomerular
filtration and tubular reabsorption, the value of the to-location of the former (the
glomerular capsule)should be the same as the value of the from-locationof the later

filtration

parallel-toparallel-to

tubularreabsorption
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(the proximal convoluted tubule). Both the glomerular capsule and the proximal
convoluted tubule are part of the nephron so both the value of the to-location of
glomerular filtration and the value of the from-location of tubular reabsorptioncan
be generalised to be the nephron. Using the same mechanism, the values of other
attributes can be generalised to make the rule of composition of behaviour applicable.

3.2.2 Reasoning about the Effect of Modifications

Types of Modification

Modifications to a model can be done by making changes either to a static object
(body part) or to a dynamic one (process).

A body part can be modified in the following ways:

• changing its structural relationships to other static objects, eg, removing a
connection between two body parts.

• changing the actual object. Eg. a vein is obstructed or a valve is always open.

A process can be changed in the following ways:

• modifying its temporal relationships to other processes. Eg, the contraction
of left and right ventricles no longer happens at the same time.

• modifying its duration. Eg, the time the process movementof food takes is
less than normal.

• modifying its preconditions or holding conditions. Eg. the amount of urine in
the bladder required for the latter to contract is less than the normal.

• modifying its effect. Eg. the filtering process of the kidney is partially im-
paired.

Other modifications are also possible.

Reasoning about Modifications

What would happen if one of the modifications mentioned above is introduced in
the model? This section describes the reasoning mechanism used to answer this
question.

As we have explained in section 3.1.1, we describe processes at different levels of ab-
straction. We are incorporating knowledge about ‘faulty processes’ into the abstract
process descriptions. We are also adding rules of composition of ‘faulty behaviours’
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(1) If filtration of-liquid X
from-location A
to-location B
through-filter M
obtaining-filtrate F

parallel-to
absorption of-substances Y

from-location B
to-location A
through-filter M
from-liquid F

then filtration of-liquid X
from-location A
to-location B
through-filter M
obtaining-filtrate (F - Y)

(2) If filtration of-liquid X
from-location A
to-location B
through-filter M
obtaining-filtrate F

parallel-to
secretion of-substances Y

from-location A
to-location B
through-filter M
from-liquid X

then filtration of-liquid X
from-location A
to-location B
through-filter M
obtaining-filtrate (F + Y)

Figure 5: An example of rules of composition of behaviour.
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to our set of rules of composition of behaviour. For example, we have the process
transport (of material from a source to a destination) and information on how this
process functions when there is a blockage in the conduit from the source to the des-
tination. This is then used to reason about the effect of a modification introduced
in the model, when the following steps are taken: a) see which processes are directly
affected by the modification, and reason about how it affects their behaviour; b)
look for processes which are influenced by the first ones and see how their behaviour
is affected; c) use the rules of composition of behaviour to deduce how the behaviour
of complex processes which use the processes already considered is affected. Steps
b) and c) can be repeated for more complex processes.

For example, the urinary process is composed of urine formation, urine transport
and urination. A fault is introduced in the model - the ureter is blocked. The
reasoning module checks the information it has about ureters and discovers that it
is an organ and a conduit. Then it looks at the processes which use the ureter to
see how the fault affects their behaviour. There is one such process, urine transport,
which uses the ureter as a conduit to move urine from the kidney to the bladder. It
then searches for the type of process of urine transport and sees that is a transport
process. Now it looks at whether it has information about transportwhen the conduit
is blocked. This says that if the blockage is big enough, the process transportcannot
take place. It then instantiates this information to deduce that the process urine
transport cannot take place (so the kidney has urine and the bladder is empty). It
now looks for processes influenced by urine transport. There are two such processes,
urine formation and urination. It now turns to investigate urine formation, which
is a filter process. Following the same reasoning as above, but applied to a filtering
process in which the destination contains urine, it will deduce that urine formation
will not take place. It now turns to investigate the process of urination. It discovers
that the effect of ‘urine transport’ is one of the preconditions of urination. As urine
transport does not take place, neither does urination.

It is now time to look at the superprocess of urine transport, urinary process. This
process is composed of three subprocesses, so its behaviour can be deduced by
composing the behaviour of its subprocesses, as explained in section 3.2.1. As none
of its subprocesses can take place, the urinary process cannot take place either (it
has an ‘empty behaviour’).

3.2.3 Summary

We therefore see that the following questions may be asked of the reasoning module:

• What is the behaviour of process X? Eg. ‘What is the behaviour of the urine
formation?’ will receive the answer ‘Urine formation filters blood from the

renal capillaries into the kidney through the renal membrane, obtaining urine
as filtrate’.
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• What would happen if a modification X were introduced in the model? The
answer to this question depends on the kind of modification made.

3.3 Implementation

We have chosen Abel [Diaz, 1992], an extension of ADAM [Paton, 1989], as a system
in which to implement our ideas. Abel is an object oriented database written in
Prolog which provides a number of basic constructs which can be easily extended
(using metaclasses). The user can then adapt these constructs to his/her own needs.
We consider that a simple but user-extensible set of facilities provides us with enough
flexibility to implement our system (as opposed to a complex system which provides
lots of facilities - some of them not needed - but difficult to extend).

We are running Abel on a Sparc workstation under SEPIA Prolog [SEPIA, 1991].
This will allow us to use the user interface for ADAM currently being developed at
Heriot-Watt University [Paton et al., 1992].

4 Summary

We are building a system which reasons about commonsense physiology at the level
of the processes which take place in the human body in order to keep it alive.
This involves the development of (i) a representation of the human body at the
physiological (process) level and (ii) a way of reasoning with it. The reasoning system
is focused on how process behaviours can be combined to derive the behaviour of
more complex processes and on how the introduction of faults in the model affects
the behaviour of processes. This system could be used in reasoning about the effect
a failure of a process will have in the global process of keeping the body alive. This
paper describes work in progress.
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Abstract

This paper presentsa new model for the qualitative analysisof electrical circuit behaviour.
We show that a qualitative representation of electrical resistanceprovides a good intuitive
model of connectivity. Features include an extended qualitative symbol set for current flow
and the conceptsof primary and secondarylevelsof activity. The algorithm assignslabels to
network junctions, finds current paths from sourceto sink, and can make predictions about
the effects of circuit topology changes.

1 Introduction

This paper describessomeresearch into intelligentreasoningtools to assistengineersin the analysis
of electricalcircuit behaviour.A new model to support qualitativereasoningaboutcircuit topology
andcurrentflow is presentedandanew algorithmis givenfor the assignmentof qualitativestates
in electricalcircuits. The classof circuits treatedhere cover DC electromechanicalsystemsrather
than electronics;examplesare found in the physical wiring systemsin avionic and automobile
applications.

Our motivation is to producetools which canassistengineersin the identification andanalysis
of certainclassesof circuit behaviours,especiallyfailure behavioursthat havesafetyimplications.
Theseare very relevant in studiesof hazardanalysis,in the designof safety-criticalsystemsand
in many diagnosisproblems. We havepursuedthis topic in the context of a project in Failure
Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) for electromechanicalsystems[4], but the issueshavewide
generalityandhaverelevancefor designanddiagnosisin manybranchesof engineering.

2 The FMEA Scenario

Considerthe electricalsystemof an aeroplaneor an automobile.The way FMEA is carried out
is by proposingand answeringa comprehensiveseriesof “what if this happens” questions. The
design engineeridentifies a set of componentsthat could fail and then, for eachcomponent,lists
the different ways in which it could fail — this gives a set of failure modes. Then the engineer
considershow eachfailure modeaffectsthe otherpartsof the circuit andestimatesthe severityof
the resultantbehaviour. In this way, the effects of eachpossiblefault in the set of failure modes
are examinedand recorded. In a greatmany cases,electricalfaults can be expressedaseither a
short circuit or an open circuit. Even in more subtle failures it is often deemedsatisfactoryto
representthe changeto the system as an open or short circuit event.

Figure 1. showsan examplecircuit for illustration. This circuit, which is basedon a fragment
of an automobilecruisecontrol system,containstypical elementsfoundin this classof application.
The switch S~is thrown by the user to causethe electroniccontrol unit (ECU) to energisethe
relay, thus closing S2 and completing the circuit containing the indicator bulb B. A fuse F is



providedfor overloadcurrentprotectionand the connectionc— g is usedby the ECU to sensethe
currentstatusin the indicatorbulb. Sometypical possiblefailuresfor this circuit are listed below:

1. componentB (the bulb) fails — its resistancechangesto opencircuit

2. the relay fails — its coil goesopen circuit

3. the relayswitch S2 fails — the contactsof S2 weld stuck at short circuit

4. the ECU fails — oneof its terminals,g, actsas a short circuit to ground

5. ashort circuit pathoccursbetweenpointsa andc — a wiring fault

In practice, to ease the problem of identifying enormousnumbersof different failure cases,
engineersdefine certainsalient sets of failure types that can then be applied mechanicallyto all
partsof the circuit, e.g. considerall the faults representedby shorting eachconnectionto ground,
or considerall faults causedby breaking eachwire in turn. Further simplificationscan be gained
by noticingstructural equivalences,for example, in a seriescircuit it is not necessaryto break
eachwire, it is sufficient to break any wire.

The result of an FMEA analysisfor one of these failures is a statementof the nature and
criticality of its effects. For example,for the fourth of the abovefaults, — a short to ground

Relay

Figure 1: An examplecircuit
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on terminal g — the resultanteffect might be that circuit sectiona, b, cbecomesactivated while
the ECU is renderedineffective. Using electrical knowledgethe engineerwould reasonthat the
indicatorB will erroneouslylight andthe ECU hasenteredadamagedor, at least,disabledstate.
Next, by calling on non-electricaldomainexpertise,the engineercould record thesetwo effectsas
a minor anda major/catastrophiceffect, respectively.Systemsfor scoringthe criticality of effects
havebeendevisedand include factorsfor likelihood of failure, easeof detectionandseriousness
of the outcome. We arestudying the automationof the effects evaluationstage [7] but do not
include this or otherrisk assessmentmethods,e.g. FTA andHAZOP [8], in the presentpaper.

FMEA is a very tediousprocessandyet demandsthe expertiseof a professionalengineer.At
presentthe only tools to assist in the processare bookkeepingprogramsthat help with someof
the clerical aspects. What is requiredare intelligent tools that can perform routine reasoning
to determinethe extent of electrical changesin a circuit due to postulatedfaults. While the
judgementanddomainknowledgeof theskilled engineerare unlikely to be completelyautomated,
an assistantthat understandsbasiccircuit propertiesandtopologiesandcould be usedto compute
the effects of given faultswould be of greatbenefitto the whole process.We are also researching
into the useof thesemethodsin diagnosistasks,but that is reportedelsewhere[5].

3 The Role of Qualitative Reasoningin Circuit Analysis

There has been somework in the past on using qualitative techniques to analyseelectronic circuits.
Possibly the best exampleis [1], where the standard ideas of electricity theory such as Kirchoff’s
and Ohm’s laws are recast in a qualitative framework. However, emphasisin much of the previous
work, and much more obviously in [2, 3, 6] has been concerned specifically with electronics.

Our work only addressesDC analysis, and hastwo rationales:
(a) as an experiment in qualitative reasoning,by using qualitative resistanceas a new approach

for modelling electrical circuit elements;and
(b) as a pragmatic approach to building front-end focussing mechanismsfor circuit failure

reasoningsystems.
A traditional approach to circuit analysis would be to use a conventional numerical analysis

packageand compute the actual values of the voltagesand currents for the given circuit. This
would involve solving the circuit equations both before and after a proposed fault and then com-

paring the results to detect the changes. In addition to the overhead of having to solvethe whole
circuit twice every time, the determination of significant changesin numeric data is not straight-
forward. For a connected resistive mesh any change in value of almost any component will affect
almost all the current values in the system to some degree.Becausereal numbersare being used
someform of rangecriteriawill haveto be adoptedto decideif the degreeof changeis significant.
For example,in a branchdirectly shortedout by a wire therewill alwaysbe a current,however
small, as the shorting wire must have someresistance,(in car wiring, voltage drops along wires are
significantmeasurements,despitebeing relatively large conductors). Thus, we must create change
tolerance rules, e.g. currents of less than 10 milli-amps, say, are considered to be zero. However
such rules will vary (a) over the circuit and, (b) with different circuit statesand conditions. We
may evenendup with moredefinitions of rangedetectionrules than components.This shifts the
burdenof work from numericequationsolving to the domaindependentinterpretationof all the
electricalchanges.

Initial circuit reasoningprocessesare inherently qualitative; the engineerwants to know, as a
result of a fault like thoseabove,which partsof the circuit lose power and which parts become
energised.It is usually not necessaryto know the exact voltageor current valuesin the affected
branchesas it is really the fact that changeshave occurredand where the changes are that is of
importance,ratherthanthe magnitudesof thechanges.Non-electricaldomainknowledgecanthen
be usedto decide if the changeindicatesa seriousevent. Sometimesfurther detailedanalysisusing
numericalmethodsmay be requiredbut frequentlythe engineerwill havesufficient knowledgeto
infer the consequenceswithout finer levelsof detail. Thus qualitativereasoningcan be seenboth
as a first attemptto solve the failure analysisproblem andsecondlyas a focusing mechanismfor
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partitioningthe problemfor optionalfiner scaleanalysis.

4 Qualitative Resistance

Weadopttheconventionalworking approximationthat anycircuit canberepresentedby asuitable
networkof interconnectedlumpedelements,anda singletwo-terminalpowersource.

Current passesfrom the sourceterminal, called the supply, (normal convention: positive)
thoughthe resistancesto the sink or groundterminal(negative).

We now definea qualitativevalueset for the resistanceof circuit components,[0, £, ooJ. These
correspondto short circuit, load and open circuit. These values relate to the engineers’ intuitive
notionsof electrical conduits: componentswith resistanceof value0 passcurrent freely, compo-
nentsof resistanceoo block all current,andcomponentsof resistance£ act asasignificant energy
absorbing load. Here ‘significance’ is determined by the engineers’ interpretation of the application
— a motor will usuallyhavearesistanceof £ but might sometimesbe represented as 0, (if it was
mechanicallystalled,for example).

In this work, only resistancecanberepresentedasan electricalproperty. Thus any component
to be simulatedmustbe modelledin termsof some configurationof resistances.This might seem
restrictive as the energystoragepropertiesof inductance(L) and capacitance(C) can not be
modelledandsowe are forced to ignoretransients,time constantsand all other dynamiceffects.
HoweverFMEA (andmuchof diagnosis)is concernedwith steadystateanalysis.This meansthat
switches,relaysandotherformsof bothpassiveandactivecomponentsare handledby performing
separate analyses for each state to be investigated. Consequently, sequential events involving
identifiable state changescan be analysed, while short transient effects cannot.

At a qualitative level we can view resistanceas a first order approximation model of electrical

components.This gives a very coarsegrain sizebut has benefitsof simplicity of abstraction—

suchcrude approximationsare in the spirit of preliminaryengineeringanalysis[9].
We notice that quite complexcircuit components,for exampleelectronicunits including pro-

grammabledeviceslike PLCs andCPUs,can betreatedin this way. Providing theinternal logic of
the componentis understoodandis translatedinto the electricalbehaviourat the terminalsfor the
statesin questzon,it is possibleto reasonaboutthe grossbehaviourof the fault without recourse
to the internal functioning of the components. Thus a CPU can be modelled as a multi-terminal
componentwith definedelectrical relationships(a network of resistances)betweenthe terminals
for eachgiven stateof the system.

5 Componentand Circuit Models

Our qualitativecircuit simulatoris object-oriented;all physicalentitiesare representedas objects
andconnectionsare specified as relationshipsbetweenobject features.A catalogueof component
modelsis organisedin ahierarchy,e.g. “wire” is a subclassof “two-terminal-component”.

All componentsare seenby the useras electrical “boxes” that canonly connectand interact
through their terminals.The cataloguestoresdefinitionsof the terminalsin addition to a model
of the internal function of the device. Many componentsare two terminal devices.Theseinclude
simpleelectricaldevicessuch as resistors,fusesand diodes. Most of thesewill be modelledas a
singleinternal resistance.But wires andotherconductorsare also components,i.e. two terminal
deviceswith a default internal model of zero resistance.Componentswith more than two ter-
minals includeconnectors,switches,relaysand variousfunction boxeswhich encapsulatespecific
proprietarycircuits. Modelsfor multi-terminaldeviceswill dependupon the natureof the device
itself. The modelsare designedfor normal-modefunction but also take accountof the need to
best representthe most likely forms of fault.

Usingcomponentmodelswe can now reducethe circuit in Figure 1 to an abstractgraph. The
input to our simulatorconsistsof a list of components,with their values,and a net-list giving
terminal associations.The resulting circuit model is a graph containingnodes of two classes:
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component nodes, which contain qualitative resistance values, and terminal nodes, which
define the terminal inter-connections. The circuit from Figure 1 is shown as such a graph in
Figure 2.

• terminalnode
o component

Figure 2: The circuit model

Although wires are two-terminal componentsand are included in the analysis,we eliminate
them from the diagramsfor simplicity. Also, all analysistakesplaceon the terminalnodesandso
the componentvaluescan betreatedas weightededges.Notice how,in this example,the ECU is
modelledasa direct connectionbetweenf and h, with no internal connectionto g.

6 Qualitative Composition Functions

In order to determinethe resultantvalueof aggregatedcomponentswe mustdefinean algebrafor
qualitativeresistance.For the commontopologiesof seriesand parallel connectionschemeswe
recognisetwo-terminal sub-networks, called chains, and bunches,respectively.

We definean orderingfor qualitativeresistance:0 < £ < x. The physicsof serial aggregation
in chainsrequire resistancevaluesto be summed,and we observethis is satisfiedby taking the
maximumof the qualitativevalues. Similarly for bunches,which normally are reducedby the
summationof the constituentconductances(the reciprocalof resistance),the minimumvalue of
the constituentsgives theresult of the qualitativecombination.Theserules for networksof chains
andbunchesare summarisedin Table1.

By repeatedlyapplying the aggregationrules we may reduceany circuit down to a simpler
equivalentcircuit. If thereareno bridgeconstructions,the final result will be asingle resistance
and its valuewill indicatethe electricalstateof the network. Thus, if the final value is oo there
canbe no currentflowing and the entire circuit is inactive, if the final valueis 0 thereis ashort
circuit condition betweenthe power supply terminals,and if the value is £ then at least part of
the circuit is activeand drawing current.

We have implementedchain and bunch finding algorithms which perform reduction of the
circuit~and we notice that such global data is valuable as first level information about circuit

a
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network A network B A & B chained A & B bunched
00 00 00 00

00 £ 00 £
00 0 00 0

0 00 00 0
0 £ £ 0
0 0 0 0

1 00 00 1
I I I I
1 0 1 0

Table 1: Aggregationalgebrafor chainsandbunches;max R and mm R

behaviour.However, finer detail is required — we would like to know whzchpartsof the circuit are
activeand which partsare inactive,also we would like to find the componentsthat areshortedout
andthose that are on powershort paths. In order to assignqualitativestatusvaluesto individual
componentswe havedevelopedalgorithmsthat use the abovealgebra for reducingchains and
bunchesbut reflectsthe resultsof theseaggregationsso that eachconstituentpart receivesa value
for its local condition. Moreimportantly, this methodalso dealswith thosebridgingcircuits that
can not be handled ascombinationsof chainsandbunches.

7 Qualitative Circuit Status

U8ing the methodsto be described,eachcomponentwill be assignedan indicator that reflects its
activity. There are two typesof statusindicator correspondingto qualitativecurrentandvoltage.
Current canonly be assignedto components,i.e. edgesin the graph,while voltagecan only have
meaningat the terminals,i.e. the nodes.

7.1 The current status indicator

This is the variableI and is assignedone of [0, S,P, ~ A] which havethe following meanings:

0 Opencircuit. No current flowing asthereis no activepath thatpassesthrough this component.

S Short circuit. No current flowing as somepath(s)short out this component.

P Power short. This componentis on a direct short path betweenthe supply terminals. The
total path resistancehasbeendeterminedas0 as thereare no load nodeson the path, and
overloadcurrent will flow. This obviously representsa major fault condition.

~ Load path. The componentcarries load current and forms part of an active branch. The
directiongives the conventionfor expectedflow from positive to negative.

A Ambiguousflow. Both terminalsof this componenthavesimilar valuesand soeither direction
of flow is possible.The flow is likely to be smallerthan in the abovecaseand,if the circuit
was balanced,could evenbe zero.

7.2 The voltage status indicator

This variable,V, takesavaluefrom [+, 0,.—, ~]. Paritywith oneof the powerterminalsis signified
by + or —; this canoccur either througha direct connectionto a supplyterminalor in an inactive
branchwhereall nodescan be at thesupply level, The symbol 0 indicatesan inactivenode with
no connectionto either positive or negativeterminals.The symbol showsthat the voltage lies
somewherebetweenthe supplypotentials.



It can be seen that current status values of 0 or S correspondto I = 0, i.e. no flow in the
labelled component. The voltagelabel supplementsthe current indicator by supplying information
useful for predicting current flow in the event of changesto the circuit topology. For example, if
the currentstatus= 0 then V suggestsdifferent conditionsfor flow:

If
V = + a connectionto ® is requiredto obtain flow
V — a connectionto ~ is requiredto obtain flow
V = 0 morethanone connectionis requiredto obtainflow
V = -.‘ any new connectionis likely to causeflow

Likewise, if I = S then:

V � indicatesthat removingthe short from the nodewill
not be enoughto causecurrentto flow throughit.

Thesequalitativeindicatorsareoneof the main featuresof our approach.Theyproviderelevant
and significant information about the circuit in an intuitive form; in contrastwith numerical
simulatorsthis is a much more meaningful and ‘user friendly’ output. We now describethe
methodsfor computingthesestatusvalues.

8 The CIRQ1 Simulator Algorithm

This section describes the basic algorithms that label network terminals with path resistance
values, find paths from power sourceto sink, and assign current and voltagestatus values.

First, we define path resistance:
Definition— The path resistance(PR) betweentwo nodes,s and I, is the resultant resis-

tancecalculated by using a given aggregationalgebra applied to all chains and bunchesthat exist
on all paths from s to 2.

The first algorithm, label-node~resistances,calculates and labels all the terminal nodesin the
network with their PRs in bothdirections,from thesupply and from the ground terminals. Each
node is assigneda pair of variables for storing theseforward and reversepath resistances,known
as f/r. The algorithm, which is a modified version of Dijkstra’s shortest distance algorithm [11],
begins from the positive terminal and assignsthe path resistance from the supply to eachnode’s
forward label, then the reverse labels are assignedby a repeat processstarting from the negative
terminal. We arrange to initialise all values to ~/oo, so that any disconnectedsub-circuits that
can not be reachedfrom the supply terminalswill be returnedwith appropriatevalues.

Figure 3 shows the circuit of Figure 2 after processing. It is useful to treat separatelyany
completebranchesin parallel with the power supply. In this exampleswitch S1 is open and52
is closed. This shows how the f/i- valuescan be used to infer the activity statusof the circuit
components.Any node which hasinfinity in both forward andreverselabelsis not connectedto
eitherof the terminalsand hencehaszerocurrentflowing. Thus thesenodes can be assignedzero
for both voltage and current. Nodeswhich havean infinity valuefor one of the PR labels also
haveno current flowing, buthaveaconnectionto oneof the terminals. All other assignmentswill
requirelabels for current flow to be assignedby the flow path finder.

The flow-path-finder algorithm then marks all activeflow pathsfrom supply to ground. The
first stageis trivial andlabelsthe obviously inactivenodesas describedabove.Then, starting at
the positive terminal,a path is markedthrough to the negativeterminal. If any of the initial arcs
from the positiveterminal havethelabellingzero/zerothen thereis adirect shortacrossthe power
wires andthis canbe reportedimmediately.The scanfollows the line of ‘least resistance’;in this
way the main flow pathsare discoveredfirst, followed by the morecircuitous routes. The nodes
are testedto detectany shortedbranches,i.e. thosebrancheswith a non-zeroresistancebut with
thesamef/i- valuesat the end nodes,s and t. Any ‘dead-ends’are also detectedby finding paths
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0/1 0/0

i/i

1/0 0/0

Figure 3: Path labels for CIRQ1. Componentshave qualitative resistancevalues. Terminals are
labelled with f/i- values.

or branches which have no unmarked exit route. All active current nodes are assignedvoltage
labelsof —~.

9 An AugmentedAlgorithm: CIRQ2

The CIRQ1 algorithm containsthe essenceof qualitativereasoningfor resistivecircuits. While
nothingthat follows invalidatesthe abovemethod,we havefound that slightly different aggrega-
tion functions can produceconsiderablymoreinterestingoutput. It is importantto realise that
variations which augmentthe labelling of the £ valuescan be devisedthat will not affect the
results,providing that the ordering0 < £ < oo is maintained.

Our augmentationis to extendthe f/r labelsto allow positiveintegersto representthe results
of the aggregationalgebra.Then anypathvaluerepresentseitheropencircuit, 0, short-circuit, ~,

or someinteger, n, and the relation 0 < n < .-__- still holds. Now any branchwith an integerlabel
is consideredequivalentto the previouslabel 1, but two brancheswith labels,n and rn can be
combinedby any function that maps into anotherpositiveinteger. Aggregationfunctions which
satisfy this condition include: sum,max,mm, etc.

Thealgebrawehavefound mostuseful is summationfor serialchainsandminimumfor bunches.
Table2 shows this scheme.

The algorithmfor f/r calculationis virtually as before,but the aggregationalgebrais modified
as in table 2. The f/r values now representresistive distancesfrom the supply and ground
respectively,in termsof the numberof loads; they begin at zero at the supplyand ground nodes
and increaseby one for each load valuefurther away.

Figure 4 shows the valuesfor our example.The labelling at the positivesupply node, n/rn, is
reflected at the negativenode as rn/n. If we define the total path resistance(Lpr) as n + rn then
therewill be at least one path for which f(n~)+ r(n~)= tpr, for all nodesn~on the path. We

0/i

Relay
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Table 2: Aggregation using Sum R and Mm R

Figure 4: Path labelsfor CIRQ2. (S1 and S2 closed).

term thesepaths,whereall the nodeshavethe sametpr value, the primary paths.We denotethe
tpr of primary paths, PPR, (PrimaryPathResistance).

Primarypathscan besummarisedas follows:

If the positivesupply nodeis labelled 0/rn, where m is a positiveinteger, then at
least one primary path mustexist, from positive to negative,through a sequenceof
active nodes where, for each node, tpr = m. No short circuited and open circuited
nodesarefound on primarypaths;thesecanonly occur on secondarypathswhich have
tpr> in.

This conceptof primary andsecondarypaths is importantand very useful for our purposes.
By segregatingthe circuit into two parts — (a) known paths in which all nodes are active and
(b) otherpaths that include all shorts,opencircuits andother less direct routes— we can tackle
analysisproblemsin two stages.

oil~O/2

1/1
oil

Relay
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Figure 5 showsa more complexexample; all componentvaluesare 1. This clearly showshow the
primary paths, with tpr = 3, identify the “paths with the minimum number of load resistances”.

10 Further Aggregation Algebras

The graph-theoreticliteraturecontainsmanyshortestpathmethods,e.g. Ford [12] hasdealtwith
negativevalued arcs,Pollack [13] has a method for second-shortestpaths, Minieka [14] can find
the kth shortestpath, and Floyd’s [15] algorithmfinds all shortestpaths. However by pursuing
out qualitativeschemewe discoverseveralotheraggregationfunctionsthatprovideresultsat least
as effective asgraph theoreticmethods.

We notice that by consideringconductancerather thanresistancewe canfind dual circuits. If
a componenthasqualitativeresistanceR then its qualitativeconductanceis C, asfollows:

R 0 £00

G ocl 0

Table3: ResistanceandConductance

For consistency,we showcomponentvaluesas resistancesin all the following tables, although
the resultshavebeenderived by consideringconductancevalues. We can now apply summation
R and Maximum G to chainsand bunchesrespectively,andobtain the following rules:

Figure 5: Path finding in CIRQ2. Primary paths are marked by arrows.
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Table4: Aggregationusing SumR and Max G

Applying this algebrato the previousexamplegives theresultsshown in Figure 6. This.version
identifies the “paths with the maximumnumberof loadresistances”.The tpr of 9 at the supply
canbe followed to locatethe nodeson the ‘longest’ path.

Figure 6: Path labelsfor sum R, max G. Longest load path markedby arrows.

Another interesting caseoccurs when using minimum G for chainsand summation G for
bunches,asseen in table 5.

An exampleof this algebra is shown in Figure 7. This casegives the “the numberof paths
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Finally, the dual of table 5 gives maximumR for chainsandsummationC for bunches,giving

Figure 8 shows an exampleof this lastalgebraapplied to our circuit. Now the resultsgive the

Table5: AggregationusingMm G and SumG

leaving a node on route to a supply terminal”. If a node hasf/r valuesof n/rn then thereare
n paths from this node to the positivesupply and m pathsto the negative.Hence, this explains
why the supplyterminalshavedifferent values.This is relatedto the minimumcut-setneededto
deactivatethe circuit.

Figure 7: Pathlabelsfor mm C, sum G.

table 6.
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Table 6: Aggregation using Max R and Sum G

“number of distinct (exclusive)paths from a node to the supply”. This produces large numbers
due to the combinationsof parallel circuits.

11 Summary

These results are propertiesof the graph model which reflect relevant topological featuresof
the electrical circuit. The first two are “depth properties” in that they measuremaximum and

Figure 8: Path labelsfor max R, sum G.



minimum path lengths between the supply points. The last two are “breadth properties” in that
they record the maximumand minimum “widths” of the circuit.

These results are produced as a product of the scanning algorithm (0(n2)) rather than by
graph-theoreticmethodsand they may all be calculatedandstoredconcurrentlyduring the pro-
cessingof a particular circuit. We are awareof other techniquesthat could be used,such as
networkflow algorithms,e.g. in [12, 14] andbehaviourbasedaggregationideas[10], but we argue
that our methodis moreefficient in operationthannumericalmethodsandis better tunedto the
intuitive notions of electrical circuits than other symbolic representations.

The different composition functions have different benefits for specific applications. We have
found theSumR, Mm R algebramostuseful,mainlybecauseof its ability to separateout primary
and secondarypathsin a way that is suitablefor FMEA. However, the path with the maximum
numberof activeload nodesmay be of interestwhen diagnosingafaulty activecircuit, and both
the minimumnumberand the maximumnumberof pathsbetweenselectednodesflow may be
importantin casesof network analysis,e.g. for redundantroutingwhensectionsare disrupted.

The qualitativerepresentationof electrical resistancepresentedhere is an intuitive model of
connectivity. We realisethat the labelsare really a local indication of circuit topology. Thus, the
valueoc at a noderecordsthat the nodeis disconnectedfrom someother(implied) referencepoint.
The value £ tells us that the node is connectedby some path to the referenceand the value 0
indicatesthat the nodeis, at leastelectrically,identical to the referencepoint. Hence, this scheme
can be seenasa non-graphicalmethodfor reasoningaboutthe connectiontopologyof a circuit.
We alsoseewhy manyvariationsof theaggregationalgebraare possibleandwhy thesedon’t affect
the basic results providing the ordering0 < £ < 00 is maintained.This is becausethe numeric
labellingschemesare cleanly superimposedon top of the fundamental symbolicrepresentation and
do not perturbany of its (coarser)results.

Regardingour FMEA application,it is most importantthatgrosschangesin electricalactivity,
due to given faults, (i.e. short andopencircuits), are locatedquickly and effectively. Our system
representsthesefeaturesin a direct and simplemannerand providesa layeredapproachto the
computationof electricalstatus.The qualitativetechniquedescribedin this paperoffers a contri-
bution towardsautomatedtoolsthat modelsomeof the intuitions usedby domainengineers.The
methodalso providesa frameworkfor generatingpredictiveinformation,such as the likelihood of
currentflow for a given changeto a circuit.

The presentalgorithmis beingusedin further researchon toolsto supportengineersin FMEA
anddiagnosistaskson electrical circuits.
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Abstract

We investigatetherelationship betweendiscreteandcontinuoustimein dynamic
physical systems. Employing the common-sensepicture behindderivatives,dif-
ferentialequationsare translatedinto discrete-timeanalogues.The propertiesof
qualitativesimulationin discretetime are discussed.It is flirthennoreshownthat
discretetimecanbeembeddedin continuoustimein anaturalwaywithouttheneed
to introducethe notion of infinitesimals. This providesanew perspectiveon the
extendedpredictionproblem. In addition,it is demonstratedthat qualitativediffer-
entialequations(QDEs)are abstractionsnot only of ordinarydifferentialequations
(ODEs),butalsoof animportantclassof integro-differentialequations(IDEs). This
extendsqualitativesimulationto therealm of IDEs.
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1 Introduction

Therearemanywaysto model time. A broaddistinctioncanbe madebetweenthepoint-
basedandperiod-basedparadigms[1]. Muchof thework in Al is basedupontheperiod
approach[2]. In reasoningaboutphysicalsystems,however,it is commonto workwithin
thepoint paradigm.As evidencedby thepervasiveuseof differentialequations,physics
itselfconventionallyusesacontinuoustime, wherebytimeis representedby thestructure
ofthereals.Differentialequationsarealsothestartingpointof muchcomputationalwork,
includingnumericalsimulationandqualitativereasoning[3; 4]. But sincethecomputer
is a discretemachine,it is necessaryin Al andotherbranchesof computersciencesuch
assimulationto takea mixed view andto alsoemploy discretemodelsof time, e.g., in
termsof thestructureof theintegers.Therearesometimesalsostrictlyphysicalreasonsto
considerdiscretetime, for examplewhenthedynamicsofthesystemis naturallymodeled
in termsof instantaneouseventssuchascollisions betweenparticles. In such casesit
sometimesevenhappens(for examplein nuclear-reactiontheory) thatbothdiscreteand
continuousphysicaltheoriesexist for thesamephenomenon.

Hence,thereis alreadyan interestingvarietywithin thepoint ontologyof time. This
is one of the first papersthat exploresthe interrelationshipof differentpoint represen-
tationsof time in dynamicphysicalsystems. As far asI know, neitherin mathematical
physicsnor in Al muchwork hasbeendoneon this topic. In dynamicalsystemstheory,
a centraldistinctionis madebetweencontinuousdynamics(differential equations)and
discretedynamics(iteratedmaps,differenceequations),butusuallyonly asingle,separate
representationof time is considered.For example,the KAM systemof Yip [5] restricts
itself to discretemaps,while thePOINCARE systemof Sacks[6] analyzesdifferential
dynamicsonly. A partialexceptionis [7], studyinghow discreteprocessescanbeag-
gregatedinto a largercontinuousprocess.The presentpaperhoweverinvestigatesthe
connectionbetweendifferenttemporalviewson oneandthesameprocess.We developa
formalmathematicaltheoryof therelationshipof discreteandcontinuousdynamics,and
newaspectsof quantitativeaswell asqualitativereasoningarebroughtforward.

First, in Sec.2 wedescribehow differential equationsystemsmaybe translatedinto
common-senseanaloguesin discretetime. Next, in Sec.3 we showhow theseanalogues
can be relatedto theoriginal differential equationsin an alternativeway thatavoidsthe
notionof derivativesandinfinitesimals.We thendiscusssomeensuingconsequencesfor
the extendedpredictionproblem[8; 9], Section4 generalizesqualitativesimulationto
discrete-timesystems.Finally, in Sec. 5 weprovethat qualitativedifferential equations
[4] areabstractionsnotonly of ordinarydifferential equationsbut alsoof infinite delay
equations. This providesa method to qualitatively simulatea new classof physical
systems.
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2 Doing Away with Derivatives

We considerherecontinuous-timeprocessesthat aremodeledby differential equation
systemsof theform:

~x~(t) = f~(x1(t),... , x~(t),,. . , XN(t)), i = 1,. . . ,N. (1)

Here,we employtheusualcontinuoustimeparametert, representedby therealnumbers.
The x~are realvariables. In thepresentpaperwe restrictourselvesto functionsft that
are linear in their argumentsx~.As is well known, higher-orderdifferential equations
canalwaysbe rewrittenin theform (1), Thereis no restrictionon the systemorderor
dimensionN.

For the discrete-timeprocessesto be consideredwe will employ a discretetime
parameterS(for ‘step’) thatis representedby theintegers.Clearly,if onewantsto obtain
a discretesystemanalogousto Eq. (1) onehasto getrid of thederivatives.Thiscan be
donein manyways,but themost straightforwardoneis to look attheformaldefinitionof
thedifferential quotient:

d def . x(i + r) — x(t)
—x(t) = urn
dt r—~O r

andto dropthe limiting process,thus imposingthat r takeson afinite, non-zerovalue.
Wecannowreplacetherealcontinuous-timevariablex(t) by arealdiscrete-timevariable
X(S), assumingthat thecontinuoustime point t links to the discretetime point S and
t + T to thenextdiscreteinstantS+ 1. Forconvenience,we introducethenotation

AX(S) ~! X(S +1) * X(S).

Onthisbasis,thedifferentialequationsystem(1) becomestranslatedinto thefollowing

discrete-timesystem:

~X~(S) = f~(X1(S),,. . , X~(S),,. . , XN(S)), i = 1,. . . , N. (2)

We will call this discrete-timesystemthe co~nmon-senseanalogueof the continuous
system(1). Other discretizationsare possibleand are standardlyusedin numerical
simulation, but Eq. (2) is the simplest one and is closestto intuition. In actualfact,
it matchesthe way in which Leibniz himself introducedthe differentialquotientin his
original work [10], namely,asa finitedivideddifference— albeit with specialcalculus
rules. Obviously, the connectionbetweenthe abovediscreteand continuousdynamic
systemsmay be simply establishedby taking the limit r —+ 0. This leadsus into the
problemhow to makepredictionsoverextendedperiodsoftimein afinite numberof steps
[8]. As wewill seein thenextsection,however,thereareotherwaysto establishthis link
thatavoidthis limiting process.
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3 A DiscretePerspectiveon theExtendedPredictionProb~
tern

As borne Out by out by Eq. (1), differential dynamicsconsistsof constraintson the
simultaneousI valuesof physicalquantities. Shoham[8] statesthat this instantaneous
flavor of the rules of physics is the reasonthat predictionsaboutextendedperiodsare
hardto make.Namely,a differentialequationallowspredictiononly for avery short (in
fact: infinitesimally small)interval forwards,andthis hasto be iteratedmany(in fact: an
infinite numberof) times. Thishe callstheextendedpredictionproblem.In his comment
[9], Raynercallsthiswayof interpretingderivativesa“cardinalsin”. Now, let uscommit
thiscardinalsin1,butstill showthat efficientextendedpredictionispossibleon thisbasis.
To thisend,wewill developanovelperspectiveon differentialdynamics.

3,1 Probabilisticembeddingof discrete dynamics

As pointedout,wewill considerthetime lapser in Eq. (2)not asaninfinitesimalquantity
(leadingto a properdifferentialequation)but asafinite, non-zeroone. It is theneasyto
rewritethecommon-sensediscrete-timeanalogue(2) of thedifferentialsystem(1) into a
form that is suitablefor extendedprediction:

X1(S + 1) = X~(S)+ rf1(X1(S), .. . , X,(S),. . . , X~r(S)), i = 1,. . . , N. (3)

This is calledan iteratedmap in dynamicalsystemstheory. The situationat the next
discretetimepointis foundbyperformingoneiteration.Thiscanbedoneveryefficiently,
sincefor eachiterateonly onefunctionevaluation(seetheright-handside) isnecessary.
Accordingly,extendedpredictionfor thediscrete-timesystemis simple.

The everydayapproachto extendedprediction for the analogouscontinuous-time
systemnow is to simply usethis discretemethod(or similar, moresophisticatedones)
also for the differential dynamics,therebymaking r sufficiently small and striking a
carefulbalancebetweentherequiredaccuracyandadditionalcomputationalcostsincurred
by calculatingmorepoints. This seemsto mean adequateapproach(andhereRayner
rightfully refersto thecommon-senseviewof workingscientists)becauseformalestimates
canbegivenfor thelocal andglobalerrorsmadein usingdiscretemethods(i.e.,finite r)
for integratingdifferentialproblems.

There is howeveran interestingalternative. First we note that in theconventional
approachthe discretetime points S are uniformly embeddedin continuoustime, with

1To stresshis criticism, Raynermore thanoncerefers to thecommon-senseviews ofmathematicians
and physicists.I am certain,however,thatcommittingthis cardinalsin is a daily practiceamongworking
physicists. Leibniz is my otherwitness. Formally, theevolutionoperatorsf~relatedto differentiationare
calledthegeneratorsof theinfinitesimaltime translation!
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fixed spacingr. Thus, theassumptionis that X(S) = x(t = Sr), in otherwords, the
discretetimepointsareobtainedby uniformsamplingfrom thecontinuoustime line. But
onecanintroduceother,nonuniformandprobabilistic,waysof samplingby introducing
the probability 2(1, 5) that at continuoustime point I preciselyS discretesteps have
occurred2.Then, if weknow thediscrete-timevariableX(S) from extendedprediction
in discretetime,wecanobtain thecorrespondingcontinuous-timevariablex(t) from

x(l) = E2(t,S)X(S). (4)

Onecanimaginemanydifferentpossibilitiesfor theway in which thediscretepoints
S arerandomlydistributedin continuoustime, andlateron in Sec.5 wewill constructa
wholeclassof them. In this sectionwewill becontentwith asingleform of probabilistic
embedding.Let us supposethat thediscretestepstakeplaceon thecontinuoustime axis
completelyindependentfrom eachother. It is known that occurrenceof uncorrelated
eventsis associatedwith a Poissondistribution:

Pp(t,S)= 1(t)Sexp(t) (5)

Here, the finite parameterr representsthe averagetime lapse(spacing)betweentwo
subsequentdiscretetime points.

3.2 Extendedpredictionof differential dynamics

Now, theconnectionbetweendiscreteanddifferential dynamicsis providedby the fol-
lowing theorem.

Proposition1 Let X(S) be the solutionof thediscretesystem(2), and let x(t) be the
correspondingcontinuous-timevariable satisfyingEqs. (4) and (5). Then x(t) is the
solutionofthedifferentialequationsystem(1)forall timest.

Proof, By direct verification. SubstituteEq. (5) into (4) anddifferentiateboth sides
with respectto I. Rearrangingthetermswith respectto SandinsertingEq. (2) showsthat
x(l) satisfiesEq. (1). 0

Phrasedin more popularterms, we may say that differential equationsare equal
to discrete-time equationsplus probabilistic Poisson sampling,3 Thus, we can deal
with differential equationsin a way that explicitly avoids the notion of derivativesor
infinitesimal time steps,asshownby theright-handside of this pseudo-equation.This
yields an alternativesolution to the extendedpredictionproblem. A straightforward
algorithmcanbe givenfor this:

2This ideastemsfrom the theoryof stochasticprocesses,see[11; 12].
3lncidentally, this ideacan be used to show that the graph-theoreticapproachto computationaland

physicalcausalityproposedby [13] generalizesto discrete-timesystems.
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Step1. Computethe solutionX(S) of thediscrete-timesystem(2) throughtheiterated
mapalgorithm(3). If thecontinuous-timeintervalof interestis (0, T), theneeded
total numberofdiscretestepsis on theorderof M = T/r,

Step2a. If one is interestedin only one or a few future time points t, it is easiestto
calculateEqs. (4) and(5) directly, cuttingoff the summationat the point where
additional termscontributelessthanapresetnegligiblefraction.

Step2b. If oneis interestedin apredictioncoveringthewhole interval,onecangenerate
theneededcontinuoustime pointsby the following sequentialPoissonsampling
algorithm: drawa randomnumbersequencep E (0, 1) using a standardpseudo-
randomnumbergenerator;thencalculatethespacingto thenextcontinuoustime
point as L~t2= —r ln(p~).4If sodesired,accuracycan be increasedby repeating
this procedureandaveragingtheresultsusingso-calledstratifiedsampling.

Thecomputationalcomplexityof eachof thesestepsis 0(M). Severalvariationsor
improvementsarepossible. It is interestingto notethat this stochasticPoissonsampling
also occurs in computer graphics as a technique to improve the quality of images [14;
15]. Here, otheralgorithmscan be found (such as the dart-throwingalgorithm)that
are applicable to more dimensions but are somewhat less efficient in one dimension.
In sum, efficient extendedprediction basedon differential equationsis possiblethrough
probabilistic embeddingsofdiscretecommon-senseanaloguesin continuoustime, without
invokingdifferentialsor infinitesimals.

illustration 1: theradioactivedecaylaw, A nice andsimpleexampleto illustratethe
aboveis radioactivedecay.Supposewehaveablock ofradioactivematerialandaGeiger
devicecounting thedecayevents, Discretetime S is naturallyprovidedby subsequent
(groupsof) clicksof theGeigerdeviceandX(S) is thefractionof nuclei thathasnot yet
decayed.An obviousmodel is to postulatethat in a givenfinite time spanr a constant
fractiondecays,so eX(S) = —?X(S) (0 < o < 1), andthatthenucleardecayevents
occur independently,so that Eq. (5) applies. By symbolically solving Eqs. (3) and (4)
we immediatelysee without usingdifferential calculus(asstandardtext booksdo) that
the fractionx(t) in continuoustime decreasesin an exponentialfashion. The algorithm
discussedabovegives a realistic animationof the Geigercountingprocess,in strictly
discreteand finite terms.

4 Qualitativesimulationin discretetime

The previoussectionhasfocussedon quantitativereasoningaboutdiscretedynamicsin
its relationto continuousdynamics.An interestingissueis how this extendsto qualitative

4Thatthis indeedyieldsa Poissondistributioncanbemathematicallyproved,cf. Sec.5.



reasoning. We will follow herethe mathematicallytransparentexpositionof Kuipers
[4] regardingqualitativesimulation of ordinary differential equations(ODEs). Does
this qualitativesimulation machinerygeneralizeto discrete-timesystemsof the finite
differenceequation(FDE) type(2), andif so,how?

Already upon a first inspectionit is clear that one has to tackle severalproblems
in the discretecase. First, the abstractionof time is necessarilydifferent: Kuipers
abstractscontinuoustime as an alternatingsequenceof distinguishedtime pointsand
openintervals. But open intervalsdo not exist in discretetime. More importantly,
a discrete-timefunction may transition betweenqualitative regionswithout assuming
the landmarkvalueitself at all. Hence,the very notion of distinguishedtime points
becomesproblematic. Second,severalproofs in [4] dependon trend functionsbeing
‘reasonable’(essentially,continuouslydifferentiableandbehavingnot toopathologically).
Forexample,theintermediatevaluetheoremis used.However,thenotionsof continuity
anddifferentiability arelost in discretetime. Thelatterproblemwasalreadypointedout
in [7]. Ontheotherhand,it is evidentthatquantitativesimulationswith respectto Eqs.(1)
and(2) arecloseif r is not too large.Therefore,onewouldexpectthata similarsituation
appliesto qualitativesimulation.

Upontranslationfrom continuousto discretetime,thedefinitionof thequalitativevalue
qval of a trendfunction X: Z —* R remainsintact. The sameholds for thequalitative
constraintpredicatesADD, MULT, MINUS and M±. Due to the lack of continuous
differentiability,redefinitionsareneededfor theDERIV predicateandfor thequalitative
changeqdir. Thesecanbe furnishedhoweverby taking into accountthecommon-sense
ideasunderlyingderivativesdiscussedin Sec.2:

Definition 2 Thequalitativechangevalueofa discrete-timetrendfunctionX(S) is given
byqdir= inc,std,dec,if~.X(S) >0, = 0, <0.

Definition 3 The qualitative constraintpredicate DDIFF(Y,X) holds if Y(S) =

~X(S)for all S e [a, b] C Z. DDIFF is the discrete-timeanalogueofDERJV.

Onthis basis,any FDE(2) canbeabstractedto qualitativeconstraintsets,just asin the
caseofODEs. Wenowproposetoabstractthediscretetimeaxis asanalternatingsequence
of(closed)intervalsrelatingto qualitativelysteadystateregionsandofdistinguishedtime
points, wherebyif necessarythe latteraresimply addedif the trend function doesnot
assumethelandmarkvalue itself, It is then straightforwardto checkthat the QSIM I-
andP-rulesfor possibletransitionsstill apply. Thus, wehaveestablishedthefollowing
proposition.

Proposition4 Qualitative simulationsof the ODE (1) and of its common-senseFDE
analogue(2) in discretetime yield the sameresults, with thepossibleexceptionof the
distinguishedtimepoints.

Hence, the QSIM machinerydoesextendto discretetime, but we have to give a
specialposition to the distinguishedtime points. This ideacan be mademoreprecise,
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by generalizingKuipers’ notion of a ‘reasonable’function such that the distinguished
time points of the ODE (1) are separatedout without spoilingthe reasonablenatureof
the function to be integrated. This canbe achievedby using the so-calledLebesgue
integrationtheory,whichconstitutesa generalizationoverstandardRiemannintegration
(which is alsousedin qualitativesimulation). The basicideais that an integrable(or
reasonable)function may be changedat isolatedpoints without changingthe valueof the
integral,becauseisolatedpointshave‘no length’ (formally: form a setof measurezero
on the real line). One saysthat a property P holds ‘almost everywhere’if thepointswhere
P doesnot hold form a setof measurezero. We will not go into detailherebutrefer the
reader to standard text books suchas [16].

By virtue of the Lebesguetheory the following proposition (a formally more precise
versionof the above proposition) is valid.

PropositionS (i) The distinguishedtimepointsforma setofmeasurezero.
(ii) LetCbe theclassoffunctionsthatare equalto thesolutionx (I) oftheODE (1)almost
everywhere,namely, with the possibleexceptionofthe distinguishedtimepoints. Then
qualitative simulation of the FDE (2) yieldsall behaviorsthat are compatiblewith the
functionclassC.

In sum, qualitative simulation in discrete time is ‘almost equivalent’ to qualitative
simulation in continuoustime: the former yieldsthesameresultsbut is slightly morecrude,
in thesensethat it cannotdistinguish between‘everywhere’ and’almosteverywhere’. This
completesour discussionof discretequalitative simulation.

illustration 2: decayand oscillation. Thepreviousexampleof radioactivedecayis
very naturally modeledqualitativelyby theaxiomsDDIFF(Y,X) andM~(Y,X). Then
thediscreteversionof QSIM, like thecontinuousone,correctlypredictsthattheradioac-
tive fractionalwayskeepsdecreasingandbecomeszeroat infinity. Anotherexampleis
the harmonicoscillator. A ‘stroboscopic’view on theundampedspringgives thequan-
titative modelz~.2X(S)+ w2r2X(S)= 0, andthequalitativeconstraintsDDIFF(Y,X),
DDIFF(Z,Y) andM~(Z,X).Qualitativesimulationproducesthesameoscillatorybehav-
iors as in thecontinuouscase(including theambiguitiesconcerningdamping,conserva-
tivenessor runaway),while numericalsimulationof the FDE showsoscillatorymotion
whereby the landmarkvaluezeromight be missedin discretetime, dependingon the
actualvaluesofw andr. This showsthe‘almost equivalence’of discreteandcontinuous
qualitativesimulation.

5 Are QDEsabstractionsof ODEsonly?

This sectionwill leadusto aratherremarkabletheoremaboutqualitativeabstractionand
simulationofsystemtypesthathavenotpreviouslybeenconsideredin Al. Wehavealready
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shownthatdifferentialanddiscretedynamicsarealmostequivalentfrom theviewpointof
qualitativesimulation.We havealsoseenthat theseformsof dynamicsarequantitatively
equivalentif (andonly if) theyarelinked by probabilisticPoissonsampling. So,anatural
questionis: whathappensif weuseotherstochasticsamplingmethodsthatdonotyield a
Poissondistribution?Althoughthisrequiressomemathematicalsophistication,theresults
arerewarding.

5,1 A constructionmethodfor probabilistic embeddings

In order to tackle this problem, we will first give one method to constructdifferent
probabilistic embeddingsP to be usedin Eq. (4) [11; 12]. As in thePoissoncase,we
supposethat thediscretestepsSoccuratrandominstantsin continuoustime. Foreachstep
we assumethat thetime lapsedsincetheoccurrenceof theprecedingstepis determined
by a genericprobability density~(t) satisfying

Vt ~(t) � 0; j ~(t)dt = 1. (6)

Therearenootherrestrictionson ~. As aresultweobtainaverywide classofembeddings
‘P. eachsuitablefunction~ yielding an instance.The probability 2(1,S) can be induc-
tively constructedfrom ~pasfollows. For S = 0 we take2(1,5) to be theprobabilitythat
no stephasoccurredat continuoustime t. This is formally expressedby:

2(1,0)~ x(t) = 1 — ~(t’)dt’. (7)

Next, 2(1,S = 1) is theprobability thatpreciselyonestephasoccurredat time I. This is

formally givenby theconvolutionexpression
2(t, 1) = Conv[~,x] ~ j x(t — t’)~(i’)dt’. (8)

Thisprocedureis continuedto yield arecursiveexpressionfor 2 for all 5:

‘P(t,S+ 1) = Conv[~p,2(t,S)]. (9)

OneobtainsthePoissondistribution(5) via this procedureby takingfor ~ an exponential
distribution: ~p(t) = ~ exp(—3). We mentionin passingthat thisprovidestherationale
for thesequentialPoissonsamplingalgorithmdiscussedin Sec.3.

5,2 Quantitativeand qualitativereasoningimplications

After thesepreliminariesweareabletoderivebothaquantitativeandaqualitativetheorem,
thelatterbeingthecentralresultof this section.
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Proposition6 Let X(S) be the solution ofthe discretesystem(2), and let x(t) be the
correspondingcontinuous-timevariablesatisfyingEqs.(4)and(7)—(9). Thenfor all times
1, x(t) satisfiesan integro-differenrialequation(IDE) systemoftheform:

d ,
—x~(t)= / dl M(t — I) f1(xi(t ),. . . , x~(t),. . . , XN(t )), z = 1,. . . , N. (10)
dl .io

Proof. Theproofis mostelegantlysetup in matrix notation.TaketheLaplacetrans-
form of Eq. (4). Then, the summationcanbe carriedout symbolicallyusingtheFaltung
theorem,upon insertionof Eqs. (7)—(9) andof Eq. (2) in its iterated map formulation (3).
Comparison with the solution for x(t) obtained by Laplace transformation of Eq. (10)
now establishesthe proposition, in addition yielding the relation betweenM and ~ 0

Unlike an ODE, the IDE (10) is not a constraint on simultaneousvaluesof quantities.
One also needsall past statevalues in order to evaluatethe time evolution of the system.
Thus, IDEs (also called infinite delay equations)have a memory M, whereasODEs are
memory-less(thatis, M is aDirac delta function). IDEs naturally occurin nonequilibrium
statisticalmechanicsandquantummechanics,andhaveapplicationsfor examplein nuclear
and chemical physics. The above proposition says that IDEs can be seenas discrete
equationsplusprobabilistic sampling. Hence,alsofor IDEs extendedprediction ispossible
without using the notion of infinitesimals, along the samelinesas discussedin Sec. 3.

The view that IDEs and ODEs all constitute discrete-time equations of the type (2)
plus someform of probabilistic embeddingin continuous time, has also interesting con-
sequencesfor qualitative reasoning. Qualitative simulation abstracts the continuous time
axis such that it doesnot know anything about the duration of the qualitatively steady
intervals. Only thefact that they occur and their ordering may be deducedby qualita-
tive simulation. Consequently,it is not visible for qualitative simulators such as QSIM
what the preciselocations of the distinguished time points or their relative spacingsare
on the continuous time axis. By implication, it is immaterial to qualitative simulation
how the discrete steps S are embeddedin continuous time; we may locally ‘stretch’ or
‘shrink’ the time axis without changingthe qualitative simulation results. The different
ways of probabilistic embeddingdiscussedaboveonly differ in theway theyexecutethis
positioningof discreteeventsin continuoustime. In otherwords,qualitativesimulation
cannotdistinguishbetweendifferentshapesof thememoryfunctionM. This leadsusto
the following conclusion.

Proposition7 Qualitative simulation cannotdistinguishbetweenODEs (1) and IDEs
(10). Theyfall into thesameequivalenceclassofabstractionto qualitativedifferential
equations.

This hastwo consequences.First,notone(theODE)butmany(theIDEs) differential
equationsareabstractedto thesamequalitativedifferentialequation.Therefore,qualita-

5Therelationshipbetweenthe memorykernel M and theeventspacingdistribution ~ is given by
= u/[l/~,’ — 1] or,equivalently,çc’~= [u/M’ + 1]’l. Here,u is thecomplexfrequency(thevariable

conjugatedto time) andtheasteriskdenotestheLaplacetransform.
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tive simulationis muchmorecoarsethanpreviouslythought.Second,it hasbecomeclear
how to qualitativelysimulateanewclassofdynamicsystems,viz, theIDEs, namely,via
replacingthemby thecorrespondingODE.

illustration 3: nuclear reactions. If in illustration 1 about radioactivedecay we
would postulatecorrelateddecayevents,that is, anon-Poissondistribution7) ora non-
exponential~, we would obtain an IDE (10) in continuoustime. It is not difficult (e.g.,
for ~ beinga Dirac deltafunction) to verify that the qualitativebehavioras discussed
in illustration 2 remainsthe same(weadd that this also appliesto the exampleof the
spring). Correlatedeventsin this casearephysically not really expected. However,in
othernucleardomains(cf. [12] andreferencestherein)therearerecentclaimsthatcorre-
latedeventsactuallygive a betterfit to experiment,for examplein thefield of heavy-ion
collisions. Here, x1(t) is readastheprobabilitythat aheavy ion hasmassi, Srepresents
thesubsequentexchangeeventsof protonsandneutronsbetweenthecolliding heavyions,
andthememorykernelM maybe takento beexponentialorGaussian.

6 Conclusion

The dynamicsof physicalsystemsmaybeexpressedin termsof bothdiscretetime and
continuoustime. Theoreticalphysicstypicallyprefersrealcontinuoustime,asexemplified
by its useof differential equations.On theother hand,modelingin discretetime (in the
structureof the integers)is of greatcomputationalinterest. This work hasstudiedthe
questionhow thesetwo conceptionsof time arerelatedin reasoningaboutdynamical
systems.

The majorresultsof this paperare:

• Efficient extendedprediction of differential equationsystemsis possible,since
differential equationshavebeenprovedto be equivalentto discretedynamicsplus
probabilisticsamplingof thecontinuoustime line. This newapproachcompletely
avoidsthenotionof infinitesimal time stepsanddifferentials.

• The machineryof qualitativesimulationof differential dynamicshasbeenshown
to carry over to discrete-timesystemswith minor adjustments.With the possible
exceptionof setsof measurezero on thetime axis, qualitativesimulationyields
the sameresultsfor differential equationsand theirdiscrete-timecommon-sense
analogues.

• Qualitativedifferentialequationshavebeenprovedto be abstractionsnot only of
ordinarydifferentialequations,butalsoofintegro-differentialequationsthatcontain
a memoryfunction andthat naturallyoccurin statisticalandquantummechanics,
In otherwords,theequivalenceclassof qualitativeabstractionis muchlargerthan
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previouslythought.At thesametime this resultshowshow to carryoutqualitative
simulationof integro-differentialequations.

Theseresultsare illustrated by examplesfrom recentliteratureon nuclearphysics.
Thus, our approachof introducingprobabilistic embeddingsof discretepoint eventsin
continuoustimeprovesveryfruitful in developinga formal theoryof thequantizationof
time in dynamicphysicalsystems.

Acknowledgment. I amgratefulto JarkeJ.van Wijk (ECN)for someusefuldiscussions
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Abstract

The paper considers th~-problem of qualitative modelling of dis-
crete-time continuous-variab~- dynamical systems, for which only a
quantised measurement [x(k)] of the state x(k) is available. The qual-
itative model has to describe the qualitative trajectory x(1),x(2),...
for given qualitative initial state x(0) and qualitative input sequence.
First, it is shown that the qualitative trajectory of the system is am-
biguous. Hence, the qualitative model has to be nondeterministic.
Second, it is shown that nondeterministic automata provide reason-
able qualitative models of the continuous-variable system. The re-
lation between the automaton and the given system makes obvious
which knowledge about the system has to be available if the qualita-
tive model should be set up. Third, it is proposed to use stochastic
automata which provide means for weighting each state concerning
its appearance on the qualitative trajectory of the continuous-variable
system. On this basis, the set of spurious solutions, which exist for any
qualitative model, can be reduced. The appropriateness of the model
becomes obvious by designing a qualitative controller, The results are
illustrated by the problem of stabilising an ‘inverted pendulum’.
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1 Introduction

Qualitative modelling of dynamical systems has been dealt with in two sepa-
rate lines of research. Artificial intelligence approaches have the primary aim
of modelling human understanding and reasoning about physical systems
(for a survey ci [13]). Typically, rough characterisations [x(k)) are used as
qualitative description of the system state x at time step k. For example, for
deKleer and Brown [1] [x(k)] denotes the sign of x(k), whereas for Kuipers
[4] [x(k)] refers to a large but quantitatively unspecified interval.

On the other hand, qualitative modelling and analysis has been a topic
of active research in systems and control theory for many years. Graph-
theoretic analysis of dynamical systems [12], uncertain systems modelling
and robust control [5], or the qualitative analysis of interconnected systems
[10], [9] has been fields where qualitative rather than quantitative results are
the main motivation of research, These investigations try to follow the way
an control expert goes. Experienced control engineers are able to solve their
control tasks even if many details of the system dynamics are not known
or deliberately neglected, because the knowledge about the principal be-
havioural patterns such as the existence of oscillations, saturation effects, or
limit cycles or about the current output of the process in terms of subsets
of the state space rather than accurate quantitative values are sufficient for
many control purposes.

Although motivated by different aims and developed independently, both
lines of research have considerable similarities. In [6] it has been shown that
the relation between quantitative and qualitative models can be described by
an abstraction operator. On this basis, results from both the artificial intelli-
gence approach and systems theory can be presented in a unified framework.
The methods developed in these fields differ, virtually, in the abstraction
operator.

One of the main problems in qualitative modelling is the conservatism
of the results. Even for simple examples such as the mass—spring system,
qualitative models yield a large set of trajectories. Although it can be proved
that this set includes the qualitative description of the real system trajectory,
this set does include also many behavioural forms that no physically real
dynamical system can perform (spurious solutions). The main reason for
this is that the qualitative model is based on too less information about the
real system, because the quantity spaces used are too coarse.

To circumvent this situation is the motivation of this paper. A new
form of qualitative models is proposed. which is capable of including more
information about the system. This new kind of qualitative models has the
form of nondeterministic or stochastic automata.

In more detail, it is assumed that the qualitative value [x(k)] of the sys-



tem state x(k) is received by means of a directionwise quantiser (Section 2).
As shown in [7], for a qualitatively given initial state [x(0)] the qualitative
system trajectory is ambigous. This result is reviewed in Section 3 and ex-
tended to systems with inputs on autonomous systems. As a consequence of
the ambiguities of the system performance, nondeterministic and stochastic
automata are proposed as reasonable forms of qualitative models (Section 4).
These kind of models can be used to analyse the qualitative behaviour of the
system and, moreover, to design a qualitative controller. The control prob-
lem will be solved in Section 5. The example of the pole balanciirg problem
explained in Section ~6demonstrates that the conservatism of the qualitative
model is so low that the resulting qualitative controller does stabilise the real
unstable system,

This paper follows the view on qualitative modelling and control which
has been proposed in [2] and [7]. It extends the automata—theoretic model
that has been described in [7] for autonomous systems to systems with in-
puts. Another generalisation of [7] concerns the quantisation, which has been
assumed to be equidistant in [7] but has a more general form here. In addi-
tion to that, by solving a typical regulator problem with the help of this new
kind of qualitative model, it will be shown that the model includes enough
information about the system behaviour not only for analysis but also for
design purposes.

Notations. {a, b, c,. . . } denotes a set of unordered elements a, b, c,...,
whereas (a, b, c,...) is the description of an n-tupel with ordered elements.
Hence, if x1, x2,.. . , x,., are scalars and u1 urn vectors, (xi. x2,. . . , x,,)
denotes an n-row vector and (u1,.. . , Urn) a matrix with m columns, respec-
tively. In general, vectors are denoted by boldface lower case letters, eg x,
y, z, matrices by boldface upper—case letters, eg A, B, C, and scalars by
lower—case italics, eg x~,z,~,gjj. R and Z are the sets of real or integer num-
bers.

2 Continuous~variab1esystems with quan~

tised state measurements

Consider the linear discrete-time continuous-variable system

x(k+1)=Ax(k)+Bu(k), x(0)=x0 (1)

where
x = (x1, x2, . . . ,x~)’ and u = (u1, u2,. ..
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denote .the vec~ors of the systems state or input variables, respectively. The
prime is the symbol for vector transposition. A and B are matrices of appro-
priate dimensions with constant elements. For every given input sequence

U = (u(0), u(1),.. . , u(T — 1))

with fixed observation horizon T the system (1) has the trajectory

~(x(0), U) = (x(0), x(i),. . . , x(T)) (2)

where
k—I

x(k) = Ac x(0) + ~ Ak_l_l B u(l) (3)

holds.

Now, it is assumed that the state x(k) cannot be measured quantitatively
but is quantised by a directionwise quantiser that maps the state variables
into a set of intervals. The intervals are bounded by given values

gij (i=1,2,...,n; ~

and defined independently for all components x~of the state vector x. Hence,
the state variables x~that belong to the same set

Q~,(z~)= {x, I ~ ~ x~< g~z,+i} (4)

are qualitatively equivalent and represented by the same qualitative value
[x~(k)]= z~.The setsQ~(z1)are defined for

The quantised state vector [x(k)] is given by

[x(k)] = ([xi(k)], [x2(k)],.. . ,[x~(k)])’ (5)

where
[x1(k)] = z~ holds if and only if x~(k)E

The set Q~(z1)defined in eqn (4) can be written as

Q~,(z~)= {x1 I [xi] = z~}.

For all

~ (6)
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Qr(Z) can be defined by

= Qrj(zi) ® Q~2(z~)0,.. 0 Q~~(z~)= {x I [x] = z} (7)

with 0 denoting the Cartesian product. All these sets together cover the
subspace Rr ç R~

= U2~~Q~(z). (8)

For
g~f-= —~ and g~f~= 00 (9)

the whole state space R’~is partitioned into the sets Q~(z):

R= U~ Q~(z). (10)

In the case of equidistant intervals with interval length q~

jEZ (11)

holds. Then
= Z~ (12)

and
R’~Uze~n Q~(z)

follow.

It is further assumed that the inputs u~can assume one of a set of given

values u~
u~(k)cZ,~={u~ ~ (13)

Therefore, the element j of Z,~,is the qualitative value of u(k), ie

[u(k)] = ([ui(k)}, [u2(k)], . . . , [u,,~(k)])’ (14)

where
[u~(k)]= j holds if and only if u~(k)=

Hence, [u(k)] belongs to the set Z~:

ZEZu{(zi,z2,...,Zm)’~ZjE{g~,g~+l,...,g~}}CZ”. (15)

The qualitative input sequence [U] is represented by

[U] = ([u(0)],[u(1)],.. .,[u(T— 1)]).

The qualitative trajectory of the system (1) is given by

[X1(x(0), U)] = ([x(0)], [x(i)], . . . , [x(T)]). (16)

Obviously, for a given initial state x(0) the system (1) has a unique qualita-
tive trajectory [X].
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3 Nondeterminismof thequalitatIvebehaviour

For the qualitative model, only the qualitative values [x(k)] and [u(k)] are
relevant. The initial state x(0) is only known to belong to the set Q~(z(0))
for some given z(0):

x(0) E QT(z(0)) (17)

The system input is described by some qualitative input sequence

V = (v(0),v(1),. . . , v(T — 1))

where
[u(k)] = v(k) (k = 0,1,2,...,T— 1) (18)

holds. Therefore, the system (1) can perform any trajectory that starts from
some x(0) given in eqn (17) under the control sequence described by V and
eqn (18). These quantitative trajectories form the set

~(z(0),V) = {X(x(0),U) I x(0) c Q~(z(0)),[U] = V}. (19)

The_model has to generate the qualitative trajectories that result from the
set X and form the set [X]:

[~(z(0),V)]= {[X] I Xc I~1}. (20)

It has been shown in [7] for autonomous systems (eqn (1) with u(k) = 0)
and equidistant quantisation (cf eqn (11)) that the set [X] is, in general, not
a singleton but has more than one element. In order to extend this result to
the class of systems (1) considered here, the sets

Mr(0) = Qr(Z(0)) (21)

M~(k) = {Ak x(0) + ~ A~’’ B u(l) I x(0) c Q~(z(0)),

[u(l)] = v(l) (1 = 0,1,... , k — 1)}

= {Ax+Bu I xcM~(k—1),[u]=v(k)}. (22)

are defined and qualitatively described by

[M~(k)]= {[x] x c M~(k)}. (23)

Obviously, the system (1) has a unique qualitative trajectory if and only
if

M~(k)c Q~(z) for some z ~ (24)

holds for all k = 0,1,... ,T.
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Theorem 1 The system(1) has for an arbitrarily given qualitative initial
statez(0) andfor an arbitrarily given input sequenceV a uniquequalitative
trajectory if and only if eqn (2~)holds for all k = 0, 1,. . . , T.

The following theorem shows that the conditions of Theorem 1 are, in
general, not satisfied.

Theorem 2 [7] Considerthe system (1) for u(k) = 0 (k = 0, 1,. . . , T — 1)
andequidistantquantisationas describedby eqn (11). Assumethat detA ~ 0
holdsand define

A = diag-~--A diagq~~.
q~,

Thesystem(1) hasfor all qualitative initial statesz(0) c Z~a unique quali-
tative trajectory [X(z(0), 0)] if and only if

A=diag P
2n~+ 1

holdswhereP denotesa permutationmatrix andn~EZholdsfor i = 1,2,. .. , 72.

Obviously, an autonomous system (eqn (1) for ii = 0) has to satisfy a
rather restrictive condition on the matrix A. For systems with nonvanishing
inputs, additional conditions have to be met. Hence, almost all systems
(1) have a set of qualitative trajectories rather than a unique qualitative
trajectory. This fact has severe consequences for qualitative modelling since
it shows that any qualitative model has be nondeterministic. That is, for
given qualitative initial state and qualitative input sequence the model has
to generate a set of trajectories rather than a unique output sequence.

4 Qualitative modelling by meansof nonde~.
terministic or stochasticautomata

4.1 Modelling by nondeterministic automata

The nondeterminism of the qualitative trajectory of the system (1) suggests
to use a nondeterministic or stochastic automaton as qualitative model.
First, the nondeterministic automaton N(Zr, Z~,H, z(0),V) is considered,
where ZT denotes the set of states, Z~,the set of inputs. H : Z~x Z,~ .~ 2Z~
the transition relation, z(0) the initial state and V the input sequence.
is the power set of Z~.Z~,and Z~are the sets defined in eqns (6) or (15),
respectively.
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The transition function H has to be found so that the automaton gener-
ates the set X of qualitative trajectories of the system (1). In order to do
this, the sets

M~(0) = {z(0)} (25)

M~(k+ 1) = {H(~,v(k)) I ~ c M~(k), (k = 0, 1,2,. .. , T — 1)} (26)

are introduced. Then the set ~(z(0),V) of all trajectories of the nondeter-
ministic automaton is given by

~(z(0),V)=M~(0)®M2(1)0... oM~(T). (27)

Obviously, the automaton N is a nice qualitative model of the system (1) if
for arbitrary

z(0) and V

the relation
~(z(0),V) ~ [~(z(0),V)] (28)

holds. Then, the automaton generates all qualitative trajectories of the sys-
tem (1). As an extension of a result of [7], which concerns autonomous
systems, the following theorem can be proved analogously to [7].

Theorem 3 For arbitrarily given initial statex(0) and input sequenceU,

for the nondeterministicautomatonN(ZX,Z~,H, [x(0)], [U]) the relations

M~(k)D [M~(k)] (29)

and (28) hold if and only if the transition function H satisfiesthe relation

H(z,v) 2 {[x]IxcD0(z,v)} (30)

with
D0(z,v)={Ax+Bu IXEQr(Z), [u]=v}. (31)

If the 2 —sign in eqn (30) is replaced by ‘=‘, the function H generates
the smallest sets H(z, v). Then the smallest sets M~(k)and Z(z(0), V) are
obtained. The corresponding sets and the automaton N is marked by an
asterisk: H~,N~(Z~,Z,~,H, [x(0)], [U]),M(k) and Z*(z(0), V).

The nondeterministic automaton N generates the smallest set of spurious
solutions. This set is given by

T(z(0),V) = ~(z(0),V) \ [~(z(0),V)]. (32)



The reason why, in general, the transition function H~cannot be chosen so
that the set T is empty is based on the Markov property that the nondeter-
ministic automaton possesses. Accordingly, the set M~(k)depends merely
on the set M~(k— 1) but not on the automaton states at time instances ear-
lier than k — 1 (cf eqn (26)). On the other hand, the set [M~(k)]cannot be
uniquely de’termined from the set [M~(k—1)]. Hence, the automaton can, in
general, not-generate exactly the same qualitative trajectories as the system
(1).

Theorem jjias an interesting impact on knowledge acquisition. The the-
orem describ~sthe relation between the qualitative model N and the real
system (1). Accordingly, a qualitative model can be found if it is known
which set D0(z, v) of states will follow at time k + 1 the state z at time k
and the qualitative input v. D0 can be determined by means of eqn (31)
if the model (1) is known. On the other hand, this set can also be found
from experience with the system behaviour. Eqn (30) shows that a reason-
able qualitative model can be determined even If instead of D0 a superset
D0 of D0 is available. An operator that has experience with the qualitative
behaviour of a given system does know all possible directions where the sys-
tem can ‘go’. Hence, he can describe the set D0 and, thus, find a qualitative
model that, according to eqn (28), does generate all qualitative trajectories
of the system. -

The more4be operator knows the system, the better will be the set D0,
i.e. the smaller ~ill be the difference between this set and D0. Eventually, if
the operator knows his system precisely, he is able to determine the best pos-
sible qualitativ~ model N*, which is the model with the least set of spurious
solutions that can be found for the system under consideration.

This remark points to the fact that for dynamical systems the process of
knowledge acquisition can be based on both the model (1) of the system or
experience of an operator.

4.2 Modelling by stochasticautomata

The qualitative description of the system (1) can be improved if the states
z c M~(k)of the automaton are weighted concerning the probability with
which that the system (1) does really assume these qualitative states z at
time k. The weight is the probability p~(z,k) with which the state z c M~(k)
belongs to [Mr(k)].

This weighting is based on the following consideration of the system (1)
for qualitatively given inital state and input sequence. The system (1) is
started from different initial states s(0) that satisfy the relation (17), and
the trajectories are observed. Since x(0) is only known to belong to the set
Q~(z(O))it is reasonable to assume that the initial states x(0) used in these



experiments are uniformly distributed over Q~(z(0)). Then,

pz(Z, k) = Prob{[x(k)] = z}

is the probability of the state x to have the qualitative value z.
This is the reason for using the stochastic automaton S(Z~,Z,~,P, z(0), V)

as qualitative model where

Z~X Z~X Z~‘~

represents the transition ~bability -function. P(z, ~, v) is the probability
that the automaton that h~at time k the state z and gets the input v goes
to the state ~ at time k + 1.

In analogy to the nondeterministic automaton, the following sets are in-
troduced:

H~(z,v) = {~I P(z,~,v)~ 0} (33)

Ms~(0) = {z(0)}

Ms~(k+1) = {Hs(z,v(k))IzeMs~(lc)}, (k=0,1,...,T—1). (34)

The performance of the stochastic automaton is described by the probability
t(z, k) with which the automaton is at time Ic in state z. The following
relations hold for the automaton that has the initial state z(0) =

t(zo,0) = 1 -az~ t(z,0)=0 for-all z~z0
t(z,k+1) = >~P(z,~,v)t(~,k) (k=0,1,,..,T—1). (35)

2 e

Obviously,
Ms~(k)= {z I t(z,k) ~ 0}

holds. The set of trajectories of the stochastic automaton is given, analo-
gously to eqn (27), by

Zs(z(0),V) = Ms~(0)0 Ms~(1)0... 0 Ms2(T). (36)

The following theorem is an extension of the results on autonomous sys-
tems given in [7] to the broader class of systems (1) considered here:

Theorem 4 For arbitrarily given initial state x(0) and input sequenceU,
for the stochasticautomatonS(ZX, Z~,F, [x(0)], [U]) the relations

Ms2(k) 2 [M~(k)] (37)

and
Zs(z(0),V) 2 [X(z(0),V)] (38)



hold if and only if theiransition probability function F satisfiesthe relation

F(~,z,v)= fD(~,Z,V)dxfD
0

(z,v) dx

with
D(~,z,v)=D0(z,v) flQr(~) (40)

andD0as in eqn (31),

For this stochastic automaton, t(z, k) is an approximation of Pz(Z, k).

The best nondetermix~stic automaton N~and the stochastic automaton
described in the theorem above have the same sets of trajectories because
the following relations can be proved:

H*(z,v) = Hs(z,v) for all z,v

Z*(z(0),V) = Zs(z(0),V) for all z(0),V.

However, the stochastic automaton yields a better characterisation of the
qualitative performance of the system (1) since it generates together with
each set M5~(k)a weighting function t(z, k) that describes the probability of
the state zcMg~(k)to be really assumed by the system (1).

The additional characterisation of the states of the qualitative model by
the probability t(z, k) mak~it possible to reduce the set Zg(z(0), V). If
t(z, k) has a low value the state z can be assumed to belong not to the
qualitative trajectory of th~system (1) but to spurious solutions. Therefore,
such states can be deleted. For a given threshold s only those states z for
which

t(z, k) > s

holds are used for determining the set Zs(z(0), V) of qualitative trajectories
according to eqn (36).

A reasonable representation of the stochastic automaton is obtained if
the probabilities t(z, k) of all states z E Z~are written in the vector

t(k) = (t(z1, k), t(z2, Ic),. . . t(zq, Ic))’

where q is the number of elements of Z~. Then the performance of the
stochastic automaton is represented by

t(k+ 1) = P(v(k)) t(k), (Ic = 0,1,...,T— 1) (41)

where the matrix P(v(k)) represents the probability function P for given

input v(k).
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5 Qualitative control

The qualitative model proposed in the preceding sections can be used in
qualitative analysis and simulation. An example is given in [7] where the free
motion of an oscillator has been qualitatively described by a nondeterministic
and a stochastic automaton. Numerical examples have demonstrated that the
automata represent reasonable qualitative models because the set of spurious
solutions is very small.

The aim of this section is to go a step further. A~nethodwill be proposed
for designing a qualitative feedback controller that ~bilises an unstable sys-
tem (1) although the state variables cannot be meas~redquantitatively. The
possibility to use the qualitative model for control purposes shows that the
qualitative model is really a powerful means for dealing with dynamical sys-
tems.

The following is a summary of a method for qualitative controller design
which has been proposed in [8]. The main idea of this method is the following.
It is assumed, without loss of generality, that the equilibrium state of the
system (1) is given by x = 0 and z = [x] = 0. Therefore, the aim of
stabilising the system is to find a qualitative controller

[u(k)] = f([x(k)]) (42)

that moves the system into the equilibrium state. Since only the qualitative
state [x] is available, the system cannot be asym~to~Ucallystabilised as it
would be possible with some quantitative controller

u(k) = f(x(k))

[11]. Therefore, the control aim is to hold the system in the surroundings of
the equilibrium state, The control law f has to be chosen so that the prob-
ability pz(O, k) of the stochastic automaton in connection with the control
sequence that results from eqn (42) is maximised,

The control law can be determined by means of the qualitative model if
the controller (42) is applied to the model in the form

v(k) = f(z(k)) (43)

where the same control law f is used as in eqn (42). Then, V = Vf =

(f(z(0)),f(z(1)),... ,f(z(T—1)) holds and the qualitative model of the closed
loop system is given by Sf(Z~,Z,~,P~,[X(0)], 0) with

Pf = (pJ~), Pf~,= p~~(f(z~))

where pi~(Vk) is the ij—element of the matrix P(vk), cf. eqn (41). Then the
aim is to maximise the probability t(0, Ic), which can be determined by means
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of the model Sj. The ultimate aim is to obtain a stable closed loop system
Sf. That is, for any given initial state z(0) the model should eventually reach
the equilibrium state z = 0, i.e.

as k—~oo. (44)

However, the qualitative model S has spurious solutions and so has the closed
loop model Sj. Hence, the control aim (44) may-not be satisfied even if the
original aim

as

is reached. Therefore, the following design metho~is used in which the aim
(44) is replaced by maximizing t(0, Ic) at time k = 0,1,2,...

For k = 1 the task is

max t(0, 1) = max (P(f(z~))oe~ (45)

where e denotes a q—vector with vanishing elements besides a ‘1’ in the i—th
row. The symbol ( )o denotes the row of the given matrix that belongs to
the equilibrium state z = 0. By means of eqn (45) the function f can be
chosen for all states z for which there is a nonvanishing entry in the row
(P(f(z~))o. The resulting partial control law is denoted by f1. It is defined
for those states of the model S, from which the equilibrium state 0 can be
reached in one time step. The control law f’ ensures ~that the model reaches
the equilibrium state with maxim~mprobability.

For other states, I can be chosen if k = 2 is considered. Then the task is
given by -

max t(0,2) = max (P2(f(z~))oe~. (46)

The solution yields the function I for all states from which the equilibrium
state can be reached in no less than two time steps, The control law ensures
for these states that the model reaches its equilibrium state with maximum
probability.

If necessary, further time steps have to be considered in order to get the
complete control law f, This method for qualitative control will be demon-
strated by an example in the following section.

6 Example: The pole balancing problem

The following application study demonstrates the methods of qualitative
modelling and control that have been proposed in this paper. The problem is
to stabilise an ‘inverted pendulum’ (Fig. 1) by pushing the vehicle reasonably
to the left or to the right. This problem is a real benchmark for qualitative
modelling because this stabilisation problem is really difficult. Experiences
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with this experiment show that the existence of a solution to this control
problem depends strongly on the quality of the sensor signals. If the angle and
the angle velocity can be measured precisely, a systems theoretic approach
to the control problem is reasonable. Accordingly, a discrete-time model (1)
is set up and the feedback controller

u(k) = Kx(k)

can be designed by well known methods [11].
However, this way of solution does not take into account the deterioration

of the closed-loop system performance in case of bad sensor information. It
is typical for this experiment that the angle and the angle velocity cannot
be measured precisely but only with severe measurement errors. Then the
following qualitative approach is reasonable where the quality of the sensor
data can be explicitly taken into consideration by using appropriate quanti-
sations of the angle and the angle velocity.

For the inverted pendulum shown in Fig. 1 the following model can be
set up, cf [3]:

(m + m~)x— ml~2sin y + ml~cos ~ = 0

F

Figure 1: The ‘inverted pendulum’
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ml2ç~— mgIsin~ + mlx cos ~‘ = 0.

In these equations the following signals and parameters have been used:

F(k) - force on the vehicle (input signal)
x(k) - position of the vehicle
ço(k) - angle
m - mass of the pole
m~ mass of the vehicle
1 - length of the pole.

After linearisation of the equations around the equilibrium point ço = 0 and
with x,±,.p and ç~as entries of the state vector x and F as unique input
u(k), the following model is obtained:

01 0 0 0
00 —~ 0 1

*(t) = 0 0 1 x(t) + ‘~‘ u(t). (47)

~ (m+m~,)g ~ 1
~ “ rn.,! ‘~ mc!

With the parameter values

= 1kg, in = 0.1kg, 1 = 0.5m, g = 9.81~

and for the sampling time of 0.02s the following model of the form (1) results:

1 0.02 —0.002 0 0
0 1 —0.0196 —0.002 0.2

x(k+1)= 0 0 1.0043 0.02 x(k)+ 0 u(k). (48)

0 0 0.4318 1.0043 —0.4

A reasonable qua.ntisation can be derived from the following arguments,
which reflect practical experiences with the system. A simulation study shows
that the pole can no longer be stabilised if the following bounds are exceeded

Ix3I > 0.21, Ix4I > 0.87. (49)

Due to these bounds and the measurement insensitivity of 0.0175 (1°) for ~
and 0.0175 (1°) per sampling period for ~5the bounds g~jare fixed:

= —0.210, g~,o= —0.0175, 93,1 = 0.0175, ~ = 0.210

94,—i = —0.870, g4,o = —0.0175, ~ = 0.0175, ,~4,2= 0.870.

All states that satisfy at least one of the inequalities given in (49) are outside
the ‘working space’ of the system. They belong to the same qualitative state
z10. The other states are consecutively numbered as follows:

= (—1,—i)’, Z
2

= (—1,0)’, z3 = (—1,1)’, . . . , z9 = (1,1)’.
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The input signal u(k) has three qualitative levels:

u(k)=10 ~ v(k)=1

u(k)=0 ~ v(k)=0

u(Ic) = —10 ~ v(k) = —1,

ie the force can be chosen to be zero or maximum in both directions.

Under these assumptions, a stochastic automaton S can be found as de-
scribed in Theorem 4, which is represented by eqn (41) with

94 81 2 23 0 0 0
0 19 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 91 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 75 5 0 4
0 0 0 0 90 0 0
0 0 4 0 5 75 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 91
0000003
0 0 0 0 0 23 2
6002020

49 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0000 00 0 00

39 100 60 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0
0003 0~0 00 00
0 0 1 44 100 75 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 45 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 55 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 8 0 100 48 0
9 0 39 0 0 17 0 0 52 100

48 100 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 46 100 44 1 0 0 0
0 0 00 0 30 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 4 60 100 39 0
0 0 000 00 030
0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 49 0
52 0 0 46 0 0 39 0 9 100

The control aim is to stabilise the system in the state z5 = (0, 0)’. The

stabilising controller can be found by means of the procedure proposed in
Section 5. The control law is given by the following table:

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
19 0
81 94
06

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100

P(0) = 0.01

P(—1) = 0.01

P(1) = 0.01
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z(k) = z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6. z7 z8 z9
u(k)= -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J

Note that for the implementation of this qualitative controller only a rought
measurement of the angle and the angle velocity is necessary. The controller
needs only information about the qualitative value of both signals. A further
simplification is possible because the resulting contro[ law is rather simple.
The controller has only to known whether both the angle and the angle
velocity have the same sign.

The simulation result given in Fig. 2 shows that this controller actually
stabilises the inverted pendulum. The closed-loop system eventually reaches
a cyclic trajectory, which can be compared with a limit cycle of a nonlinear
system. In fact, the controller brings about a severe nonlinearity of the closed-
loop system. Due to the roughness of the measurement, the equilibrium point
cannot be approached asymptotically, but the system obviously remains in
the near surrounding of this point.

Figure 2: Trajectory of the ‘inverted pendulum’ with qualitative controller
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7 Conclusions

The paper has proposed a new form of qualitative models, which is appropri-
ate for systems whose state variables can be measured through a quantiser.
As it became obvious in Section 3 that the qualitative trajectory of the sys-

tem is, in general, ambiguous, nonlinear or stochastic automata provide a
reasonable framework for qualitative modelling.

This new form of qualitative models makes it possible to use well known
results on discrete event systems, which have been elaborated with emphasis
to ‘real’ discrete event systems such as manufacturing systems or computer
nets. These tools can be applied now to continuous-variable systems if these
systems are considered on the qualitative level of abstraction rather than by
means of quantitative models like (1).

As an interesting byproduct, the paper bridges the gap between the fields
of continuous-variable and discrete event systems. Until now, both classes
of systems have been investigated separately. The paper demonstrates that
both forms of considerations can be applied simultaneously. Theorems 3
and 4 describe how automata have to be chosen if they should describe a
continuous-variable system (1) qualitatively. With these results in mind, it
should be investigated whether analysis and control methods that have been
developed for ‘real’ discrete event systems are really reasonable for qualitative
analysis and control of continuous-variable system or whether it is necessary
to elaborate new methods that take into account the continuous nature of
the system under consideration. This is the aim of current research whose
results will be described in forthcoming papers.
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Abstract

We describean envisionment-basedsimulationprogram The programbeaN
some design similarities to Kuipers’ QSIM algorithm, hut differs in the under-
lying ontologyand in the implementedtheory in the envisioningprocess. The
programimplementspart of an axiomatic,first order theory that hasbeende-
velopedto representandreasonaboutspaceandtime. Topological information

is extractedfrom the modelleddomain and is expressedin the theory as seo~
of distinct topological relationsholding betwensetsof objects. Theseform the
qualitativestatesin the underlyingtheoryandsimulation.Processesin the the-
ory are representedin the envisionmentaspaths in the envisionmenttree. We
show the feasabilityof this particularontologyin the implementationof a sini-
ulation programderivedfrom alogic-basedformal theory. A descriptionof the
algorithmis given and the whole is illustratedwith an exampleof a simulation
of the processesphagocvtosisand exocytosis- two processesusedby unicellular
organismsfor garneringfood and expellingwastematerial respectively.Finally
we show how the programcan be viewed as a specializedtheoremprover fo
mapping program transformations to logical inferencesiii the ii odelll!Ig lo’or~

1 Introduction

Envisiorirnent-hasedsimulationprogranisused in Qualitative Reasoning(Qli ) aie

now well established. The notion of an envisionnient.originated in de Nleer~sN l~\V~

TON (Weld and de Kleer 1990) program. hut. now appears as a ceiitra.l program

design feature in many QR. simulationprograms- see Weld and (Ic Icleer ( 11990). Au
envisionmenttakesaset of predeterminedqualitativestates,andexpressestheni iii

the form of graph or a tree. This representsa temporal partial ordering of all the

qualitative statesa modelled physicalsystem can evolve into given some ndexed

state. The term “envisionment” refers to the generatedtree of possiblestates of a

modelled system,the term “envisioning” to the actual processof deriving i lik I lee.

Envisionmentscan be attainableor total. Attainable envisioninentsgenerate i lie

tree from someparticular initial stateof the modelled system: total envisiouiuiueuit

are generatedfrom all possiblestates— see Weld and de Kleer (199()~for exa

of both types in the literal nrc. Our simulation programi urodiice~

enviSionment

~Thii,~is an extendedversion of a mjer presented~i



The simulation program describedbelow sharesmany of its generaldesign fea-

tures with Kuipers’ (1986) QSIM approachto qualitative simulation. QSIM uses a
set of symbols that representphysical parametersof a modelled system. together
with a set of constraintequations(which are taken to be qualitative analoguesof

standarddifferential equationscommonly usedin mathematicsand physics). The

qualitative simulation starts with a structural descriptionof the modelled cloniain

(being the description of the parametersand constraintequationswhich relate tlie
parametersto eachother) and an initial state. The program producesa treewhich

representsthe initial stateof the systemas the root node, and possiblebehaviours
of the modelledsystemas pathsin the tree from the root node to its leaf nodes.

In our simulationprogram,QSIM’s physicalparametersmap to aset of mmml ualiv

exhaustiveand pairwisedisjoint set of d adic relations that can hold l.)etweemi pairs

of regions. Similarly, QSIM’s set of transitionrulesmapto a set of transition mulesui
our theory (wInch determinethe mannerin which pairsof objectscan changetheir

degreeof connectivity over time), and QSIM’s constraint model maps to tlouuiaiii

independent,and dependentconstraintsthat apply to states,amid betweenadjacemit
states. While both QSIM and our simulation program take partictilar physical

systemsas a model, unlike QSIM, our simulation program first requires the user

to abstract out a logical description of the physical model in terms of a set of
topological relationshipsholding betweenthe set of objectsin the modelleddomain.

An analogueof QSIM’s consistencyfiltering also appearsin our simulation program.

The structureof the rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we outline that

part of the underlying theory upon which the presentsimulation progm’anm is based.
Section 3 discussesthe simulation program. In section 4 we give an examplemimodel
and resultingenvisionment.The logical correctnessof the programis dealt with iii
section 5. Finally in section 6 we discussrelated and future work.

2 Overview of the spatial theory

The formal theory which underpinsthe simulation program(seeRandell and ( oluti

1989, 1992 and Randell 1991) is basedupon Clarke’s (1981, l9~5)calculus of mmdi-
viduals basedon “connection” aiid is expressedin the many sortcdl logic LL:\ \l.\ -

seeCohmi (1987). The theory supports regions having either a spatial or temnporil I

interpretation. Informally, these regions may be thought. to be imifinite Iii 1111111her.
and any degreeof connectionfrom external contact to ideuttit v is allowed ill I lie

intended model.

The basicpart of the formal theory assumesa primitive dyadic relation: ((.1. mi)
read as ~x connectswith ~‘ which is defined on regions. C(r. g) is reflexive auud

symmetric. In termsof points incident in regions,C( a’, y) holds when regions.rand

p sharea common point.. Using the relation C(x, y). a basic set of dvadic relations
are defined. Theserelations are: ~DC(x. y)’ (~xis disconnectedfrom !J). ‘P(.u. !J)

(‘a’ is a part of y’), ‘PP(x, y) (~sis a proper part of y’), ‘.1 = y’ ( ~x is ideuti ical
with y’), ‘O(x, y)’ (‘a’ overlapsy’). ‘DR(a:. y)’ (‘a’ is discretefronm y’) ~PO(a’. tj)’

partially overlapsy’), ‘EC(x, y)’ (‘a’ is externally connectedwit Ii y)’. ‘TP( a’. y ) (‘i
is a tangemitial part of y’ ). ‘NTP( a’. y)’ ( ~xis a nontangentia.lpart of ui). ‘T PP( •‘.

‘a~is a tammgential proper part of y’ ). ‘NTPP(a, p )‘ (‘u. is a nontangemltal II loper

part of y’). ‘TPl(a’, p)~(‘a’ is the identity tangentialpart of !J)~and. ‘NTPI).i’. ~)

m us the dId ntmt\ nontangentmml pail of tj I lId utlatuons P PL J P ‘\ I P I PP



and NTPP support inverses. Of the defimied relations, the set DC, EC. P0. TPP.

NTPP,TPI. NTPI, andtheinversesfor TPP andNTPP form a. mutually exhaustive

and pairwisedisjoint set. From now on we shall refer to this particular set. as the
set of baserelationsdefined solely in terms of the primitive relation C A pictorial
model for this set of baserelations (exceptingthe relation NTPI) is given in Figm.mre
1 ~. Atomic formulae whosepredicatesymbolis a baserelation will be called basic
atoms.Note that all the relationsdescribedabovecan be expresseda.s dlisjunctiomls

of sets of baserelations.

For the temporalpart of the theory assumedby the simulation prograni. wefirst
introduce temporal regions into our ontology, which we call periods. Periods are

subdivided into intervals and moments.where amomentis defined as a period t hat

has no consitimentparts such that one part is beforeanother. lii addition to periods.
a new primitive relation of temporal precedence‘B(x,y )‘ read as ‘x is before v is

addled to the formalisnu and axioniatisedl to be in’eflexiye a.nd t ramisit ye. A set (II
13 dyadic temporal relations are then defined - see Randell (1991). Theseina\ be
viewed as analoguesof all the 13 interval relationscommon to interval logics - see

e.g. Allen and Hayes(19k5) and Hamblin (1911). However, for the purposesof t his

paper. only the relation Meets(a’,y) which is irreflexive and tiamIsitive is needed.
Two periods a’ and y are then said to meet if and only if a’ is before .y and no other

period a’ exists such that. a’ is before a’. and a’ is before p. The fmmmictiomi ‘ltexl(.t

read as ‘the next moment after (period) a” can then be defined.

In the generalformal theory,an ontologicaldistinction is madebetweenphysical
objects (bodies) and the regions of spacethey occupy. Bodies and regions are
representedin the formal theory a.s disjoint sorts. The mapping betweemi the t \V0 is

done by introducing a transferfunction ‘space(x,y)’ read as ‘the spaceocCupiedl by
a’ at y’, that takesa. body a.t a. given momentimm time, and maps this to the legion

of spaceit occupies. or to a null object if a’ doesnot exist at. the moment p. hut
the latter case NULL(x, p) is true. The transfer fumiction is used in the t heol\ to

define a set of ternary relatiomis of the form ~(x, y, a’) whiclu are used imu a set of

envisioningaxiomsandmeansthat body a is in relation ~ to body p dlmmrimlg period

a’. However, the temporalparametersin formulae used in the simnula.t oil prograitt

m’emain implicit, i.e. the formnula NTPP(11, a) abbreviatesflue I eiitporally i uolexed

formula NTPP(n, a. t ) - where t denotes a specific period dl miring v Ilicli t In si ~1

obtains.

The formal theory contains a set of envisioning axioms amldl encodles a set ol

theorems(derivablefrom the part of the theory describedabove) iii t he furl ii oF
transitivity table - cf. Allen’s (1983) transitivity table.

The envisioning axioms (see figure 1) describedirect topological t.ransitiomls t hat
can be madebetweenpairs of regions. Thus, for example, givemi two regions that

DC in one state,a direct transition to EC is allowed, and froni E( back to I om

to where the regions P0. and so on. Theseaxioms rule omit certaimi I ramisit tolls

for example no direct transition betweenDC and P0 is allowed: if 1 lue t raitsil loll

fm’om DC to P0 is sanctionedill the nmodel. then the underlying t ra.iisitiout Ill ll.si iOs.s

This particular model assumesall the regions 1.0 he topologicallv closed i.e. md ~li nc m oil

boundaries) The relation NiP] is only sam.isfied if the regions it is defined on are open ) i.e

not including their boundaries) and given that in the theory used by I lie siunnlamion pron on

regionscanuiom both be simulmaneousl~closed auid opell, the relation NTPI is not represented in I Ii
i-estrictednioclel we use here. \\e justify this resl.riction hy noting that i)\’~Ia) uhje~—.ii
nat.urali~’representedby topotoii,icatlv closed spalial regions



Vxyz[DC(x, y, z) A F —~ [DC(x, p next(z)) V EC(x, y, next(z))]]
Vxyz[EC(x, y, z) Ar —+ [EC(x, y,next(z))V DC(x, y, next(z)) V PO(x,p. next(.))}]
Vxyz[PO(x, p z) Ar —~[PO(x, p next(z)) V EC(x,p next(z)) V TPP(.r.mi next.foflV

TPP’(x, y, next(z))V TPI(x, p next(zfl]]
Vxpz[TPP(x,p, z) Ar —* [TPP(x,y, next(:))V NTPP(x, y, next(z))V

PO(x, y, next(z))V TPI(x, y, next(z))]}
Vxyz{NTPP(x, p z)A r —~ [NTPP(x,y, next(z))V TPP(x,y, next(zflV TPI(x. y, nexm.Cfl]]
Vxyz[TPI(x, p, a’) A r —~ [TPI(x, y, next(~))V P0(a’.y. next(z))V

TPP(x,y, next(z))V NTPP(x, y, next(z))]]
Vxyz[TPPm(x, y, z)A~ -‘-f [TPP’(x, y,next(z))V NTPP’(x, y, nextfo))V

PO(x,y, next(z))TPI(x,y,next(z))J]
Vxyz{NTPP~’(x,y, z) Ar —, [NTPP1(x,p next(z))V TPP’’(x, p next(zflV

TPI(x, y, next(z))]]
where F -~NULL(x,rmext(z))A ‘-‘NULL(y, muext(z))

Figure 1: The eight envisioningaxioms.

through the intermediateEC state. A pictorial representationof of the emivisiomiing
axioms is illustrated in Figure 2.

TPP NTPP

w
TPP~ NTPP

1

Figure 2: A pictorial representationof the baserelationsand their direct topological

transitions.

The theory also usesa. precomputedtransitivity table (Table 1) for the set. of

dyadicbaserelationsdescribedabove- for detailsseeRandell.Cohn and Cmii (1992).

Each R3(a,c)entry in the table representsa disjunctionof all the possibledvadic
relationsholdingbetweenregionsaand c, for eachR1(a,b)and R2(b.c) conjunction
- where Ri, R2, R3 are elementsof the set of baserelations in the theory. The

transitivity tableis usedin the simulationprogramfor checkingconsistencyol stale

descriptionsin the envisioningprocess.

As mentionedabove,only apart of the generaltheory is actually implementedill

the simulation program. For example,the generaltheory also includesan additional

primitive function ‘conv(x)’ readas ‘the convexhull of x’. which is axionia.tisedamud is

usedto generateafurther set of dyadic relations. Theseadditional relationsait’ usedl

to describeregions that are either inside, partially inside or outside other regions
- see Randell, Cohn and Cui (1992). As with the set of relatiomis defined solely ill

termsof C, the extendedtheory including the new set of inside amid Olltsidle relatiomts

also admits the possibility of constructingseveral further sets of baseu’elat ions.

dependingupon the degreeof representationaldetail required by the user. For t lie

basic extensionto the theory, the set. of baserelationsextendfrommi 9 to 23. however.

herewe simply concentrateupon the set of baserelationsdefinedsolely in termitsof (
which turns out to be sufficient to demonstratethe gemieralutility of ommr approach.
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1

Ec,po.PP
4

P0,PP
1

P0,TPP,TP
4

P0,PP PP
4

NTPP
1

TPP
4

X

NTPP~
1

DR,P0,PP
1

pO,pP~ POPP
4

P0,PP’~ 0 NTPP” NTPP
4 5~pp

4
5~pp

4

TPI DC CC P0 TSP NTPP TPP
4

NTPP’ TPI )<

NTPI DC X so X NTPP X NTPP
4

X NTPI

Table 1: Transitivity table for the 9 basic relations. If R
1
(a,b) and R2(b.c), it. follows thai R:~((I. c)

where R
3

is looked up in the table. “X” entries mean that the corresponding conjunction R
1

((1,. b) and

R
2

(b, c) cannot be simultaneously satisfied, and “no info.’ thaI no base i-clam in is excluded, ~ till ipie

entries in a cell are interpreted as disjunctions. Note that DR stands for DC and CC. PP for tOt’ and

NTPP. PP
1

for TPP
1

and NTPP~
1

.TP
1

fur TP0
1

and TPI. and (,) fur CO. TOP. \T PP. 11>1 ‘~

NTPI,_m, TOl and NIPI.

3 The Simulation program

State descriptions in time simulatiomi program am’e representedas conjunctions ol
ground atomic formulae. The programfirst. of all takesan initial statedescriptemit.

then evolvessuccessivestatesaccordingto the restrictionsimn posed by direct topo-

logical transitions encoded in time envisioning axioms, by sets of constraintsthat

apply within a stateor betweenstates,amid by any setsof a.ddl or delete mules that
sanction the introduction and deletion of named entities in the modelled dlomna.iul

respectively. A consistencycheck is madefor each state,first for the initial state.
and then for all potential evolvedstatesgeneratedin the envisioning process.The

envisioning processterminateswhen fom’ each pathgenerated in the envisiouimmleult

tree, the last state repeats au earlier one. Each path of states~m. S
2

, ... corre-

sponds to a sequenceof periods, 11,12, ... such that Meets(t~,t~1). and tile slate

description of S~obtains during t~. Each completepath correspondsto a possible
behaviourof the physical model as predicted by the program. However. becatmse

the transition rules alwaysallow the possibility that the relationship b.)etweemt two
entities continuesindefinitely. each imutia.i subpa.thmalso correspondsto a jmm’edicm ad

behaviour.

Time programrequiresa.completemm-cliqueastheinitial state.i.e. n( ii- I ) /2 at oi II IC

formulae. This requirementis mmeededfor consistencyand COlIst ra.i Itt cI ecF i tg I I lie

program to function correcttv.2

3.1 Constraints

The simulation pm’ogranm supports two types of commstm’aints. Thest. ai’e
and interstateconstraintsm’espectively. Intm’astat,econstraiitI s are coutstrai its t list

2
}lowever, in practice, a partial description of time initial is usually supplued be I lie nsei a tid a)

the program computesthecompletedescription or descriptions,if more m.han one is consistent- and
b) only thosestatedescriptions that arise from evolved transitions front pairs of entit i(’s dli’sdl ihod
in the iuuitial state are explicitly represenm.edin the envisionment- Acu nallv. oni l~5~’~N

different 1.0 Ihe procedurespecified iii seclioui :~thut m.luis iueed 1101 couiderli is



apply within a state,and interstateconstraintsbetweenadjacent.states- that is to

say,betweenconsecutivestates,or stateswhich meet. For example,in the physical

systemwhich is usedto illustrate this simulation programbelow - namely modellimig

phagocytosisof unicellular organisms- an intrastatewould be the assertionthat the
cell’s nucleusis alwayspart of the cell, and a-n interstatewould he the fact that once

the food is ingestedduring pliagocytosisand becomesa part of the amoeba,it will

remainso. Formally, both types of contraintsassumethe following forms:

Intrastateconstraint: 4), where 4) is a. quantifier free formula, and all ternis are
variablesor constants(all variablesare implicitly quantified). Note tlma.t 4) must be

composedof basicatoms.

Interstateconstraints:

where 4) is as above,amid the R.~are basic atoms predicating the salute termmls.

In the first case, where 4) holds, if R0 then in any’ next state the disjunctiomt 11u
VR

1
V ... V R71 holds, while in time secomidcasethe disjunctiomi RU V V ... V I?~umu mist

hold where eachR~is a baseatom predicating the sameterms as RU andl f?~� I?,
for any i, j. The presenceof a-mi iimt.ersta.t.econstraintdoesnot force a trait ~it null to

takeplace.

3.2 Add and delete rules

In addition to the set of constraint rules describedabove, time simula.tiomm pm’ogramti

also supportsadd and deleterules. Both setsof rules can be viewed as anotlmerkiumd

of inter-stateconstraint. In this caseadd rules simply sanction the introduction of
new objects into the domain at the next state,and delete rules the eliminatioum d)f

particular objects in the next state. In the model usedto illustrate our programiu. an

exampleof an add rule is where,having emivelopedthe food, a vacuole is fornued iii

the amoeba,while an exampleof a deleterule is where the vacuolecontaimig waste

material passesout of existencea.s it opensup and dischargesits contemutsiuiio i he
amoebalenvironment.

Add anddeleterulesassumethe following forms: add oi o0 with relations
W1 when ~‘2; delete Oi , o,-, when ~2 . ~i is a conjunctiommof basicatoms.amid
W2 is a quantifier free Boolean composition of atoms. 01, .... o~must be gm-omuiud

terms(at least in the current, implementation). An add rule is fired when time ‘\vluemt

condition is true for some instantiation of free variables iim the commditiomi. amid will

add oi O7~to all iiext states with the specified relations. Simmiilarl. dlelet.e rmu les
will befired whenthe ‘whemi’ conditiommis t rime aimd will deleteall t he specihe’d u di~’ct

in all next states.

3.3 The Algorithm

The algorithm first. of all takesami imlitial state of the modelled physical syste~ui.

then proceedsto generatethe envisionment. Eachstate in tlte envisionimig I)ro(ess
is checkedfor intrastate consistencybefore the miext state in the enyisiomum’luent is

generated.The completedtree representingthe envisionment. has t lie mi tia I stat

as the root. miode, amid paths tracing to leaf muodesasdistimuct seqtueuucesof t 0 tot (ills

umidergomieb~the set of nuodehleelobjects.



The algorithm is as follows. First we put the initial stale sO. in a set h ol

unexpandedstates; then time following stepsareexecuted:

1. If S is empty then stop.

2. Select and removea sta.t.eSi from S.

3. Checkconsistencyof Si, if Si is immconsistent,then go to 1.

4. Select, applicable transition rules by applying interstateconstraimmts.

5. Apply all the selectedtransition rules to producea set of possiblestates.

(‘i . Apply add and delete rules.

7. Delete any statesthat violate aim intrastateconstraint.

8. Add remaining statesgeneratedto S.

9. Go t.o 1.

We discussthe details of steps3 to 7 imm tile smmbsectiommsbelow.

3.3.1 Consistencychecking

In step 3 the algorithm usesa simple form of consistencychieckimtgstep to lilt et

sets of atomic formulae ( beiiig a. potential state in time simula.tiomm and thmus in tile

physicalmodel) whoseconjunctionis inconsistentin the underlying theory, amid t lutis
supportsno model. In this instance,we use tile results encodedin time tramusit.ivitv
table. Given mt-objects iii the modelled domain, there are exactly n(mt-1 )/2 atomic

formulae in a state. In particular for each tuple of objects x.y.z. there are three

atomic formulae of the form R1(x, y), R.2(y, a’) and R3(x, a’). Consistencychecking
simply consistsof checkingtha.teachR3(x. a’) formula is logically implied by 11u (a’. Y)

and R2(y, a’) for eachy ~ {x, z}. In use this is effectively the sameas Allen’s ( i9~3)
constramtsatisfactionalgorithm, except tha.t our algorithm camu l.)e simplified since
we have no ~disjunctive labels” becausewe have restricted state descnipt.iotls to

conjunctionsof baserelations.

3.4 Generating next states

1mm steps4 through to 7, the algorithm takesa stateproducedlin step3. and procedes

to generatea. new state. The selectedstateSi composesof a set of basic at.omuts. lot

each atoni there are between 1 and 5 applicable transitiomi rules - see Fig’iu me I -

In step 4 possible transitiomis for each atom which violate aii in t erstat e colt st ma ui

are filtered ommt . In step .5 the remna.inimlg transitions a.m’e applied in all pi 1551 hle

combinatiomisto yield a set of posibie next states. In step Ii flit’ add and dolede Ill Ie~
are then applied in timat order. Finally, jut Stej) 7 ally miext st at es \\l’ticli \l~lal an

iimtrastateconstra.immt are deleted.

4 An Example

By way of a simple example.weshall demnonstra.tethe simulat.ioti progralli by intel-

chug celltmla.r beha\’iour - in particular. time processesknowut as pltagocyt(isis ii id
exocytosis. Phagoc~’tosisis time’ process by which cells stiruoti id. eiigitlf S11(

1
1 11011



digest food particles. It is time feedingn’method used by sonme immuicellulam’ orgamuismns

of which the amoebais an example,and whlich is adoptedhere. The sameprocessis

usedby white blood cells in amm attempt to dealwith invading micro-organism’ns.Exo-

cytosisis the namegiven to a. similar inverseprocesswherewast.eimmaterial origimlallv
containedin a cell is subsequentlyexprehledfrom the cell.

In the proposedmodel, an amoeba.is depictedin a fluid environmentcontaining

other organismswhich are its food. Each amoebais credited witlm vacuoles(being
fluid filled spaces)containingeither enzymesor food which time a.nimna.lhas ingested.

The enzymesare used by the amoebato break down the food into nutriemit and

waste. This is done by routing the enzymesto the food vacuole. Upon comita.ct

the enzyme and food vacuolesfuse togetherand the enzymesmem’ge into time fluid
containing the food. After breakingdown the food into nutrient aand waste,the
nutrient is absorbedinto the amoebalprotoplasm,leaving the wasternateria.l in flit’
vacuole ready to be expelled. This is achievedby letting the waste vacnole lma~~

to the exterior of the protozoan’sbody’. winch opensup. let Ii lug I. he waste utia I eria I

passout of the amoebaand into the amoeba.lenvironment.

Theformal descriptionof the phiysica.lmodel is as follows. \Ve a.ssumimesix phvsica.I

objects: a., f, mm, e. nt. w and v. standing for the amoeba.,its food. the amuuoeba‘s

mmucleus, a. packet of enzynmes,nutrieimt, a body of waste nma.t.eria,l. aumd a vacmmole
respectively. In the simulation, time vacuole,the nutrient amid I hue uvaste are mp’tivi’;io’d

dynamically as tile processis ummdergone.

Time initial state is representedby the conjunction of tile fohlowimig atouluic or-

muhae: DC(a.f), NTPP(n,a.),NTPP(e,a),DC’(n,e) and DC(e.f). ~

Next we introduceout’ set. of doma.imm commstra.intsfom’ the plmvsica.l mnodeh. l’ir sl

the interstateconstraints:

1)EC(f, a) ~ DC(J, a) 8)DC(nt,a) ~ DC(nt,v)
2)PO(f,a) ~ EC(f,a) 9)EC(nt.v) ~ PO(nt, ‘t’)

3)TPP(f,a) ~ PO(f,a) iU)PO(nt~v)~ EC(nL,-v)
4)TPP(f,a)~ TPI(f,a) 11)TPP(-nt,v) ~ TPI(nt,-m’)
5)NTPP(f,a) ~ TPI(f,a) 12).ATTP.P(nt,v)~ TFI(n.t. m’)

6)EC(w,a)=/~PO(w,a) 13)EC(t.f)=/=~’DC(e.f)
7)PO(w.a)~ EC(w,a) I-i)PO(c,f) ; TPP(c.f)

Constraints 1 to 3, 6 and 7, amid 13 amid 14 respectively’ imposea tmmiidimectiona.hity ol
movement betweenthe food amid the amoeba.,betweemmthe waste mmua.teria.la.mid t tue

amoebaamid betweemmtime enzymepacket amid time food. Imi flit’ first case whieui I tue

food is in contactwith the amoebait is alwaysingestedto becouuuea proper lii

the amunial; in the secomidcase ommce the wastemiiaterial is ill externa.l comi tact wit Ii

tile animal. it will imever be m’eiimgested,a-mid in the last case omice I hue eIuZvmlle atFet

contactstime food, it will alwayspassimmto it becormiimmg a. part . ( oust rai ills I all

5, andl 6 a.mmd 7 respectivel\’ impose the conditions that, once I tue footi is iligest.eII

amid is thus a. proper pa.rt ) it. will remima.imu a proper part. of t lie animmial. amid 1 ia I

nutriemit onceproduced (beimig a proper pai’t of the vacuole)remnaimls a ploper part -

~ the initial state,sincethereare 5 objects. thereare realty itt relam.ioiishiitis In heSpeelbleih. .‘\s

mentionedearlier, theprogram expandsa user supplied partial description It> a coiuipieie (les(’ript ion.
lmi fad although the formula DC(e.f) is formall~-derivable uut tIle geu~eraI I hieorv troni I ii fit -a 1 ci

atomicformnuule, it us represeulm.edexplicitly iii the input lailguge here.Olhld.-l’O’isd Ito re!alioui II (\‘‘ii

e auid f will he generated iul subsequent stales iii the eiivisionuuig ~ - —as’ (al itt loom nO



Without theseconstraintstime transitiomm from beinga properpart to being identical

samictionedby the envisioningaxioms is miot. violated; thus womild simiiply result iii a

possiblestatebeing genem’a.tedimm the enyisiomirmient with the aimmoebabeing pam-I of
the food. a,mmdl the vacuolepart. of the nutriemmt.!

The intrastateconstraimmtsare all straightforwardto understandamid just illtpese

the obvious static topological comistraimil.sbetweenthe domain entities.

NTPP(n, a). NTPP(e,a), PP(nt.a), PP(v. a). DR(n, e), DR.(n. y)

PP(w. v). PP(f, v), (PP(w. a) — PP(v,a.))

There ale two add-rules. The first rule introducesnutriemmt amid wasteinto time’

food vacuole when the enzymepacket is aproper part of the food. while the secommd
rule seesthe creationof the vacuole when the food is a proper part of the amoeba.

The deleterules govern time deletion of the enzymeand food. a.ndl vacuole respec-
tively. Since the first add rule below containsno basic a.t.ommms imi the ‘wit It relat oils

component.. it. is actually schematicfor --1 rtmhes in whuichu only basic at OltIs 0 It’ it sell.

add mit, w with relations PP(n/, m.’) A PP( w. t’) when TPP(’.f)
add v with relations TPP(m’,a)A TPP([. mi) when TPP([.
delete e,f when P(c,f)
delete ‘m.’ when TPP( c.a ) A PP( ti. u’) A 1) R( mm!, c)

The siniulation programproducesan envisionmentwith 76 distinct. states. Omir

constraintsare sufficiently strolmg becauseeach complete pa.tim com’respomudsto the’

English description of phagocytosisa-nd exocytosisgiveum above. A pictorial repre-

sentation of two paths generatedin the envisionmentis given iii Figum’e 3.

In both paths generatedwe can seethat the food is ingestedby the a.mnoeba.a
vacuole is formed whichm then containsthat food, digestiontakesplace mra.mlsforlllimlg

the food into nutrient and waste,amid finally the wasteis exprelled.N ote that in

one path the enzymepacket begins to he absorbedinto time food before flue food is

completely envelopedby the amoeba.,while in anotherpath the vacuole is forulled

before the emizymepacket is similarly absorbed.

Altogether thereare 6 termimmalstatesalthoughthereare 26-1 pathsheadingfmoiti

the initial stateto thesefitia.l statesrepresemitingdifferemmt. oi’derimig of tie’ topological
transfornia.t.iomis. 1-lowever all flue complete paths predict. that phmagocvt.osisa id

exoct.osiswill lie undergone. Somime of the pathis ‘xluhit oscillaI orv belta \iOtl r.

5 Correctness

As memitioumed a.boye, time program t.ermnmimia.t.es wheim for each pat 11 gemlerat€‘(I in 1 lIe

envisiommimig process.time last sta.terepeatsaim earlier one. It shiotmld be’ evideli I I Ii a
the algoritlmmn will termuina.t.eif them’e are mmo add rules, hint the sammieapplies if I Itere
are fimiitelv many addrules. This follows front the s nta.ctic r’st lid iOu dill add nt los.

that the objectsnmitist lie groumndl terms, so only finitely mitauly 110w oltject s call

he introduced.

it is imiiporta.mmt to show t.ha.t all th.~’beiias’iours pmedict.el by t lie siimi II tat ii.ti ci it’-

respond t.o possible behavioursof I tie pii~sicalsvsteuml beilig iiiodi’llisl. I his isste’



Figure 3: A pictorial represemitationof two pathsgenerated.

brings to the fore the questiomiwhether or not the simulatiomm camm he proved to be

“sound” and “complete”. In our case by ~soundness” we needi to shmow that every
frontier of time envisionmenttree (viewed as a disjunction) gemmera.tedimm time simmuum-
hatiomm is a provableconsequencein time underlying theory, amid b~’~complet.euuess”.

to show that, givemi an initial state,every proveabledisjunction of coimjoinech basic
atoms in the underlying theory will be expressedin the envisionment. \-Vhuemeas

Kuipers provesthe correctnessof QSIM relative to ordinary differemmtial equations.
our gold standardis the logical formalism presentedin R,ammdehl (1991). Vve discuss

theseissuesin the following subsection.

5.1 The Logical Basis of the Program

We now show how the above simulation system can be viewed as a. specialized

theoremprover. In particular we wish to show that the foihowimig is true.

Conjecture {AF,~}1= [So — (S
1

V...VSO)] andVi(1 < i < mm) {AF.~}[~5’m~m —

(S1 V . . . V Si—i V S~
1

V . . . V S0)] if aim emmvisionmentwith root S~amid time froumt iers
5m~. . . , S~,cami be produced by the programmi. Hem’e ~ is a. logica.l represemmtatioumof

the constraints,add and deleterules, and the structureof the envisiommmmmemmt,.

The if direction represemmtsa. soundnessresult and t.he omily if direct.iomi a coull-

pletenessresult. A straightforward inductionon time structureof time treeshows 1 hat

we caim restrict our attention to a root S~and inmmedia.t-edescendeumt.s.Su -

Time soundnessresult is fairly easy to show, but our proof of counmpleteulessstill
relies upon amu unprovenm comijecture. Firsm \ve nee(1 to show how to uepu-eseliI I

various strimcturesin the simnula-tioum progranmimm our logic.

Formally, a state S~correspondsto {R( a, b. t, ) : R(a.. 6) E 5’~’}. The st rIle-

ture of the envisionment is generatedby a set of atoms {il.I~~’t’.~(’I,I’): 5’ is a

sucessorstate of S}. Immtrasta.tecomistraints 4)(a1 am) ill the’ programii come-

spond to Vt(—sNULL(a1 .1) A . . . A ~NULL(a>>.1,1) — 4)( ~
t
i a>~.,./ ) ). hntelstatu’

consti’aints of type I can he representeda.s Vtt’[MeeLs( t. /‘ ) A 4)(’/ )] — ( R~ /

(Ro(1’) V R~( t’) V . . . R0>( t’))]. Immt.ersta.tecommstra.intsof type 2 can he mephacedb~

interstateconstraimitsof type 1 i)ecaimsethereareommly fimuit e mmmi lit her of baserelat ii (Its.



Add amid deleterulesare translatedby the following 2 wffs mespectivelv.

Vtt’((~2(t)A Meets(L,t’)) — (~u(L) A —sNULL(oi , /‘) A . . . A sNULL(o~.
Vt/’((~2(/)A Meets(t,t’)) — (NULL(o1. t’) A - - - A NULL(o0.

We also needaxiomsto ensurethe continued(non) existent.of objectsunaffected
by add or deleterules. The following schienma.s,paramaterisedby ‘o’ suffice.

Vtt’(—e~(t)A Meets(t, t’) A NULL(o, /)) — NULL(o, /‘))
Vtt’(~’(t) A Meets(t, L’) A ~NULL(o, t)) — ~NULL(o, 1’))

where ~ is the conjunctiomiof all 42 conditions(with suitable renanmimmgto avoid
variable clashes)in add rules for o. arid ~‘ is the conjunction of all ~2 conditions

in deletemiles for o. (If there am’e no a.dd i’ules for o then ~( t ) is ta.kemi false. and
similarly for ~‘(i).)

A stepby stepanalysisof time programit showstha.t eachstep preser\’essotuuiduiess
amid that thereare no extraneousS~.thmus proving the if pall. of comm juct.ure’ 1 . h lie’

only tricky part is the consistemmcychmeckimmgstep (3). In the progra.mmmeach t ni pIe of
atomsR1(a,b),R2(b,c), R3(a,c) in a. stateis checkedfor coiusistemmcytmsiumg a t nalisi-

tivity tableanalogousto that of Allen( 1983),seeTable 1. In R.anchehlet al (1992). we
derruonstra.I.eits soundmiessamid compheteness.This soummdmuesselmstunestIle suIIli(lltess

of step 3.

Time cemitral part of the completenessproof is to show timat disjumiction o’l Iiexl

states(S1 V . . . V S~~)is minimal, i.e. nomie of time S~a-re inconsistent. Athoumghi the
trammsitivity table is complete, this does not necessarilyimply’ that simply chueckiiig

tuples of atomsguaranteesglobal consistencywith respectto time theory. We have

not yet beenable to provethis formally (though we havemmo counterexammiple).l”louu’-

ever, threespaceis the intemmded model in time theory. If this is iumdeededthe case’.

then time following operationsomi regionsare allowed: cutting. resizing. ovem’happiuig.

Since thereare indefinitely nmaiiy DC regiomms in threespace.it tui’mms out that t lie
completenessof the consistencychecking algorithm can theim be proved. T’hieuefore

the immediate task is to show there is a mmmodel of the theory, which allows iuifiuiite
numbem’of DC regiomis a.mmcl a-li of time afom’ememitiommedoperations.

5.2 Complexity

Time critical point about the a.lgorithmii (ammd its complexity) is that statesan’ coin-

plete, i.e., all relationsbetweemiall objectsareexplicitly givemt jut temumus of base~tt i)ltis

andh themeis no disjunctiveor indefimmite iimformima.tiomm. This nieamls tlmat all dolist raiiit

and add/deleterules cait be comisideredimmdividua.ily, omue a.t. a I iulte. wit iloilt wot no hg

a.boumt interactions. Time comnpiexitv of time’ algorithms is a.s follows:

Step 3 — the complexity of consistencychecking is 0) n~) because I lien’ a ‘c

— 3rm2 + 2 different triples given mm objectsill a state.

Step 4 — Supposetherearec immtersta.teconstraints andeach constmaiuutcoutt aiul.s

at nmost. m’ variablesand there are ii objects.thmeml eachcomtstraint ~ be applied at

umlOst (‘7 ways. This is polvtiiomiia.l of degree’of v . Applvimig a coIisl.maiuiI is hit it ‘‘it Io

t. he mmmmiii lien of conmiectives in it.

Step .5 —- If thereare mm objectsthere are (.1t2 — t’t)/2 melatiotls. The’ lllaxjllltllli

branching rate in time graph for dii’ect. topological tralisitiomms is 5 (from eqII ahit\



if interstateconstraintsforbid traimsition to equality and no objectsstart off equal.
then maximum branchimmgrate is 2) so there are at most 50 successorstates(hut.

more likely 2~’which is of coursestill exponential). This comparesto time situation
in QSIM. Iii practice, consistencychecking will prune the nunmherof next states

dramatically (though they still haveto lie gemmeratedand checked).

Steps6 and ‘7 — the comimpiexityof thesestepsarethe sante’as step 5. i.e. 0( o’).

6 Related Work

For a detaileddiscussionof time ontology and formalism used iii time simulation see

R.andell (1991) . We havealreadydiscussedtime relationship betweenthis simiiula-

tion program and Kuiper’s QSIM above. The volume (Weld and de Kheem’ 1990)
containsseveralpapersomm qualitative spatial simulatioim. Forbums(1980) reports on

a simulator called FROB. Cardimi and Meltzer (1989)describeaim ammahogicahspatial

simulator, but all theseuse very different ontologies to our work. F’reksa ( I990.
Hermmandez (1990) and Mukerjee and Joe (1990) presentqumahitative omutohogiesof
spacebasedoim Allen’s temporal logic but does not consider simnulatiomus. Na.mufuuuaul

(1991) presentsa logic of spacebasedon tolerammcespacesamid muses it ‘mo a.mua.hyze(for

example)why a string camm pull hut not. push.

7 Work in Progress

In section2 we mentionedhow further dyadic relationsdescribingbodies that an’

either inside, partially inside or outsideeach other can be added. This set could
be exploited in the amoebasimulation to give a richer aimd more realistic mmlodeh
where the food can be madeto passfrom being ousidetime animal to being imuside
the animal,andthenoptionswould be availableoncethe food hasbeenengulfed to

whetherthe food is modelledas forming apart of the animal or not. Origimma.hhy we

simply speciahisedthe DR relation to cover relationsdescribingbodiesbeing ilmsidhe.

partially inside and outsideothers, together with their inverses.but this iguuore(h

someuseful distinctionsthat could be drawnbetweendifferent casesof biodies hieimmg
insideanother. In this caseweseparateout. time ca-sewhere onehiody is topologica.llv

inside another,amid where onebody’ is inside ammotherbut not topoiogica.hly imusitle’

this we call being geometricallyimmside.A pictorial representatiomuof timese ale givehi

in Figure 4 below. The immuportantpoint of one body being t.opohogogica.hlYillside

anotheris tha.t omme has to ‘cut’ through the surroumidingbod~’ill order to reach amid

niake comutact with time containedbody; iii time geommietrica.l vania.uit . t.lus is huh I hit’

Figure 4: The distinctiom’u betweeimbeing t.opohogicalhvamid geoumletricaliv il isa It.

case.

Time definitions for these mmew va.riaumts are giveum hiehow based (>1.1 1 lie’ l>It’il icahe



Connected(x )4, and the fumictiomm outside(x).

Separated(x,y) Ed5f -‘C(cl(x), y) A -iC(x, cl(y))
Connected(x)nd5f —iyz[EQUAL(sum(y, z),x) A Separated(y..)]
outside(x) =def ty[Vz[C( z, y) —‘ ~w[0utside( w. .x) A C(z, vi)]]]

Top-Inside(x.y) ~def Inside(x, y)A

Vz[Connected(z) A C(z,x) A C(z,outside(y)]— 0(~.tj)]
Geo-Inside(x,y) Ed5f Inside(:t’, y) A -~Top-lmmside(x,y)

It is relatively easyto seehow apath iii tIme simulation usimmg this extendedlset of
relationswould satisfy the English descriptionof phagocytosisamid exocvtosis. First

time food would be outsidetime aninia.l, then it would passto hie partially imiside-. to
being geonietrically immside amid then topohogica.lly inside a.s t lie u’a.ciuole.’ contaiiiitig

the food is formed. Exocvtosiswould simply seea reyersa.hof t Ins sedlmme’mlce except
that wastematerial replacestime food in the example. With the food iulgest (‘4. 1 lit

1

broken into mmutrient amid wastematerial ( a.s before), thmemm we ret’ mirut to t lie’ set cit

basic relations as the mmutrieimt is allowed t.o overlap time auiiohaI protopiasIn

beconie pam’t of it..

It is also possible to specia.hisethe relation of being geomne’tnica.ll inside’ I dio

in this casesetting up defimmitions to dist.immguishm bet.~veemmthe foihowimtg pie onial
representations— Figure 5 below:

Figure 5: Two variamitsof heimmggeometrically immside.

Iii order to make this formal distinctiom’u we first set. up a strommger case’ of’ a

conmiectedor om’me—piece regiomm to tha.t a.ssumnedabove. The’ iummpomt.ant part oh I he’

following definition is the P(conv(surn(v. vi)), .-r ) literal in tue coimseqimemit of I lIe’

definiens. This condition ensuu’estha.t the connectioumbetweena.miy two pantsof a

region whosesumequals tha.t regiomi, is not poimmt or edgeconmuected.Tlma.t is ho say

it ensuresa. ~channei’ regioim existscommmiecting any two commnect.edpants. ‘I’ It is meit oil

of beimmgconnectedmirrors a-mid simplifies our previousdefimmition of a quasi-lIla itifoltl

imm this casewe use the commcept of a coimvex body rather tha.ml use’ t.opdilogicaI a id

Booheanconceptsin time earlierdefinition — seeR.andehla.mid ( ohiui ( ~95~9). Dot ails oh
the axionma.tisedprimimitive commvex—huhl function camm lie foumud in II allehelI et aI ( I PII2

Connected’(x)Ed~Connected(s)A Vyz[sunm( y. z) = x — C( y. :)] —

2vw[P(v, y) A P(mc’, ~)A P( conv(sum(m’, ii.’)). :1

~it should he noted lucre while we have usedthe original theory basedoii (~!arkcsca.Iclltlis to

up these definitions, we have developeda new calcmilus which obviates I to- tired foi’ I ho- i ottto~caI

distiuictiomus drawn hemweeu~open. senmi—opemiautd closed regions. Jut the trw I to’on~- I tic hIt tilt ion

for a connected (one piece) regioul and the strong cOncept of being coninecl.et tisuiig I tie ctiii t-.s— iii II

property reappears.bul differs from nheseappeariulg herr’ ‘‘ see Randelt ci at ( t tiOa. I O’rii lot
further details,
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Now we give the formal distinction betweenthe two casesof being geometrical

immside. In the first case a ‘cimannel’ regiomi exists connecting time outside of the

surroundingbody with the containedbody, in the secondcasethe surroummdingbody

has closedforming (in this case)a point connection. In both caseswe can see lmow
in contrastwith the notion of being topologicahly inside, it is possibleto comisti’umct a
line segmentthat connectswith both the surroundingbody amid the contaimmedbody
without cutting through time surroundingbody. Definitions distim’uguishming between

the two casesareas follows, where the “Open” and “Closed” variants respectively

refer to the first and secondcasesdescribedabove.

Geo-Inside-Open(x,y) Ed5f Geo-Inside(x,y)A
Connected’(sum(inside(y),outside(yfl)

Geo-Inside-Closed(5, y) Ed
5

f Geo-Inside(s, y ) A
Conmmected(sum(inside(y),outside(y)) (A

—Commnect.ed’(summii( immside(y), oimt.side(p )

The rewrite option m’mmentioned abovewould require additiona.l m’elatiomms t.o be’

defined. The idea would be to allow the userto choosebetweemmwheth’mer ouie body is

insideor part of another,wlmerethe relationsTPP,NTPP amid their immversesapply iui

the part/whole caseof this. For example,in order for a commflgura.tionsatisfying tIme’

NTPP relatiomm to beredescribedsothat both partsin time commfigura.tiommare discuet.e.
we require a speciahisationof the topohogicahly inside defimiitiomm to he ehefiumed. Imi

this casewe would need to ensurethat apart from time body that mima.ps to tue

mmontangentiaipart, no other region exists disjoint with this regiomm that. couldh also
be viewed asbeing inside the enclosingregion. Aim idential ratiommahealso applies to

the casewhere a. configurationsatisfies the TPP relatiomi.

Any simulation using thesenew definitions in the modelling lammguagewouheh of
neccessityrequirean extendedset of envisiommingaxiomsand avei’y large transit ivit.v

table to be constructed.Simply using the unexpandedset of imiside, partialh\’ iimskhe’
andoutsidedefinitions (and their inverses)alone,generatesa set of 23 basem’ela.t.iomms

(529 cells) — seeRandehl,Cohn aimd Cui (1992). Further refinimig of the inside rela-

tions to immchude the distinctiomi betweenbeing topohogica.lhvimiside a-mid geoimiet.ricallu-
inside, increasesthis set to 31 (961 cells) — this does not exhia.uusl time distincl.ions

mentionedabove. Towardsthis endwe haverecentlyconstructeda. tm’ammsitivit\ table’
via a. prograni which reasonsabout.a bitniap representatiommof shiacefor time’ set oh’

23 ba-se rehatiomis,but the resultimig transitivity table ha-s not yet been verified \‘~‘it It

respect to the modehimig theory. It should be rememberedthat each emit mv ill t Ito
table correspomidswith a. thmeorenmin time formal theory. enmpliasisiulgt lie” diflictult v of’

the task - agaimm see Ramidehl, Cohmim and Cui (1992).

At present,the modelling primitives sim’nply capturequalitative infoumiiatioui me’-

hating pairs of regions. These could iie extemidedto inmcludle mnetric immfeinmtmation.

capturing for examplenotions of relative size amid distancesbet.weemmobjects. ~.l’hie’
languagefor expressimmgcommstraimitswould themi need to be ext ended to allow rela-

tions of such quantities to he expressed. A standardlibrary of commstraints\VtitiIeI
relate (for example) time distamice betweemmtwo objects amid their rela.tioulshiiht (e’g.

if the distance is non-zero then they mumst be DC). Time possibility of int.rodtuciuig
a metric extensionto the theory is outhimiedi amid discussedin R.andehl (1991). TIte

derivativesof quantitiescould be introduced and reasoimeda.iioumt in the’ musnal QIl
manner. We already’ have defimmitions that allow omie to defimme incm’ea.sing.deem-coo

ing a.mmd commsta.nt rna.glmitueles over t.imiie’ - see Ra.imdehh et. a.l (I 992a): 1 ite’se cott Ith lie



usedin the simulation as the basis for reasoningaboutchangesiii distancesbetwee’ut
objects, or the degreeof overlap or inciusiomm betweenbodies om’ regions. F’imrt.hier

envisagedextensionsto the theory that would include a subthieory of niotion to
the modelling language,for at presentnmotion is representedimplicitly by speci-
fled topological transitionsbetweensetsof objects. Other useful exteumsionswould
include explicit informatiomm about causalityandprocesses;time hatter including tele-

ological accountsof a physical systeni’s behaviour. Another desirableext,emisiomt to

the programis to handle ambiguitiesproducedby alternatetenuipoi’a.I ordlenimigs of
topological transformatiomiwheretheseare mmot important.

In the implementationpresented,constraintsandobjectshaveto be indii’idumally

specified. However,this canamid hma.sbeengeneralisedin the current progi’a.m to allow
for gemmeric constraintsand typed objects iii the program’s description hangiuage’.

relating iimdividuals of pa.rticula.r types.
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Dimensionalanalysishasbeenusedfor qualitativereasoningaboutsimple
physicalsystemssuchasthe spring andfor complexphysicalsystemssuchas
stars,heatexchangersandnuclearreactors[1, 2, 11]. The techniqueappears
promisingbecauseits centralrepresentationis fundamentalto the language
of physics; nevertheless,its use has beenconsideredproblematicor even
mysterious.

Most researchin qualitativereasoningstartsout with modelingconstructs
e.g. qualitative differential equations[10] and confluences[5]. Thesemod-
eling constructs are then used to specify the particular problem that one
wishes to solve, The dimensional approach usesas its modeling constructs,
physical variables and their dimensionalrepresentations. At the surface, this
approach to modeling might appear to be impoverished or knowledge-free;
however,dimensional representationsprovide a compact and qualitative en-
coding of physical knowledge that has been captured by numericallaws.
There are philosophical questions that have troubled physicists and others
for better part of this century is there something intrinsic and magical
about dimensions? To put it another way, are there any physical laws or
phenomenathat do not require dimensional homogeneity?Thesearenot the
questions that havebeenthe focusof our research. Instead we haveused the
technique, widely usedas a numericalaid in engineering,to provide a tool for
qualitative reasoning. In this paper we focus on a rich class of enablersfor
the technique viz, differential equations that characterize physical systems
and phenomena;there will be somediscussionof other enablersas well.

We also report, albeit briefly, on an exciting discoveryabout differential
equations. Consider an abstract differential equation i.e. the symbols oc-
curring in it have no physical dimensions; even in such a case dimensional
analysis can be used to extract someinformation from the equation. This
analysisbecomesrelevant anduseful, if we are able to rewrite a physical dif-
ferential equation in termsof dimensionlessvariables and parameters. Some
of thesepoints will be illustratedby example;moreformal analysesandre-

sultsare beingpreparedfor submissionto the mathematicscommunity. The
main reasonfor including this material here is that it provides mechanisms

for inferring gross behavioral characteristics(e.g. oscillation) and associated

variables (e.g. time-period). Another reasonis that the approachprovides

a weakmethod for analyzing differential equations,a subject of significant

interest in our community.

This paperis organizedas follows: in Section1 we presentabrief review
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of the horizontalspring discussingsomeproblemsthat arisein this context
but that are quite generalto dimensionalanalysisapproachto qualitative

physics. We then proceedto describehow knowledgecontainedin differen-

tial equationscan beusedto enablethe dimensionalanalysisapproach,in
Section2. Here we alsopresenttheessentialinsightson dimensionalanalysis
of differential equations;somemoredetailsare includedin theAppendix. In

Section3 we rework the springexample,startingwith thedifferential equa-
tion andassociatedboundaryconditionsratherthanwith a set of variables,
andusethis to discussthe dimensionalmethodas presentedby us in [1]. Fi-
nally, we provideamoregeneraldiscussionof theissuesandconcernsrelating
to the dimensionalanalysisapproach.

1 Review: The Simple Horizontal Spring

Buckingham’su-theoremdefinesthenumberof dimensionlessproductsthat
arepossiblein a givensituation. If a physicalsystemcan be definedby the
equation

f(x1,x2,...x~)=0

thenit can also describedby a function F of n — r dimensionlessproducts

F(7rj,1r2,...1rn_r)~0

where r is the rank of the dimensionalmatrix of the variablesx~(that is a
matrix with one rowcorrespondingto everyx~andonecolumncorresponding
to every dimension, suchas M, L, T, etc.; the matrix element (i, i) is

the exponent of the j~”dimension in dimensionalrepresentationof the i~’~
variable). Theirs arealso referredto as regimes.

The analysis of the simple horizontal spring described in [1] proceeds

along the following steps:

1. Given: the systemis characterizedby the threevariables— the time-
period T, the mass m and the spring stiffness k whose dimensional
representationsare [T), [M], and [MT2] respectively.

2. Buckingham‘~s Theorem:for this description n = 3 and r = 2, r be-
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ing the rank of thedimensionalmatrix.1 The basismust contain two
variables(r = 2) and the systemcanbe characterizedby a single it

or regime (n ‘— r = 1), and henceF(iri) = 0 will describethe system.
Using (m, k) asthebasis2,weobtain it

1
as3

it
1

= Tk~2m”2.

3. Reasoningfrom Regimes: from the constancyof it1, it is concluded
that (~)is positive, and that (~)is negative. Although this was
not mentionedin [1], constancyof in can also beusedto reasonabout

proportionalchangee.g.

L~T1L~rn 1~k

T2m 2k’

Onecan now answerquestionsof the form how does time-period
change if m increasesby 1% and k increasesby 3%?

Suchanalysishasusuallyraisedthefollowing four questions(italics below
indicatethegeneralquestion):

1. Why include exactly T, m and k? Why not include the amplitude
Xmas or the position x in the function f? How would an Al system
using dimensionalreasoningdeterminewhich variablesare relevantfor
modeling a given physicalsituation?

2. Why arethemassandthespringstiffnesschosenasthebasisvariables?
Why not, for exampleincludetime-periodT in thebasis? Given that
the variablesfor describinga systemare known, how would one select
the basisfor the problemsoasto satisfy the constraintsofBuckingham~s
‘in-theorem?

/1 o\
‘The dimensionalmatrix is ( 1 —2 where the rows correspond to variablesm, k

\o 1/
andT.

2The basisselectionheuristicsare discussedin [1] and will be revisited later in the
paper.

3Theprocessof calculating ~s consistsof solvinga system of linear equationsto obtain
the valuesof exponentsthat will rendereachit dimensionless.
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3. Why is it = Tk”2m~’2 assumedto be constant? Extracting qualita-

tive information requires that the irs be assumedconstant. How is this
assumptionjustified?

4. What is the effect of excludingthe amplitudeor including (say)g the
accelerationdueto gravity? What is the effect on the analysis if irrel-
evantvariablesare includedor relevant variables are left out?

The last questionis in fact subsumedin the first question,and we will
not discussit separately. In order to answerthesequestionswe will use
informationin the underlyingdifferentialequations.

2 Differential Equations

Differential equationsare a ubiquitous meansfor codifying knowledgein
physical as well as non-physicaldomains. For example,in artificial intel-
ligence, differential equationshave beenusedin conjunction with logic to
model real-worldsystems[13]. Two widely usedrepresentationsin qualita-
tive physicsresearch,qualitativedifferential equations[10] and confluences
[5], havedifferentialequationsastheir underpinning.Moreover,someof the
leading attemptsat qualitativereasoningare baseddirectly on innovative
qualitativeanalysisof differentialequations[12, 16]. In this sectionwe will
discusshow theknowledgeencodedin ordinarydifferentialequationscanbe
usedto justify and enablethedimensionalanalysisapproachto qualitative
reasoning.

A differentialequationand theassociatedboundaryand/orinitial condi-
tions, codify thephysicalknowledgeunderlyinga deviceor a phenomenon,
and thus providethe pertinentvariables.They also allow us to organizethe
variablesinto thefollowing classes— dependentvariable, independentvari-

able, and parameters.We useparameterasthecollectivetermsfor physical

coefficients, and symbols that occur in the boundary and/or initial condi-

tions. This information can be usedto constructa basisselectionheuristic
as we shall demonstratein the next section. Once the basis has beense-

lected, Buckingham’sprocedureprovides a characterizationof the equation

(andhencethe system)in terms of dimensionlessproductsfor thedependent

variable, the independentvariableandfor all the parametersthat are not in
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the basis. In other wordsthereis somefunction G such that

~~p~4~ntVar = G(lr*ndepen&ntvar,wsfor nonbasisparameters). (1)

This equationcapturestwo kinds of information viz, the intrinsic behaviorof
thesystemandtherole of parametersin influencingor causingthis behavior.
In qualitativephysicsresearchterminology,thelatterhasbeenreferredto as
comparativeanalysis[15].

The solution of the equationi.e. the form of G determineshow the
dependentvariablebehaveswith respectto theindependentvariableor what
we havetermedasintrinsic behavior. Any changesin the parametersthat
leavethe parameterits unchanged,do not alter theintrinsic behaviorof the
systeme.g. the systemstill oscillatesbut with a different time-period. Such
reasoningis quite popularin similitudestudiesof engineeringsystemse.g [6J.
In this paperwe will mostly concentrateon comparativeanalysis; however,
webelievethat suchanalysisis crucial in providingan understandingof the
how a deviceworks. In circuit designthereis a wholemethodologythat rests
on suchan approachviz, tolerancedesign[14].Thusthedifferentialequation
interpretation,as capturedin (1), providesthe clueas to which ins are held
constant.~

In somecasesa differential equationmay provide informationon con-
structing compositevariables. Considera phenomenon(e.g. natural con-
vection) whereboth the densityof a fluid (p) and the accelerationdue to
gravity (g) arepertinentphysicalvariables.The differential equationmight
indicatethat all occurrencesof thesevariablesareastheproductpg; now the
dimensionalanalysisprocedurecantreatpg asa compositevariable,thereby
reducingthenumberof its by one.

Our explorationhasalso led to the exciting discoverythat dimensional
analysisis applicableto certainclassesof abstractdifferential equations;by
abstractwe meanthat the variablesdo not haveany physicaldimensions.
Often dimensionalreasoningcanbe usedto extractaspectsof qualitative
behaviori.e. theform of G in Equation(1), above;we shall seean example
of suchusein thenext section.

The essentialideaturns out to bevery simple:

If a differential equation is dimensionallyhomogeneousunder a

41n [1] the its correspondto theparameterits in the differentialequationinterpretation.
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certain dimensionalassignment,then its solution is also dimen-
sionally homogeneousunderthe sameassignment.

The key phraseaboveis “under a certain dimensionalassignment”.For the
rest of this section we askour readersto abandonthe familiar notion of
dimensions(as inspiredby units in the physicalworld) and to think of them
as abstractentities. Through a simple exampleof a two term differential
equation,wewill giveaflavorof theapproach;somemoredetailsareprovided
in theAppendix.

Considerthe differentialequation

= s
tm

y’~ (2)

wherethe variableshaveno physicalinterpretation.To thevariablesx and
y we assignthe dimensionalrepresentations[X] and [Y] respectively;from
the definition of dy/dx its dimensionalrepresentationis [YX’]. Requiring
(2) to be dimensionallyhomogeneousleadsto

[XmY’~]= [YX1]

and hencetherelationship

[Y] = [X](m+l)/(l_n) (3)

This relationshipbewteenthe dimensions[Y] and [X] is referredto as the
dimensionalsignatureof theequationand canbeusedto infer someaspects
of thesolution.

Even for the simple equation(2), dimensionalsignaturesdo not always
turn out to have a simple power law form. Let us considerthe following
cases;thedimensionalsignaturesareobtainedby substitutingspecificvalues
for m and/orn in (3):

I (m = —1, n ~ 1) [Y] = [X]°

{Y] = ~ (m ~ —1, n = 1) [Y] = [X]00 (4)

I (m = —1, n = 1) [Y] = [X](°/°)

Thesecasescorrespondto [X}, [Y], and both [X] and [Y] cancelling out

whendimensionalhomogeneityis enforced. The intuition is that dimensional
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signaturescanbeusedto organizetheknowledgeabout differential equations;

someresultsaresummarizedin theAppendix.
Thistheoryreliesin parton ararelysold objectin themathematicalhard-

warestore,transfiniteordinals,whichweuseto assigndimensionalrepresen-
tations to exponentialfunctions; the previousapproachhasbeento require
that the argumentsof all transcendentalfunctions be dimensionless,and
henceno dimensionalrepresentationhasbeenassignedto suchfunctions.5

3 The Spring using the Differential Equa~
tion

Wenow returnto thefrictionlesshorizontalspring,describedby thefollowing
differential equation:

d2x
m~’j’+kx=0. (5)

This equation is usually written with any two of the following three
boundaryconditions:

1: x(0) = z,~, 2: a(T) = x,,~, 3: ~(0) = 0.

We chooseconditions1 and2, andrewrite (5) asfollows:6

f(m, k, t, x, x,,~,T) = 0. (6)

Now we applyBuckingham’sit-theorem.Thenumberofvariablesn is 6, and
the rank of the dimensionalmatrix is 3,7 As n — r = 3, the basis should
contain threevariables. We assignvariables to the basis in the following
heuristicorder:

5Although this use is a meredetail, from the point of view of qualitativephysics,we

mention it herebecausewe suspectit may be the first engineeringapplicationof the
Cantornumbers. Informationaboutother applicationsof thesenumberswill be much
appreciated.

6Theanalysiswill also hold if we chooseconditions2 and 3. However,choosingcondi-
tions 1 and3 leadsto the problemof having to discoverthe parameterT; this casewill
be discussedbriefly laterin this section.

7Now thedimensionalmatrix will havesix rows, correspondingto the variablesin (6).

Since variablesa andx,~ havedimensionalrepresentation[L], the dimensionalmatrix
will havean additionalcolumn for the dimension[L].
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1. Assign all coefficientsto the basis.

2. Assign all non-zeroboundaryconditionsto the basis.

3. If the dimensionalmatrix is singular, removevariablesfrom it starting
with variables dimensionally identically to the independentvariable,
the dependentvariable, and the parametersstarting with the term
dimensionallyidentical to the lowest-orderderivative.

In the caseof the spring, Step1 addsthe variablesm and k to the basis,
Step2 addsXma~ andT to thebasisand Step3 removesthevariableT from
the basis. Thus (6) can be reducedto

F(7r~,1rt,irT)= 0 (7)

where
x tk112 Tk”2= = 1’2’ and lrT = 1 2’

Xmax m ‘ m
The functional relation (7) canalsobe rewrittenas8

= G(1r~,7rT). (8)

Now holding ir~constant,sinceT is aparameter,provides1r~as a function
of itt which is theessentialbehaviorof the springsinceit is asolution of the
underlyingdifferential equation. Alternately, considerthe boundarycondi-
tion x = Xmas, whent = T; in termsof the irs, ir~= 1 whenITt = ITT. Under
this condition the relation (8) reducesto9

1 = G(lrT,IIT)

from which we concludethat ira’ is constant.10

8Such rewriting of cour8e will not hold for all possible functions F. The intuitive
justification is that we are dealingwith physicalvariablesthat are in principle measurable
andhencereal,

9We now have one equation with one unknown viz. ~‘. Again appealingto the
physical (and measurable)origin of the variables,we are concludingthat this equation
must haveat leastonereal-valuedsolution. For purposesof reasoning,the precisevalue
is not important.

101n the generalcasetheremight be multiple parameterse.g. v~= G(ir~,s,,.
rather than asingle parameter. If the parameters are independent of eachother, then the
valid assumptionis that ir~ . . . , ~ areall constant,However, if the parametershave
dependencies then then aweakerassumption, h(v~~,. . . , = ü is needed.
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We now return to the casewhere the boundaryconditions specifiedare
x(0) = x~ and d~(0)= 0. Most of the previous analysiscarriesthrough
but there is no parameterT and henceno ITT. The clue to discovering
the missingparameterT is to somehowestablishthat there is oscillation.
This can be accomplishedin a numberof ways; the traditional approach
hasbeento draw the inferencefrom qualitativeor quantitativesimulation
of theequation.We will now demonstratehow thedimensionalapproachto
analyzingtheequation,discussedearlier,maybeusedto establishoscillation.

Theoriginal differentialequation,(5), caneasilybe rewritten in termsof
theirs as

.!~+ir~=0, (9)

Since ir~and Irt haveno physicaldimensionsassociatedwith them, we can
assignto themthe abstractdimensions[fl~]and [il’] respectively.Now using
[ll~Jand [lie] asthebasicdimensions,andrequiring(9) to be dimensionally
homogeneous,leadsto thedimensionalrelation

[fl~][llt]_2 = [flJ

Note that the dimension[ll~]cancelsout. We havean inferenceprocedure
to concludethat thecancellingout of [ll~]impliesa solutionof theform12

~.‘

which we dub aspossible-oscillation. Symbolic substitutionof this form in
(9), revealsthat A is imaginaryand hencethe oscillation is real and hasa
time-period. ‘~

Let us now considerthe spring and massoscillator wherefriction is not
negligible. This introducesa damping term (b~)in the original equa-
tion where the dampingcoefficient b has the dimensions[MT-1]. Using

‘1There is aremarkablysimple rewrite rule — variables andparametersare replacedby
correspondingi’s e.g. n is replaced by i’m. The basis variablese.g. m do not occur in the
equationsincetheir contributionis absorbedin the i’s.

‘2More formally, the form p q meansthat the relationholds within a dimensionless
constanti.e p = Kq whereK is dimensionlesswithin the currentinterpretation.

‘31f A turned out to be real, then the behavior would be monoionic-increaseor
monoionic-decreasedependingon the signof A. Of coursethis is mathematicallyequiva-
lent to sayingthatmonotonicincreaseis oscillationwith an imaginarytime-period.
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the samebasis as before we now havean additional dimensionlessproduct,
= b/k1/~m1/2.We now havetwo parameterirs andholding them constant

amountsto having
g(Ir~,7rT) = 0

which can bewritten as
ItT = H(lrb).

Of course,we cannotdeterminethe sign of 8T/3b sincewe do not know the
form of the function H.’4 Holding both ITT and lrb constant leads to two
dimensionallyhomogeneousrelations

T’~m/b, and T~b/k

dependingon whether /c or m is eliminated. Eachof theserelationsrespects
the intra-regimepartialsobtainedfor theundampedcasei.e. (~)is positive

and (~)is negative. However, they yield different signs for (v). The
dampedspring examplebrings out a limitation of dimensionalreasoning;in
such casesadditional information would be neededto resolvethe difficulty
e.g. knowing whether ITT is directly or inverselyproportional to lrb.

Considertwo variantsof the basicoscillatorwith two springs,of stiffnesses
k, andk2, connectedeitherin seriesor in parallel. The dimensionalapproach
cannot distinguishbetweenthesecases;it will now producetwo regimes

ItT = m112 ~ =

usingk, asa basisvariable. Theeffect of changingk, and k2 will be character-

ized by theintra-regimepartial (f.) and the inter-regimepartial
both of which are negative. Henceboth the springsexert similar effects on
the time-periodof oscillation.’5

‘41n the terminologyof [1], this is equivalent to saying that the inter-regimepartial

linking T to b is ambiguousi.e. [~]k is positive and [~T.}mis negative.
15There is a configurationwherethe springs can exert opposinginfluences on the time-

period — the massis situatedbetween the two springs each of which is connectedto a
rigid support. Now while onespring is being compressed,theother one is being stretched,
This casewould be capturedby introducinga negative sign in the regime x~andnow the
intra-regime partial would still benegativebut the inter-regimepartial would be positive.
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4 Discussion

Themain objectiveof this paperwas to demonstratethat differential equa-
tion knowledgecan be useful in justifying the dimensionalanalysisproce-
dure proposedin [1]; we havedemonstratedthis at somelength in context
of thespring andmassoscillator. In general,a differentialequationand the
associatedboundary / initial conditions, codifying the physicalknowledge
underlyinga deviceor a phenomenon,provide the pertinentvariablesand
parameters.Theclassificationof variables(dependent,independent,param-
eters,etc.) assistsin basisselection.Moreover,theclassificationprovidesan
argumentasto which irs maybe heldconstant:

• If all the irs, except those correspondingto the dependentand the
independentvariables,are held constant,then the Buckinghamroot
function e.g. (6) yields an unspecifiedfunctionalrelationshipbetween
the dependentandtheindependentirs

• Any changesto the parametersand/or coefficientsthat respectthis
constancy,will yield similar behavioraspredictedearlier

The spring examplewas chosenfor its simplicity and versatility since
in principleit embodiesmanyoscillatoryprocesses.Moregeneralcasesare
characterizedby a systemof differential e.g. stellar interior equationsin
astrophysicsand the Lotka-Volterraequationsin ecology. Both thesecases
havebeenanalyzedusing thesameapproach.Oneobservationis that aswe
dealwith morecomplexsystemsi.e. moreparameterirs, thereis greaterneed
for analysisof the differential equationsthemsieves.Towardsthis end, our
work on dimensionalanalysisof differentialequationshasprovedparticularly
useful.

The argumentsprovidedso far might may haveled the readerto believe
that differential equationsare in fact the sole enablersof the dimensional
approach.In the rest of this paperwe will dispel this notion by broadening
the discussion.The overall argumentis that dimensionalreasoningprovides
a framework to integrateinformation from manydifferent sources(or en-
ablers)to bring it to bearon the questionsof interest. Broadly speaking,
the dimensionalreasoningtaskrequiresthreekinds of knowledge— knowl-
edgeof pertinentvariables,knowledgeneededto partition thesevariables
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into basisandnon-basisvariables,andknowledgeof what regimesmaybe
held constant.

Knowledgeof pertinentvariablesmaycomefrom manyothersourcessuch
asexpertknowledge,a library of designedcomponentsandfrom analogiesto
or conceptualperturbationsof known designs,just to namea few. Similarly,
the basis selection task usesinformation such as — is this an exogenous
variable, is this an output variable for my analysis, is this a well-known
constant(e.g. Newton’sgravitationalconstantC) etc. Somemoredetailsare
includedin the discussionon heuristicsfor basisselectionin [1]. Both these
tasksin fact benefitfromthe dimensionalconstraintsplacedby Buckingham’s
theoreme.g. all dimensionsthat occurin the dimensionalrepresentationsof
the systemvariablesmust also occur in the dimensionalrepresentationsof
the basis variables. Even the task of acquiringpertinent variablescan use
dimensionalinformation e.g. if a certaindimension(say [U) occurs in the
dimensionalrepresentationof only onevariable theneither this variable is
irrelevant or someotherrelevantvariablehasbeenmissed.

Holding all parameterregimesconstantis a useful but initial heuristic.
Often the processmight result in ambiguities,aswesawin thecaseof damped
spring example.The important part is that regimesprovide a usefulmech-
anism for focusing the expert’s knowledgee.g. casting the systemin the
form of regimesmight allow us to index into expert knowledge about the
functionalrelationshipbetweensomesubsetof the regimes.

Finally, the dimensionalanalysis approachshould not be viewed as a
standalonetechnique;instead,as mentionedabove, it providesa simpleyet
powerful mechanismfor organizing and focusing knowledge. The system
that we arebuilding emphasizesflexibility; it hasbeenarchitectedto accept
different kinds of knowledgethat can bebrought to bearon the problem.
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Appendix: A Dimensional Approach to Dif~
ferential Equations

Dimensional Representation
An importanttask is to obtain the dimensionalrepresentationsof termsin
the equationin termsof theabstractprimarydimensions[Y} and [X]. The
intuitive argumentis that dimensionalrepresentationconstitutesa vector
spaceand both differentiationand integrationare linear operatorsin this
vector space. Henceif y and x are both membersof a vectorspace,then
80 are y’, y”, f ydx and so on. Therefore they each have a dimensional
representationin a systemwhere the primary dimensionsare [X] and [Y].

Therules for generatingdimensionalrepresentationsof expressionsareas
follows :16

‘6Somenotation: the symbol ~ denotesthat the expressionon the right-handside is
the dimensional representationof the expressionon the left-handside. it is importantto

note that the mapping from a dimensionalrelationshipis many-to-one;thus is not an
equalityrelation,but shorthand notationfor themapping~(). If n (~(say) andy ~
then it doesnot follow that x = y.
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Dimensionlessquantity ll~ ~ [1].

Monomials = [X]

Multinomials xczy~ ~ [X~Y~]

GeneralMultinomial fl~x~ ~ [X~. . . X~.. . X”]

Polynomials ~ x~ ~

Differentiation (~) ~ [YX’]

(~) ~ [YX~2]

(~) ~ [YX~]

Integration f f(x)dx ~ [ti.(f(x))X]

Most of theserules areconventionaland obvious. Theyfollow from the
definition of any polynomialof degreen as an elementin a vectorspaceof
dimensionn whosebasis is the set of monomialsof degreen or lower. In
the languageof real analysis,the spaceof orthogonalvectorsx’ describes
an orthonormalbasis.’7.This assumption,of thepolynomialsof degreen or
lower forming a basis(i.ethecoefficientsare linearly independent),is in fact
madefrequently,andfor example,lies at theheartof thetechniqueof partial
fractions.18

We now add onerule that greatly increasesthegeneralityof the dimen-
sional analysis. So far, expressionsthat areexponentialare assumedto be
either dimensionlessor undimensioned. We assumeinsteadthe following
rule:

~ 8
Exponentials e = [X

Heretheexponentw is thefirst transfiniteordinal. Thealgebrawe usefor
thesenumbersis theConwayarithmeticfor numbers[4, 8]. BecauseConway
numbersform a field, our assumptionof the vector spacecontinuesto be
valid.

Considerthedimensionalinterpretationof a polynomial,asshownabove,

17Seefor example, [9, p. 143]
181n partial fractions, thetechniqueis sobasicthat evenotherwisedetailedandthorough

booksrarelycarry an explanationof the theory, e.g. [7].
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viz.

EakxIc ~ [X]’~. (10)

If we now assumethat the polynomial is not restricted to be finite-
dimensional,i.e. n ~ cc, we see that the dimensionalrepresentationof a
polynomial of infinite degreeis [XJ°° which is encodedas [X]~. Now con-
sidersuch an infinite-degreepolynomial in x, viz, the definition of e~.

= Eakxk, ak = (k!)1
k

where0 ~ k ~ cc. Thus, when thedimensionalrepresentationof a mathe-
maticalexpressionis Y = [X~’],the mathematicalexpressionis of the form
y = eZ. The transition is valid becausethe basictheoremsapplicableto any
orthonormalbasissmoothlyextendto the infinite-dimensionalHilbert space
of polynomialsxk

Reasoningfrom DimensionalSignatures

The dimensionalsignatureprovidesimportant cluesto theform of thesolu-
tion. For eachof thefour classesmentionedabove,wesummarizethe rules
of inference,and providesomenoteson coverage.Thenotationy ‘—‘ ~m that
y is a polynomialof degreen in x; otherwisey f(x), where f is a tran-
scendentalfunction, meansthat y = Kf(x) and K is dimensionlessin the
([X], [Y]) systemof dimensions.
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Class Dimensional1
Signature ~

Inference
Rules

Yields [Y] = [X]m

Relationship
[Y] = [X]m

m ~ 0
y xm ~
y (x~+ XP)m/P

[Y] CancelsOut [Y]° = [X]m

m ~ 0
f(y’,y,x) = 0 ~ y e~m~~l

f(y(k),.. . ,y”,y’,y) = 0 ~ y

[X] CancelsOut [y]m = [X]°
in ~ 0

f(y’,y,x) = 0 ~ ~A lnx
f(y(k),. . , y”, y~’,x) = 0 ~ y hi x

Both [X] and [Y]
CancelOut

[Y]° = [X)° y xA ~
y ‘~ (x~+ XP)’~/P

• For theclass Yields[Y] = [X]m Relationshiptheequationbe reducedto
thelowestpossibleorderprior to computingthedimensionalsignature.
For exampletheequationy” = (y’)2/x mustbereducedto a first order
equationz’ = z2/x wherez = y’, prior to computingthe dimensional
signature.

• For the classes[X] CancelsOut and [Y] Cancels Outequationsof the
form

f(y(k),. ,y”,y’,y,x) = 0

for example:y” = zyor y” = y3/x2arenot covered.

• Therulesof inferencecontainparametersp andA which canbecrucial
to determiningtheform of thesolutionandhenceits qualitativechar-
acteristics. The inferenceprocedureconsistsof symbolic substitution
of the form in the actualequationin order to determinethe valueof
the parameters. Often just the sign of the valueor its type (real or
imaginary) will suffice for purposesof qualitative behavior.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a techniquefor automatically generating constraints on

parameterderivativesthat reduce ambiguity in the behaviour prediction. Starting with
a behaviourprediction using an initial library containing general domain knowledge
the technique employsfeedback about correct and incorrect states of behaviour and
knowledgeabout the causaldependenciesbetweenthe parametersin the modelin order
to determine the constraintsthat removethe incorrect or undesiredstatesof behaviour
that result from ambiguity. In addition, the technique points out the assembly of
physicalobjects to which the generatedconstraints apply.

1 Introduction

A recurring issue in qualitative predictionof behaviour (ci. [1; 9]) is the problemof con-

structing a model that is not ambiguousin the sensethat it only predictsbehaviours
that can actually occur. In particular,when usinga library of partial behaviourmodels
modellinggeneraldomain knowledge(like processes[5] and devicebehaviours[3]) theam-
biguity introducedby the qualitative calculus,togetherwith the requirementof modelling

device behaviourindependentfrom the context in which it operates(the ‘no function in

structure’ principle, ci. [3]), makesit difficult to define adequateprediction modelsfor
a specific system. In order to get rid of ambiguity additional constraintsmust be speci-
fied which model: (1) orderof magnitudes[8], (2) assemblyspecific behaviour(functional

view), and (3) conservationof quantities for the systemas a whole. In this paperwe

presenta techniquethat automaticallyderivestheseconstraintsby analysingcorrectand

incorrect behaviourpredictions from the set of possiblebehavioursand a model of the
underlying causality. In addition, the approachlocalises the physical structure, and its

specific modeof behaviour,to which the constraintsapply.



The contentsof this paperis as follows. Section 2 providesbackgroundinformation
abouthow the knowledgeengineercanbe supportedduringthe modellingprocess.Section
3 describesthe framework for qualitativeprediction of behaviouras we use it. Section
4 discussescausesof ambiguityand the relatedproblemswhich we tackle in this paper.
Section 5 presentsa method for generatingthe constraintsneededfor reducingthe am-
biguity in a behaviourprediction. In particular,it focuseson how to generatecandidate
constraintsandhow to discriminatebetweencompetingconstraints. Section6 describes
how the physicalstructurecanbe localisedto which the constraintsapply. Section 7 dis-
cussesthe notion of furtherspecificationafter oneor more constraintshavebeenaddedto
the knowledgein the library. Finally, in section8 we summarisethemajor resultsof our
research.

2 Supporting the KnowledgeEngineer: AutomatedMod~
elling

Our approachcanbe thoughtof assupportingaknowledgeengineerwho,on the basisof a
library containinggeneraldomain knowledge,hasto developaspecific modelthat can be
usedfor abehaviourpredictiontask.’ Givensuchalibrary with generaldomainknowledge
the knowledgeengineeris confrontedwith two problems: (1) relatingthe elementsfrom
the real-world systemthat has to be modelledto the canonicalentitiespresentin the
library, and(2) modellingadditionalconstraintsto reducethe ambiguity in the behaviour
prediction.

Typically, the knowledgeengineergoes througha debugging/refinementprocess,de-
pendingupon the behaviourprediction that the qualitativepredictionengine produces.
Each predictedstatereflects a correct or an incorrect form of behaviourand as such
providesfeedbackfor how the modelsfrom the initial library must be modified.

The problemof modelling is complexandcannot be automatedall at once. In this
paperwe concentrateon derivingadditionalconstraintson the derivativesof parameters
that arerequiredto removeundesiredstatesof behaviourthat result from ambiguity. An
assumptionthereforeis that theinitial knowledgein the library is sufficient for predicting
at least all possiblebehaviours,but that it can be too generalin the sensethat it may
alsopredict behavioursthat do not occur.

Building andrefining qualitative knowledgefollows a debuggingcycle as depictedin
figure 1. After the knowledgeengineerhasclassified(c.q. modelled)somesystemfrom the
real-worldinto termsof the canonicalelementspresentin theinitial library, the prediction
enginegeneratesa graph of possiblebehaviours. Although in principle this graph may
includeall possiblebehaviours(correctandincorrect)that canbe derivedon the basisof
thegeneralknowledgein the library, it is usuallynecessaryto limit thenumberof statesto
asubsetthat canstill be understoodandusedby the knowledgeengineer(partial behaviour
prediction). Next, for eachstateof behaviourtheknowledgeengineerdetermineswhether
it representsacorrector an incorrect stateof behaviourby comparingit with the actual
behaviourof the systemin the real-world. The sets of correct and incorrect statesof
behaviourareinput for the processof refining the knowledgein the library.2 The learning

‘For example,qualitativepredictionof behaviourof adeviceasasubtaskof adiagno8ticproblemsolver.
21t could also be thecasethat the canonicaldescriptionhasto be changed(redoclassify),but we will



taskis now to find new constraintsthat will excludefalsepredictions(without excluding
the correctpredictions).It mustdiagnosethe setof correct andincorrectbehavioursand
determinewhichconstraintshaveto be addedto whatpartsof theknowledgein the library
in order to removethe ambiguity.

3 Frameworkfor Qualitative Predictionof Behaviour

In this sectionwe describesomeimportantaspectsof the frameworkfor qualitativepredic-
tion of behaviourthat we use. This framework is implementedas adomainindependent
qualitativereasoningshell,calledGARP, which can be usedby aknowledgeengineerfor
developingpredictionmodels. (ci. [2]).

Systemelementis an important(often implicit) notion in theprocessof building qual-
itative models, It refers to (1) how objects from the real-world are representedin the
predictionmodel, and (2) how theserepresentationsare applied to guide the behaviour
analysis(i.e. the searchfor applicablebehaviourmodels).

In contrastto using apure componentorientedapproach[3] (modelling the physical
world as componentsconnectedby conduits) or a pure processoriented approach[5]
(modelling the physical world as physicalobjectsthat interactvia processes),we claim
that it is essentialto useboth componentand processoriented abstractionsin a single
predictionmodel. In addition,systemelementsmayalso refer to functional abstractions
of the physical reality andassuch do not haveto mapdirectly ontophysicalobjects.

Similar to the componentandprocessorientedapproach,our qualitativeprediction
engineusesa library of partial behaviourmodelsfor determiningthe behaviourof some
real-world system.The knowledgein thelibrary discriminatesbetweenstatic,processand
agentmodels. Staticmodelsrepresentgeneralpropertiesof systemelements,Theycanbe
further divided into single description,composition,and decompositionmodels,referring

to modelling the propertiesof a single systemelement,a collection of systemelementsor

to how a systemelementcan be decomposedinto its sub-structure. Processesdescribe
changesthat are basedon inequalitiesbetweeninteractingquantitiesof different system

Figure1: Stepsin building predictionmodelsfrom generallibrary knowledge

not discussthis option in this paper.



elements. Agent modelsare used for modelling changesthat are causedby agentsand
mayhavetheir impact on oneor moresystemelements.

The knowledgerepresentationfor modellingpartial behavioursis as follows:

Supertype relation The partial model can be asubtypeof otherpartial models(mul-
tiple inheritance).This meansthat the superbehaviourmodelsmustbe applicable
in order for the subtypeto be applicable.

Conditions Eachpartial model has its own specific conditions that must hold before
the knowledgethat is specified in the consequencesof the model can be used.The
following five knowledgetypes can be conditions:

1. Systemelements:The abstractionfrom the physicalworld to which the partial
model applies.

2. Parameters:Propertiesof systemelementsusedby parametervaluesand/or
relations.

3. Parametervalues: Parametervaluesthat musthold.

4. Parameterrelations: Relations (constraints)betweenparametersthat must
hold.

5. Partial behaviourmodels:Otherpartial modelsthat specify certainknowledge
about the behaviourof the real-world systemthat must be knownbefore the
partial model maybe used(=applies-tohierarchy).

ConsequencesWhen a partial model is applicable the consequencesspecify the addi-
tional knowledge about the behaviour of the real-world systemthat is derivable.
The following five knowledge types can be derived:

1. Systemelements:For processesit may be the casethat new entities in the
real-world arecreatedbecauseof the behaviour of the system(for example:gas
when boiling liquid).

2. Parameters:(New) propertiesthat areintroducedby the partial model.

3. Parametervalues: New valuesfor parametersthat hold.

4. Parameterrelations: Additional constraintsthat hold betweenparameters.

5. Partial behaviourmodels:(Other) partial modelsthat canbe derived.

Finally, table1 presentsan overview of theparameterrelationsthat canbe usedfor mod-
elling the behaviourdependenciesbetweenparameterderivatives, The proportionalities
andinfluencesaresimilar to thosedefinedby Forbus[5]. Theinequalitiesbetweenderiva-
tivesaresimilar to the notionof confluencesdefinedby de Kleer [3].3 The proportionalities
andinfluencescanbeusedfor modellingcausaldependencies,whereasthe inequalitiescan

31n theexamplediscussedin this paperArgl refersto aparameterandArg2 refersto eitheraparameter
or to thevaluezero. Theformercanbeusedfor modellingconstraintsbetweenapairof parameters,whereas
the latter canbe usedfor relating thederivativeof aparameterto zero. The relation d..equal(zero, plus(
Argi, Arg2 )) is aspecificversionof modelling that asumequalszero. In general,eachargument(Arg) of
an inequality constraintmay (recursively)refer to thesum of two derivatives. For theexamplepresented
in this papera ‘sum’ constraintbetweentwo derivativesis sufficient.



[Types Specific relations Reference

Inequalities d..smaller-or..equal(Argi, Arg2 ).
d...greater..or.,equal(Argi, Arg2 ).

d_equal(Argi, Arg2).
d.,greater(Argi, Arg2).
d..smaller( Argi, Arg2).

1
2
3
4
5

d_equal(zero,plus( Argi, Arg2 ) ). 6

Proportionalities prop_pos(Pan,Par2).
prop..sieg( Pan, Par2).

Influences inf_pos,.by(Pail, Par2 ).
inf.,neg_by(Pan,Pan2 ).

Table 1: Dependenciesbetweenparameter derivatives

be usedto furtherconstrainthe ambiguityintroducedby thesecausalrelationsor for mod-
elling constraintson derivativesthat lack aclearcausaldependency.As arguedin [2] both
the causalandnon-causaldependenciesareessentialfeaturesof aqualitativemodel.

4 Causesof Ambiguity

The needfor refinementof the knowledgepresentin the initial library can be illustrated
with a prediction model for the refrigerator. Figure 2 visualisesthe importantphysical
objects of the refrigerator. To model the behaviourof theseobjects a combinationof

modelling devicebehaviourand processesbetweenphysical objects is required (see [2]
for moredetails). Both the compressorand the throttle valve can be modelledas agent
modelsthat influence the amountof substancein the condensorand in the evaporator.

SUrmund~ ~r$I (wodd)

Figure 2: A model of the refrigerator



Thesesubstancescan be modelled as ‘closed contained substances’as described in the
processcentered approach (cf. [5]). Also the world and the cooling area canbe modelled
in this way, although the knowledgerepresentedby thesemodels may neglectthe pressure
and the amountof substance.A direct proportional relation betweenthe temperatureand
the heatis sufficient to modelthe behaviourof theseentities. Finally, the prediction model
must include processeslike heat flow, evaporation and condensation. The causal model
(proportionalities and influences) that is representedby thesepartial behaviour models is
shownin figure 3.

Temp Temp
(Con. Sub.) (World)

4f1

Pressure Heat ~ Flow Rate ~ Heat
(Con. Sub.) ~4~” (Con. Sub) ‘~‘V~(Heatflow) ~TW’(World)

~ Amount *~
~ (Con. Sub.) ~ Legend

ExpRate CompRato ..44. Influence Flow Rate
(Throttle valve) (Compressor) ..—.—~‘ Proportionality (Heat flow)

Isolation
~ Amount ~

(Evap. Sub.)

4
Pressure Heat ~ Flow Rate Heat

(Evap. Sub.) ~4~”(Evap.Sub) ‘~V(Heat flow) ~W~1C. Area)

4 4
Temp Temp

(Evap. Sub.) (C. Area)

Figure 3: Causaldependenciesin the refrigerator

Presentingthis modelto the predictionengine(CARP)resultsin 179 possiblestatesof
behaviour(total envisionment).The first specificationstep(finding all the setsof partial
behaviourmodelsthat apply to the canonicalproblem description)producesalready 15
possiblestatesof behaviour.The valuesof the parameterderivativesin thesestatesare
shownin table 2.

Most of the 179 statesrepresentincorrect behaviourof the refrigerator,i.e. statesof
behaviourthat arequalitatively possible,but which do not representactualbehaviourof
the refrigerator.A typical exampleof suchbehaviouris aheatflow from the surrounding
world into thesubstancecontainedby the condensorwhicheventuallyresultsin an increase
in the temperatureof the cooling area. In amodel representingcorrectbehaviourof the
refrigerator,no suchheatflow shouldoccur. This requiresanextraconstrainton the heat
flow from thesurroundingworld to the substancein the condensor.

A largenumberof incorrectbehavioursresultsfrom ambiguity,i.e. the relativeimpact
of competinginfluencesis not representedin the generallibrary of partial behaviourmod-
els. Additional constraintsare requiredwhich representassemblyspecificbehaviourand



Parameters II States

~iII I i~i!i ~ii~i~I~iI i~ii~ii~ii~!i
Press (Evap. Sub.) - - - 0 + - - - 0 + - - - 0 +
Amount (Evap. Sub.) - 0 + + + - 0 + + + - 0 + + +
Heat (Evap. Sub.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Temp (Evap. Sub.) - - - 0 + - - - 0 + - - - 0 +
Press (Con. Sub.) - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 + + + + +
Amount (Con. Sub.) - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 + + + + +
Heat (Con. Sub.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Temp (Con. Sub.) - - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 + + + + +
Heat (C. Area) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Temp (C. Area) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Heat (World) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Temp (World) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-Rate (T_valve) ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ‘1 ? ? ?

C-Rate (Compressjor) ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Table2: The first 15 states generatedfor the refrigerator (only 11 is correct)

therebyreducethe amountof ambiguity. Consider,for example,the amountof substance
in the condensor. The condensor hasapositiveinfluenceon this when it is working, but
the throttle valve allows substanceto flow out andconsequentlyinfluencesthe amount
negatively. The resulting derivativefor the amount is ambiguous,i.e. it can increase
(the effect of the compressoris greater),decrease(the out flow via the throttle valve is
greater),or stayconstant(the effects areequal).Whenthe amountdecreasesthis leadsto
apressureand temperaturedecreaseandthereforeto a heat flow from the world into the
condensor.This is an undesiredsequenceof behaviour.When the compressoris ‘working’
the amountof substancemayonly increase,or stayconstant,but not decrease.

The problemis evenworsebecausethe influenceof heatflow countersthe effect of the
pressureincrease,Again thereis ambiguity: the temperaturemay increase(the effect of

the pressureincreaseis greater),decrease(the effect of the heat flow is greater),or stay
constant(the effects areequal), However,as mentionedbefore, for a correct functioning

refrigeratorthe effect of the pressureincreasecausedby a ‘working’ compressoris greater.
In both examplesthespecific configurationof physicalobjectsis such that only certain

behaviourstake place. A behaviourpredictionconsistingof correct statesof behaviours
can only be obtainedwhen the constraintsfor assemblyspecific behaviourare addedto
the knowledgein the (initial) library.

A secondsourcefor ambiguity is the lackof conservationconstraints.Startingwith the
initial library thereis no knowledgeavailablethat representsthe conservationof quantities
for a certain device. In the caseof the refrigeratorthereis at leasta needfor a constraint

that modelsconservationof substancebetweenthe condensorand the evaporator.When
this constraintis lacking this meansthat theambiguitydiscussedabovefor the condensor
is mirrored for the evaporator,which results in 9 times 9 possible statesof behaviour.
Including behavioursin which both the amountof substancein the condensorand in the
evaporatorareincreasingor decreasing(seefor examplestate 1 in table 2). Conservation
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of quantitiesis essentialfor disambiguatingthesefaults in the predictionmodel.

5 Determining CandidateConstraints

This section describeshow the constraintsfor disambiguationof the predictionmodel
can be derivedon the basisof feedbackabout correctand incorrect statesof behaviour
and the causalitythat underliesthe model. The first section describeshow candidate
specialisationsof the library in the form of extraconstraintscan be generatedandthe
secondsectiondiscusseshow we can discriminatebetweencompetingconstraints.

5.1 GeneratingConstraints

For generatingconstraintstwo sourcesof information are available: (1) the statesof
behaviourthat representcorrectbehaviourand(2) the statesof behaviourthat represent
incorrect behaviour.The conclusionsthat canbe derivedfrom thesesetsdependon the
scope of the prediction. If the prediction is complete, i.e. all correctand all incorrect
stateshavebeengenerated,thentheparameterderivativescanbe usedto generatesetsof
constraintsthat excludeall statesof behaviourthat haveincorrect valuesfor derivatives
(table 3) and/or incorrect combinationsof derivatives (table 4).

Derivative Consistent constraints J Inconsistent constraints

— 1V5 2V3V4
0 1V2V3 4V5
+ 2V4 1v3V5

Table 3: Derivatives and related constraints

Generating a set of constraints is not self-evident, becausethere may be multiple

(independent) causesresponsible for the generation of an incorrect state of behaviour.
The problem is to determine which constraints betweenwhich parametersshould remove
which statesof behaviour. There is, for example, no way to decidewhetherthe first
incorrect stateof behaviour(seetable 2) is causedby lack of knowledgeaboutorder of
magnitude (amountof substancein condensoralways increasesor stays constant,but
neverdecreases)or by alack of knowledgeaboutconservationof quantities(the changes
in the amountof substancein the condensorandin theevaporatorshould equalzero).

The processis evenmorecomplicatedwhenthebehaviourpredictionispartial,which is
usually the case.Although the reliability of the informationstemmingfrom the incorrect
statesbecomesgreater when more statesof behaviourhavebeenpredicted,it is very
likely that not all faultsmanifestthemselvesin acertainpartial behaviourprediction. In
other words, constraintswhich first seemedto representa discriminatingfactor between
correct and incorrect statesmayturn out to be inappropriate. The problem is not to
select a constraintthat will rule out acorrect stateof behaviourthat was not predicted

yet. Specifying,for example,that the derivativeof the temperatureof thesubstancein the
condensoris alwaysgreaterthan the derivativeof the temperatureof the substancein the

evaporatorerroneouslyexcludesfuture statesof behaviourin which the two are equal.
In orderto copewith the two problemsdescribedabovewe canfocusprimarily on the

information that canbe derivedfrom thecorrectstatesof behaviour,The constraintsthat
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Derivative pairs Consistentconstraints Inconsistentconstraints

-,- 1V2V3 4V5V6
-,0 1v5 2V3V4V6
-,+ 1V5V6 2v3v4
0,- 2v4 1v3v5v6
0,0 1V2v3V6 4v5
O,+ 1V5 2V3V4V6
+,- 2v4v6 1V3V5
+,0 2v4 1V3V5V6
+,+ 1v2v3 4V5V6

Table4: Derivativecombinationsand relatedconstraints

excludeincorrect statesof behaviourshould be consistentwith the information captured
in the correctstatesof behaviour,In other words:

• the constraintsthat excludeincorrect statesof behaviourshould be in the set of all
the constraintsthat are consistentwith the derivativesin the knowncorrect statesof

behaviour.

Therearetwo potentialproblemsto this approach.Firstly, the setof parametersdescrib-
ing astateof behaviourshouldnot be too large,in order for the setof possibleconstraints
to explode,andsecondly,thereis a dangerof proposing dependenciesbetweenparame-
terswhich are false, becausetheseparameters are essentiallyunrelated.The problemof
proposingrelationsbetweenunrelatedparameterscould leadto exclusionof correctstates
of behaviour.However, the selectionprocedure,discussedbelow, is basedon the causal-
ity betweenparametersand thereforeautomaticallypreventsthe selection of constraints
betweenunrelatedparameters.

Thegenerationof constraintsconsistsof the identificationof threetypes of constraints:

1. The derivativeof acertain parametermayonly havespecific values.

2. The derivativesof two parametersmusthavecorrespondingvalues.

3. The derivativesof certain parametersmay be limited, becauseof conservationof
quantities.

The constraintsfor single derivativesaregeneratedaccordingto table3. For eachparam-
eter all constraintsare found that are consistentwith all derivativesof this parameterin
all the correctstatesof behaviour,If, for example,a parameterhasderivatives+ or 0 in
the correctstatesof behaviourthenconstraints2V 4 and 1 V 2V 3 areconsistentwith these
derivatives. Constraint2 is consistentwith both derivativesandis thereforea candidate
for disambiguatingthebehaviourprediction. In our example(seetable2) thereis onecor-
rect stateof behaviour(state11) and 14 parameters(2 with unknownderivatives,which
thereforemaynot be used).Using table 3 this initially resultsin 30 candidateconstraints
for disambiguationof the prediction.

The constraintsfor relatedderivativesare generatedaccording to table 4. For each
pair of parametersall constraintsarefound that are consistentwith all the derivativesof
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parametersin the correctstatesof behaviour.If, for example,apair of parametershasthe
derivatives(+,+) or (—,0) in the correctstatesof behaviour,then theconstraints1V2V3
and 1 V 5 areconsistentwith thesederivatives.Constraint1 is consistentwith bothpairs
of derivatives. In the refrigeratorexample,the correctstateof behaviourfacilitates 140
candidateconstraintsbetweenpairs of parameterderivatives.

Generatingconstraintsfor conservationof quantitiescanbe guidedby knowledgeabout
the causalrelationsbetweenparametersin order to limit the numberof constraintsthat
will be found. The idea is that dependenciesbetweenparameterscan be factoredinto
clustersthatinfluenceeachother, but areindependentof otherparameters.4We shallcall
theseclusterscausalunits. A causalunit startswith aparameterthat is beinginfluenced
(by an influencerelation), traversesvia the proportionallyrelatedparameters,andends
with aparameterthat hasno causaleffect on anyotherparameterby meansof apropor-
tionality. A causalunit is essentiallya graph that may haverecursiveloops,more than
one starting point and more than one terminal node (notice that a causalunit can consist
of oneor more causalpaths).5 In ourexampleof the refrigerator(seefigure 3) thereare
6 causalunits. Two of thoseare:

Heat (Con. Sub.) ~ Press (Con. Sub.) —~ Temp (Con. Sub.)
Amount (Con. Sub.) —~ Press (Con. Sub.) ~ Temp (Con. Sub.)

Constraintsfor conservationof quantitiesmaybedefinedbetweenparametersthat: (1)
belongto differentcausalunits, (2) modelthe sametypeof quantity,and(3)areinfluenced
by the sameinfluence. Usually an influence(c.q. a flow rate) consistsof two parts,one
that decreasesa quantity andone that increasesa quantity. Both are requiredbefore
a conservationconstraintmay be defined. In the caseof the refrigeratorconservation
constraintsare generatedbetweenthe parameters:

Amount (Con. Sub.) & Amount (Evap. Sub.)
Heat (Con. Sub.) & Heat (World)

Heat (Evap. Sub.) & Heat (C. Area)

The model doesnot allow aheat flow betweenthe cooling areaandthe world, otherwise
the conservationconstraintfor heat(s)would haveincluded the four heatparametersin a
singleconservationconstraint.

5.2 Selection of Appropriate Constraints

The generationof constraintsas describedaboveresultsin 173 candidateconstraintsfor
clisambiguationof thepredictionmodel. A numberof rulescanbe definedto discriminate
betweentheseconstraints.

Removenon-discriminativeconstraints Constraints that do not discriminate be-
tweencorrectandincorrectstatesof behaviourcanbe disregarded,This rule applies
for eachof the threetypes of constraintsdiscussedabove. Usually, non discrimina~
tive constraintsresult from equal derivativesin both correctand incorrect statesof

4This correspondsto the ideaof ‘factoring’, see [6].
5Wediffer from Forbus[5] who doesnot allow aparameterto be influencedboth directly andindirectly.

However,the specificchoicein this respecthasno effect on the techniquepresentedin this paper.
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behaviour.For example,specifyingthat the heatof the world equalszerodoes not
discriminatebetweencorrectand incorrect statesof behaviour.

Prefer weakerconstraintsabovestrongerconstraints d..greater..or...equal is
a weakerconstraint (allowing more values) than either greateror equal. In gen-
eral, combinationsare weaker,andshould be preferred. Therefore, if a parameter
(or a pair of parameters)hasboth the strongerandthe weakerconstraintthen the
former must be removed.This rule prohibits that on the basisof incompleteinfor-
mationa too restrictiveconstraintis selected.The morerestrictiveconstraintswill
only be selectedafter the weakerconstraintsfail to excludeincorrect statesof be-
haviour. This correspondsto asearchstrategyin the searchfor specialisationsfrom
generalto specific. The prefer weakerrule doesnot effect conservationconstraints
becausethey arealwaysof typeequal.

Thesetwo rulesremovea largenumberof the constraintsthat wereproposedduring the
generationstep. In fact only 54 constraintsremain after applying thesetwo rules: 6 on
specific derivatives,47 concernedwith pairsof derivatives,and 1 conservationconstraint.

It should not comeas a surprisethat most of the removedconstraintsare concerned
with specific derivativesand with pairs of derivatives. In contrastto the generationof
conservationconstraintsthe generationof theseconstraintsis not guidedby any specific
knowledge. For efficiency reasonswe mayof coursedecide to make the generation more
knowledgeintensive by including the abovetwo rules in the generation step and directly
limit the numberof constraintsbeinggenerated.

The nextsetof rules,that canbe usedto selectamongcompetingcandidates,is based
on the notion of causalunits in the domain model(seealsofigure 3). In generalwe want
to (1) removeconstraintsbetweencausallyindependentparameters,(2) defineconstraints
on parametersthat directly effect each other (i.e. adjacentin the causalunit), and(3)
constrainparameters‘early’ in the causalunit.

Removecausally independentconstraintsRemove all constraintsproposing rela-
tionsbetweenparametersthat arenot partof asinglecausalunit. Ambiguity always
resultsfrom multipleinfluences(proportionalitiesand/orinfluences)on acertainpa-
rameter,therefore,the disambiguationhasto effect the parametersthat are related
in this way. For example,a constraintbetweenthe temperatureof the substancein
the evaporatorand the pressureof the substancein the condensoris not allowed.
This rule effects the constraintsbetweenpairs of parameterderivativesandhas an
important impact. It removes41 of the candidateconstraintsbetweenpairs.

PreferadjacentconstraintsaboveintermediatedconstraintsPrefer constraints
betweenadjacentparametersin a causal unit above constraintsthat are related
via oneor more intermediateparameters.If, for example,aconstraintis proposed
both betweenthe amount& the pressureandbetweenthe amount & the tempera-
ture of thesubstancein the condensor,thenthe formershouldbe preferred(seealso
figure 3). The rationalebehindthis rule is that the disambiguationshould propose
constraintsthat follow the causaldependenciesin acausalunit. This rule only ef-
fectsconstraintsbetweenpairs of parameterderivatives. In the exampleit removes3
of the 6 remainingconstraints,asfor instance,preferringtheconstraintbetweenthe
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amount& the pressureabovethe constraintbetweenthe amount& the temperature
of thesubstancein the evaporator.

Prefer constraintson early parametersin the causalunit This rule appliesto all
three types of constraints. The rationalebehind this rule is that the disambigua-
tion should start at the beginning of the causal dependencies.In the caseof pairs
of derivatives it should prefer constraints betweenadjacent parameters that appear
early in the causalunits aboveconstraintsbetweenadjacent parameters that are po-
sitioned later in this unit. If, for example,a constraint is proposedboth between the
amount& thepressureand betweenthe pressure& the temperatureof the substance
in the condensor, then the former should be preferred.

This rule can also be used for constraints on a single parameter derivative. A con-
straint on the derivative of the amount, for example, should be preferredabove
a constraint on the temperature. In the refrigerator example, this rule removes 4
constraints on specific parameters by preferring constraints on the amountabove
constraints on the pressureand the temperaturefor both the substancein the con-
densor and in the evaporator.

In addition to pairs and single parameter derivatives this rule can also be applied
for conservation constraints: if there existsmore than one conservation of quantity
constraint betweenquantities belonging to different causalunits andthe causalpath
is similar for theseunits (within the rangeof theseconstraints)then the constraint
between the parametersearlier in the causalpath should be preferred. However, we
could not think of an examplefor the refrigeratorfitting this rule. It seemsthat this
caseis impossibleby definition.

The set of constraints that remainsafter all the aboverules have beenapplied is
shownin table 5. The set can be divided into two parts, one concernedwith conservation
of quantities andone with order of magnitudes (or assemblyspecific behaviour). The
constraints on specificderivatives and betweenpairs of derivatives belong to the latter.

Constraints II Eliminated states

Constraintfor conservation

d..~qual(zero, plus( Amount-ConSub, Amount-EvapSub)) Iii, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15

Constraintson derivativepairs

d..greater..or_equal(Press-EvapSub,Amount-EvapSub) 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14
d..smaller...or_equal( Pressure-EvapSub,Heat-EvapSub) 5, 10, 15
d..smaller..or,.equal(Heat-ConSub,Press-ConSub) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Constraintson specificderivatives

d..greater..or.,equal(Amount-ConSub, zero) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
d..smaller..or_equal(Amount-EvapSub,zero ) 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15

Table 5: Remainingconstraintswith the statesthat are eliminated.

Thus far, we havenot beenconcernedwith the numberof incorrectstatesthat is being
excluded.The rulesareonly basedon the causalitythat hasbeenrepresentedin prediction

model. The constraintsthat remainafter applying the abovedescribedrules cannotbe
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discriminatedany further in this respect. For decidingupon which constraintsmust be
addedto the knowledgein the library, the following aspectsareimportant:

IndependentconstraintsConstraintsthat only excludestatesof behaviourthat arenot
excludedby anyotherconstraintsarenecessaryfor the disambiguationof the model
and must be added to the library knowledge. However, thereare no independent
constraintsin table5.

OverlappingconstraintsOverlappingconstraintscannotbe discriminatedanyfurther,
exceptfor the notion that the ‘super’ constraintexcludesthe most statesof incorrect
behaviour.It seemsreasonableto prefer this constraint. In table 5 this would imply
that the constraintsbetweenthe pressureand the heat (both for the substancein
the condensorand for thesubstancein the evaporatorshould be removedin favour
of the constraintson the derivatives of the amounts

Partially overlappingconstraints Partiallyoverlappingconstraintsthatexcludesome
statesof behaviourthat are not excludedby any other constraints,but they also
excludesimilar statesof behaviour.Theseconstraintsare necessaryfor the disam-
biguation of the model and must be added to the library knowledge. In table 5
the conservation constraint, the two constraints on the derivatives of the amountof
substancein the condensorand the amountof substancein the evaporator, and the
constraint betweenthe pressureand the amountof substancein the evaporator, are
partially overlapping.All four constraintsproposeconstraintsthat removestatesof
behaviourthat arenot removedby the other constraints.

A possibleheuristicfor dealingwith partially overlappingconstraintsis the following:

• Preferconservationconstraintsaboveconstraintsbetweenpairsof parameterderiva-
tives andconstraintson asingleparameterderivative.

• Prefer constraintsbetweenpairs of parameterderivativesabove constraintson a
single parameterderivative.

The orderintroducedby this heuristicis basedon the ideathat morecomplexconstraints
are more likely to be correct than lesscomplexconstraints. However, in the caseof a
partial behaviourprediction the only safeway is to havethe knowledgeengineerdecide
amongthe final set of competingconstraints.

In the caseof a full behaviourpredictionoverlappingconstraintsintroduceno problem
becauseall correct statesof behaviourare facilitated by the constraintsand they can
thus simply be addedto the model. Still it is impressiveto discoverhow evena small
set of correctstates(in our examplejust 1) providessufficient information for the above
describedtechniqueto generateexactly those constraintsthat fully disambiguatedthe
predictionmodel(seetable6).

6 Localise Partial Behaviour Model

After the constraintsfor disambiguationon the behaviourpredictionhave beendeter-
mined, thenext stepis to determinethe placein thelibrary whereeachof theconstraints
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Constraints Eliminated states

d..~qual(zero, plus( Amount-ConSub, Amount-EvapSub)) 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15
d..greater...or..equal( Press-EvapSub,Amount-EvapSub ) 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14
dgreater..or...equal(Amount-ConSub,zero) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
d..smaller...or_equal(Amount-EvapSub,zero) 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15

Table 6: Resulting set of constraints that fully disambiguatesthe prediction model

should be added. Essentially two ways of augmenting the library are possible: either the
constraints are added to an already existing partial behaviour model, or the constraints
have to be representedin a new behaviour model. The method for localising the partial
behaviour model is similar in both cases.

Firstly, the dependenciesthat the parameters in the proposed constraint have with
existing influence relations and proportionality relations have to be determined. Each of
theserelations contributes to the ambiguity that hasto be removed by the constraint. The
behaviour modelsthat introduce theserelations are therefore conditional for the behaviour
model to which the new constraint hasto be added. If, for example, a constraint has to
be added between the amountand the pressureof the substancein the condensor then
(1) the influence of the compressionrate, (2) the influence of the expansionrate, (3) the
proportional relation with the heatand consequently(4) the influenceof the flow rate(from
the heat flow) are contributors to the ambiguity that will be reduced by this constraint
(seealso figure 3). The notion of causalunits is again important, in the sensethat the set
of contributing relations is a subset of the causalunits to which the parametersbelong. In
particular, this subsetstarts with the influencing relations, moveson via proportionalities
up to the place where the parameters themselvesare located. The relations locatedhigher
in the causalunit do not contribute to the ambiguity.

Having found the set of relations that contributes to the ambiguity the secondstep
is to find the set of behaviour models that introduced theserelations. In the example
mentioned abovethesemodels are: (1) the heat flow process,(2) the model of the active
compressor, (3) the model of the active throttle valve, and (4) the behaviour model for
the closedcontained substance(=the condensor). In order to place the new constraint
theremust be either a partial behaviourmodel that has this list of behaviour models
as a condition or a new assemblyhasto be created. In the latter case,which is more
likely, the conditionalpartial behaviourmodelsconstitutethe aggregatethat introduces
the disambiguatingconstraint. In the aboveexamplethis assemblycould be referredto
as the ‘condensingassembly’of the refrigerator.

7 Further Specification

Insteadof immediatelyaddingall constraintsthat havebeenproposedby the technique
discussedaboveto the library, the behaviourpredictioncanbe enlargedin orderto create
more discriminativepowerfor groundingthe constraints.In our examplewe could have
addedone transformationstep which would have createdan initial set of 38 statesof
behaviour.

However,alsoif oneor moreof thecandidateconstraintshasbeenaddedto the library
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it maystill be necessaryto furtherspecify the knowledgein thelibrary. Therearein fact
threereasonswhy this may be the case: (1) strongerconstraintsfor alreadyconstraint
parameter(s),(2) constraintsfor parameter(s)that did not behaveincorrectly yet, and (3)
constraintsfor newly introducedparameter(s).

It is very likely that weakconstraintsaddedto the library knowledgeeventuallymust
be replacedby strongerones. Also it is to be expectedthat parametersthat appeared
to be correct, start behavingin ways that are incorrect and/or undesired. So further
prediction is required to find theseparameters. Finally, it may be the casethat some
behaviourmodel introducesparametersthat were not in the behaviourprediction yet.
Requiredconstraintson theseparametersmust also be found.

8 Concluding Remarks

In this paperwe havepresenteda techniquefor automatedgenerationof the constraints
that are neededfor disambiguationof abehaviourprediction. Startingwith abehaviour
prediction using an initial library containinggeneral domain knowledgethe technique
employsfeedbackabout correct and incorrect statesof behaviourand knowledgeabout
the causaldependenciesbetweenthe parametersin the model in order to determinethe
constraintsthat removethe incorrect or undesiredstatesof behaviourthat result from
ambiguity. In addition,the techniquepointsout the assemblyof physicalobjectsto which
the constraintsapply.

The work that is most similar to this is by Mozetic (e.g. [7]). By representingmodels
in a logical languagethe refinementproblembecomessimilar to refinementof logic pro-
grams. To our knowledgetherehasbeenno previouswork on refining knowledgethat is
representedasqualitative constraints.DeJong’swork ([4}) focuseson explanation-based
learning in the contextof plausiblereasoningratherthanrefinement.

The refinementalgorithm presentedin this paperis similar to generalincremental
learning techniques.It is specialin the representationandinferenceengine,an important
addition is the useof factoringinto causalunitsandthe learningbiasbasedon the causal
structureand the global conservationconstraints.

The scope of our techniqueis limited in that only dealswith derivatives. Incorrect
statesof behaviourresulting from parametervalues and relationsbetweenthesevalues
cannot be dealt with (althoughit seemslikely that partsof the techniquecan be used
for this purposeas well). Also the techniquerequiresthat the knowledgepresentin the
initial library is correctand sufficient, i.e. it shouldat leastpredict all possiblestatesof
behaviour,

However, theseproblemsare not limitations of the technique.Instead,they refer to
different aspectsof the modelling processthat must be dealt with in order to further
automatethe processof qualitativemodelconstruction,The techniquefor generatingthe
disambiguatingconstraintsfor parameterderivativespresentsan important stepin this
direction.
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Abstract

Semiquantitativemodelscombineboth qualitativeandquantitativeknowl-
edgewithin asingle semiquantitativequalitativedifferentialequation(SQDE)
representation.With currentsimulationmethods,the quantitativeknowledge
is not exploited as fully as possible. This paperdescribesdynamicenvelopes
— amethodto exploit quantitativeknowledgemorefully by deriving and nu-
merically simulatingan exfremalsystemwhosesolution is guaranteedto bound
all solutions of the SQDE. It is shown that such systemscan be determined
automaticallygiven the SQDEandan initial condition. As modelprecisionin-
creases,the dynamicenvelopeboundsbecomemore precisethan thosederived
by other semiquantitativeinferencemethods. We demonstratethe utility of
our methodby showinghow it improvesthe dynamicmonitoring and diagnosis
of a vacuumpumpdown system.
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1 Introduction

Many modelsof real systemsare incompletely specifiedeither becausea precise
model of the systemdoesnot exist or becausethe parametersof the model span
somerangeof values. Qualitativesimulation methods[de Kleer andBrown, 1984,
Forbus,1984,Kuipers, 1984, Kuipers, 1986] permit such systemsto be simulated
in the face of this incompletenessby transformingthe systeminto a relatedsys-
tem in amoreabstractspaceof qualitativevalueswheremodel imprecisioncanbe
dealtwith by the rulesof qualitativemathematics.Semiquantitativemodelsreduce
model imprecisionby adding numericalknowledgeto the purely qualitative repre-
sentation. Predictionsfrom semiquantitativemodelsare more precise (i.e., more
tightly bounded),while still retainingthe accuracy(i.e., all possiblebehaviorsare
found) providedby purely qualitativemethods.

This paper presentsa new inferential method called dynamic envelopesthat
morefully exploits the semiquantitativerepresentationthan existing methods, It
worksby numericallysimulatinga setof (typically nonlinear)differentialequations
whosesolutionsareguaranteedto boundall behaviorsof thesemiquantitativeQDE.
This approachcapturesthe benefitsof both qualitativeandquantitativereasoning
as all possiblebehaviorsof the systemare simulated[Kuipers, 1986], andtighter
numericalboundsarededucedyielding more precisepredictionsfor eachbehavior.
Thesebenefitsare especiallyimportant in monitoring taskswhereearly detection
of deviationsis vital.

Werepresentsemiquantitative modelsasQSIM QDEs[Kuipers, 1986]augmented
with envelopesfor all monotonicfunctionsandnumeric rangesfor all modelvari-
ables, We will call this representation an SQDE (for semiquantitativeQDE). Our
techniquegeneratesa bounding ordinary differential equation(ODE) systemde-
rived from the SQDE that is numericallysimulatedto yield boundson all model
variables.Note that sincethe ODE systemis in generalanon-linearvectorfunction
definedovera multidimensionalstatespace,it has no closed-formsolutionand so
the integrationmustbe performednumerically. The resultingboundson the SQDE
asa function of t arecalled the dynamic envelopesfor the system.

The strength of this method is apparentwhen comparedto other semiquan-
titative approachessuch as FuSim [Shenand Leitch, 1991] and Q2 [Kuipers and
Berleant,1988] which also useSQDEs asmodels,but producebehaviorsthat have
ftxed bounds(i.e.,arenot timevarying) overtimeintervals. To helpunderstandthis,
considerthe Q2 system,an extensionto QSIM [Kuipers, 1986] that alsooperates
on SQDEs. It producespredictionsby applying an interval propagationalgorithm
at eachqualitative timepoint of the simulation. The propagationmethodusesthe
MeanValue Theoremto constrainthe rangesof avariableat adjacenttime points.
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This meansthat predictions over the interval betweentimepoints is simply the max-

imal rangedifferencebetweenthe valuesat the timepoints.
As an example,considerthe secondorder modelof a two-tank cascadein Fig-

ure la. Assumethat the partially known monotonicfunction f E M+ is bounded
by the functionsas shownin Figure lb. Figurelc showsthe Q2 plot of the amount
in tank B with the given static functional envelopesandan initial statewith tank
A lull and tank B empty. Over the time interval [to, t2], B falls in the range [0,
100]. Figure ld showssomepossibletrajectoriesthat fall in [0, 100] andobey the
qualitative first derivativeinformation provided by QSIM. Rangesare propagated
acrosstime intervalsby solvingthe equation

B(t~+1)= B(t~)+ (t~~1— t~)B~(t*) (1)

whereB~(t*) is in the range [B’(t~),B’(t~+1)].Sincethis rangeis formed from the
values of B’ at the two surroundingtimepoints, Q2 predictsthat over the interval
B falls somewherebetweenthe minimum andmaximumrangevaluesof B(t~)and
B(t~+1).This forms abox in the B—t plane. Thedynamicenvelopemethodshrinks
this box by replacingthe use of the meanvalue theoremwith explicit integration
usingthe equation

t”+
1x(t~~i)= x(t~)+ j x’dt. (2)

2 Dynamic Envelopes

To numerically simulatethe boundsof an SQDE,boundingequationsfor eachstate
variablemustbe generated.Ourmethodattemptsto find asetof extremalequations
for asystem.An extremalequationis aboundon the derivativeof astatevariable
(asopposedto aboundon the valueof thestatevariable).It maybe eitherminimal
or maximal.

Let A : x’ = 1(x) be an ODE systemwith statevectorx. For eachx~E x, let
f~(x~)be the equationfor the derivativeof x~where x~C x is the set of state

variablesthat f~dependsupon. For each x~,let ~ and ‘~j denote the lower and
upper bounds on x~.We will use the term y~to referto either ~.j or ~j. We say that

= g~is aminimal equationfor x~if yj = x~impliesy~<x~andmaximalif y~=
implies y~> x~.The functiongj is called an extremalexpressionfor f~.

A set of equationsis an extremalsystemfor the systemA if it consistsof a
minimal and amaximalequationfor eachx~E x.

We can generateaset of extremalequationsfor any SQDE that is written as a
systemof equationsof the form x~= f(x~)wheref is an expressioncomposedof ad-
dition, subtraction,multiplication,division, unaryminus, andarbitrary monotonic
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A ~ B
c 1(A) f(B)

A’ =c—f(A)

B’= f(A)—f(B)

(a) Systemdefinition (c is constant).
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Figure 1: A secondorder cascadedtanksystemand its behaviors.
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e L(e) U(e)
C

L(x~) U(x~)
/3(x~) /3(x~)

A+B L(A)+L(B) U(A)+U(B)
A x B L(A) x L(B) U(A) x U(B)1

A-B L(A)-U(B) U(A)-L(B)
A-i-B L(A)-i-U(B) U(A)÷L(B)
-A -U(A) -L(A)

M~(A) M~(L(A)) V~(U(A))
M(A) M(U(A)) L(A))

Table 1: Translationtablefor extremalexpressions.Let /3(f~)be the desiredbound
on x~(/3 = L or /3 = U). The table is applied recursivelyto the subexpressionsof
f~.x~is the statevariablewhosederivativeis f~,x,~is any other statevariable, c
is a constant,M+ and M are monotoriic functions, .~ and~ return the lower or
upper rangevaluesof c, ~f and~AT”return the lower or upper functionalenvelope
of the monotonicfunction. For statevariables,L(x) returnsthe variable~. andU(s)
returnsthe variable~.

functions.The algorithmusesthe functionsL(e) andU(e) whichtakean expression
andreturn the correspondingminimal or maximalexpressionas definedin Table 1.

The extremalequationsaregeneratedby computingfor eachx~the expressions
L(f~)and U(f1) using Table 1 This yields aset of 2n equationswhich representan
ODE of order 2n which is theextremalsystemfor the SQDE.

Let the relationR1 be < wheny~ ~ and� wheny~ ~j. In [Kay, 1991], the
following theoremis proved:

Let A : x’ = f(x) be an ODE system.Let a : y’ = g(y) be an extremal
systemfor A. Assumethat for all i y~R1 x~at t = 0. Then for all t,
y~(i)R1 x~(t).

This statesthat if the stateof the extremalsystemstartson the “correct side” of
the SQDE, then it will remainon that sideandhencebound the solution for all
time.

‘The expressionsfor multiplicationanddivision arefor thecasewhereA andB arepositive. For
other cases,theexpressionsfor L(e) and U(e) arecomputeddifferently, using information about
thesignsof A and B.
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Once the extremalsystemhasbeenfound, it can be simulatedby a standard
numerical simulation techniquesuch as Runge-Kutta. The complete simulation
algorithmis thus

1. For eachinitial stateof the SQDE, generateits extremaisystem.

2. Using anumericalsimulator,simulatetheextremalsystemfor all initial states.

2.1 A simple example

To demonstratethe method,we apply it to the second-ordermodel in Figure la.
The qualitativeequationsof the systemare

A’ = c—f(A)

B’ = f(A)—f(B)

wherec E (0,oo) andf E M+. The semiquantitativemodelalsoincludesnumerical
boundson c such that ~ c ~ andstatic envelopefunctionsJ andf such that
f < f <f. The correspondingextremalsystemis:

4’ = ~—7(4)

= L(4) —

=

= 7(~•)- 1cm
Notethat in this case,the extremalsystempartitionsinto two separatesystems,

onefor 4 and~, the other for A andB. This is not the casein general.Figure le
showsthe behaviorproducedby the dynamicenvelopemethodthat correspondsto
the Q2-producedbehaviorshownin Figure ic. Note that the numericalboundsare
much tighter thanthoseof Q2.

2,2 Using dynamic envelopesto infer behavior characteristics

The dynamic envelopemethod basesits prediction on the ability to bound the
first derivativesof the system. As a result, the extremalsystemsarenot generally
membersof the classof ODEs representedby the SQDE. Therefore, the dynamic
envelopesdo not necessarilyhavethesameshapeas the behaviorsof theSQDE. This

means that only “0th order” boundsare predicted. The width of the boundswill
increasewith increasingimprecisionin the SQDE.A weakly constrainedSQDE can
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in somecasesgenerateanextremalsystemthatis unstable,which limits thelengthof
simulationtimeover which resultscanbe obtained.With avery weaklyconstrained
SQDE, the envelopesmay evenfall partially outsidethe boundspredictedby Q2.

This suggeststhat combiningthe inferencesproducedby dynamicenvelopesand
Q2 canlead to better overall predictions. With this in mind, thereare threeways
that dynamicenvelopepredictionscanbe usedto infer SQDE behaviorbounds

• IntersectQ2 behaviorpredictionswith the dynamicenvelopes.This guaran-
teesthat the dynamicenvelopeswill neverincreasethe boundwidth predicted
by Q2.

• Combine the dynamicenvelopespredictionswith qualitativederivativepre-
dictions. Considerthe casewherethe lower bound~ of the dynamicenvelope
for avariablex reachesamaximumXmax at t,~,andthenturns down. If QSIM
has predictedthat x’ is alwayspositive thenwe caninfer that for all t > t,,

the lower boundon x should be Xmar.

• Use the envelopesto providenew timepoint estimatesto Q2. The dynamic
envelopeprediction at sometimepoint is used to createa new statewhere
the quantitativerangesfor all model variablesaretakenfrom the simulation.
This stateis thenspliced into the behaviorand Q2 is run on the augmented
behavior.Since the dynamicenvelopemethod hasprovidednew information
aboutthebehavior(namely,its boundsat somespecifictimepoint),Q2 should
be ableto furtherconstrainits behavioralprediction.This techniqueof state
splicing is alsoa key componentto the Q3 [BerleantandKuipers, 1991] sys-
tem.

At the moment,we haveimplementedthe first of thesetechniques.

3 The Vacuum Chamber

In this section we model a complex system, the vacuum chamber,and use the
dynamicenvelopesimulationmethodto improvethe responsetime of amonitoring
systembasedon the MIMIC system[Dvorak and Kuipers, 1989, Dvorak, 1992].

The productionof high vacuumis of greatimportanceto semiconductorfabrica-
tion as many of the steps(suchas sputteringandmolecularbeamepitaxy) cannot
be performedif thereareforeign particlesin the processchamber.

Unfortunately,creatingsuchultra-highvacuacanbe expensiveandtime-consuming.
To reachultimate pressuresof iO~ Torr cantakeseveralhours2and somethingas

2Atmosphericpressureis 760 Torr.
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innocuousas a fingerprint left on the chamberduring servicingcan causea huge
performanceloss.

Becauseof this risk, it is important to servicevacuumequipmentonly when
thereis a problem. This suggestsa needfor amonitoringsystemthat can detect
when the systemgoesout of tolerance. The normal approachto monitoringis to
run the pumpdownprocessuntil the chamberreachesa steady-statepressureand
then to comparethis pressureto the expectedvalue. Unfortunately,it can take
severalhours to reacha steady-statepressure. If the monitoring method could
detect failures before the chamberreachesa steady-statepressure,the time and
expenseof unnecessarilyrunning the pumpdownprocedurecould be avoided.

A model-basedmethodthat can trackthestateof the systemwhile it is changing
is oneway to solve this problem. In order to constructsuch asystem,amodel of
the pumpdownprocessmustbe constructed.The difficulty in modelingthis process
numericallyis that thereis no practicaltheoryfor the sorption3of gases.Therefore,
any usefulmodel must deal with uncertaintiesin the underlyingmodelingassump-
tions. Qualitativemodelingpermitsreasoningwith thesetypesof uncertainties.

The pumpdownprocessis intuitively very simple. A chamberat atmospheric
pressure initially contains some amount of gas. A pump, which can displace a
certain amount of gasper unit time and pressure, removesgas from the chamber,
hencelowering the pressure. For a simple vacuum pump, this processwill continue
until the pump reachesits cutoff pressure at which point the minimum pressure
within the pump is the sameas the pressurewithin the chamber.

For pumps that operate in the high vacuum range (between i03 and i0~
Torr), there are additional effects to consider. The most significant of theseis that
of “outgassing” — a processwhere gasinitially presentin the walls of the chamber
desorbs and thereby increasesthe chamber pressure.

Our model takes into accountboth the effectsof the pump and outgassing. The
system is describedby the following equations

A’ = —flowAB(A,B) — ptp(A) + leakrate(A) (3)

B’ = flowAB(A,B) (4)

flowAB(A,B) = area . adsorbrate(A,B) — desorbrate(B) (5)

adsorbrate(A,B) = mi(pressure(A)) sf(B) (6)

ptp(A) = pressure(A). speed(pressure(A)) (7)

leakraie(A) = Cleak (Patrn — pressure(A)) ci (8)

3
Desorptiori is the processby which gasestrappedon a substanceare released. The reverse

processis called adsorption. Adsorption is different from absorptionin that the gasesdo not
dissolveinto thesubstance;they simply “stick” to its surface.
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Figure2: The predictedbehaviorsof the vacuumchamberA variableas a function
of time for both anormalandaleaking model are shownusing dynamicenvelopes
(the dotted and short-dashedenvelopes,respectively). The behaviorsof the two
hypothesesare clearly distinguishedafter t = 4 minutes. For comparison,the Q2
predictionsfor both hypothesesare alsodisplayed,althoughsinceQ2 is unableto
disambiguatethe behaviorsquantitatively,the Q2 predictionscollapseinto asingle
box (long-dashes).

whereA is the amountof gas in the chamberandB is the amountof gasadsorbed
in the chamberwalls (all other termsaredefinedin Table2 in the Appendix).

For a working vacuumchamber,the leak rate is zeroandhenceCleak = 0. For
model-baseddiagnosis,however,fault modelsof the systemmust also be created.
By settingCleak to apositivevalue,the abovesystemmodelsachamberwith aleak.
The behaviorof both the working andleaking modelsis for A to decreaseuntil it
reachesa steadystate. With Clank > 0 the steadystatevalue of A will be higher

than when Cleak = 0.

3.1 Simulation results

The two systemswere augmentedwith envelopesfor the functions speed(p),
desorbrate(B),mi(A),and.sf(B) andthen simulatedwith both Q2 andthedynamic

envelopemethodusingthe valuesdescribedin Table3. The resultingenvelopesare
shown in Figure 2 together with the correspondingQ2 range predictions. First,

notice that Q2 predicts identical ranges for the normal and faulty model whereas
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the dynamic envelopemethod predictsno overlap betweenthe two modelsafter
t = 4 minutes. Second,notice that the dynamic envelopeprediction for the lower
envelopeof the normal systemis lessprecisethan Q2 prediction. This situationis
not aproblem sincethe diagnosticalgorithm usesthe intersectionof the Q2 and
dynamicenvelopepredictions.

Our diagnosticprogramis basedon asimplified versionof the MIMIC system
[Dvorak andKuipers, 1989]. We provided our own predefined fault models and
used dynamicenvelopesrather than Q2 to predict variable ranges. We then ran
our systemagainstastreamof pressuremeasurements(taken every minute) that
simulateda gasket leak in our vacuumsystem. Our diagnosticsystemwas able
to detect the leak after four measurements,whereasthe diagnosticsystemusing
only Q2 requiredninemeasurementsto detectthe fault4. Furtherimprovementsare
possibleby recomputingthe envelopesof bothmodelsafterevery new measurement
is taken. Note thatleakmodelenvelopesarepredictedbasedon an assumedleak size
range. Becauseof this, whenMIMIC refutesthe leakmodel, it is really partitioning
the spaceof possible leak sizes into threeregions (thosewithin the range, those
bigger,andthosesmaller)with the first two regionsrefuted. Thisprovidesamethod
for convergingon thepreciseleaksize throughsuccessivepartitionsbasedon refining
theleak sizehypothesis.

4 RelatedWork

There has been considerableinterest in the combination of qualitative and quanti-
tative reasoning.Thiswork includesthe developmentof combinedqualitativerepre-
sentations(see[Wiffiams, 1988,KuipersandBerleant,1988,ChengandStephanopou-
los, 1988, Karp and Friedland, 1989] ) and the use of numericaland qualitative
knowledgefor processmonitoring [Dvorak andKuipers, 1989]andprocessplanning
[Fusillo and Powers, 1988, Lakshmananand Stephanopoulos,1988, LeClair and
Abrams,1988]. The methodsandsoftwaredescribedin [Kuipers andBerleant,1988]
and[Dvorak andKuipers, 1989] (Q2 andMIMIC) areintegralpartsof this research.
Recently Berleant and Kuipers have extendedQ2 to provide a single representa-
tion for both qualitativeand quantitativesimulation [BerleantandKuipers, 1991,
Berleant,1989]. In their method,calledQ3, the rangeof aqualitativeparameteris
narrowedthroughan adaptivediscretizationtechniquethat subdividesqualitative
intervals. As the intervalsare further subdivided,the rangesshrink andthe accu-
racyof the predictionincreases,In contrast,dynamicenvelopesusedirectnumerical

4Q2 detectedthe fault becauseof adifferencein thequalitativebehaviorof the two modelsthat
is detectableafter the chamberpressurebecomesconstant.
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simulation. In particular,for an accurateset of envelopefunctions,Q3 can provide
an arbitrary level of precision by subdividingto a fixed level of granularity.Reach-
ing ahigh level of precisionmayrequiremanysubdivisions.Dynamicenvelopeswill
provide a high level of precisionwith a fixed simulationcost, but only over fixed
period of time.

The problemof predictingbehavioralboundson uncertainsystemsis alsoad-
dressedin control theory and ecological systemsimulation. Sensitivity analysis
[Deif, 1986] is usedto investigatethe effect of small-scaleperturbationsto amodel.
Tolerancebanding [Ashworth, 1982], [Lunze, 1989] is used to predict the effect of
larger-scalemodel uncertainties. Both methods are normally restrictedto linear
modelsandhencepermituncertaintyin parametervaluesor initial conditionsonly.
The dynamicenvelopemethod is not restrictedby linearity assumptionsandso it
canalsohandlemodelswith uncertain(andpossiblynonlinear)functionalrelations.

This researchalso relatesto the measurementinterpretationtheoriesATMI
[Forbus,1986] and DATMI [DeCoste,1990]. Both of thesemethods abstracta
measurementstreaminto qualitativevalues and then select possiblebehaviorsby
comparingmeasurementsegmentsto statesin the total envisionmentgraph. By
hypothesizingmeasurementerrors,DATMI also managesto interpret noisy sensor
data.By contrast,the dynamicenvelopemethodaugmentsthe qualitativebehavior
with numericalenvelopesthat areguaranteedto boundany solutionof the system
and thencomparesthe measurementdatadirectly. This approachhasthe advan-
tagethat distinctionsbetweenmodelscan be detectedover intervalswhere their
qualitativebehaviorsare identical, Furthermore,by recomputingthe envelopesas
new measurementsare received,the boundingsolutionscan be further tightened.
Measurementfaults can alsobe modeledby assumingthat the measurementdata
itself representsa rangeratherthanaprecisepoint.

The work on SIMGEN [Forbus andFalkenhainer,1990] is also relatedto the
work describedin this paper. It, too, generatesa standardnumericalsimulation
by extractingthe relevantinformation from aqualitativemodel. It differs in that
it generatesan exactnumericalmodel basedon a library of predefined functions
ratherthan generatingaboundedmodelexpressingtheinexactnessof the qualitative

model. As such, it is not particularly suited to tasks such as processmonitoring in
which an exact numericalmodel cannotbe found.

5 Conclusions

The dynamicenvelopemethodcombinesqualitativeand quantitativesimulationso
thatboth representationscan be usedin problemsolving. It producesall behaviors
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associatedwith aparticularmodel,andit providesdetailednumericalrangesfor each
behavior. Becausethe generationof extremalsystemsis guidedby the qualitative
behaviors,the expenseof needlessnumericalsimulation is eliminated.Becausethe
envelopesystemsare automaticallygeneratedfrom the SQDEs used by Q2, the
method canbe used with anyexisting Q2 model.

The precisionof the dynamicenvelopepredictionsdependson the precisionof
the SQDE. As modelprecisionincreases,dynamicenvelopepredictionsbecomemore
precisethan Q2 predictions. Even when model the model is very imprecise,com-
bining dynamicenvelopeswith other QSIM predictiontechniquesleadsto improved
predictionprecision.

In monitoringtasks,thedynamicenvelopemethodimprovesthe predictivepower
of SQDEs both in accuracy (meaningthat fault hypothesescan be more easily
eliminated)andfailure detectiontime (meaningthat thereis moretime to recover
from failures). In caseswheremeasurementacquisitionis expensive,the increased
accuracy of the predictions may allow fewer measurementsto be made and errors
to be detected sooner.

The ultimate goal of this research is to develop a method whereby the predictive
capability of a simulation improvesasmore information about the underlying process
is gained. The dynamic envelopemethod is a step in that direction.
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A Vacuumsystemterms andSQDEquantitative knowl-
edge

Term Definition (units)
A amountof gas in the chamber(# molec)
B amountof gas dissolvedin chamberwalls (# molec)
area surfaceareaof the chamber(cm2)

pressure(A) the pressurecorrespondingto A molecules(Torr)
[Assuminga fixed volume v for the chamber]

ptp(A) pump throughput(Torr-liters1mm)
speed(p) pump speed(liters/mm)
adsorbrate(A,B) rate : chambergas —* walls (# molec/cm2-min)
desorbraie(B) rate : chambergas ~— walls (# molec/cm2-min)
flow(A, B) net flow of gasout of the walls (# molec/min)
mi(A) # moleculesincident on chamberwalls (# molec/cm2-min)
sf(B) stickingfactor : fraction of mi(A) that “stick” to walls
leakrate(A) rate: room air —* chamber(# molec/min)
Cleak leak conductance(liters/mn)

Paim atmosphericpressure(‘760 Torr)
Cl conversionconstant: Torr-liters —* ~. molecs

Table2: Definition of termsusedin equations3 through 8.

Term Value or envelopedescription
A [2.34x 1024,2,34x 1024] molec
B [1.36 x 1021,1.50 x 1021] molec
area [13100,14500] cm2

Cloak [0.01,0.001]liters/ruin
v 90 liters
.speed(p) M+ piecewiselinear with unequalenvelopes

desorbrate(B) M+ linearwith both envelopesequal
mi(p) M~linear with both envelopesequal
sf(B) M exponentialwith unequalenvelopes

Table 3: Initial rangesand functional envelopesfor the vacuumchambermodel.
Thesevaluesare basedon datafrom Duvai [Duvai, 1988].
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A ConstructiveApproachto Qualitative Fuzzy Simulation

1. Introduction

In this paper we presenta new approach for qualitative fuzzy simulation (QFSIM) inspiredby
numericalsimulation methods. Currentqualitativesimulationmethods{FOU-90] arebasedon
constraintpropagation.Theygenerateall possiblestatesanduseifitering techniquesto validate
thesestates.A recentdirectionhasbeento add numericalinformationandtakeadvantageof it in
the filtering process,thebasicalgorithmremainingthesame[BER-90}[SHE-90].

An alternativeapproach,which hasneverbeeninvestigatedsofar, is to extendconventional
numericalmethodsin suchaway thatthey can handleequationswith inaccuratecoefficients.
Within ourapproach, inaccuracy is captured by variablesandcoefficientsrepresentedby fuzzy
numbers,inducingthat theresultsof thesimulationareexpressedin thefuzzyformalismaswell.
This typeof simulation relieson a ‘constructive’ algorithm in the sensethat thenew statevalue is
calculatedfrom the last value. Compared to qualitative simulationwith addednumericaldata
{BER-90][SBE-90], it presentsthe advantage to be synchronisedon a precisetime scale.The
time step size is constantand precisely definedlike in conventionalnumericsimulationsand the
inaccuracyof the model only affects the scaleof variablevalues.This provides a firmer ground
for comparing the resultsof the simulation with realobservations,which is crucial in supervisory
systemswe are interestedin.

Our first attempt was to useEuler’s method extendedto conventional fuzzy operators basedon
the ExtensionPrinciple [ZAD-65J. This simulation produced too much spurious behaviors,
mainlybecauseofthe strong interactivity amongthevariables [VES-91a,bjl.

The two methodsproposedin this paper, namely the Extremity Method and the Discretization
Method, produce better results, The first oneis completebut not sound,eventhoughit produces
much lessspurious results than the one mentionedbefore. On theother hand, the secondoneis
sound and it convergestowards completnessas the discretization is refined. Soundnessand
completnessare understood with respect to variables instantaneousvalues. Indeed, these
methods specify the possiblevaluesof the variables at eachinstant. Global behaviors of each
variable (sequencesofqualitativestateson a given simulation window) arenot directly available
from thesimulation. A procedure(QBG) basedon the Discretization Method is presentedin the
last sectionto generatethe setof global qualitative behaviors from the results of the simulation.
Qualitative statesare definedover fuzzy time intervals.

QFSIM and QBG have been prototyped in Common-Lisp on a Sun workstation. The man-
machine interface is realised with Suntools and the simulated curves are drawn on an Apple
Macintosh with Works.

2. Preliminaries

The QualitativeFuzzyOuantitvSpace

The variablesandcoefficientsof theequationsareassumedto taketheirvaluesin aQualitative
Fuzzy Quantity Space(QFQS) [SHE-90]. A qualitativefuzzy value(qfv) is definedasa
5-tuple [Q, a, b, cx, B] (seeFigure2.1), whereQ is the symbolassociatedto the qfv and(a b a
B) thefuzzy quantityM with membershipfunction~M(u) defmedas: (see[DUB-80])

~.tM(u) = 1 if a � u � b

~..tM(u)=Oifu�(a-a)oru�(b+B)

~tM(u)=a1(u-a+a)ifa-a<u<a
~IM(u)=B~ (-u+b+B)ifb<u<b+B
where (a, b) E R, a� b, a, B � 0.
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A ConstructiveApproachto Qualitative FuzzySimulation

The 4 values a, b, a - cx et b + B of afuzzy quantity (a b cx B) arecalled the “extremities”. The
QFQS is aset of q,fv correspondingto a finite discretizationof the whole numericrangeof
interestof thevariable.Suchrepresentationof qualitativevaluesextendsintervalrepresentations
by including theideaof “preference”.Smoothboundariesareusefull in capturingourcominom
senseintuition (seediscussionsin [SHE-90]). The simulationis performedwith the fuzzy
quantitiesof the coefficients.The fuzzy resultsof the simulationarethenbroughtbackto the
QFQSby using theApproximationPrinciple[YAG-87]. This principlerelies on determiningthe
setof qfv’s which intersectthe fuzzy value. If the intersectionis more thanoneafv, distances
betweenthefuzzy valueandeachciJl’ arecalculated.Theclosestqfv is selected.

The Reduction

Following the CompositionalPrinciple [DEK-84], ourapproachstartsfrom themodel of the
componentsdefinedby a zeroorfirst orderdifferentialequationwith coefficientstaking valuesin
aQFQS.The Static SetcontainsthezeroorderequationsandtheDynamicSetcontainsthe first
order equations(in canonicalform [IWA-88]). Thesesetstogethercorrespondto a self-contained
mixed structure [IWA-88].

The Reduction Procedure transforms themixed structurein a single qualitativedifferential
equation (qde).An exampleofreduction is shownbelow:

114Q

Qo

Q- InputFlow

Qo - OutputFlow

P - Pressure

V - Volume

Mixed Structure

Q - Qo = dV/dt
P=kl .V
Qo = k2 . P

Reduction

Fig. 2.2 - Reductionof the mixed structurerepresentingthebathtub.

The fuzzy valueof theqdecoefficients aredeterminedby using fuzzy arithmeticoperations
[ZAD-65]. In thebathtubexampleabove,k = ki . k2, where. is thefuzzy multiplication. At this
stage,it is assumedthatthecoefficientsappearingin themixed structuredo not interact,Hence
the unaccuracycapturedin themixedstructureis entirelypreservedin theqde.

1

0

Fig. 2.1 - A QualitativeFuzzyQuantitySpace.

(qde)

dV/dt + k, V = Q
with k=kl .k2
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3. Qualitative Fuzzy Simulation - QFSIM

Thegoalof QFSIM is to determinetheqfv of thevariablesat eachinstant.Two methodsfor a
constructivefuzzy simulation algorithm are presented: the Extremity Method and the
DiscretizationMethod. Both apply to first andsecondorder qde’s [VES-91a,bJ.Becauseof
spaceconstraints,the Extremity Method will be applied to a first order systemand the
DiscretizationMethodto asecondordersystem.

3.1. The Extremity Method

In ourfirst attemptto QFSIM theEuler’smethodwasextendedto conventionalfuzzy operators.
Thesefuzzy operationsaccordto theExtensionPrinciple[ZAD-65] for non-interactivevariables,

i.e. : V w, ~~tfM,N(w) = sup (mm (p.M(u), p.N(v)) : w = f(u, v)}. As it couldbe foreseen,this
simulationproducedtoo much spuriousbehaviors,beingcompletebut not sound.The main
reasonis thestronginteractivityamongthevariableswhich comeswith TheExtendedExtension
Principleframework,i.e. V w, i~’fM,N,D (w) = sup (mm Q.LM(u), ~.tN(v)): w = f(u, v), (u,v)

€ D }, whereD specifiestherelationbetweenu andv.

TheExtremityMethodpreciselyfocuseson theinteractivity amongthevariables.For example,in
thefirst ordersystemdX/dt + kX = f(t), thereis a strongrelationbetweenX andits derivative
dXldt (dXldt = f(t) - kX). As thesevariablestakepart in thesameoperationX(t + dt) = X(t) + dt
dX/dt(t) in Euler’s method,undesirablesideeffectsareencountered.

TheExtremityMethodusesthe extremitiesa, b, a - aet b + B of afuzzy quantity(a b aB). The
objectiveis to garanteethatateachsimulationstepthepossiblevaluesof thevariablearewithin
the calculatedextremities.In otherwords, the methodmustbecomplete,producingtheleast
numberof spuriousvaluesateachtimepoint.

3.1,1. Application to First Order Systems

TheExtremity Methodappliedto thefirst ordersystemdX/dt + k.X = f(t), wherek belongsto
the fuzzy quantity K = (a b cx B), is presentedbelow. The method successivelycalculates
X(t0+dt), X(t0+2dt), etc.The initial values~ and X(to) andthe time stepdt aregiven. The

following illustrateshow themethodprovidesX(t’) = (xm’ xM’ ~ 6’) with t’ = t+dt from X(t) =

(xmxMy6).

(1) Calculatethe intervalsXl, X2, X3 andX4 with theextremitiesof X(t), i.e. xm, xM, (xm -

y) and(xM + 6) respectively.

Let ussetX(t) = (xm xM y6), K = (a b a B), f(t) = (fm fM fa fB) anddt be a realnumber.The
arithmeticoperators+, - and . arefuzzy operatorsbasedon theextensionprinciple.

Xl =(xlmxlMOO)
=(xmxmOO)+[dt.[(fmfMOO)-[(abOO).(xnixmOO)]]]

X2 = (x2m x2M 00)
=(xMxMOO)+[dt.[(fmfMOO)-[(abOO).(xMxMOO)]]]

X3 = (x3m x3M 00)
= (xm-y xm-y 00) + [di. [(fm-fa fM+fB 00) - [(a-ab+B 0 0). (xm-yxm-y 0 0)]]]

X4 = (x4m x4M 00)

= (xM+6 xM+6 00) + Edt. [(fm-fa fM+fB 0 0) - [(a-ab+B 00) . (xM+6 xM-i-6 00)]]]
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Figure3.1 showsasimplecasein which theintervalsXl, X2, X3 andX4 do not intersect.

x4M=xM+ 6’

x4m

xM~

x2m

x2M = xM’

xlM

xm~

xlm = xm’

x3M

xm -

x3m= xm’ -

t = t+dt

Fig. 3.1 - TheExtremity Method.

(2) Composethe fuzzy quantityX(t’) = X(t + dt) = (xm’ xM’ ~ 6’):

xm’ = mm (xlm, x2m)
xlvi’ = max(xlM, x2M)

= xm’ - mm (x3m,x4m)

6’ = max(x3M, x4M) - xM’

3.1.2. Example and Discussion

Figure 3.2showstheapplicationof themethodto the first order systemwith K = (0.2 0.3 0.1
0.1)andf(t)=l0if0�t�14,-l0ift>l4.

15

Fig. 3.2 - Fuzzysimulationwith theExtremity Method.

X

X
X=(xmxM’Y~)

100

-8

-10

t

xM ~

xM
xm

0 5 25 35 45

xm -
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It wasprovedin [VES-91a,b]that theExtremity Methodappliedto thefirst and secondorder
systemsis complete.Although themethodis notsound,it producesmuchbetterresultsthan the
fuzzy extendedEuler’s method. The main drawbackof the methodis the difficulty to be
generalizedto morecomplexsystemsin which the relationsbetweenthe variablesand their
derivativesaremorecomplicated.

3.2. The Discretization Method

TheDiscretizationMethodconsistsin discretizingthefuzzyquantitiesintoasetof realnumbers,
thensuccessivelyapply the currentEuler’smethodwith everyof thesenumbers(orwith every
two-per-twocombinationof discretisedvalueswhendealingwith secondordersystems).The
resultsofthesesimulationsareusedin asecondstepto composethefuzzy solution.

3.2.1. Application to Second Order Systems

In this sectionwepresenttheDiscretizationMethodappliedto thesecondordersystemd2XJdt2

+ k.dX/dt + j.X = f(t), wherek belongsto thefuzzy quantityK = (a b cx B) andj belongsto the

fuzzy quantityJ = (c d p

(1) Discretisethe fuzzy quantitiesK andJ andgeneratethe two following setsof real pairs,
called the discretizationsets.The first set KJ1 containspairs (kl,jl) suchthat membership
functions p.K(kl) = 1 and p.J(jl) = 1. The secondset KJO containspairs (kO,jO) such that
membershipfunctionsjiK(kO) >0and l.LJ(j0) >0.

K= (a baB) andJ= (c d p

KJ1~{(kl,j1)/kl,jl e R,a�kl�b,c�jl�d)

KJOç{(kO,jO)/kO,jO€ R,(a-a)�k0�(b+B),(c-p)�j0�(d+~)}

ObviouslyKJ1 ~ KJO.By sick of clarity, thedetailsfor determiningthediscretizationsetsare
providedin Section3.2.2.

(2) Apply Euler’smethodto eachpair (kj Jj) that belongsto KJO:

for all (k~,j~)~ KJO,dx/dt(t, k~,jj) = v(t, k~,ji)
x(to, k~,j~)= X(to)
v(to,k~,j~)= dXJdt(to)
x(t+dt, k~,j~)= x(t, k~,j~)+ dt . v(t, k~,jj)
v(t+dt,k~,ji) = v(t, ki, j~)+ dt .[ f(t) — j~. x(t, k1, jj) — ki . v(t, ki, ~i) ]

X

Xm = ruin x(t,kl,jl), (kl,jl)€ KJ1

= maxx(t,kl,jl), (kl,jl)EKJ1

t

Fig. 3.3 - Fuzzysimulationwith theDiscretisationMethod.
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(3) Composethe fuzzy solutionX:
X(t)=(XmXMyS)

Xm =min x(t, kl,jl), (kl,jl) E KJ1
XM=maxx(t, kl,jl), (kl,jl) e KJ1

= Xm - mm x(t, kO, jO), (kO, jO) € KJO
S = maxx(t, kO, jO) - XM, (kO, jO) € KJO

3,2,2. The Discretization Procedure

It wasprovedin [VES-91a,b] that theDiscretizationMethodis soundandconvergestowards
completnessas the discretizationis refined.The methodis not completein practical finite
discretizationcasesbut theparticularwayof discretizingmaysignificantly influencetheresults.
This sectionpresentsaprocedureto cliscretisethefuzzy coefficientsin aconstructiveway.

Considerthesecondordersystemd2X/dt2 + k.dX/dt + j.X = f(t), wherek belongsto thefuzzy
quantityK = (a b a B) and j belongsto the fuzzy quantity J = (c d p Ni), then the qualitative

natureof thesolutionsis determinedby therootsAd and?~2of the characteristicequation?~2+kX

+ j = 0. Assumingthatj � 0, eight casesmustbe considered:(seeFigure3,4)

A : Xl andX2 arecomplexon theright half-plane(cr> 0)

B : Xl andX2 arecomplexon theaxisjw(~= 0)

C : Xl andX2 arecomplexon theleft half-plane(~<0)

D : Xl = X2 (A = {k2
- 4j]1/2 =0) is arealon theleft half-plane(~<0)

E : Xl andX2 arerealson theleft half-plane(~<0)

F: Xl andX2 arereals,Ad on theright half-planeandX2 on theleft half-plane

G : Xl andX2 arerealson theright half-plane(~>0)

H : Ad X2 (A = [k2
- 4j] 1/2=0) is arealon therighthalf-plane(~>0)

Figure 3.4 showsthephasespaceanalysisof casesB, C, E andF, correspondingto different
qualitativebehaviorsforthevariableX.

CaseB x,
AdA jw

~~ *x

CaseC

a~

X’

~

CaseF X’

iw~y

x

X2~

Xl

CaseE

Fig. 3.4 - Phasespaceanalysisof casesB,C,E andF.
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Figure 3.5 showstheeightregionsA to H in theplanej x k (k is thehorizontalaxis andj is the
vertical axis). The curves(A = k2

- 4j = 0), (j = 0) and (k = 0, j > 0) delimit the different

regions.Sincethecoefficientsj andk taketheirvalues(p. >0) in the intervals[a - a, b + 13] and

[c - p, d + NJ] respectively,differentqualitativebehaviorsarepossibledependingon theregions

intersectedby theseintervals.Forexample,if (a - a) and(c - p) arenegative,andif (b + B) and

(d ± ~i) arepositive,all casesA to H arepossible.

region

TheDiscretizationProcedurechoosesthepairs(k, j) from theintervals[a - a, b + B] and[c - (p,

d + ‘41] in thefollowing way:

(1) It garanteesthatany possiblequalitativebehaviorwill be simulatedat leastonce.

(2) It choosesthepairs(k,j) accordingto thesurfaceintersectingeachof theregionsA to H. The

numberof pairs(k, j) is proportionalto thesurface.
Forexample,consideringthe casein which (a - a), (c - p), (b + B) and(d +‘4!) areall positive,

thenthe wholesurfaceS = [(b ± B) - (a - a)] . [(d + ‘41) - (c - (p)] is in theright upperquadrant
andit intersectsregionsC, D andE. If N is thedesirednumberof discretizations,theprocedure
selects:

• NEpairs(k,j) in regionE,
where NE = ((N - 1) . Surface_in_E)/ S

SurfacenE= 1/12 [(b + 13)3 - (a - a)3] - [(c - (p). (b + B - a+ a)];

•ND= 1 pair(k,j)inregionD;

• NC pairs(k, j) in region C,
where NC = ((N - 1). Surface_in_C)/ S

Surface_in_C [(d + NJ). (b + B - a + a)] - 1/12 [(b +13)3 - (a - a)3].

TheDiscretisationProceduredetermineswhichregionsareintersected,calculatesthenumberof
pairs(k, j) in eachregionand selectsthe pairs.Additionally, two heuristicsareusedby the
procedureto selectthepairs:

(1) takefrontierpoints;
(2) takethepointsasmuchspreadaspossible.

Let us notice that in caseof first order systemsthe DiscretizationProcedureis restrictedto
selectingthevaluesofonesinglecoefficientasmuchspreadaspossible.

regionA regionD

F

k

Fig. 3.5 - RegionsA to H in theplanej x k.
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4. Qualitative Behaviors Generation

TheQualitativeFuzzy SimulationQFSIMdeterminestheqfv ofthevariablesateachinstant.The
fuzzyvaluerepresentsthepossible(p. > 0) andthereallypossible(p. = 1) valuesof thevariable.
Now, shouldwe aim atprovidingthepossiblequalitativebehaviorsof thevariablesaswell, i.e.
the sequencesof different qualitativestates,that QFSIM is not sufficient. If weconsiderthe
examplein Figure4.1, it couldbe concludedthat thesequenceBIG-MEDIUM-BIG betweent
= 10 andt = 12 is a possiblebehaviorforvariableX. IndeedX(lO) = BIG, X(ll) = MEDIUM
andX(12) = BIG arepossiblevaluesof X. However,thereis no real solutioncorrespondingto
thisqualitativebehavior.

X (a b a 13)

b+B
b
a
a- x

The setof possiblequalitativebehaviorsis shownin Figure 4.2.
will be specifiedlater.

Themeaningof Ip.l andIp.0

Thesearetheresultsprovidedby the“QualitativeBehaviorGenerator”QBG whenappliedto the
first ordersystemdX/dt + k.X = f(t), wherek is the qfv [K, a, b, a, B],

50

45

40

35

30

25

15

BIG~

MEDIUM

Fig. 4.1 - A fuzzy simulation.
0 5 15 25 35 t

t5 <t3
t6 > t4

Fig. 4.2 - Thepossiblequalitativebehaviors.
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4.1. The Qualitative Behavior GeneratorQBG

This sectionpresentsthedetaileddescriptionof themethodusedby QBG. It is basedon the
DiscretizationMethodpresentedin Section3.2.For sickof clarity, the method is presentedfor
first ordersystems(onesinglecoefficientk) butQBG canhandlesecondordersystemsaswell.

(1) Considerthe results of theDiscretizationMethodand for all k~in thediscretizationsetKO ~

{ kO / kOE R , (a - a) � kO � (b± B)), build thequalitativebehaviorQB(k~)of variableX.

Notations:

QB(ki) = SequenceofQS : Qualitative Behavior ofX, calculatedwith therealcoefficientk~
QS = (QD,Tp.0~, Tp.1~) : QualitativeState
(~) : QualitativeDescriptor
Q(x(t, k~)) : Qualitativevalue(ordescription)of x(t, k~)atinstantt
Tp.0~= [tl, t2] : Maximal time intervalfor which theQS is possible(p.>’O)
Tp.1~= [tl, t2] : Maximal timeinterval for whichtheQS is reallypossible(p.=l)

Foreachk~theprocedureproceedsto arealsimulationfor initial time< t < horizon,determining
x(t, ki). QualitativevaluesQ(x(t, k~))arederived from the real valuesx(t, ki) using the
approximationprinciplepresentedin Section2. TheprocedurethenusesthesevaluesQ(x(t, k~))
to composeQB(k~).There is a changeof qualitative stateeachtime that the QD changes,The
algorithmgaranteesqualitativecontinuity [VES-91a1.

Two time intervals Tp.Oi andTp.1~are associatedto eachQS in QB(k~).A QS is possible(p.>0)
during the interval Tp.Oi and is really possible(p.=1) during the interval Tp.l~.Given T the
connex time interval during which someQD holds in a particular QB(k~),Tp.0~andTp.1~are

calculatedin the following way : if ki E Kl then Tp.0~= Tp.1~= T, otherwise, if ki E KO - K].

then Tp.0~= T and Tp.1~= 0. These intervals Tp.0~and Tp.1~calculated for each QS of a
particular QB(ki) will then be usedin step (3) to calculate the intervals Tp.0 andTp.l of eachQS
of a QB of variable X.

(2) Build thesetSQB of qualitative behaviorsof variable X.

Notations:

SQB :SetofQBs

QB : QualitativeBehavior (Sequenceof QS)

Each QB(ki) is characterizedby a sequenceof qualitativedescriptors(QD) with associated
possibleand really possibletime intervals. There will be as much QBs in SQB as thereare
different sequencesof descriptors.All the QB(k~)shaving the samesequenceof descriptorsare
composedin the sameQB. This is ifiustrated by theexamplebelow with two QB(ki)s:

QB(k1) = ((QSD1,Tp.01
1,Tp.11

1)(QSD2,Tp.01
2,Tp.11

2))

QB(k2) = ((QSD1,Tp.02
1,Tp.12

1)(QSD2,Tp.02
2,Tp.12

2))

TheQB resultingfrom thecompositionof QB(k1) andQB(k2) is:

QB = ((QSD1,Tp.01,Tp.ll)(QSD2,Tp.02,Tp.12))

whereTp.0J = U~,Tp.OjJ’ Tp.lJ = U~Tp.lji’ for i,j = 1, 2 in ourexample.
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It is important to notice that the Discretization Procedure as described in Section 3.2.2.
guaranteesthat QBG will detectall thequalitativelydifferentbehaviors(oscillations,asymptotical
trend,...). In this meaning,QBG is completeandsound.

4.2, Example

In Figure4.1 illustratesthe exampleof a qualitativefuzzy simulationof thefirst ordersystem

with coefficientk = [SMALL, 0.2, 0.3, 0, 0] andf(t) = 10 if 0 � t � 14 andf(t) = -10 if t> 14.

X MEDIUM-POS

MED[IJM-NEG

-75
—. I I I I I

~go - 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Fig. 4.3 - A qualitativefuzzy simulationof afirst ordersystem.

QBG derivedthefollowing two possiblequalitativebehaviors:

ZERO ~ SMALL-POS ~ ZERO ~ SMALL-NEG *
Tp.O (00) (116) ((15 15)(16 16)) (15 45)

ZERO ~ SMALL-POS ~ MEDIUM-POS ~ SMALL-POS
Tp.O (00) (111) (813) (1415)

~ ZERO SMALL-NEG ~ MEDIUM-NEG ~
Tp.O (1616) (1627) (2445)
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5. Conclusionsand future work

Thework that wehavepresentedin this paperis usedin a dynamicprocesssupervisorysystem.
It shows two complementaryaspects,appearingastwo separateprocedures,which provide
complementaryanswersto supervisionsystemrequirements.Given themodelof theprocessin
which theparametersarenotaccuratelyknown,thetwo following issueshavebeenaddressed:

(1) Predictingthevaluesthat thevariablesmay takeat eachinstantof a giventemporalwindow,
the scalefor thevariabletime remainingpreciselydefined.QFSIM providestwo simulation
methodsfor which variableintantaneousvaluesareobtainedin theform of fuzzy setswhich
exibitpossiblevaluesand reallypossiblevalues,dependingon whetherthemembershipfunction
is equalor inferior to 1.

(2) Predictingthe qualitativebehaviorof the variablesin termsof a sequenceof qualitative
descriptorsthat have beenappropriatelydefined. The qualitative reasonerQBG usesthe
DiscretisationMethod to generateall thequalitativebehaviors.Temporalinformationis also
available since everyqualitativedescriptorin the sequencehasassociatedtwo fuzzy time
intervals,indicatingthepossibleand reallypossiblestatedurationaswell asthe initial andfinal
timepoints.

In ouropinion,thesetwo aspectsareasimportantanddefinitelycomplementary.It is enoughto
taketheexampleof model-baseddiagnosticsystemsbasedon thecomparisonofpredictionsand
observations.Indeedit may be as importantto beableto compareinstantaneousvalueson
severalprecisereferencetimepointsastrajectoryqualitativeshapeson a giventemporalwindow
andqualitativestatechanges.

The typeof simulationpresentedin this paperusessynchronisedsampling,in accordancewith
mostindustrialprocessmonitoringsystemswhich proceedthemselvesto sampledobservations.
Tracking theprocessis thussignificantly facilitated.Thetime samplerateis aconstantparameter
to be chosenlike in conventionalnumericsimulations.Thentheinaccuracyof parametersin the
modelonly affectsvariablevaluesestimates.Thatprovidesa firmer groundfor againcomparing
theresultsof the simulationwith real observations,which is crucial in realtime supervisory
systems.In nonconstructivequalitativesimulationalgorithms,temporaldurationsarecalculated
with thefirst orderTaylor-Lagrangeformulaeusingquantityspacevaluesin theform of numeric
or fuzzy intervals.It was shownin [MIS-90] that thefirst order Taylor-Lagrangeformulaeis
scarcelysufficientto provide significantinformation.This is true, independentlyof theweakness
directlyrelatedto a weakquantityspace,at theneighbourhoodof critical pointsfor whichdx/dt
reacheszero. Indeed,zeroderivativeleadsto one infinite boundaryfor thedurationestimate.As
aresult,timedurationscalculatedfor adjacentstatesareoftenwidelyoverlapped.It mayhappen
thata giveninstantbelongsto severalconsecutivedurationestimates,implying that thevalueof
the variable at this instant is very weakly constrained.In this cases,instantaneousvalue
comparisonis mostlyunefficient.

Ontheotherhand,weareawarethat thecounterpartof this typeof approachis to requiremuch
morecalculationsthanaqualitativereasonerwouldneedto infer thequalitativestatechanges.In
this aspectit is closerto numericalsimulationalgorithms.

Finally, it maybeinterestingto discussthecompletnessandsoundnessissue.Otherapproaches
areunableto guarantysoundness,Indeed,they useconstraintpropagationwith intervallabels
which is completebut not sound.Consequently,spuriousbehaviorsmaybe generated.Thesame
happenswith ourExtremityMethod.TheDiscretisationMethodwhichrelieson runningseveral
well-chosennumericalsimulationsis sound, but it is in turn not complete.However, it is
possibleto providea measureof completnessasit convergestowardscompletenessas the
discretizationgranularityincreases.Thecomplexity of themethodis N(n+l), whereN is the
numberof discretizationsandn is the orderof the system.Sincethediscretizationis performed
in arationalandconstructiveway, QBG is itself completein the sensethat it predictsall the
qualitatively differentbehaviors(oscillations,asymptoticaltrend,...).
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FQSIM is presentlyusedto simulatethe behaviorof a steelprocessat CST(“Companhia
Siderurgicade Tubarao”) which is a Brazilian-Japanesecompanylocatedin Vitoria (Brazil). It
consistof threesubsystemsin cascade:oneis a secondordersystemandtheothertwo arefirst
orderpiecewiselinear systemswith delays.At this point the resultsare ratherencouraging.
However,significant work remainsto be donebefore QFSIM and QBG candealwith real
complexityproblems.An importantstepin this directionis to extendthealgorithmssothat they
candealwith non linear systems.We havebeenanalysingnon linear systemswhich canbe
approximatedby piecewiselinear ones.Furtherinvestigationsmayconsidertheideato usethe
DiscretizationMethodby taking advantageof thework by Sacks[SAC-90]. Indeed,[SAC-90]
presentsthe systemPLR (PiecewiseLinear Reasoner)which is able,applying theoretical
methodsissuedfrom systemtheory,to produceaqualitativedescriptionof thesolutionsfor all
initial valuesof parametrizedordinarydifferential equations.PLR indicatesthe typesof the
solutions (phasespacetrajectory shapes),giving important information about the variables
behavior but it doesnot generatethesebehaviors. We intend to have QFSIMgenerating these
behaviors with a rational andconstructive discretization procedure basedon PD? ‘s results.
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ABSTRACT

We presenta simple but potentially extremelypowerful technique
for associatingdegreesof commitmentto the possiblebehaviourspro-
ducedby qualitative simulation algorithms. The ‘distance’ betweenthe
predictedsuccessorstatesand thosedeterminedfrom local propagation
through the constraintsis used to determinethe most likely state and
henceprioritise the behaviours. The method forms a basis for a tech-
nique for performingprogressivereasoningto copewith real-time con-
straints. In this manner,the most likely solution is generatedfirst and
the subsequent behaviours are only generated if higher priority
behavioursfail. Ultimately all possiblebehavioursare generated,as in
current algorithms, and the soundnessof qualitative predictions is
guaranteed.The approachis applicableto any non-constructivesimula-
tion algorithm (e.g. QSIM andits derivatives).

1, Introduction

The major goal of qualitative simulation researchis to develop techniquesfor
generatinga description of the behaviourfrom a structural model that capturesonly
those distinctions that are necessaryfor the purposefor which the qualitative model
has been constructed. Such distinctions determine the necessaryprecision of the
descriptionof a system’sbehaviour. Models that generatebehaviours(solutions)with
less precision than that of a given referencemodel have been called abstraction
models [9, 17]. In which case, qualitative models are abstractionsof real-valued
modelsand form a major contribution that Al is currently making to the modellingof
physical systems. However, otherpropertiesof behaviourscan also be defined. In
particular, the accuracyof the behaviour, with respectto a referencebehaviour,can
also be alteredby generatingapproximatemodels. Suchmodels can be obtainedby
either intentionally reducing the number of variables containedin the model or by
replacingknown functional relationshipswith simplier approximateones. Whilst this
approachhasbeenextensivelydevelopedwithin conventionaldynamic(numerical)sys-
tem theory it hasnot yet beensignificantly exploredwithin qualitativereasoningtech-
niques. A third ‘dimension’ upon which behaviourscan be classified concernsthe
degreeof commitmentassociatedwith a given state,behaviouror, indeed,(constraint-
based)model. This degreeof commitmentis important in the representationof com-
plex and/orill-defined systems[11] as it allows inherentuncertaintyto be represented
explicitly. It is fundamentally different from modifying the precision through



abstraction. In abstractioncompletecertaintyis still assumedalbeit in a lower resolu-
tion quantity space. Whereas,in commitmentuncertaintiesin real-worldmodelling are
explicitly represented.In spiteof uncertaintybeinga majorattributeof Artificial Intel-
ligenceapproachesto knowledgerepresentation,it hasyet to be fully exploredwithin
approachesfor QualitativeReasoning.Up to date,only a few proposals[3, 4, 12, 13]
havebeenmadeincorporatinguncertaintywithin QualitativeReasoning.

Thosepropertiesof models pointed aboveare, in fact, independentand can be
usedto generatea spaceof potentialmodelsreflectingthe variation of the associated~
propertiesof the description of the behaviour. In our view the reasonthat the QR
community almost entirely focuses on abstractionoperations[19], is in the proper
preoccupationwith maintaining the formal propertiesof the simulation algorithm.
However, we argue,in this paper, that by incorporatinguncertaintywe can associate
degreesof commitmentto behaviourswhich offer very significant advantagesfor prac-
tical applications. Loosely speaking,we canusecommitmentto prioritise behaviours,
thereby making qualitative simulation more effective and practical approachese.g.
time-constrainedsimulationor model-baseddiagnosis[5, 10, 14] muchmore feasible.

In presentapproachesto qualitative simulation,except for FuSim [13], the worst
casesolution is alwaysassumed. That is, all theoreticallypossiblesuccessorstatesof
a presentstate are maintainedand, in fact, propagatedwith equal status. This, of
course,leadsto the generationof spuriousbehavioursthat discreditsqualitative simula-
tion in the eyesof application engineers,in that, suchmultiple behaviourpredictions
are at variancewith the uniquenessof the behaviourof the physical world. However,
attachingan uncertaintymeasurementto thosepotential successorstates,and hencea
commitmentto an associatedbehaviour,allows prioritised generationof behavioursor
an efficient mechanismfor their usewithin applicationse.g. diagnosis. This allows a
progressive approachto reasoningthat first generatesor utilises the ‘most likely’
behaviourand only progressesto other less committedbehavioursif the behaviours
consideredfail to meet the purposeof the application system. Thus, ultimately, the
soundnessof the algorithm is still retained,however, a significant improvementin
efficiency is possibleby exploringthe higherpriority behavioursfirst.

In this paper,we presenta basically simple techniquefor assigningcommitment
to statesand hencepriorities to behaviours. The approachis not restrictedto tech-
niquesthat utilise uncertaintyin thedefinition of the quantity spacesuchasFuSim, but
can easily be incorporatedwithin any non-constructive‘crisp’ simulation algorithm
(zero uncertainty)e.g. QSIM [7], HR-QSIM [18], etc. The following sectionsgive
formal definitions of our approachto assigningcommitmentto statesand to describing
methodsfor propagatingpriority measuresfor a particularbehaviour. We thenoutline
the potential usesof the techniquewhich appearto us to be very significant indeed.
Finally, we concludeand suggestsomeof themanypossibleextensionsto themethod.

2. Priorities of QualitativeBehaviours

A behaviourof a systemvariable within qualitative simulation is describedby a
sequenceof temporallyorderedqualitativestatesof that variableno matterwhetherthe
behaviouris a completeor a partial one. Thus, the determinationof the priority asso-
ciated with a behaviourwill then be dependentupon the commitmentassociatedwith
all the statesthat the behaviourconsistsof. In this sectionthe statepriority and the
algorithm for computing state priorities are thereforediscussedfirst. Basedon this,
techniquesfor computing thepriorities of qualitative behavioursare thenpresented.



2.1. State Priority

Over the last few years a family of qualitative simulation algorithms [1, 13, 18]
have beendevelopedfrom the seminalwork of Kuipers [7]. This proposeda highly
innovative non-constructiveapproachto the propagation of system states. In this
method, the systemmodel, usually a set of (qualitative) constraints,is usedwithin a
non-constructive‘generate-and-test’procedurethat first determinesall possiblesucces-
sor statesbasedon assumingcontinuity of systemvariablesand then removesthose
statesthat are inconsistentwith the systemmodel and otherknown systemproperties.
This has the very great advantagethat the quantity spaceremainsfinite but suffers
from the inevitableproblemthat, due to the inherentambiguityof the underlyingqual-
itative calculi [15], not all physically impossiblebehavioursare removed. This results
in a set of behavioursthat contain the qualitatively correct behaviourbut also other
spuriousbehavioursthat do not reflect any real situations. Spuriousbehavioursoften
tend to obscurethe ‘real’ behaviour hence making qualitative simulation less attractive
to application engineers, though much progress has been made in developing so-called
global filters [6, 8, 16] that can reducethe numberof suchbehaviours.

To formalise the presentation,without losing generality,it is assumedthat a finite
set of possiblestatesfor eachvariablesurvive all possiblefilterings andthat this setis
denotedby S (si’ ~ ,,,~ Sn). Apparently,evenin the worst casewhereno possible
next statesproducedby the useof continuity are filtered, the cardinality of this set, n,
is a small number. For instance,in QSIM, HR-QSIM, and FuSim n cannotbe larger
than 3, 4, and 6 respectively. Within this set, each element s~,i 1, 2, ...,
representsa pair of qualitative magnitude and qualitative rate-of-changeand can be
denotedby (A1, B~). With the exceptionof FuSim, all other qualitative simulation
algorithms treat the successorstatesthat remain after constraint filtering as equally
likely and, hence,propagateeach statewith equal priority. If any possible successor
stateintersectswith the constraintsit is retained;no information about the degreeof
matching is utilised or indeedgenerated.However,intuitively, thosestatesthat maxi-
mally intersectwith the constraintscanbe consideredas more likely and thereforecan
be given a higherdegreeof commitmentand hencepriority in further processing.We
proposethat the commitmentof a particular statewithin sucha set of possible states
can be determined by a metric function that can faithfully representcertainpreference
criteria. Notationally, for each possible new states~the priority is representedby
p(s~),where p(s~)= j, j � n, indicatesthat 5~is the jth preferablestate,namely the
ith stateis of thejth priority,

For convenience,in the following discussion,those possible statesof a system
variable generatedby following the possiblestatetransition tables and/orrules (based
on continuity) [7, 13, 18] arecalledpredictedstatesof the variableand thoseobtained
by performing local propagationof the predicted statesof other system variables
throughouta set of constraintsor the systemmodel are termedpropagatedstates. The
basic criterion usedherein is to assign the highest priority to a predictedstate that
maximisesthe possibility degreeto which the stateis consideredto be the actual one.
A predictedstateof a particular variableis said to be the most possibleactual stateof
the variableif it results in the shortestdistancebetweenall the predictedstatesof the
variable and their correspondingpropagatedstates. This can be better understoodby
consideringthe following simple examplebasedon the 4-tupleparametricrepresenta-
tion [a, b, a, 13] of the fuzzy numberusedin FuSim. However,weemphasisethat the
developmentis not restrictedto fuzzy quantity spacebut is applicableto any ‘crisp’



interval basednon-constructivealgorithm.

Suppose that a system has three system variables (a, b, c) related by the addi-
tion constraint c = a + b and that these variables take values from a fuzzy quantity
space. Consider that, based on continuity, two possible successor states are predicted
as follows:

(([10, 12, 0.1, 0.1], [4, 5, 0.1, 0.1]),
([3, 4, 0.2, 0.2], [6, 7, 0.2, 0.2]),

([13.5, 16.5, 0.3, 0.3], [10, 12, 0.3, 0.3])),

(([10, 12, 0.1, 0.1], [4, 5, 0.1, 0.1]),
([3, 4, 0.2, 0.2], [6, 7, 0.2, 0.2]),

([4, 13, 0.3, 0.3], [10, 12, 0.3, 0.3])),

where, for instance, ([3, 4, 0.2, 0.2], [6, 7, 0.2, 0.2]) denotes a fuzzy qualitative state
of the variable b with [3, 4, 0.2, 0.2] and [6, 7, 0.2, 0.2] representingthe qualitative
magnitudeand thequalitativerate-of-changeof b at this state, respectively. Evaluating
the constraint a propagated state for the variable c, ([13, 16, 0.3, 0.3],
[10, 12, 0.3, 0.3]), can be obtained since

[13, 16, 0.3, 0.3] = [10, 12, 0.1, 0.1] + [3, 4, 0.2, 0.2],

[10, 12, 0.3, 0.3] = [4, 5, 0.1, 0.1] + [6, 7, 0.2, 0.2].
Clearly, both predicted states will survive the constraint filtering as shown in figure 1
(where two dotted fuzzy numbersdenotethe predictedqualitativemagnitudevaluesof
the variable c andthe highlightedone expressesthe propagatedqualitativemagnitude)
and also reflectedby thefollowing:

[13.5, 16.5, 0.3, 0.3] n [13, 16, 0.3, 0.3] �

and

[4, 13, 0.3, 0.3] n [13, 16, 0.3, 0.3] � D;

with both predicted rates of change being equal to the propagated one.

~i (c)

0 4 13 16

Figure 1. IntersectionsbetweenPredictedand PropagatedValues

Although maintaining both ([13.5, 16.5, 0.3, 0.3], [10, 12, 0.3, 0.3]) and
([4, 13, 0.3, 0.3], [10, 12, 0.3, 0.3]) as the possible statesof c guaranteesthe sound-
nessof the algorithm, only one of the two statesactually reflects the correctqualitative
abstractionof the real behaviour. From this example, it seems intuitive that the
predicted state ([13.5, 16.5, 0.3, 0.3], [10, 12, 0.3, 0.3]) of the variable c is much
closer to the propagatedstate and hencemore likely to correspondsto the real state
than ([4, 13, 0.3, 0.3], [10, 12, 0.3, 0.3]). If this distanceinformation is not evaluated
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and recordedit is lost and cannot subsequentlybe used to compare the possible
behaviours. In this example, the predictedand propagatedvalues of the rates of
changeof thevariablesmatch. This simplifies the abovediscussionbut is not a neces-
sarycondition and will be removedin laterdevelopments.

2.2. DistanceMetric

In order to determinethe statepriority, an explicit distancemetric that is able to
measurethe differencebetweentwo qualitativevaluesand furtherbetweentwo qualita-
tive statesis required. Of course,the concreterepresentationalform of sucha metric
is dependentupon the detailedrepresentationof the physicalquantitiesor the quantity
spaceadoptedby a particularqualitativesimulator. However, the following threebasic
propertiesof a ‘metric’ D (.,.) must be held, wheres~and ~2 areusedto describethe

predictedqualitative statesand ~i and ~2 representtheir correspondingpropagated
qualitativestatesof a singlevariable:

1) Ifs1 equals ~i, D(s1, §~)= 0.

2) Ifs1 doesnot equal§~,D (s ~,§~)> 0.

3) In any case, D(s1,~) = D(~1,ii)’ andD(s1, ~2) � D(s1, ~) + D(s2, ~2)~

Apparently,this is an analogueof the axioms of a classicalmetric. Variousdistance
metrics can be defined for this purposeand eachreflects a different emphasisof both
the simulatorusedand the criteria for priority determination. For instance,we utilise a
distancemetric alreadyproposedby the authorsto realise the approximationprinciple
within the FuSim algorithm. In fact, this metric is general enough to be usedfor
‘crisp’ algorithms,however,othermetric functionsmay also be developedand utilised
in such cases. Within FuSim a distancefunction d(.,.), usedto find the difference
betweenany two fuzzy qualitativevaluesA and A, is given asthe following:

d (A, A) = [(Power(A) Power(A ))2 + (Centre(A) Centre(A ))2] 2,

where , for 4-tuple parametricfuzzy numbers,

Power([a,b, a, 13]) = +[2(b a) + a + ~

Centre([a,b, a, 13]) = 4[a + b].

For simplicity, the common coefficient, 1/2, on the right hand side of the above two
expressions can be omitted when substituting these expressions into the distance
expression [13].

It is important to notice that this distancefunction producesa distancemeasure
between two qualitative values. However, each qualitative statewithin a qualitative
simulation algorithm is denotedby a pair of two qualitative values,one representing
the qualitative magnitudeand the otherdescribingthe qualitativerate-of-change.For
two qualitative states(A, B) and (A, B), distancebetweenthe valuesof theirqualita-
tive magnitudesd (A, A) and that betweentheir ratesof changed (B, B) are usually
different, To ensurea correct commitmentto the possible states,the following syn-
thesiseddistanceD (,), basedon the function d (.,.) is usedto measurethe difference
betweentwo states(A, B) and (A, B):



D((A,B),(A,B))=max (d(A,A),d(B,B)}.

It is straightforward to prove that D (.,.) satisfies the three basic properties of a distance
metric given previously.

Using such a distance function, the distances between the predicted states,

= ([13.5, 16.5, 0.3, 0.3], [10, 12, 0.3, 0.3])

and

s~2= ([4, 13, 0.3, 0.3], [10, 12, 0.3, 0.3]),

and the propagated state,

= Sc
2

= ([13, 16, 0.3, 0.3], [10, 12, 0.3, 0.3]),

of the variable c in the example given in the preceding sub-section can be computed
such that:

D(s~1,~c1) = 1,
D(s~2,Sc

2
) = 288.

Basedon this, it is consideredthat Sc 1 is much more likely to include the actual ‘real’
stateand, therefore,a highercommitmentcan be assignedto it.

It is important to emphasisethat the above-showndistancemetric is also suitable
for determiningdistancesbetween(crisp) interval-valuedqualitative states. This is due
to the fact that if the parametersa and 13 within the 4-tuple representationof a fuzzy
qualitative value (i.e., a fuzzy number) [a, b, a, 13] are both assignedto be 0 this
fuzzy numberdegeneratesto an ordinary realinterval.

2.3. ComputationalMethod for StatePriority

Having defined a distance metric D (.), the priority of a state can then be
assigned. A generalcomputationalmethod for this purposewill be presentedlater in
this sub-section. To better understandthe techniquefor determiningstatepriority, let
us investigatea simplest case first. Supposethat only one constraint, z = x + y,
within a systemmodel involves thevariable z and that, afterlocal filtering, thefollow-
ing N three-tuplesof qualitative statesremain as the possiblenew statecombinations
of the variablesx, y, z:

((A~~,~ ~ ~ (A2~, B~~)}, i = 1, 2, ..., N.

From this, a set of propagatedstates(A2~,~) for the variable z can be obtained,
resulting from summing the respectivepredictedpossible qualitative magnitudesand
ratesof changeof the variablesx andy, namely,

A~~

~ =B~1+B~~.

Using the given distance metric, for each i, i = 1, 2, ..., N, the distance between
(A~1,B2~)and (A7~,B~)can be calculated.

With respectto a particular quantity space, both states ~ B2~)and ~ B~j)

should ideally be identical to each other, or, equivalently, D ((A~~,~ (A2~,B))



should be equalto 0 (if they both are supposedto reflect the underlyingunique ‘real’
state of the variable z). However, due to the nature of (fuzzy) interval algebra or
theoretically unavoidablequalitative ambiguity, this cannot be always satisfied. This
leadsto a differencebetweenthe two and the differenceis directly representedby the
measureddistanceD ((A7~,B7~),(A7~,B~)). Intuitively, the larger this distanceis the
less likely the state (A71, B71) will be the actualone and, hence,the lower the degree
of thecommitmentthat should be assignedto this state. From this point of view, any
monotonicallydecreasingfunction of the distancemetric can be used to measurethe
degreeof commitmentthat a particularstateis associatedwith provided that themono-
tonical function employedmaps 0 to full commitment. Notice that, however,generat-
ing degreesof commitmentto differentpossiblequalitativestatesis aimed at prioritis-
ing suchstatesin order to performprogressivesimulation from the most likely state.
Thus, information embeddedin the distancemetric function itself is sufficient for the
purposeof determiningstatepriorities. We shall, therefore,omit the discussionabout
the concreteforms of the monotonicaldecreasingfunctions (which may be instantiated
in an infinite numberof ways) but exploit the distancemetric to meet the sameend.

Different tuples of predictedstatesassociatedwith the variablesx, y, and z usu-
ally result in different distancesbetweenthe predictedstatesof z and their correspond-
ing propagatedones. This forms the very basis to prioritise the predictedpossible
states. In fact, when distances between s~= (Ad, B71) and s~= (A71, B7~),
i = 1, 2, ..., N, are obtained, the state priorities can then be determinedsuch that
p(s1) = p((A71, B2~))= j if

D(S1,~1)=min((D(s~,~~)1k = 1,2, ...,N} (D(s1,s~1)11<1)).

Following this rule, for example,the statewith the highestpriority (p((A7, B7)) = 1)
will be the onethat satisfies:

D ((A7, B7), ~A7,B7)) = min(D(t~AZk, Bzk), (AZk, ‘3zk)) I k = 1,2, ..., N).

The abovediscussionis basedon the simplified casewhere only one constraint
within the systemmodel involves the variable z. When thereare severalconstraints
sharingthis variable the correspondingcomputationalmethod will, of course,become
more complex. To extendthis to a generalsituation, it requiresa clarificationof two
basic notions, constrainedvariablesand constrainingvariables,regardingthe position
at which a particular variable appearsin a given constraint. Informally speaking,a
single variable on one side of the given constraintis termed the constrainedvariable
while thoseappearingon the other side arecalledconstrainingvariables. With respect
to such a distinction amongstsystemvariables, it should be emphasisedthat causal
implications arenot usedin the generationof the behavioursbut ratherthe notionsof
constrainedand constrainingvariables areonly usedin the calculationof the distance
metric and hencefor the associatedpriority. As discussedin [13, 15], if the valuesof
the constrainingvariablesare known, the value which the constrainedvariableshould
take can be obtained by performing the operation on the values of the constraining
variables. However,in general,an unknownvalueof a constrainingvariablecannotbe
found by solving the equationas it can be donein solving numericalequations(e.g.,
via transposition)due to the lack of inverseoperations. Fortunately, this problem is
avoidedwithin a qualitative simulation processsince,there,eachvariable hasa set of
known values (generatedby continuity) and constraintsare used to check for the



consistency amongst values taken by different variablesinsteadof propagatingthem to
find unknowns. However, difficulty ariseswhen trying to obtain the locally propagated
state of a constraining variable for determining the distance measure to assign state
commitment. It is necessary, therefore, to separate these constraints into two groups,
one consistingof those with the sharedvariable being constrainedand the othercon-
taining the constraintswithin which the sharedvariable actsas a constrainingvariable.
For eachconstraintof the first group, a set of distancescan be obtainedin the same
way as explainedabove for the special case. For any constraint belonging to the
secondgroup, the following approximatemethodis utilised. For a tuple of predicted
states associatedwith the correspondingconstraint, find the distance between the
predictedstate and the propagatedstate of the constrainedvariable within this con-
straint and, then, treat sucha distancemeasureas that of eachof the constrainingvari-
able.

Once the distance measures,of a variable, associatedwith each constrainthave
been determinedthe overall priority of a particular stateof the variable can then be
easily adjudgedby ordering all the distancemeasuresfrom the smallestto the largest
and assigningthe stateattachedwith the smallestdistanceto the highestpriority while
that with the largest distance to the lowest priority. Summarising the discussion
presentedabove results in a basic algorithm for computingthe statepriorities of sys-
tem variables. In principle, for computationalefficiency, the determinationof state
priority canbe carriedout while performing the constraintfiltering throughthe useof
the Waltz filter [7, 13, 18]. However, for the sake of clearerpresentation,the algo-
rithm outlined below is to be executedafter accomplishinglocal filtering.

Step 1) For eachvariablex find all constraintsrelating to it.

Step2) When x is the constrainedvariable within a constraint,find the N propagated
qualitative states of the x { (A~,B~)I i = 1, 2, ..., N } by operating on the
valuesof constrainingvariables;whereN is the numberof the tuplesof the
predictedpossible statesassociatedwith this constraint; find the distances
between(A1, B1) and (A1, B1) respectively:

(D((A1,B1), (A1, E~ I i = 1,2, ..., N),

or

(max{d(A~, A1), d(B1, B~)} I i = 1,2, ..., N);

then, attach each resulting distancemeasureto its corresponding predicted
possiblestateof x and go to Step 4.

Step 3) When x is a constrainingvariable, for eachof its possiblestateswithin the
set of predictedstatecombinations(i.e., the tuples of possiblestatesassoci-
ated with the constraint)find the propagatedstateof the constrainedvariable
(not the x) within the constraint and then the distance between this pro-
pagatedstateand its respectivepredictedstate; attachso resulting distanceto
the possiblestateof the constrainingvariablex.

Step 4) Redo Step 2 or Step 3 until all the predicted statesassociatedwith all the
constraintsthat are relatedto x havebeen attachedwith distancemeasures.

Step5) Prioritise the statesof x such that p((A~,B1)) = j, i = 1, 2, ..., M, if

D1 = min( [Dk I k = 1, 2, ..., M) — k <j))~



where D1, i = 1, 2, ..., M, is the distancelabel attachedwith state (A1, B1)
and M is the total numberof possiblestatesof the variablex associatedwith
all theconstraints.

It is worth emphasisingthat, within traditional qualitative simulation algorithms,
in order to guaranteethe generationof the correctbehaviourall the statesof a variable
remaining after filtering (A, B), i = 1, 2, ..., N, are treatedequally likely so long as
the intersectionsbetween(A, B) and their respective(A, B) are not empty (strictly
speaking,the intersectionshere should be thosebetweenA and A and thosebetween
B and B). Further, as pointedout earlier, the method for determiningstatepriority is
not restrictedto simulationalgorithms that can explicitly representuncertaintywithin
qualitativestates. Instead,it can be readily extendedor modified to increasethe simu-
lation effectivenessin crisp interval basedtechniques. TakeQSIM asan example,the
abovealgorithm can be utilised within its simulationmechanismprovided that the dis-
tancemetric betweentwo qualitative states,D (.,.), employedin the previous analysis
is substitutedwith the distancemetric betweentwo qualitative magnitudevalues i.e.
d (.,.). This is due to the fact that the ratesof changeof a systemvariableonly takes
three sign valuesand, therefore,theredoesnot exist a measurabledifferencebetween
the predictedrate-of-changeand the respectivepropagatedrate-of-changeafter accom-
plishinglocal filterings. As a positiveresultof this, the calculationsrequiredfor deter-
mining distancescan be considerablyreduced. Nevertheless,it should be noticed that
this is possible only in the casewhen the landmarksare representedby known real
numbers,or as in more recentreasonerslike Q3 [1], whensemi-quantitativeinforma-
tion is utilised.

2.4. BehaviouralPriority

It is natural, with eachpossible new statehaving beenprioritised, to generatea
system’sbehaviourfrom the stateassignedwith thehighestpriority. A useful strategy
to performeffectivequalitativesimulationcan then be describedasfollows. Startwith
a given initial stateand predict the next possible states. Then, find the highestpriori-
tised stateand performfurther simulationfrom this state. Repeatthis at eachsimula-
tion stage(of prediction and local filtering) unlessat somestagethe highestprioritised
state has an attacheddistancelabel less than that attachedwith the secondhighest
prioritised stateat the previous simulation stages. In which case,the simulation will
carry on from the predictedstate labeled with the secondshortestdistancemeasure
within one of the behavioural branches that were temporarily terminated earlier.

Such a strategycan be graphically illustrated in figure 2 through a simple exam-
ple. Without losing generality,supposethat the given initial stateis representedby sc~
with p(s01) = 1 and that three immediate successor states are produced: s~ ~12~ and

~13 that survive constraint filtering. If the distance measures associated with these
three states are 0.6, 0.8, and 0.9 respectively, their corresponding state priorities can
then be determined such that p(s 11) = 1, p(s 12) = 2, and p(s 13) = 3. From this, the
next possible states are first generated from state ~ii and, as shown in the figure, we
have p(s21) = 2, P(~22)= 1, and P(~23)= 3. From state ~22~ currently the highest

prioritised one, two future states,s~1and s~2are obtained. However, the distances
(0.8 and 1.0) labeled with these two new states are both larger than that (0.7) attached
to the second highest prioritised state s21 and, thus, further prediction from s22 is

halted, although statess~1and ~32 can still be prioritised betweenthemselves. The



simulation process will then carry on from states21 that was temporarily stopped as
the figure shows, producing the next highest prioritised state s32.
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Figure2. ProgressiveSimulationStrategy

Once the state priorities are determined the priority assignedto a particular
behaviouralbranch(suchasthe partial behaviourconsistingof statessrn, s~,and ~21

in the aboveexample)can easilybe adjudged. In fact, with respectto theabove given
simulation strategy, at each simulation stage the ordering in which the partial
behaviourfrom the initial state to one of the presentstates is generatedreflects the
priority of this partial behaviour. In termsof using the distancemetric we candeter-
mine the behaviouralpriorities by thefollowing method:

Methodfor computingbehaviouralpriorities.’ For the partial behaviouralbranches
generatedso far, B1 (i = 1, 2, ..., n), each of which consists of a sequenceof
(predicted)states(~1O, s~.1,..., s~,}and is consequentlylabeledwith a sequenceof
distancemeasures(D11, D12, ..., ~ the behaviour B1 is said to have the jth
priority if

c(B~)=min((c(Bk) 1k = 1,2, ...,N) — (c(Bk) I k <j)),

where c(B1) = min(D1t }~

This method effectively constitutesa techniquefor realisingprogressivereasoning
within qualitative simulation. The simulation system will explore the behaviourwith
the current highest priority thereby maximising the chanceof producing a solution
within the minimum computation and hencetime. If unsuccessfulthe next highest
priority behaviourwill be exploredand so on until, in the limit, all possiblebehaviours
are generated,ensuringthe eventualsoundnessof the qualitativesimulation algorithm
used.

It is interestingto notice that, within the Fuzzy Qualitative Simulationdeveloped
by the authors, the behavioursgeneratedhave been implicitly assignedwith certain
degreesof commitmentusing the distancemetric shown earlier and furtherprioritised
through the useof the approximateprinciple [13]. Originally, this principle is utilised
to ensurethe closureof the quantity spacesuch that the resultingvaluesfrom opera-
tions amongst qualitative values remain within the space. The application of the



approximateprinciple, of course, results in a reduction in the behaviours. However,
the ‘real’ behaviourmay be missed, therebylosing the soundnessproperty of qualita-
tive simulation. The techniquefor progressivereasoningbased on explicit priorities
effectively extendourapproachso that themostlikely behaviour,asdeterminedby the
approximateprinciple, is exploredfirst.

3. PotentialApplication of Prioritised Behaviours

We havepresenteda basicallysimple but yet potentiallyvery useful techniquefor
making qualitative simulation more efficient and hencemore attractive for practical
applications. The potential usesinclude any application tasksfor which efficiency is
important suchasreal-timemodel-baseddiagnosisof dynamic systems[5, 10, 14] and
real-time critical-event simulation [2]. We have not yet applied the proposedtech-
nique to any of our currentapplicationsbut intend to do so in the very nearfuture. At
this stage,therefore,we can only outline thepotential for our technique.

For real-time critical event simulation we envisageusing the technique within
FuSim to predict whethera particularcritical event (state)will follow from thepresent
stateof the system. Advancedwarningof sucha statecan be very importantto opera-
tion staff, allowing shut-downor correctiveaction to be initiated. Obviously, the pro-
cedures are usually time-critical. In such situations, exploring the most likely
behaviourfirst result in a possiblereduction in computationtime and hencemaximis-
ing advancedwarning,whilst still avoiding falsenegativepredictions.

Within real-timemodel-baseddiagnosisof dynamic systems,the useof prioritised
behavioursoffers severaldistinct advantages.In such applicationsqualitative simula-
tion is usedto producepredictionsof the evolution of a physicalplant that are syn-
chronouslycomparedto the evolution of the observationsfrom the real plant to detect
discrepancies[10, 14]. If no discrepancyexists then the (normal) model currently
being simulated reflects the real operation condition of the plant and the plant is
assumedto be working normally. However,even in this case,thecomputationtime of
the qualitative simulation is requiredto be fast enough so that the generationof the
next simulatedsystem stateoccurs fasterthan the evolution of the real process. For
processeswith relatively fast dynamics,say less than 1 secondtransientresponse,this
presentsa problem even for currentaffordablecomputers. Prioritising the behaviour
generationallows progressivereasoningand therebyeasingthe time-criticality of the
simulation.

When fault conditionsarepresent,i.e. the predictedbehaviourdoesnot matchthe
observedstate,the plant model is modified until a new predictedstateis generatedthat
does match the observed state and, hence, the possible fault associatedwith the
modified model (constraint) is identified. The key is, of course, to find a suitable
method for making model adjustments. The authors have proposeda method which
they call iterative search [10] that provides a systematicway of exploring model
adjustment that might result in a reduction of discrepancybetweenthe observedand
predictedbehaviours. An important advantageof this is that, in principle, it doesnot
requireexplicit fault models, although they may be usedif available. However, this
potentially resultsin exploringa numberof models,at different stagesof prediction, an
an attempt to get the best match (that minimises discrepancymetric). The use of
prioritised behavioursoffers theprospectof a significant reductionof the computation
required to realise this method. Whenever a predicted behaviour is explored that
obtainsa matchingbetweenpredictedand observedbehavioursless than a prescribed



thresholdof the discrepancymetric the searchprocedurecould be halted,and the asso-
ciatedfault reportedas a possiblecause. Further,the degreeof commitmentimplied
by the priority can be combinedwith the value of the resultantdiscrepancymetric to
producean ‘integrated’ measurereflecting both the likelihood of that behaviourbeing
the correctone (of the assumedunderlyingfault happeningin the physical plant) and
the degreeof correspondencebetweenobservedand predictedvalues. Such possibili-
ties seemto us to be a very exciting prospectfor real-time applicationsof qualitative
simulation.

4. Conclusion

We have proposeda simple but potentially very powerful techniquefor prioritis-
ing the behavioursgeneratedby qualitative simulation algorithms. Although the
presentationand associatedexamplesutilise the fuzzy quantity space employedin
FuSim [13], this is not essentialand, in fact, asdiscussedin the paper,the techniqueis
equally applicable to other non-constructivesimulation algorithms [1, 7, 18]. The
method forms a basis for a techniquefor performingprogressivereasoningto cope
with real-time constraints. In this manner,the most likely solution is generatedfirst
and the subsequentbehavioursare only generatedif higher priority behavioursfail.
Ultimately all possible behavioursare generated,as in current algorithms, and the
soundnessof qualitative predictionsis guaranteed.The techniquehasrelevanceto any
applicationwherecomputationalresourcesare important.
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FaultDetectionandDiagnosisusingQualitativeModellingandInterpretation

J. M. Vinson andL. H. Ungar

Departmentof Chemical Engineering,Universityof Pennsylvania,
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Abstract. TheQualitativeModelling andInterpretation(QMi) systemtranslatesnoisysensordata
into aqualitativedescriptionof theunderlyingbehaviorof achemicalplantandusesthis
informationtogetherwith qualitativemodelsto identify faultsandoperatingregimes.Qualitative
modelsof normalandfaulty equipmentaresimulatedto describetherangeof possiblebehaviorsin
achemicalplantwithout theneedforexactnumericmodelswhichareunavailablefor manyfaults.
Sensordataarethenusedto selectbetweendifferentmodels.Simultaneouslyusing interpretations
from multiplesensorsreducessensitivityto sensornoise,increasingdiagnosisreliability. QMI
hasbeenimplementedonasimulatedpropyleneglycol reactorwith goodresults.

~ Failuredetection,identification,leak detection,monitoring,qualitativesimulation.

INTRODUCTION

QualitativeModellingandInterpretation(QMI) isan on-
line processmonitoring systemwhich combines
quantitativechangedetectionwith qualitativemodelling
to diagnosefaults in chemicalplants. QMI translates
sensorreadingsto aqualitativedescriptionwhereeach
variableischaracterizedby its relationto landmark
values (e.g.zero,boiling point,equilibrium mole
fraction)andthesignof its derivative.Thesesensor
interpretationsarecomparedto simulationsof multiple
qualitativemodelsin orderto find themodelwhich
matchestheobservedbehavior.

Manyprocessmonitoringsystemshavebeendeveloped
which detectanddiagnosepotentiallycostly ordangerous
situations.Two commonnumericalmethodsarechange
detection,typically usingalarm thresholds,andmodel
selection. Becauseincomingdatafrom sensorsis
generallynoisy.alarmthresholdsfor singlesensor
detectionmethodsmustbe settobalancebetweenquick
detectionwith frequentfalsealarmsandinfrequentfalse
alarmswith slowerdetection.Traditionally,alarm
thresholdsaresetto eliminatefalsealarms.More
sophisticatedalarm thresholdtechniquesinclude
Shewhartand cumulativesum(CUSUM) control charts
which arestatisticaltestsfor thedeterminationof a
changefrom expectedbehavior(Bowker,1972;Box,
1970; Shewhart,1931).

In contrast,modelselectionmethodsfit incomingdata
from singleor multiplesensorsto detailedplant models
via techniquessuchasKalmanfiltering or non-linear
programming(Frank,1990;Isermann,1984; Wiisky,
1976). Themodelwhichbestfits thedatais considered
to bethecurrentmodelof the plant,andthus the
diagnosis.Toachieveawide coverageof faults and
operatingconditions,quantitativemodelsmustbebuilt
which describeall possiblesituations,includingseveral
magnitudesof thesametypeof faults,suchas 10%,
40%and80% leaks. Unfortunately,quantitativemodels
areoftenunavailablefor changeswhichtaketheplant
into unknownor transientoperations,suchasduring
start-upandshutdownprocedures.

Qualitativemonitoringanddiagnosissystemsavoid the
needforquantitativemodelsby describingplantdatain
qualitativeterms: valuesmay behigh, normal or low,
andtrendsmaybeincreasing,steady,ordecreasing.This
qualitativeinterpretationis usedto determinethecauses
of changesin theplant. Rule-basedor expertsystems
mapthesesymptomsdirectly to causesvia rules
obtainedfrom processexperts(Ramesh,Davisand
Schwenzer,1992; VenkatasubramanianandRich, 1988).
Rule-basedsystemsdo notrequireaplantmodel,
howevertheydorequireamultitudeof rulesto coverall
possiblefaultsin achemicalplantandhavedifficulties
with unexpectedoperationsor newequipment. In
contrast,model-baseddiagnosissystemsexaminea
qualitativeplantmodelto determinewhatchanges
(faults)in themodelcouldhavecausedtheobserved
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symptoms.Recently,severalinvestigatorshave started
combiningnumericalandqualitativemethods,eitherby
usingquantitativeinformationto constrainqualitative
models(D~oste,1990;DvorakandKuipers,1991;
BerleantandKuipers,1990;Forbus,1987),or by
mixing qualitativeandquantitativemodelsto getabetter
descriptionof thephysicalsystem(Forbusand
Falkenhainer,1990;Oyeleye,FinchandKramer, 1990;
Yu andLee,1991).

TheQualitativel~de1lingandInterpretation(QMI)
systemcombinesbothdetectionanddiagnosisinto one
packagewhich bormwsfrom bothnumericaland
qualitativemethods.Multiple sensorsareanalyzedand
comparedto knownqualitativemodelsof theplant, and
thatmodelwhIch fits bestis takento be thecurrent
model of theplant. Tightertolerancescanbeseton
individualsensorsbecauseQMT filtersout aphysical
interpretationswhich may be suggestedin singlesensor
methodssuchasalarmthresholdsandcontrol charts,
allowing earlierdiagnosisof processdisturbances
withoutcausingmorefalsealarms. Useof qualitative
modelsalsopermitsdiagnosingarangeof faultsand
behaviorsfor whichexactequationsarenotknown.
QMI hasbeentestedon asimulatedcontinuousstirred
tankreactorandgivesrelativelyrapidandaccurate
diagnoses,

QUALITATIVE MODELS

In qualitativemodelling,anentireclassof faultsis
describedwith asinglemodel, ratherthanby several
quantitativemodelswith differentnumericvaluesof
parameters.Thisapproachis usefulwhen themagnitude
of the fault isunknownandplant behavior mayvary
with thesizeofthe fault. For example,a “small” leak
from atankmay becompensatedforby acontroller,but
alargerleakmaycausethecontrollertosaturate.

Qualitativemodelsusequalitativeequationsto describe
howvariableschangewith respecttooneanother(e.g. in
laminar flow, flow rateis proportionaltopressuredrop).
Variablesaredescribedby thesignof their slopeand
relation to landmarks(e.g. mole fractionhasthe
landmarksof zero,oneandperhapsequilibrium). The
descriptionof all thevariablesin thesystemis calledthe
qualitativestateof the system(e.g. watertemperatureis
increasingandbetweenfreezingandboiling points,and
theamountofwateris steadyandpositive). QMI uses
theQSIMqualitativesimulationpackage(Kuipers,
1986) to “solve” thequalitativemodels,producinga
“tree” of behaviorsfor the models, as shownin Fig. 1.
Eachbehaviororpaththroughthe tree is a series of
qualitativestates.

For example,in Fig. 1, State1 is the steadystate
operationof alevelcontrolled,watercooledCSTRand
states2 and3 areinducedchangesto thesystemwith the
subsequentstatesbeingthereactionto thesechanges.
State2 is theonsetof a tank leak,wheretemperatureand
concentrationarestill steady,buttank level andoutlet
flow havebegunto decreasein responseto the leak; and
state3isachangeintheinletflowrate.State4
describesthequalitativestatewheretemperatureand
concentrationhavebeguntoreactto thechangein
reactorlevel,with temperaturedecreasingandreactant
concentrationincreasing. State7 is thequalitativestate
wherethecontrollerhasbegunto reactto the level
change,but the level andoutlet flow rates are still
decreasing.Behaviorsbranchingfrom state7 include
returnto setpointor saturationof thecontroller.

Normal Disturbances
State

Resulting
States

S-4 S-7~

L~S-3 i S-5~

LS-6
Fig. 1. Samplebehaviortree

Qualitativemodelling ofchemicalplantsis anareaof
activeresearch.For example,DalleMolle and
colleagues(1988,1989)havemodelledchemicalreaction
systemsandproportional-integrallevel controlusing
QSIM. Vinson,GranthamandUngar(1992)have
modelledachemicalplantconsistingof heatexchangers,
areactor,astripperandacondenserusingtheQualitative
ProcessTheoryframework(Forbus,1984),andOyeleye
andcolleagues(1990)havemodelledajacketedCSTR
for applicationin MIDAS, a fault diagnosissystem.
Whenbuilding modelsof morecomplexsystemsthe
numberof solutionscangetquite large,thuscaremust
be takento limit thenumberof solutionswithout
eliminatingrealbehaviors(KuipersandChiu,1987;
Catino, 1991).

QMI ALGO~THM

TheQMI algorithmconductstwo operationson~line:1)
It translatesnoisy sensordatainto aqualitative
description, and2) it comparesthis interpretationto the
behaviorspredictedby thequalitativemodels.
Qualitativesimulationof the modelsis donebeforehand,
so the behavior tree is alwaysavailableto QMI, The
algorithmis shownin Fig. 2.
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Qualitativeinterpretationof theincomingdatais done
by finding thebestfit linethroughthe incoming data
with linear leastsquares.Theestimateof the slopeis
thengivenameasureofbelief(zero - one)that it is
positive,zeroor negativevia thead-hoc functions:1

p(inc)=

1+e t\ CUtOfI

aiop~

1 + e~+~t0t~

p(~d)=1~-p(inc)-.p(~)

whereais usedtoadjusttheslopeof the curvesand
cutoff is theinflectionpoint.. Largevalues of a (> 10)
yield on-offfunctionswhich trip atthecutoffvalue,and
smallvalues(-. 1) give flat curves. Weusea= ~ in our
simulations.Thecutoff is set from knowledgeof the
noisein thesignal sothatavalueof p(std),p(inc) or
p(dec)greaterthan0.5 indicates that the current
interpretationis probablycorrect.

In orderto speeddetectionandeliminatefalsealarms,the
beliefsin theinterpretationsof severalsensorsare
multiplied to yield anoverallbelief in theinterpretation

ofthe stateoftheplant. In the reactorexampleabove,
oneof thequalitativestateshastemperatureincreasing,
concentrationdecreasingand both level and outlet flow
steady. If theinterpretationofthesesignals is
p(inc,temperature)= 0.8,p(dec,concentration)=0.7,
p(std,level)= 0.75andp(std,flow) 0.65, thenthe
overallbelief in thequalitativestateis 0.273. We takea
beliefgreaterthan0~5Ntobea significantbeliefin the
qualitativestate,whereNis thenumberof sensors.
Combiningthe sensorinterpretationsallows QM] to
overlooksensorswhichappearto bechanging(dueto
noise)whiletheothersremainnormal. Similarly, QMI
is less sensitive to sluggishsensorswhenthe other
sensorsarechangingasexpectedfrom adisturbance.

Initially, QMI assumesthe systemis behavingnormally
andonly comparesthequalitativeinterpretationto the
normalstateandthefirst statesof thedisturbancesin the
behaviortree. As moredatacomesin from theplant the
qualitativeinterpretationsof thesignalschangedueto
noiseandprocessdisturbances.If adisturbanceoccursin
the plant, the qualitativeinterpretationwill changeto
producea high confidencein the initial state of the
disturbance,With thenextsetof dataQM1 will look for
interpretationswhichmatchthisstateandthose
following it. Diagnosisis auainedwhenonedisturbance
hasabeliefthat is muchhigherthantheothers.

EXAMPLE SYSTEMAND TESTCASES

1 Wehaveexaminedtheuseof statisticalanalysis
techniquesin determiningtheconfidencein thesignof a
givenslope,buthavefound themto be limited in that
thereis only onehypothesisto test;whethertheslopeis
zero. In statistics,thereis no ability to testfor a
numberbeinggreaterthanzerowithout specifyingthe
valuewhich is “greaterthanzero.”

The QMI algorithmhasbeentestedwith a simulated
propyleneglycol productionreactorpicturedin Fig.3,
from Fogler(1986). Equalvolumes(46.62cfh each)of
propyleneoxideandmethanolaremixed with water
(233.1 cfh) containing0,1 wt % H2S04which catalyzes
thereaction. The~-MeOH andwaterfeedstreamsare
initially at58°Fandmixing increasestheir temperature

Qualitative
Interpretation

Fig. 2 QualitativeModellingand InterpretationAlgorithm
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to 75°F. The reactionis exothermicandpropylene
oxide is relativelylow-boiling, so reactor must be cooled
to keepthetemperaturebelow 125°Fto prevent
excessivevaporization.A proportionalcontrolleradjusts
theoutletflow rateto preventthe level from changing
drasticallyduetochangesin supply ordemand.The
numericalsimulationwaswritten in FORTRANand
usestheLSODEnumericalintegrationpackage,based
on theGearmethod.Possiblefaults in the simulated
reactorarechangedfeedflow, tankleak,changedacid
coroeniration,changedfeedtemperature,andchanged
reactantfeedconcentration.

Qualitativesimulationof thesefaultswith the
qualitativemodel for thereactorproducesabehaviortree,
similar to Fig. 1, with nearly400 historiesand about
2000qualitativestates.As in theexample behaviortree
in theQualitativeModelssection,therearemany
historiesproducedby qualitativesimulation,ratherthan
onefor eachfault. Thesehistoriesoftendiffer in the
relative timeof occurrenceofof differentevents.For
example,whentemperatureandconcentrationbothhave
inverseresponse,qualitativereasoningcannotdetermine
which will peakfirst.

QMI wascomparedto aversionof QMI whichhas
Booleanequationsforbeliefsin thesensor
interpretationsandtoabasicalarmdetectionmethod
usingsingle-sensortiu’esholds. Twelve single-fault
simulationswereconducted,andthesethreemethods
were comparedfordiagnosistime,numberandduration
of falsealarms,andnumberanddurationof missed
diagnoses.Thediagnosistime indicateshow long it
takestoproperlyidentify the fault. Falsealarmsoccur
whenthebeliefsin incorrectqualitativestalesbecome
higherthanall theothersandis dueto noisein the
signal. Misseddiagnosesarisewhentheprobabilityof
thenormalstatedropsbelow0,5N(numberof sensors),

PropyleneOxide

andnoneof theotherqualitativestatesmatchesthe
interpretation. This is causedby a combination ofnoise
andslower signals, suchastemperaturechangein a large
tank.

In all the testcases,QMI observesfour ser~as: tank
temperature,tankconcentration,tank level,and outlet
flow rate. Figures4 a, b, c, anddshow the timeplots
ofeachof thesesensorsfora0.25%decreasein theinlet
reactantconcentrationat 1.00hour. In Fig. 4 a, the tank
compositionincreasesto anew steadystatevalue,but
the initial responseis adecreasein thetank
composition,which is difficult to detectvisuallybut is
animportantcharacteristicof thischange.Temperature
decreasesto a newsteadystateandthe tank level and
outletflow rate remain constant.

As thisdatacomesfrom the plant,QM[ calculates
beliefs thateachmeasurementis increasing, steadyor
decreasing;thesebeliefsare shown in Fig. 5. The top
graph showsthe interpretation of theconcentration
signal: above zerois the beliefthatthe signal is
increasingandbelow, decreasing. Thisshowsaninitial
beliefthatthe concentrationis increasing,whichwould
causeanalarmtobesoundedwith Booleanalarms,but
comparisonwith theothersignalsshowsthat
temperatureandlevelareboth steadywhileoutlet flow
maybedecreasing(belief0.5). Thisdoesnot correlate
with anyqualitativestate,so thenormalstateis still
valid, althoughit hasalow confidence.Alarms and
BooleanQMI signalachangehere,althoughno
diagnosisisproposed.Thead-hocfunctionscapturethe
inverseresponseof theconcentrationat 1.105hours,at
which time diagnosisof the fault occurs.TheBoolean
versionof QMI doesnot capturethe fault until the slope
of theconcentrationcrossesthe 0.5 belief line at 1.140
hours.

Fig. 3 PropyleneGlycol Reactor

Water (0.1 wt% H2S04)

~ ~

CL. .k~ ~

H._1. •~

Pro~leneGlycol

F
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Theaveragestatisticsfor thetestrunsarepresentedin
Table1. Thethresholdsin theseexampleswere
intentionallysettightly to force falsealarmsin the
detectionanddiagnosissystems.For theBooleanQMI
tests,therearetwo caseswherediagnosisis never

achievedbecausethemagnitudesof sensornoiseandthe
change are nearly the same,sothosestatisticsarefor ten
examples.QMI is abletoreachadiagnosisin these
casesthroughits useofthe belieffunctions. Diagnosis
time is reportedin minuteswith standarddeviationin
brackets.Alarms,of course,do not givediagnoses.For
falsealarmsandmisseddiagnoses,Table 1 reportsthe
averagenumberoffalsealarmsandtheiraverage
duration. The differencebetweendiagnosistime for QMI
andBooleanQMI isnegligible,butdiagnosistime for
thealarm thresholdtestsis fasterthanbothbecauseit is
detectiontimeandonly one sensorhasto changefrom
thenormal stateto detecta change.

TABLE 1 Statisticsfor All Examoles

Boolean
QMI QMI

Alarm
Thresholds

CorrectDiagnosis 12 10 NA

DiagnosisTimea
minutes

8.1
(4,5)

9.4
(5.2)

4.2
(3.8)

FalseAlarms
Durationb

0.5
0.8

1.4
3.9

2.2
21.

MissedDiagnoses
Duration~’

0.4
4.3

1.8
30.

NA

Diagnosistimefor alarm thresholdsis changedetection
time.
b Duration is measuredin samplingintervals.

QMI outperformsBooleanQMI by far in numberof
falsealarmsandmisseddiagnoses.With theexcessively
tight thresholdsusedherefor illustrative purposes,QMI
hasone falsealarmor misseddiagnosisfor everytwo
examples,whereastherearethreetimesasmanywith
BooleanQMI. Hardthresholdsalsoaveragetwo false
alarmsper test. Thedurationof thesefalsealarmsis
alsomuchgreaterfor BooleanQMI andhard thresholds.
With looserthresholdsthenumberof falsealarmswould
decreaseat the costof diagnosisspeed.Weexpectthat
reasonablethresholdsin QMJ wouldstill be
unsatisfactoryforBooleanQMI or alarm thresholds.

RelatedWork andCurrentResearch

QMI is similar to two otherqualitativemonitoringand
diagnosissystems:DATh4I (DeCoste,1990)and
MIMIC (DvorakandKuipers,1991). Like them,QMI
attemptsto usequalitativemodelsto determinethe
underlyingbehaviorofa systembasedon information
providedby its sensors.DATMI andMIMIC arein

Temperature(R)
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severalwaysmoresophisticatedthanQMI: boththose
systemsarebetterthanQMI atusingthatfact that
instantaneousstatesareoftennotobserved.

Ratherthanpredefiningall possiblefault modelsas in
QMI, MIMIC hypothesizeschangesto themodel when
it canno longertrackobservations.MIMIC allows only
single-changehypotheses,but subsequentdiscrepancies
betweenreadingsandpredictionsmaycauseMIMIC to
hypothesizemorechanges.Currently, thesemodel
changesareonlychangeslandmarks ofoperating
parameterswith newquantitativeranges(i.e. change
inlet flow from “normal” at9 to 10 gallonsper minute
to “low” at 5 to 6 gpm). Eachhypothesisgeneratedin
thismanneris simulated and comparedto thecurrent
observations,andthosehypothesesthat match become
the setof candidate modelswhich aretracked by MIMIC.
The algorithm forMIMIC is shownin Figure6.

QMI simulatestheentirebehaviortree,butMIMIC
simulatesbehaviorson-line in a step-by-stepfashion.
Thisallows theabovefault generationmethodto be used
aswell asprovidinganefficientway to incorporate
quantitativeinformationinto thequalitativemodelsfor
usewith semi-quantitativesimulation(Kuipersand
Berleant,1988). Semi-quantitativesimulationuses
rangesaroundthevariablesandenvelopesaround
proportionalconstraints,providingapredictionof the
possiblequantitativerangeof valuesfor variablesaswell
asthe usualpredictionof qualitativedirectionprovided
by QSIM. Thisallows MIMIC to bettercompare

predictionsto observations,providingfasterdetectionof
changesin the behaviorof theplant.

QMI andMIMIC bothuseamembershipfunction to
calculatethedegreeof beliefthatastatematchesthe
readings. In QMI only the slopeof thereadingis
examined,whereasMIMIC looksat both thereadingand
its slope. The currentimplementation ofMIMIC is
unableto handlenoisebecausethereadingsareassumed
to beperfectmeasurementsof the plant.

The keyfeatureofQMI which is lacking in DATMI and
MIMIC is the explicit recognitionthatprocessesand
sensorshave noise andthatthis noise obeysstatistical
lawswhich allow one to ascribeprobabilitiesto beliefs
in interpretationsofboth individualsensorreadingsand
completequalitativestares.The QMT work described
aboveusesanadhocinterpretationinspiredby fuzzy
logic and thenotion of a “soft threshold”dividing
differentqualitativeregions. We arenowmovingtoward
the useof more rigorousstatisticsto handlenoise. This
will beparticularlyimportantaswe increasinglyuse
semi-quantitativesimulation to aid fault detection in
dynamicsystems.

Thiscomparisonhasled usto form QMIMIC, ahybrid
of QMI and MIMIC. Thenewsystemis called
QMIMIC and isbeingbuilt to handlecomplexphysical
systemssuchas theCSTRexampleof this paper.
QMTMTC retainsthe incrementalsimulationof MIMIC

Fig.6 Architectureof Mimic. Therectangularboxesrepresentprocessingelementsand the labeledlinesshow
informationflow
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for semi-quantitativepredictionandfaultgeneration
purposes.FromQMI it borrowsandenhancesthe
ability to deal with uncertaintyin theobservations,
Readingsarenowcomparedto semi-quantitative
predictionsby statistical tests,ratherthanad-hoc
measuresof certainty. Also, QMIMIC doesnot lock
prematurelyinto adiagnosescausedby sensornoise,as
doesMIMIC andtheBooleanversionsof QMI.

CONCLUSIONS

QualitativeModellingandInterpretationprovidesan
interesting additionto thefield of faultdetectionand
diagnosis.Sensorsignalsareindividually translatedinto
a qualitativedescriptionwith associatedbeliefswhich are
then combinedforanoverallbelief in thequalitative
stateofthe plant. Combiningmultiple sensorsallows
QMI to settighterthresholdsonsinglesensorsbecause
changesin sensorsmustcorrelatewith eachotherto
produceadiagnosisof faultsorprocesschanges.QMI
performsbetterthaneithera singlesensoralarm
detectionmethodor aversionofQMI with Boolean
belief functionsin diagnosistime, falsealarmsand
misseddiagnoses.We are currentlyaugmentingQMI to
useprobabilitiesof differentfailures.

A major goalof this w~thasbeento integratethe
qualitative information availablein the real world of
chemicalplantsandrobotswith qualitativemodelsof
that world. In particular, we think that it is important to
explicitly modelthenoisethatcomesfrom disturbances
to thesesystems,aswell asthenoiseandinaccuracythat
comefrom the sensorsusedtomeasurevariablessuchas
flow, temperature,concentrationandpressureandtouse
statisticalcharacterizationsof that noisein the diagnosis
process.
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Abstract

Even with significant advancesin model-baseddiagnosismethodologies,it is rec-
ognized that effective modeling is the key to developing efficient diagnosis algorithms
for complex continuous-valued systems. In this paper, we develop a formal modeling
methodology based on the bond graph modeling language, and then present schemes for
focusing the system model to the diagnosis task by converting equations to conflict sets.
This representation greatly facilitates the candidate generation and the measurement

selection processes.

1 Introduction

Diagnosis of engineering systems requires finding a component or a set of components that
are the primary cause for observed discrepancies between normal (predicted) behavior and
observed behavior of the system’[5]. Model-based diagnosis researchers (e.g., [4, 8, 13]) have
been successful in developing effective and efficient device-independent diagnosis algorithms
that consist of two primary subtasks: (i) initial candidategeneration, and (ii) measurement
selection to help refine the initial candidate set. However, the availability of appropriate

~Biswas andYu were partially supportedby grantsfrom FederalExpressCorporationand Office of Naval
Research(N00014—91—3-1769).

‘An alternateapproachis parameter-orienteddiagnosis:correctsystemmalfunctionsby appropriatecontrol
actions(e.g., [11]).
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system description models that make all the information required for diagnosis explicit is the
key to the success of this methodology[5]. Most past efforts (especially consistency- or logic-
based approaches to diagnosis) have focused on digital circuits[7, 13, 19]. Whereas diagnosis of
complex circuits provide formidable computational challenges[8], the problem becomes even
more complicated when one tries to apply these methodologies to dynamic, continuous-valued
systems. The primary reason for these difficulties can be attributed to the lack of formal
schemes for defining computationally tractable models that are precise enough to be useful
for diagnosis[3, 5].

Reiter [19] presents a general framework that defines the consistency-based diagnosis
paradigm: a system is defined as a triple (SD,COMPS,OBS), where SD, the system descrip-
tion, is a set of first order sentences, and COMPS, the components in the system, is a finite set
of constants. Given OBs, a set of observations represented as first order sentences, we adopt
the minimal diagnosis paradigm[7]: generate the set of minimal candidate components that
are consistent with the available measurements (OBS). In this framework, the set of diagnoses
can be represented by a sentence in the disjunctive normal form (DNF), where each clause is
an alternate diagnosis. In general, a diagnosis procedure starts by generating the conflicts,
a sentence that describes the diagnoses in conjunctive normal form (CNF)[14]. Techniques
have been developed that convert the description from CNF to DNF (e.g., the ATMS-based
approach used in GDE[7]), or from CNF to a partial DNF (a partial sets of rank-ordered
candidates), for matter of efficiency[8].

In this paper, we present a formal modeling scheme that generates appropriate sys-
tem descriptions of continuous-valued physical systems so that efficient component-oriented,
consistency-based algorithms can be applied for diagnosing system failures. In order to achieve
this, it is important that: (i) individual components and component behaviors be explicitly
represented, and (ii) relations between measurable parameters and individual components
should be readily derivable from the models. We accomplish this by adopting the bond graph
modeling language[20] from system dynamics. Our modeling scheme first constructs a bond
graph model of the system, from which equations that express the relations between mea-
sured variables and component behaviors are derived. A list of conflicts are then derived,
and causal analysis is employed to adapt the prediction-constrainedtracing methodology[12]
to continuous-valued systems and generate a more precise list of candidates. Results of addi-
tional measurements can then be incorporated to refine the candidate set.

Our goal in this work is to create a system description that allows the development of
efficient algorithms for candidate generation and measurement selection. Adopting this mod-
eling framework provides a unifying framework for studying diagnosis of both continuous and
discrete (digital) systems.

2 Modeling and Diagnosis

Our overall diagnosis framework involves three major steps:

(1) Build bond-graph model of the system: The human modeler starts with the physical
schematics and a description of the overall functionality of the system, and identifies and
characterizes: (i) the primary mechanisms that govern system behavior (functionality), (ii)
a set of assumptions that characterize the physical setting of the system, and (iii) the set
of parametersthat are important for diagnostic analysis. This set includes a subset called
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componentparametersthat directly represent the components under diagnostic scrutiny. The
choice of mechanisms and parameters are based on the bond graph modeling language that
we describe in detail in Section 4.

(2) Generate equations that relate observations to components: Using the bond graph
model of the system, and a current set of observations, a set of output equations are generated.
Each output equation represents the relationship between one observed parameter and com-
ponents of the system. During diagnosis, new output equations are generated dynamically as
additional measurements are made, The primary steps in going from the bond-graph model
of the system to the system description (sD,COMPS)2 as output equations can be summarized
as:

~ Derive state equations from the bond graph models of the system.

• Using steady state assumptions, derive output equations that relate measurable param-
eters to individual component parameters.

(3) Perform Diagnosis: Given the set of measurements made on the system (OBS) and the
system description (SD,COMPs), the diagnosis algorithm can be summarized as:

• Generate the conflict set by performing qualitative causal analysis on the set of output
equations. This involves a number of steps that are discussed in Section 6. Note that
measurementvalues are reported as: above-normal, normal, and below-normal.

• Generate the candidate set based on the current set of conflicts.

• Perform measurement selection based on the established relationship between mea-
surable parameters and individual components (the set of output equations) using an
information-theoretic method, such as the one used in GDE[7].

Qualitative causal analysis links individual component malfunctions expressed as directions
of change in their parameter values with deviations in measurement values. To refine the
candidate set generated by the diagnosis algorithm, we link deviations in abnormal measure-
ments (i.e., above or below normal) to corresponding directions of change in the values of
component parameters. By forcing consistent directions of change in component parameters
across multiple measurements the candidate set is further reduced. In this paper, we focus
on the modeling task; details of the candidate generation and measurement selection steps of
the diagnosis algorithm are discussed elsewhere[24].

3 The Pneumatic System

Our modeling and diagnosis tasks focus on the part of the pneumatic system (see Fig. 1) that
regulates air pressure and temperature drawn from one of three engines before it is delivered
through the manifold system to different subsystems of the aircraft that constitute loads (e.g.,
the wing de-icing system).

2This representationwasfirst proposedby Reiter[19].
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Figure 1: The Pneumatic System

Cold air source
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The pneumatic pressure is regulated by a pressure regulator subsystem. The pressure reg-
ulator valve is modeled as a first-order system, where the opening of the regulating valve is
determined by the changes in pressure at the regulator output. The temperature is controlled
by a precooler subsystem, whose primary component, a heat exchanger, draws cool air from a
second source to cool the bleed air from the engine. Feedbackmechanisms sense the temper-
ature at the precooler output. This information is fed back to the valve controller that fixes
the opening of the valve to control the amount of cold air input to the heat exchanger, using
the power obtained from the hot air transmitted through the sense line. For the diagnosis
model, both the pressure regulator and precooler subsystem are modeled in more detail in
terms of primitive components. For example, the precooler subsystem is modeled in terms of
six primitive components (Fig. 2): (i) the heat exchanger, (ii) the feedback controller, (iii) the
valve, (iv) the valve controller, (v) the temperature control sensor, and (vi) the sense line.

and other pnenmatic loads.
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Figure 2: The Precooler Subsystem
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4 From Physical Schematicsto Bond Graph Models

Effective problem solving using model-based approaches requires the ability to dynamically
construct models of the system under consideration that are both parsimonious and adequate
for the specific task[9, 17]. In this research our focus is on developing a formal modeling
method for effective diagnosis of component failures in continuous-valued systems. The overall
modeling method is more elaborately described as a four step process:

1. decompose the system into subsystems based on schematics and functionality, i.e., ex-
pected behaviors of interest,

2. construct bond graph models of the system,

3. generate equations that explicitly relate observations to individual components of the
system, and

4. focus the model for diagnosis by generating conflict sets for observed measurements
using causal and qualitative sign analysis on the generated equations.

In this section, we discuss the first two steps, i.e., the model construction problem. Section
5 discusses equation generation, and Section 6 focuses on the method for generating conflict

sets.
Formally, the model construction problem is defined as follows:

Given:

• A schematic description S that includes a description of the components of the system
and their interconnections, and a functional description F that defines the expected
behaviors of the system as a whole.

• A domain theory Th consisting of a set of model fragments represented as bond graphs
or bond graph components, and a set of rules that determine their use. Each model
fragment representes a mechanism which defines the behavior of a subsystem and the
role it plays in determining overall system behavior.

• A taskdescription T that defines the task to be accomplished (e.g., diagnosis) and the
level of detail in which this task needs to be performed. For our diagnosis task this
specifies the list of components that can be considered as possible diagnostic candidates.

Produce:

• A bond graph model of the overall system from which the behavior of the system can
be derived. Since our focus is on diagnosis, it is also important that given adequate
measurements any fault among components (specified by T) should be identifiable.

Note that the bond graph model of a system may be made up of a number of individual
bond graphs. In the modeling philosophy that we adopt, individual bond graphs usually
correspond to different domains, such as thermodynamics and fluid mechanics, that the system
behavior covers. Therefore, the above steps are carried out to construct each of the required
bond graphs. The rest of this section focuses on: (i) system decomposition, (ii) the bond graph
modeling language, and (iii) building system models using bond graphs. The decomposition
process is best understood in terms of the bond graph modeling framework that is discussed
next.
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4.1 Bond Graphs as a Modeling Language

The effectiveness of any form of reasoning about a system is strongly dependent on the char-
acteristics of the modeling method used. The bond graph methodology[20} provides a formal
and systematic language for modeling dynamic systems that helps make a number of assump-
tions and issues about system functionality explicit. Bond graphs are highly organized domain
independent structures that are based on a small number of primitive elements: resistances or
dissipators (R), energy storage elements (capacitors C and inertial elements I), ideal sources
of effort S~and flow S~,and distribution elements (transformer TF and gyrator GY). These
elements take on different forms in different domains, but interactions between them is again
expressed in a domain independent way: as energy transfers which are represented as directed
bonds. Each bond has an associated effort and a flow variable, where effort x flow = power,
the rate of energy transfer. Connections between multiple elements are established by junc-
tions, which can be of two types: commonflow (i.e., series) or 1-junctions, and common effort
(i.e., parallel) or 0-junctions.

Though the exact procedure for building bond graph models of physical systems differs
slightly from domain to domain, a human modeler can, in general, follow the basic steps
summarized below to build system models[20]:

• Identify the dominant variables in the domain. In mechanics these are the flow (velocity)
variables, in the fluid, pneumatic, and electrical domains it is effort (the fluid pressure
and voltage, respectively).

• Establish a junction for each instance of that variable, i.e., a 0-junction for each instance
of dominant effort variables, and 1-junction for each instance of dominant flow variables.

• Establish bonds from these junctions to storage elements (i.e., inertial elements to 1-
junctions and capacitance elements to 0-junctions).

• Connect these junctions to each other using the complement junctions, and attach dis-
sipative elements (R) whenever necessary.

• Identify the sources of effort and flow (exogenous variables), and connect them to the
proper junctions.

• Assign directions to bonds. They establish reference directions for power flow,

• Simplify the graph wherever possible, e.g., in some cases 0- and 1-junctions can be
replaced with simple bonds.

The bond graph model for a simple heat exchange mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
heat exchanger model depicts heat flow through a resistive junction R between two materials
represented as capacitances C1 and C2. As discussed above, the bond graph model for this
mechanism is created by identifying the dominant effort variables, which, in this case, are the
temperatures T1 and 1’2. A 0-junction is established for each of these variables, which are
then linked to the storage elements. The two 0-junctions are connected to each other via a
1-junction, and the dissipative element R is connected to this junction. Q, the flow variable,
represents the amount of heat flow that occurs across the resistive junction. Note that this
representation is not unlike the view-process structure that forms the fundamental basis for
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Figure 3: Heat Exchange Mechanism: Bond Graph Library

modeling in the QPT framework[10]. The R element models a resistive heat flow junction,
and represents the relationship between heat flow rate Q and temperature difference T, — T2.
If T, — T2 is not large, the relation can be linear, i.e., R~Q = T, T2. The C elements are
thermal capacitances which represent the thermal energy stored in an amount of material as
a function of the temperature of the material, i.e., ~Q’ C = L~T.

To extend bond graph modeling for component-orienteddiagnosis, individual components
and their relations with measurable parameters (OBS) need to be represented explicitly. In
the bond graph framework, primitive elements such as resistors and capacitors represent
mechanisms[21], and, therefore, may or may not be in 1-1 correspondence with individual
system components. To deal with this problem, we extended parameter definitions used in
the bond graph framework.

Typically, bond graphs have effort and flow variables associated with bonds, and param-
eters associated with primitive elements (e.g., R, C, etc). For our diagnosis framework, we
divide the element parameters into two sets: component parameters and co-component pa-
rameters. Component parameters directly relate to the functionality of components under
diagnostic scrutiny, e.g., the parameter R (resistance) directly relates to a primary function-
ality of a heat exchanger component. It models the junction at which heat transfer occurs
because of temperature differences. Note that a component definition may include multiple
component parameters, where each parameter represents an aspect of the functionality of the
component. As part of a component parameter definition, its Possible Directions of Change
(PDC) is also recorded. This is a characteristic of a specific component, e.g., some resistance
values can only increase as a system degrades. In general, the PDC of a component parameter
can take on one of three values: +, —, and ?, which implies that the parameter values can
only increase, decrease, or deviate in either direction, respectively. It is important to note that
the PDC of a parameter often determines how the parameter (and hence the corresponding
component) can affect an output parameter. Using this information helps narrow down the
set of conflicts, and hence, the set of candidates.

Co-component parameters are not directly associated with primitive component function-
ality, but they represent bond graph elements that are introduced to complete system func-
tionality description. For example, the thermal capacitances of the heat exchanger (Fig. 3)
in the precooler system (Fig. 2) do not represent individual components of the system but
model the air masses that exchange heat. The air masses are in turn related to flow rates of
the incoming air streams. Following this relation helps define these co-component parameters
in terms of other component parameters.

Effort and flow variables are also characterized as input, output, and statevariables. Input.
variables are associated with source elements of the bond graph, and, therefore, are exogenous
to the system being analyzed. Output variables represent values which can be measured as
part of the observation set, and state variables represent the minimum set of energy-related
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variables (e.g., heat flow rate and temperature in thermodynamics, velocity and force in
mechanics) that uniquely describe the state of a dynamic system3.

Characterization of parameters depend on the viewpoint in which we analyze a system.
Parameters that are known to be insignificant, or unchanged for a specific diagnostic task
can be considered as constant. Parameters that express interactions between the system and
other subsystems that are not modeled are also considered constant (because their effects are
considered to be exogenous to the diagnostic situation).

For the pneumatic system, jet engine pressure and temperature represent input variables,
because the engine is not included as part of the diagnosis task. Possible output or measurable
parameters are Ph0 and Th0, the output pressure and temperature of the bleed air at the load,
and Pro the pressure at the pressure regulator output. Resistance at the heat exchanger
junction R,? and the resistance of the sense line to liquid flow Ba, are examples of component
parameters for the precooler subsystem.

Given S. F, Th, and T, model building with bond graphs can be described as a two step
process:

1. decomposing the system by domain (i.e., thermodynamic, electrical, etc.) and selecting
a set of primary mechanisms that define system behavior in that domain, and

2. refining the primary mechanisms based on assumption classesso that can be replaced
by specific model fragments and composing the model fragments to generate the overall
bond graph model of the system.

These steps are discussed in detail below.

4.2 System Decomposition

In general, system decomposition is task- and viewpoint dependent, and, therefore, hard to
automate. For example, consider the jet engine as part of the pneumatic system. For the
diagnosis task, if it is sufficient to determine that the cause of a problem is engine failure
then the engine can be modeled as an effort source. However, if the diagnosis task requires
that the cause of the problem within the engine be determined, then it is important to model
the pistons and valves within the engine explicitly, and the mechanisms that determine engine
functionality need to be represented in more detail. We make the assumption that the modeler
performs the system decomposition task. As discussed earlier, this involves decomposing the
systems functionality by domain, and selecting a set of primary mechanisms that define the
systems functionality in that domain.

In the bond graph framework, primary mechanisms specify how a subsystem affects sys-
tem behavior by controlling energy transfers between components. More formally, the primary
mechanisms in any domain can be classified as: (i) energy sources, (ii) energy flow and storage
mechanisms (those that transfer energy from one location to another or store energy at a lo-
cation), and (iv) energy transformation mechanisms (those that convert energy from one form
to another). In addition, we define a special class of mechanisms called feedback mechanisms
to facilitate the modeling process. Examples of primary mechanisms in the fluid domain are
sources of flow (e.g., pumps), fluid storage mechanisms (e.g., tanks and pipes), and flow or
transport mechanisms (e.g., pipes).

3Statevariablesmayalsobe measurable.
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From a procedural viewpoint, the modeler begins the decomposition process by first iden-
tifying the different domains that describe system behaviors of interest. For example, in the
pneumatic system, the domains of interest are: (i) thermal, (ii) fluid, and (iii) mechanical.
Simultaneously the modeler studies the specification task T and the system schematics that
describe the set of components that are of diagnostic interest. This leads to the selection
of one or more component parameters that govern behaviors of interest for each component.
The next step involves selection of the primary mechanisms in the bond graph framework. In
our system, the jet engine is not of diagnostic interest, therefore, it is modeled as an ideal
effort source. Similarly, based on the schematics of the precooler system (Fig. 2) and its
functional description, the subsystem is represented as a composition of three mechanisms:
(i) heat transfer between materials through a resistive junction, (ii) feedback mechanism for
temperature control, and (iii) resistive fluid flow through a valve.

By adopting bond graphs as the modeling language, we have developed a modeling frame-
work that is formal and easy to interpret. The general principles that govern model building
are based on energy transfer processes, and, therefore, are largely uniform across different
domains.

4.3 Modeling with the Bond GraphLibrary
Once primary mechanisms have been identified, model construction takes on a compositional
modeling flavor[9, 17]. In our framework this requires the modeler to go through two steps: (i)
selection of bond graph fragments that are derived from primary mechanisms and additional
information about the system, and (ii) composition of the fragments to build bond graph
models of the system under consideration. To facilitate the modeler’s task in the first model
building step, we have developed bondgraph libraries that represent collections of mechanisms
in various domains. An example of an element in the bond graph library is the bond graph
fragment for the heat exchange mechanism (Fig. 3). Note that the system decomposition
step produces primary mechanisms and their list of associated components. For each primary
mechanism, the modeler’s task is to index into the library and pick the appropriate bond
graph fragment(s) that corresponds to this mechanism, and then to map physical system
components into this generic structure. For example, in the heat exchanger, if heat transfer
occurs uniformly across a thin slab of material, the thermal resistance B is a function of the
thermal conductivity, the cross-sectional area, and the thickness of the material, lithe heat
exchange occurs between two blocks of metal, the capacitance C of each block is a function of
its mass and specific heat. On the other hand, if the heat exchange occurs between two fluids
flowing through pipes, the capacitance value computations are more complex, and computed
in a manner shown in Section 5.

Given a description of a primary mechanism and its components, how does the modeler
index into the bond graph library and pick the appropriate fragment ? In this work, we
take the approach proposed by Falkenhainer and Forbus[9] and Nayak et al.[17] and describe
the indexing mechanisms in terms of assumptionclasses. An assumption class represents a
consistent combination of the physical setting of the system, its operating conditions, and
the conditions that influence the behavior of its components. Turbulent incompressible flow~
through a resistive pipe represents an assumption class, however, viscous flow through a pipe
with no resistance is inconsistent, and cannot be called an assumption class. Assumptions can
be described in further detail by classifying them as: (i) characteristic assumptions,and (ii)
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component assumptions.
Characteristic assumptions pertain to behavioral constraints and assumptions that are

global in nature. For example, fluid flow in a system can be characterized in the following
manner:

• compressibility: compressible versus incompressible flow,

• dimensionality: one versus two versus three dimensional flow,

• velocity: subsonic versus supersonic flow,

• viscosity: inviscid versus viscous flow, and

• turbulence: laminar versus turbulent flow.

As discussed earlier, these assumptions are not all independent, and some combinations (e.g.,
turbulent inviscid flow) may not be relevant.

Component assumptions define, for each subsystem, the properties of its components that
need to be explicitly represented in the model. Each of these properties can be represented
by a primitive mechanism. Here, we define a primitive mechanism as a specific instance of a
primary mechanism. For example, consider a pipe that is linked to a fluid flow mechanism.
If its storage capacity is of importance in the analysis, this can be captured in the model
by a primitive bond graph element the capacitor, and the pipe may then be modeled as
a combination of B and C elements. On the other hand, if its storage properties are not
relevant to the task at hand, the pipe can be modeled as a simple resistive element B.

Collections of characteristic and component assumptions represent alternative ways to
model the same aspect or phenomenon (see Nayak et al.[17] for details). These are then
organized into mutually exclusive assumption classes, which form the basis for indexing into
the bond graph library and retrieving appropriate model fragments. A model fragment is a
bond graph segment that contains one or more primitive bond graph elements and a set of
equations, that define relations between effort and flow variables for individual bond-graph
elements[20], e.g., Q’ B = — 7’2 for a resistive heat junction.

A bond-graph segment often has multiple sets of equations that define its behaviors. Each
set corresponds to a specific assumption class. For example, pressure drop in a pipe in the
case of incompressible laminar flow is represented by the equation: L~P = ~ where
~.t is the viscosity, 1 is the length, and d is the inside diameter of the pipe. For turbulent
flow, the relation becomes: ~P = atQIQI~,where at is a constant that is often determined
experimentally.

Once bond-graph fragments are selected for individual mechanisms, they need to be com-
posed to form the bond graph model of the system. In previous work, automation of model
composition has been considered to be a difficult task[9, 17, 1]. However, our use of the
bond graph modeling language makes the task much easier. As discussed earlier, interactions
between bond graph components are expressed in a domain independent way: as energy trans-
fers which are represented as directed bonds, and links between segments in the same domain
are established by junctions, i.e., common flow (series) or 1-junctions, and common effort
(parallel) or 0-junctions. Connections between bond graph segments in different domains are
established if there is energy transfer between the subsystems modeled by these segments. In
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this case, the connections are established through energy transform mechanisms: transformers
and gyrators.

The bond graph modeler has been implemented in X window and C with a simple graphics-
and menu-based interface. The menu enables the user to retrieve basic bond graph fragments
in a particular domain, or access previously created mechanisms by specifying the primary
mechanisms and corresponding assumptions. The graphics editor which is mouse-driven en-
ables the user to create and edit bond graph models. Models created can be stored as sub-
systems (e.g., the precooler or the pneumatic system) or as mechanisms. Mechanisms require
the specification of a name, the domain (or domains) to which they apply, and the set of
assumptions under which they are valid. The user is also provided with facilities to express
the effort-flow parameter relations between components as equations. The modeler can use
this facility to modify the linear heat exchange junction and create a non linear resistive heat
junction. As part of the modeling system, we have developed adequate bond graph libraries
in the thermodynamic and fluid domains. The library of components in the thermodynamics
domain contains basic bond graph elements, such as the resistive heat exchange junction,
different models of heat capacitance, the temperature source S~and the flow source S1, and
0- and 1- junctions for building composed systems. In addition, we include descriptions of
standard components, such as the heat exchanger (Fig. 3) and models of basic feedback mech-
anisms that generate signals whose strengths are proportional to temperature differences. We
now discuss the construction of the bond graph model of the precooler system to illustrate
the modeling methodology.

4.4 Bond Graph Model — PrecoolerSubsystem

As we discussed earlier, the temperature regulating part of the pneumatic system is com-
posed of three subsystems: (i) the heat exchange subsystem, (ii) the pneumatic flow valve
subsystem, and (iii) the feedback control subsystem. For each subsystem, one or more pri-
mary mechanisms are identified. For example, three primary mechanisms are identified for
the heat exchange subsystem: the heat exchange mechanism, and two source mechanisms.
The bond graph fragment corresponding to the particular heat exchange mechanism (Fig. 4a)
is selected from the library based on the assumption that the heat exchange between the two
heat masses occurs uniformly through a resistive junction R~.Each mass is represented as a
thermal capacitor. Note that this fragment is an instantiation of the fragment for heat ex-
change mechanism in Fig 3. Bond graph fragments for the two sources (hot and cold) (Fig. 4b
and Fig. 4c) are selected based on the assumption that each source provides heat at constant
temperature (Th and T~)along resistive pathways, i.e., there is heat loss during transport of
the air mass. The bond graph fragments are then connected using bond 1 and 2 to form the
model for the heat exchanger subsystem (bond graph 1 of Fig. 5). Note that the arrow on the
bonds 1 and 2 indicate that the direction of energy transfer is from the hot source (Sh) to the
hot capacitor (Ch) and from the cold capacitor (Ce) to the cold source (Se).

The bond graph model for the valve subsystem (bond graph 2 of Fig. 5) is built by
connecting the bond graph fragment for the resistive flow (model of the valve) with the
fragment for an ideal source (model of the source of air). This bond graph indicates that.
the amount of pneumatic flow is determined by the resistance in the system (i.e., the valve).
The resistance, in turn, is determined by the openingof the valve, which is controlled by the
feedback system.
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The feedback subsystem consists of four primary mechanisms: (i) the pneumatic source
(modeled by Se), (ii) resistive flow that represents the function of the sense line (modeled
by fragment 3a in Fig. 5), (iii) energy transformation from temperature difference T8 — Tset

(T3 represents the sensed temperature, and ~ represents the desired temperature) to a
voltage signal V~(modeled by fragment 3b, Fig. 5), and (iv) energy transfer (modeled by
fragment 3c, Fig. 5). This bond graph models the physical situation where the valve controller
(MTF2) transfers a fraction of the pneumatic power P3 obtained through a sense line (a pipe)
into a mechanical force F that acts against the valve spring to determine the opening of
the valve. The amount of power transferred is determined by a voltage signal V~from the
controller(MTF1).

5 Equation Generation

The task of equation generation is to relate output measurements to component parameters;
Output equation generation is a three step process: (i) assign causal strokes to bonds in the
bond graph, (ii) generate state equations, and (iii) generate output equations and manipulate

4c

Bond graph 1

Bond graph 3
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them algebraically to convert them to the desired form. The first step is discussed in detail
[15, 21] and not repeated here. The algorithms we have developed for the second and third
steps are presented below. Their implementation makes calls to the Mathematica package,
which performs some of the required symbolic and algebraic manipulations.

5~1 State Equation Generation

The bond graph framework adopts the state space approach to modeling dynamic systems. An
nth order system is modeled as a set of n first order differential equations. In our methodology,
a state equation takes the following form:

th~= gj(zi,. . . ,z~,x1, . . . ,Xl, u1, . . . , Ur, c1, . . . ,

where xi’s are state parameters, ij’s are their derivatives, z~’sare component parameters, ui’s
are input parameters, g~’sare algebraic functions, and ck’s are co-component parameters.

The method for generating state equations from a bond graph[20] is summarized below:

• Identify the key parameters.
For bond graph 1 (Fig. 2), the key parameters are: input — Th~and 1

’d, state — Qh and Q~,
component — R~,and co-component — C~. (The input, component, and co-component
parameters are prespecified by the modeler.)

• Formulate initial equations associated with the I, R, and C elements.
Continuing the example, five initial equations are generated from bond graph i~:

h . hi~~hCh. Th=Th~+-~-- (1) Rh: Q~= D

.LLh

‘r Q C / n . — C — Cl
‘-ic. .L~ Ici+’~ tL) ~C’ ~ — R

R~: Q2 = Th—TC

• Formulate first order differential equations for each state variable, in terms of other
variables linked to it through the same 0- or 1- junction. For variables in these equations
that are not input variables or component and co-component parameters, follow causal
strokes to other junctions, and substitute them with other parameters. This process
continues until the equation contains only input and state variables, and component
and co-component parameters.

The Qh variable in bond graph 1 can be expressed as: = Qi — Q2’ Making substi-
tutions using equations (1)-(4) we get:

— Qh — ThI — Td — Qh ___
h — - ChRh Ch ~ + CCRP’

Following the same process, the equation for QC is derived as:

— QC Th~—Td Q~ ___Q~— — CCRC + - CCR~+ Ch R~’

4The two air massesaremodeledas lumped systems.More detailed piecewisemodelscan also be created.
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5~2 Output Equation Generation

The general form of an output equation is:

= f(zi,. . .,Zn,u1,. .

where yk is an output parameter. Equation generation involves symbolic manipulations, and
is based on the following assumptions: (i) the physical systems we deal with are linear or
are modeled by linear approximations, therefore, the algebraic functions derived for the state
equations are also linear, and (ii) the systems was operating normally in a steady state, and
diagnosis is initiated when system parameters deviate from their steady state values (i.e., we
perform steady state diagnosis).

The algorithm for generating output equations is summarized below:

1. Assumption (ii) implies that for a state variable x~, i~ is either 0 (no change in x~) or
a constant ( x, changes at a constant rate). Therefore, x, — x~o= i1L~tis a reasonable
approximation for x~over a small time interval L~t.Computation of the L~tis situation
specific, and is often dependent on the modeler’s viewpoint and understanding of the
system. By resolving the Lit, ii’s can be replaced by -~, and the state equations assume

the form:
~

2. Solve this set of n linear equations in n unknowns to produce equations of the form:

= h~(u1,...,Ur,cl,. .

3. Transform the equations with output parameters to the form:

= f~(Zi, . . . ,Z~,X
1

, . . . , Xj, U
1

, . . . , Ur, c1, . . . ,Cm),

and eliminate all state variables to produce: y, = f~(z1,... , Z~,U
1

,.. . , Ur, C
1

,.. . ,Cm).

4. Generate equations that relate co-component parameters to component parameters.
This process often involves deriving output equations from bond graphs where the co-
component parameters (or their related parameters) are treated as output parameters.
Repeat the process until all equations for co-component parameters are of the form:

c~= f1
1’(z1,. . . , z~,u1,...,Ut).

The algebraic manipulations and solution of linear equations in steps 2-4 are executed
using the Mathematica package. This method applied to the output temperature variable of
the pneumatic system Th0 is illustrated below. Since we make the lumped mass assumption,
this corresponds to stating that heat transfer from hot to cold air in the precooler occurs at
a fairly steady rate during the time the bleed air is in the heat exchanger. In this case, we
approximate t~t= .L, where 1 is the length of the path the air masses traverse in the precooler,

and v is the velocity of the air flow, approximated as ~ Therefore, Q = ~ for both Qj,
5A more exactsolution would assigndifferent velocitiesto the two air masses.
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and Q~.Substituting for Qh and QC, and solving these equations produces:

Qh=- ThI-T~ (6) QC= - (7)

The output parameter Th0 is equal to Th after time period ~.t, and, therefore, using equation
(1) and (6) we get:

Th0 = Th~— ThI — T~ (8)C ~
h\ ChRh Ch C~

The next step is to solve for the co-component parameters. For the pneumatic system, equation
for co-component parameter CC is generated from domain knowledge,

CC = Vcp=~tFCcp=~FCcp, (9)

where V is the volume of the cold air in the heat exchanger unit, p is the density, c is the unit
thermal capacitor of the air, and FC is the flow rate of the cold air. In this case, both p and c
are constant. The output equation for parameter FC is derived from bond graph 2:

C — \ / ~ ma~—

y L~3

where P3 is the pressure difference over the valve, C3 is the valve constant, and Xmax is the
max length of the opening of the valve. Note that while P3 and C3 are both constants, X is
still a co-component parameter, and it is determined by the force exerted on the spring. Bond
graph 3 is now analyzed with X considered as an output parameter to produce:

X = ~(Pro - R3F3)E, (11)

where PrQ is the incoming pressure of the flow from the pressure regulator subsystem, A is
the area of the opening of the sense line, E is the percentage of power that is applied to the
valve spring based on readings from the temperature sensor. A is a constant, while E is a
co-component parameter, which is represented by:

= E1 + EC(Tset — RC$qr), (12)

where F3 is the flow rate through the sense line, and T3~~is the desired temperature. Taet and
F3 are all constants. Note that P~0is considered to be an input parameter when the diagnosis
focuses on the precooler subsystem. However, when the whole system is under scrutiny, Pro
become co-component parameter, and equations also need to be derived that relates it to
components of the pressure regulator subsystem. The following equations are generated using
the same techniques described earlier:

Pro = P~~(1- ~ (13)
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where ~ is an input parameter (pressure of the flow coming into the pneumatic system), ~
is constant, and Xh is co-component parameter which is represented by the following equation:

Xh = — A2(P~~— R7,~f7,~)~ (14)

where A2 and f~are constants, and R7,t, E7, and K7, are component parameters.
After equations for all the output parameters and the co-component parameters are gener-

ated, the final form of the output equations may be generated by systematically substituting
for co-component parameters till all parameters in the equations are either input parameters
or component parameters. The equations would then be in a form where direct relations
could be established with component parameters to generate potential conflicts. For example,
the output equation for Th0 can be generated by combing equations (8), (9), (10), (11), and
(12). However, this often produces complicated forms that are difficult to analyze using our
automated algorithm. Therefore, we often have multiple equations associated with an output
variable rather than one complex equation. For example, our implementation keeps equations
(8), (9), (10), (11), and (12) as a set associated with the output variable Th0. These equation
sets are then used for diagnostic analysis which is discussed in the next section.

6 GeneratingConflicts

Given the current set of observations (values of parameters measured) and the set of output
equations that relate these parameters to component parameters, our system identifies the
current set of conflicts.

For each variable whose value has been measured, a conflict that depends on the deviation
of the measured value is constructed. Our notion of conflict extends the existing one, which is
defined as a set of assumptions (e.g., a component is normal) that support a symptom, and,
therefore, cannot all be true to explain a deviant measurement. For a deviant parameter, the
conflict contains the list of component parameters, at least one of which has to be faulty, and
whose malfunction could cause the output variable to deviate in the observed direction. For a
parameter that is in its normal range, the conflict contains a list of component pairs. Each pair
represents component parameters that are both normal, or both faulty so that their combined
effect on the output parameter is null. Here, we assume that the normal range of a parameter
during steady state operation of the system is given as part of the system description.

The first step in conflict generation analyzes how each candidate component parameter
may be linked to the output variable. For example, it may be determined that an increase in
the value of a particular component parameter will cause the output to decrease if there are no
other changes in the system. To perform this analysis, consider the set of equations associated
with each output variable y. For each such equation, pk = fk(wl,. . . , w~,u1,. . . , Urn), where
Pk is either an output parameter or a co-component parameter, u’s are input parameters, and
w’s are component or co-component parameters, we perform the following analysis:

1. Compute the partial derivative ~.

2. For each term in ~, which is either a component parameter, co-component parameter,
an input variable, or a constant, assign one of +, 0, —, ? as its qualitative value, The
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qualitative value of a variable or parameter is established from knowledge of its numeric
value in the operating region of the system. If the value is known to be positive (negative,
zero) it is represented as a + (—, 0); if its value is unknown, it is represented as ?. A

qualitative algebra similar to that of [6] is applied to determine the qualitative value of
.~PA[23]. Given the qualitative value of ~, the relationship between parameters Pk and
w~is determined: a + value indicates a direct proportionality, a — represents an inverse
proportionality, and 0 implies that two parameters are not related. A? implies that the
relationship cannot be established due to lack of information.

3. Calculate PDC(y, Z~)using the formula PDC(y, Z~)= PDC(Z1) * ~, where * is quali-
tative multiplication.

For pks that are co-component parameters this analysis is repeated recursively, till direct
relations are established between the output variable and component parameters. For example,
to obtain the relation between B3 and Th0, equation (11) is first evaluated. Step (1) produces:

= -~E, where [A], [k], [E], and [F3], the qualitative values of the respective variables,
are known to be +. Therefore, the partial derivative evaluates to —. Since X is not an output
parameter, the process repeats through equations (10), (9), and (8), and we get -~J~°= —,

meaning that the relation is an inverse proportionality, i.e., if B3 increases Th0 must decrease.
Given that PDC(R3) = +, we get PDC(Th0, B5) = —.

After relationship between component parameters and output parameters are established,
the current set of conflicts are generated as discussed below:

• For each deviant parameter y, select all z~’ssuch that PDC(y, z~)is consistent with the
current observed deviation of y. A PDC is defined to be consistent with a deviation if
(i) they have the same value (both + or ~_),or (ii) the PDC has value? (e.g., it can
either be + or —).

• For each normal parameter y, form a propositional formula: (~z~A... A “Z~) V (zi A
z2) V ... V (z~_1A Zn), where for each pair (z~,z~),PDC(y,;) and PDC(y,z~)are
complementary and z~~ z~.A pair of PDCs are defined to be complementary if one is
consistent with + and the other is consistent with —. This formula suggests that the
z~’sare either normal or at least two of them are deviant, so that their combined effect
is null.

Suppose the observed deviation for Th0 is + (above-normal), a conflict for Th0 is generated by
analyzing PDC(Th0, Z) for each component parameter z. For example, given PDC(Th0,R3) =
— we know that the possible change in the resistance of the sense line (e.g., a blockage) is not
consistent with the observation, and, therefore, B3 is excluded from the conflict for Th0.

The resulting conflict for Th0 is:
F(Th0) = B,? + yE1 + vK — VEC — VRC,,—. Note that for parameters that can change in both
directions, the specific direction of change that explains the particular deviation is explicitly
recorded in the list. This information can be used to prune candidate sets in the diagnosis
algorithm. As we mentioned earlier, when the entire pneumatic system is considered, Pro
becomes co-component and the effects of components in the pressure regulator subsystem on
Th0 also need to be considered. As a result, the conflict for Th0 now becomes:
F(Th0) = B7, + yE1 + Vk — VE~— VR~3* VK7, + yE7, * VR7,t+. Using the same method, the
conflict for a normal parameter Ph0 (the pressure at the output of the pneumatic system) is
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generated as:
F(Pho) = (-~K7,A -~R7,A -~E7,A -~R7,~)V (K7, + AE7,+)...
Note that for each z~,“z~implies (-iz~+ A-’x~—).For example, -~k7,represents (-i/c

7,
+ A-i/c7,—).

7 Summary

In this paper, we presented a bond-graph based modeling scheme that focuses on the diag-
nosis task by converting an analytic equation-based model of the system into conflict sets
that are generated from observations and measurements made on the system. Our overall
modeling philosophy mirrors the compositional modeling approach presented by Falkenhainer
and Forbus[9] and Nayak et al.[17]. The primary difference is that our modeling framework
is based on the more formal bond graph language, and, therefore, we are better able to char-
acterize and formalize the system decomposition and model composition tasks. Besides, the
advantage of starting with an analytic equation-oriented model, provides the opportunity to
introduce successively more precise information (such as orders of magnitude information, and
quantitative values for parameters) if available, and derive more accurate diagnostic results
without altering our framework or modeling methodology. This, as well as our focus on di-
agnosis, possibly differentiates our work from other bond graph applications in model based
reasoning (e.g., Top and Ackermans, Linkens, etc.).

To demonstrate the general capabilities of our modeling and diagnosis methodology in
handling complex continuous-valued systems, we are currently expanding and refining the
bond graph libraries to accommodate the space station thermal bus system. We have reused
a number of models created for the pneumatic system, such as heat exchange mechanisms,
and fluid flow through pipes. A number of new mechanisms have also been created, e.g., a
fluid flow source to model a cavitating venturi, and heat exchangers that involve materials in
two phases (liquid and vapor). We are also working on extending our diagnosis schemes to
make it more efficient. Our goal is to use results from system-level diagnosis[18] so that given
a partial set of measurements, one can select the minimum set of additional measurements
that will guarantee a complete diagnosis in polynomial time.

Acknowledgements: We acknowledge the work of Stefanos Manganaris who contributed
to the development of the bond graph modeling methodology and the development of the
pneumatic system model.
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Abstract

In order to capture commonsense understanding of the physical world, it is crucial to understand
how dynamics and geometries interact. This paper presents a qualitative analysis of the behaviors
of fluids and their effects on fluid boundaries. The representational issue in designing intelligent
systems reasoning about fluid is partitioning the fluid at an appropriate level of detail. Since the
interaction of fluids and objects occurs only when they are in contact, our theory individuates
fluid based on the geometry of the surface in contact with the fluid (this is called the bounded-
8tuff ontology). In addition, it dynamically describes bounded-stuffs as the contact configuration
changes during fluid motion. Fluid motion is captured by the changes of free surfaces in the fluid,
thus showing how the contact configuration changes. The motion of free surfaces is predicted by
dynamically analyzing the interaction of surface geometry and pressure disturbance in fluid. Using
this approach, we can derive the behaviors of fluid with complex surface geometry. This idea has
been implemented and incorporated into the qualitative simulation program ~PE.
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1 Introduction

Understanding the interaction between dynamics and geometry is crucial to capturing commonsense
physics. Without spatial reasoning, dynamics cannot fully explain the physical world. For example,
applying the same force to different points on an object can cause dramatically different behaviors.
Without geometric information, these behaviors would be difficult to predict.

Unfortunately, the general spatial reasoning problem is intractable. Thus, recent research has
focused on more constrained problems such as motion in limited domains [DFIKL75,FORB81},
mechanical mechanisms [JOSK87,NIEL88] and fluid ontologies [C0F087] [HAYE85}. The studies
dealing with mechanical mechanisms and motion focus only on rigid objects, ignoring the motion
of fluid. In addition, the fluid ontology research is insufficient to explain fluid behavior fully. Two
basic approaches to fluid ontology are contained-stuff ontology and piece-of-stuff ontology. Neither
of these approaches suffices to explain all fluid motion. Suppose we want to explain the motion of
the liquid in the U-tube whose left tube is connected to a gas tank and right tube is open to the air.
At first, the pressure in the tank is equal to the atmospheric pressure and thus the level of liquid in
both sides are the same. Next, the pressure in the tank is increasing. The most qualitative physics
research dealing with the contained-stuff ontology strictly view the fluid contained in a container
as an object. Thus it is impossible to consider the motion in each side of the tube since the liquid
in the U-tube is treated as one object. Similarly, it appears to be impossible to consider the motion
of every piece. However, the downward motion of surface in left tube and the upward motion of
surface in right tube can be easily predicted by simple geometric analysis.

This paper presents a technique for reasoning about the behaviors of fluid and its subsequent
effects on the surface of rigid bodies in contact with the fluid. In this paper, we focus on overall
behaviors of fluids rather than the details of thermodynamics of fluid: we want to reason quali-
tatively about how forces are transmitted between fluid and other parts, and how their motions
change in a system.

We identify the criteria in designing an intelligent system to reason about fluids based on the
first principle of physics. A previous technique—the contained-stuff ontology restricted to the
containment by a container—is compared with the criteria, showing its strengths and weaknesses.
Since the interaction between fluids and other objects occurs only when they are in contact, our
theory individuates fluid based on the the geometry of surface in contact with the fluid (this
is called the bounded-stuff ontology). In addition, it dynamically predicts bounded-stuffs as the
contact configuration changes by fluid motion. Fluid motion is captured by the changes of free
surfaces in the fluid, thus showing how the contact configuration changes. During this analysis, the
changes of fluid in containers are easily determined by relating the geometric structures of surfaces
to containers.

Section 2 describes the nature of fluids and shows the problems and criteria in designing a
reasoning system for fluids. Section 3 describes the contained-stuff ontology in terms of these
criteria, showing the need for spatial reasoning based on surface contact between fluid and its
neighbors. In Section 4, we describe how the interaction of pressure disturbances and surface
geometry captures the behaviors of fluid in our theory. Finally, we summarize our results and
discuss future plans.

2 The Nature of Fluid

Unlike solids, fluids move and deform continuously as long as shear stresses exist. Its shape is
determined by the container. These properties of fluid make it difficult to individuate fluids in a
reasoning system. In physics, the following physical theory about how dynamics and geometries
interact is used to capture the behaviors of fluid [HALL74].

• Pressure tran8mi8sion: Pressure is transmitted to solid boundaries or across arbitrary sections
of fluid at right angles to these boundaries or sections at every point.
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• The law of pressure change: As elevation increases, pressure decreases.

• Pascal’s principal: Pressure applied to an enclosed fluid is transmitted undiminished to every

portion of the fluid and to the walls of the containing vessel.

To understand fluids, we first have to inclividuate fluids and then find the relations between the
individuals: between fluid and fluid, between fluid and solid, This individuation process is difficult
due to the nature of fluids. The key problem in reasoning about fluid is how to partition the fluid
at an appropriate level of representation. Fluid should be divided into qualitatively different parts
based on reasoning task, and unnecessary partitions should be avoided. In addition, the physical
theory about fluid should be easily applied in each individuated fluid. For instance, to understand
the overall behavior of fluid, the view of fluid as a collection of molecules is inappropriate: it is
difficult to apply the above physical theories to each molecule. However, this view will be useful
to understand the details of thermodynamic cycle of a system. We want to understand the overall
behaviors of fluids rather than their microscopic behaviors. Since interaction between fluids and
other parts in a system occur only when they are in contact and it is determined by how they are
in contact, the individuation of fluid should be based on the geometry of surface contact with the
fluid, i.e., contact configuration of the system.

As a solid part changes the configuration of the system by its motion, fluid also changes the
configurations of contact by its motion. This change, whether it is caused by solid or fluid, leads to
new kinematic interactions between the parts. Thus each part continuously transmits and modifies
both force and motion through the system. Reasoning about fluid motion must therefore capture
the subsequent change of configurations. A qualitative version of the above physical theory is used
for this reasoning and should be sufficient to describe the fluids if we build the reasoning system
based on deep knowledge.

Finally, it is important for the reasoning system to provide natural and easy explanations to
help our understanding.

3 Problemsof Contained-StuffOntology

The contained-stuff ontology individuates fluid using the natural boundaries provided by contain-
ment. The contained-liquid or contained-gas may disappear and reappear as the amounts of them
change. This view for fluid has been used in most qualitative physics research since this provides
a useful and intuitive notion for reasoning about the overall behaviors of fluids. However, this has
been used in more restricted way: the fluid in a container is viewed as a single object. However, this
approach is not enough to capture the fluid behavior because geometric aspects are not sufficiently
considered. In this section, we describe the sources of problems and then show the problems with
the lift pump example.

3,1 Sources of Problems

Two main sources of the problems of the contained-stuff ontology are:

1. The concept of a container is hard to define. Let’s think about a leaky container and a
channel. Hayes [HAYE85} claimed the former is a container but the latter is not. He also
wrote “Unfortunately to describe these adequately requires metric ideas. (For example, a tin
with a smallhole in the base is a leaky tin, but a tin with the bottommissing isn’t a container
at all, although it could be a channel.)” However, even though we use metric information, this
problem does not seem to be solved. For example, in this case, bow can we define “a small
hole”? Can we define a small hole as a hole whose diameter is less than half, for instance, of
the diameter of the base? Can we say Figure la is a container but Figure lb is not? In the
case of Figure lc, a channel is connected with a tin. In this case, the upper channel contains
the liquid, which means the channel is a container. We can find more examples which confuse
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Figure 1: Container Examples

the concept of a container. These arguments show there might be no general rule to define a
container upon which everyone can agree.

2. Explaining fluid in terms of the contained-stuff ontology is useful and reasonable for people
since this is based on the natural boundaries provided by containers. However, fluid by nature
does not behave on the basis of its container. Thus this contained-stuff ontology might be
inadequate to explain the fluid behavior in a container with more complex geometry. In the
following subsection, the lift pump example shows this problem clearly.

3.2 Lift Pump Example

We begin with a brief description of a lift pump, and then show the problems related to the
contained-stuff ontology. Figure 2 shows the abstract figure of a lift pump describing its behavior.
The pump’s manual explains its behavior as follows.

(a) Lifting up the piston opens valve(A), water is also sucked up into the main chamber.

• (b) Pushing the piston down closes valve(A) by force of the water. Water is lifted up to top

chamber as valve(B) opens.
• (c) Lifting the piston up again shuts valve(B) and pushes water out of the top chamber. Also

water is sucked up into the main chamber as valve(A) opens.

• (d) Pushing the piston down again opens valve(B) by force of water. Also water flows into
the top chamber.

As this explanation shows, the directions seemingly refer to a contained-liquid ontology to
explain the behavior of the lift pump. However, we find that the strict contained-liquid ontology
fails to explain the physical phenomena in this example. Weexplain for each case.

• (a) In our standard domain theory with the contained-stuff ontology, fluid motion is captured
by fluid flow between two containers, resulting in the decrease of amount in source container
and the increase in destination container. With this approach, it is difficult to fully reason
how the configuration changes. Two conditions for a fluid-flow process are that two contained-
stuffs meet and that there is a pressure difference between the two in the boundaries. Suppose
the inlet pipe is not primed with water in the beginning, and we consider water in the inlet

(C)
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Figure 2: Lift Pump Example

pipe and the reservoir as one contained liquid. If the piston is lifted up, air in the inlet pipe
flows to the main chamber as valve(A) opens. Since the pressure of the air in the pipe is
less than the water pressure in the pipe, water flows up. But our liquid flow process cannot
capture this since this flow happens inside of a container. If the pipe is primed and the valve
is opened, fluid flow will occur. Though they happen with the same cause, the contained-
stuff ontology can catch only one of them: liquid-flow which happens only on the portal of a
container.

• (b) Suppose a container has a portal at the bottom and there is liquid inside. Then by
applying the law of pressure change, we can make a general rule like this: the pressure at
the portal is proportional to level of the contained-liquid in the container. But this is not
applicable to the portal of main chamber since the pressure at the portal of the main chamber
is proportional to sum of the level of contained-stuff in main chamber and the level of the
top chamber, Wemight make specific rules for each different geometry of containers. But
to keep our domain knowledge in this way seems very inefficient compared to the system to
allow uniform and easy application of physical theories.

• (c) The deformation of the water, caused by the lifting piston, cannot be generally described
using the current contained-stuff ontology since it is based on simple containers and thus
cannot capture the changes of contact configuration of fluid.

These problems are caused by lack of geometric information as indicated during the explanation
of criteria for a reasoning system about fluid: (1) The contained space by a container does not
include sufficient geometry of surface contact. (2) Fluid motion does not fully capture the changes
of configurations. However, it provides the ability to describe the behaviors of fluid in natural
terms.

Top
(B)

Ma~
Chamber

IValve (A)

(a)
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4 A Qualitative Theory of Fluid

Fluid transmits forces and motions to its neighbors through contact. These interactions are de-
termined by the way of their contact. Thus, our theory focuses on how to reason ab. it the
configuration of fluid contact. Since, unlike solids, fluids deform while they move, our theory dy-
narnically predicts the surface geometry of boundaries in contact with fluids in each configuration.
Based on the configuration of contact and pressure change, the behaviors of fluids are determined.

4.1 Extending Contained.-Space with Boundaries

We want to represent a fluid so that its behavior is inferred from the first principle of physics,
mentioned in Section 2. The pressure transmission principle requires a fluid be described in terms
of the boundaries in contact with the fluid. Also it suggests the need to represent the direction
of the surface normal of each boundary, to find the direction of a force exerted to each boundary.
To find the magnitude of the pressure at a boundary, the pressure change principle is applied. We
can get the relative size of the pressure by comparing with other pressure. up1 is the pressure at
elevation yl and p2 the pressure at elevation y2, we have (using a force balance) p2—p1 = —pg(y2—
yl). Thus, p1 p2 + pg(y2 — yl). In many cases, it is useful for y2 to be the elevation of a free
surface in a liquid. This suggests the location and the pressure of free surfaces should be included
in the theory as well as information about boundaries. Lastly, Pascal’s principle suggests we view
the fluid in some connected volume with contiguous boundaries as one object, since a pressure
disturbance applied to any part of the fluid is transmitted to every part of the connected fluid.

Our theory is based on these requirements and thus supports inferences made from first prin-
ciples. Even though the theory is useful for both gases and liquids, it is especially useful when
applied to liquids. Since gas have very small density p, the pressure change due to height can be
neglected. Thus pressure differences due to geometry can be considered insignificant. However, in
the case of liquids, which have much larger densities than gases, these differences are significant.
Here, we especially focus on the bounded-liquid and an implementation of our theory has been
tested on this.

We extend the contained-stuff ontology from a container to include the boundaries and call
our new ontology bounded-stuff. A contained space which is full of fluid is treated as one object.
In turn, contained-space means “some connected volume of three-dimensional-space which has a
contiguous boundary (at least) below it and around it” [HAYE85]. The boundaries need not be
the boundaries of a container. They might consists of the boundaries of many containers. Each
boundary may be the surface of a rigid object or of other fluids.

In our representation, rigid objects are represented by their surfaces which are in contact with
the fluid. For each surface, we represent the surface normal using a qualitative vector. The pressure
exerted by a fluid is applied to a boundary in the opposite direction of the surface normal. This
direction of the pressure is crucial to determining the motion of the boundary. The geometry of
rigid objects, such as how they are connected, and relative heights between them, is also described.

If we ignore the breakages of fixed boundaries, we can assume fixed boundaries do not move by
external forces. With this assumption, we do not compute the pressure on fixed boundaries, such
as the surfaces of the inlet pipe. Theoretically, this does not cost us any interesting inferences. If
movable boundaries are included in the space, the kinematic interaction between the boundaries
and fluid are determined by their surface normals and locations. For instance, the piston in the
chamber and valves are described by the surface normals of their surfaces and relative locations.

As movable parts change their position, the configuration of a system changes, and thus the
contained spaces changes. In Figure 2a, for instance, there are two contained spaces—one formed
by the surfaces of the top chamber, the other formed by the surfaces of the main chamber, inlet
pipe, and the reservoir. As the valve (A) is closed and the valve (B) is open, the new contained
spaces are formed in Figure 2b.
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4.2 Finding Bounded-stuff

Below we give some useful definitions to describe contained spaces and bounded-liquids.

Definition 1 (Connected) Connected(po8l,cl)(po82,c2)is true if a position posi of a container
ci i8 joined with pos2 of c2.

Position describes the part of an object such as the bottom of the main-chamber. For instance,
connected(bottom, main-chamber)(top, inlet-pipe) means that the bottom of the main-chamber is
connected with the top of the inlet-pipe in the liquid pump. If two containers are connected, they
can be either aligned or —‘aligned. If there is a valve between them, its position determines whether
or not they are aligned. Otherwise, they are always either aligned or --‘aligned. The inlet pipe and
the reservoir in the pump are always aligned.

Definition 2 (Containers) Containers(z) is the set of containers which form the boundaries of
a contained space z.

Definition 3 (Bottoms) Bottoms(z) is a subset of Container8(x) whose bottoms are not aligned
to any container in Container8fr).

Definition 4 (Tops) Topsfr) i8 a subset of Containers(x) whose top8 are not aligned to any con-
tainer in Containersfr).

For instance, the main chamber belongs to Bottoms(z) while the top chamber belong to Tops(x),
where x is the contained space formed by the surfaces of both chambers.

Definition 5 (Length) Length(x) provides the number of elements in a set x.

Definition 6 (Full) Full(c,sub) is true if a container c is filled with liquid sub.

Definition 7 (Empty) Empty(c,sub) is true if there is no liquid sub in a container c.

Suppose a system with n containers and {n} represents the set of the n containers. Since the
the system keeps changing its configuration, a number of contained spaces are possible. They are
found by incremental generation as follows.

1. For all c in {n}

• Generate ContainedSpace(z) , where Containers(x) , B ottoms(x), and Tops(x)= {c}

2. For every pair of contained spaces such that [ci E Containers(xl) A c2 E Containers(x2)
A(Connected(posi,cl)(pos2, c2))] is true,

• Generate ContainedSpace(x3), where Containers(x3)= Containers(xi)U Cantairiers(x2)

The above algorithm produces every possible contained space. As the configuration changes,
some of them appear while others disappear. A contained space is active in a particular configu-
ration if it exists in the configuration. Whether or not it is active is determined by the following
following constraints.

‘Tops andBottoss are generated based on the poai and p082. For instance, if both p081 and p082 are bottom,
then Tops(z3) = Tops(zl) U Tops(x2).
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4.4 The Example Problem, Revisited

Now, we show how the problems of the contained-stuff ontology are solved, using the lift pump

example:

• (a) Fluid flow inside a container problem: In our approach, the fluid motion is captured by the
changes of free surfaces and subsequent contact configuration between fluid and boundaries.
Therefore, the upward motion in inlet pipe and the downward motion in reservoir are easily
captured even though we treat the inlet pipe and the reservoir as one container.

• (b) The fluid in the main chamber and the fluid in the top chamber belong to the same
bounded-stuff in Figure 2b. Since the valve(A) is at the bottom of the fluid, the downward
force by the fluid is proportional to level of the fluid, i.e., the sum of the level of the main
chamber and the top chamber.

• (c) Since any deformation of a fluid is explained by changes in its boundaries, the deformation
when the piston is moving up can be explained by analyzing the surface structure of the lift
pump.

4.5 Implementation

This analysis has been implemented and tested for several examples, including each step of the
lift pump. This implementation has been incorporated into the Qualitative Process Engine (QPE)
[FORB88b]. QPE is the system which implements the Qualitative Process theory using an assumption-
based truth maintenance system (ATMS). Given a scenario, i.e., a particular situation being mod-
eled, QPE automatically instantiates the domain model to form a scenario model. The domain
model describes the physical theory in terms of processes and views. Our theory is implemented
to build the domain model about fluid.

In QPE, contained-stuffs are treated as individual objects and thus processes related to fluids
are described based on these. Since bounded-stuff are described in terms of containers and status
of contained stuff, such as existence, full, and empty, reasonings related with contained stuff are
also used for our reasoning process. However, physical theories, i.e., processes, changes, are not
applied to them. Processes about fluid are applied to bounded-stuffs. To explain behavior in terms
of contained-stuff helps our understanding.

Since t~PEgenerates every possible configuration of a given system, we just include the con-
straints which determine the active contained spaces in each configuration. These are given as
nogoo&i and applied generated contained spaces. To find the bounded-liquids in each configuration,
the constraints relating them with the status of contained liquids are also given as nogoods.

Finding contained spaces is easy as described in previous subsection. If a sy8tem has n con-
tainers, Length(Contalners(x)) can vary from 1 to n. Then the maximum number of possible
contained spaces is ~C1 + ~C2+ ... ~ approximately 2’s. This happens when every container
in a system is connected to all of the containers, which is is very hard to imagine, especially for
large n. However, in many system the number of connections is linear in n. If we consider systems
with n — 1 connections, i.e., the liquid pump, the maximum number is n + (n — 1) + ... 1, i,e,
n(n — i)/2. If two containers are always aligned, this number reduces more. Conceptually, we can
view the two as one container in counting the number of possible contained spaces, since the two
always belong to same contained space.

Figure 4 shows the process for a top surface motion and the simple rule relating its motion to
the change of contained-stuff. (B-S ?sub liquid ?bnd) express BoundedLiquid (?bnd. ?sub). if
a container ?top belong to Tops(?bnd), then (top’-sur~ace?top (B-~S?sub liquid ?bnd)) is
true. Bottom’-o~(?top ?bnd) provides a container which is below ?top in ?bnd and belongs to
Bottoms(?bnd).
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(Defprocess (Surface-Up-motion?top ?aub ?bnd)
Individuals

((?top :type container)
(?sub :type substance)
(‘?bnd :type contained-space

conditions
(top-surface ?top (B-s ?sub liquid ?bnd)) )

(?top2 :type container
(top-surface?top2 (B-S ?sub liquid ?bnd))
(connected (bottom, (bottom-of ?top ?bnd))

(bottom, (bottom-of ?top2 ?bnd)))) )
PreConditions

((transfreedom (top-surface ?top (B-S ?sub liquid ?bnd)) up))
QuantityConditions

((less—than
(A (down-pressure (top-surface ?top (B-s ?sub liquid ?bnd))))
(A (up—pressure (top—surface ?top (B—s ?sub liquid ?bnd)) ?top2)))))

Relations
((quantity flow-rate)
(Q~flow-rate

(- (up-pressure (top-surface ?top (B-s ?sub liquid ?bnd)) ?top2)
(down-pressure (top-surface ?top (B-S ?sub liquid ?bnd))))) )

Influences
((1+ (velocity (top-surface ?top (B-s ?sub liquid ?bnd)))

(A flow-rate)) )

;;; Rule for relating the top-surface motion to the change
in the amount of the container which include the top—surface

(qprop (amount-of-in ?sub LIQUID ?top)
(velocity (top-surface ?top ?B-L)))

Figure 4: A process about free surface motion in bounded-liquid
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5 Discussion

The key problem in commonsense reasoning about fluid is how to individuate the fluid at the
appropriate level. In this paper, we focus on the overall behaviors of fluids rather than the details
of each molecule. The bounded-stuff ontology has been built based on the first principle of physics.

The behaviors of fluid and the subsequent effects on the boundaries are predicted by analyzing
the pressure and the surface geometry of boundaries. Unlike the contained-stuff ontology restricted
to the confinement by a container, which views fluid motion as fluid flow between two containers,
the bounded-stuff captures a fluid motion as a deformation. The latter focus on the changes in
contact configuration with its boundaries. We use the bounded-stuff ontology for physics while
retaining the contained-stuff ontology for complementary explanation. Since the boundaries are
easily related to their containers, the changes in each container (such as increasing, decreasing of
amount of a fluid, and full, etc.) could be determined during analysis of bounded-stuff.

We have only dealt with the overall behavior focusing on the pressure and motion transmis-
sion through a system by analyzing the contact configuration and subsequent effects on the the
boundaries. We plan to continue expanding our theory toward a complete theory for reasoning
about fluid. Reasoning about other important thermodynamic properties is left as future work.
What we hope to analyze eventually is a real system, such as an internal combustion engine, which
should be explained by tightly integrating dynamics and kinematics of rigid bodies and fluid. Our
bounded-stuff ontology is one step toward that goal.
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